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INTRODUCTION

Of the many ideals which in youth gave life a meaning and

radiance missing from the chilly perspectives of middle age, one

at least has remained with me as bright and satisfying as ever

before—the shameless worship of heroes. In an age that would

level everything and reverence nothing, I take my stand with

Victorian Carlyle, and light my candles, like Mirandola before

Plato's image, at the shrines of great men.

I say shameless, for I know how unfashionable it is now to

acknowledge in life or history any genius loftier than ourselves.

Our democratic dogma has leveled not only all voters but all

leaders ; we delight to show that living geniuses are only medi-

ocrities, and that dead ones are myths. If we may believe Mr.

Wells, Caesar was a numbskull and Napoleon a fool. Since it

is contrary to good manners to exalt ourselves, we achieve the

same result by slyly indicating how inferior are the great men of

the earth. In some of us, perhaps, it is a noble and merciless

asceticism, which would root out of our hearts the last vestige

of worship and adoration, lest the old gods should return and

terrify us again.

For my part I cling to this final religion, and discover in it a

content and stimulus more lasting than came from the devo-

tional ecstasies of youth. How natural it seemed to greet

Rabindranath Tagore by that title which so long has been given

him by his countrymen

—

Gurudeva, Revered Master. For
why should we stand reverent before water-falls and mountain-

tops, or a summer moon on a quiet sea, and not before the high-

est miracle of all—a man who is both great and good? So

many of us are mere talents, clever children in the play of life,

that when genius stands in our presence we can only bow down
before it as an act of God, a continuance of creation. Such men
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are the very life-blood of history, to which politics and industry

are but frame and bones.

Part cause of the dry scholasticism from which we were suffer-

ing when James Harvey Robinson summoned us to humanize

our knowledge, was the conception of history as an impersonal

flow of figures and "facts," in which genius played so inessential

a role that histories prided themselves upon ignoring them. It

was to Marx above all that this theory of history was due ; it was

bound up with a view of life that distrusted the exceptional man,

envied superior talent, and exalted the humble as the inheritors

of the earth. In the end men began to write history as if it had

never been lived at all, as if no drama had ever walked through

it, no comedies or tragedies of struggling or frustrated men.

The vivid narratives of Gibbon and Taine gave way to ash-

heaps of irrelevant erudition in which every fact was correct,

documented, and dead.

No, the real history of man is not in prices and wages, nor in

elections and battles, nor in the even tenor of the common man

;

it is in the lasting contributions made by geniuses to the sum
of human civilization and culture. The history of France is

not, if one may say it with all courtesy, the history of the

French people, the history of those nameless men and women
who tilled the soil, cobbled the shoes, cut the cloth, and peddled

the goods (for these things have been done everywhere and

always) ; the history of France is the record of her exceptional

men and women, her inventors, scientists, statesmen, poets,

artists, musicians, philosophers and saints, and of the additions

which they made to the technology and wisdom, the artistry and

decency, of their people and mankind. And so with every

country, so with the world; its history is properly the history

of its great men. What are the rest of us but willing brick and

mortar in their hands, that they may make a race a little finer

than ourselves?

Therefore I see history not as a dreary scene of politics and

carnage, but as the struggle of man, through genius, with the

obdurate inertia of matter and the baffling mystery of mind ; the
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struggle to understand, control and remake himself and the

world. I see men standing on the edge of knowledge, and hold-

ing the light a little farther ahead; men carving marble into

forms ennobling men ; men moulding peoples into better instru-

ments of greatness ; men making a language of music and music

out of language ; men dreaming of finer lives, and living them.

Here is a process of creation more vivid than in any myth, a

godliness more real than in any creed.

To contemplate such men, to insinuate ourselves through

study into some modest discipleship to them, to watch them at

their work and warm ourselves at the fire that consumes them,

—this is to recapture some of the thrill that youth gave us when

we thought, at the altar or in the confessional, that we were

touching or hearing God. In that dreamy youth we believed

that life was evil, and that only death could usher us into para-

dise. We were wrong ; even now, while we live, we may enter

it. Every great book, every work of revealing art, every record

of a devoted life is a call and an open sesame to the Elysian

Fields.

Too soon we extinguished the flame of our hope and our

reverence. Let us change the ikons, and light the candles

again.

Will Durant

Note. I ask the indulgence of the reader for the inclusion of several

chapters which hardly accord with the title of this book. Acknowledg-
ment is here made to the American Magazine, Plain Talk, the Red Book,
the Forum and the Thinker, in which certain of these essays appeared,
usually in a cruelly abbreviated form. The first three essays are popular
and pedagogical; the experienced student will pass them by and begin

with Part II.





PART I

ADVENTURES IN SUGGESTION





CHAPTER I

THE TEN "GREATEST" THINKERS

I. DEFINITIONS

WHAT is thought? It baffles definition because it

includes everything through which it might be de-

fined. It is the most immediate fact that we know,

and the last mystery of our being. All other things come to

us as its forms, and all human achievements find in it their

source and their goal. Its appearance is the great turning

point in the drama of evolution.

When did the miracle begin? Perhaps when the great

surges of ice came down relentlessly from the Pole, chilling the

air, destroying vegetation almost everywhere, eliminating

countless species of helpless and unadaptable animals, and push-

ing a few survivors into a narrow tropical belt, where for gen-

erations they clung to the equator, waiting for the wrath of

the North to melt. Probably it was in those critical days,

when all the old and wonted ways of life were nullified by the

invading ice, and inherited or traditional patterns of behavior

found no success in an environment where everything was

altered, that animals with comparatively complete but inflexi-

ble instinctive equipment were weeded out because they could

not change within to meet the change outside; while the ani-

mal we call man, dowered with a precarious plasticity, learned

the arts of fire, of cooking and of clothing, weathered the storm,

and rose to an unquestioned supremacy over all the species

of the forest and the field.

It was in some such life-and-death emergency as this, pre-

sumably, that human reasoning began. That same incom-

pleteness and adaptability of native reactions which we see

3
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today in the infant, which makes it so inferior to a new-born

animal but leaves it in recompense the possibility of learning

—that same plasticity saved man and the higher mammals;
while powerful organisms like the mammoth and the mastodon,

that had prowled about hitherto supreme, succumbed to the

icy change, and became mere sport for paleontological curi-

osity. They shivered and passed away, while man, puny man,

remained. Thought and invention began: the bewilderment

of baffled instinct begot the first timid hypotheses, the first

tentative putting together of two and two, the first generali-

zations, the first painful studies of similarities of quality and

regularities of sequence, the first adaptation of things learned

to situations so novel that reactions instinctive and immediate

broke down in utter failure. It was then that certain instincts

of action evolved into modes of thought and instruments of

intelligence: what had been watchful waiting or stalking a

prey became attention; fear and flight became caution and

deliberation; pugnacity and assault became curiosity and

analysis ; manipulation became experiment. The animal

stood up erect and became man, slave still to a thousand

circumstances, timidly brave before countless perils, but in

his precarious way destined henceforth to be lord of the earth.

From that obscure age to our own place and time the history

of civilization has been the adventure of human reason. At
every step on the stairway of progress it was thought that

lifted us, slowly and tentatively, to a larger power and a higher

life. If ideas do not determine history, inventions do; and

inventions are determined by ideas. Certainly it is desire,

the restlessness of our insatiable wants, that agitates us into

thinking; but however motived or inspired, it is thought that

finds a way. We need not settle then the ancient dispute

between those hero-worshipers, like Carlyle and Nietzsche,

who interpret history in terms of great men, and those hero-

scorners who, like Spencer and Marx, see only economic causes

behind historical events; we may be sure that no pressure of

economic circumstance would ever have sufficed to advance
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mankind if the illuminating spark of thought had not inter-

vened. Perhaps Tarde and James are right, and all history

is a succession of inventions made by genius and turned into

conventions by the people, a series of initiatives -taken by

adventurous leaders and spread among the masses of mankind

by the waves of imitation. There is no doubt that at the

beginning and summit of every age some heroic genius stands,

the voice and index of his time, the inheritor and interpreter

of the past, the guide and pioneer into the future. If we

could find in each epoch of unfolding civilization the repre-

sentative and dominating figure in its thought, we should have

a living panorama of our history.

But as we face the task of selecting these persons of the

drama, about whom the play revolves, a dozen difficulties daunt

us. What shall be our test of greatness? How, in the roster

of human genius, shall we know whom to omit and whom to

name ?

Well, we shall be ruthless and dogmatic here ; and though it

break our hearts we shall admit no hero to our list whose

thought, however subtle or profound, has not had an enduring

influence upon mankind. This must be our supreme test.

We shall try to take account of the originality and scope, the

veracity and depth, of each thinker's thought; but what we

must bear in mind above all is the extent and persistence of

his influence upon the lives and minds of men. Only so can

we control in some measure our personal prejudices, and

arrive at some moderate impartiality in our choice.

And now how shall we define a thinker? Presumably the

word will embrace philosophers and scientists ; but only these ?

Shall we include men like Euripides, or Lucretius, or Dante,

or Leonardo, or Shakespeare, or Goethe? No; we shall bow
humbly to such great names and class them, despite the reach

and fathom of their thought, as only secondarily thinkers, as

artists first and above all. Shall we include such immensely

influential leaders as Jesus, or Buddha, or Augustine, or

Luther? No; these founders and renewers of religion would
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overlap our term; it was not thought or reason, but feeling

and noble passion, a mystic vision and an incorrigible faith

that made them, from their little foot of earth, move the

world. Shall we admit into our council of ten those great men
of action whose names ring down the corridor of history

—

men like Pericles, or Alexander, or Caesar, or Charlemagne,

or Cromwell, or Napoleon, or Lincoln? No; if we spread the

word thinker to catch such heroes in its net we shall deprive

it of its distinctive meaning, and shall fail to catch the sig-

nificance of thought. We must embrace within it philoso-

phers and scientists alone. We shall seek for those men
who by their thinking, rather than by their action or their

passion, have most influenced mankind. We shall search for

them in the quiet places of the world, far from the madding

crowd; in those obscure corners where great thoughts came

to them "as on dove's feet," and where for a moment they saw,

as in a transfiguration, the countenance of truth.

II. LITANY

1. Confucius

Who then shall be first?

Confucius. At once our doubts and quarrels begin. By
what canon shall we include Confucius and omit Buddha and

Christ? By this alone, that he was a moral philosopher

rather than a preacher of religious faith; that his call to the

noble life was based upon secular motives rather than upon

supernatural considerations ; that he far more resembles

Socrates than Jesus.

Born (552 b. c.) in an age of confusion, in which the old

power and glory of China had passed into feudal disintegra-

tion and factional strife, Kung-fu-tse undertook to restore

health and order to his country. How? Let him speak:

The illustrious ancients, when they wished to make
clear and to propagate the highest virtues in the
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world, put their states in proper order. Before put-

ting their states in proper order, they regulated their

families. Before regulating their families they culti-

vated their own selves. Before cultivating their own
selves they perfected their souls. Before perfecting

their souls, they tried to be sincere in their thoughts.

Before trying to be sincere in their thoughts, they ex-

tended to the utmost their knowledge. Such investi-

gation of knowledge lay in the investigation of things,

and in seeing them as they really were. When things

were thus investigated, knowledge became complete.

When knowledge was complete, their thoughts became
sincere. When their thoughts were sincere, their

souls became perfect. When their souls were per-

fect, their own selves became cultivated. When their

selves were cultivated, their families became regu-

lated. When their families were regulated, their

states came to be put into proper order. When their

states were in proper order, then the whole world be-

came peaceful and happy.

Here is a sound moral and political philosophy within the

compass of a paragraph. It was a highly conservative

system; it exalted manners and etiquette, and scorned democ-

racy; despite its clear enunciation of the Golden Rule it was

nearer to Stoicism than to Christianity. A pupil having

asked him should one return good for evil, Confucius replied:

"With what then will you recompense kindness? Return good

for good, and for evil, justice." He did not believe that all

men were equal; it seemed to him that intelligence was not

a universal gift. As his pupil Mencius put it : "That whereby

man differs from the lower animals is little. Most people

throw it away." The greatest fortune of a people would be

to keep ignorant persons from public office, and secure their

wisest men to rule them.

A great city, Chung-tu, took him at his word and made
him magistrate. "A marvelous reformation," we are told,

"ensued in the manners of the people. . . . There was an end
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of crime. . . . Dishonesty and dissoluteness hid their heads.

Loyalty and good faith became the characteristic of the men,

chastity and docility of the women." It is too good to be

true ; and probably it did not last very long. But even in his

lifetime Confucius' followers understood his greatness, and

foresaw the timeless influence he was to have in moulding the

courtesy and poise and placid wisdom of the Chinese. "His

disciples buried him with great pomp. A multitude of them

built huts near his grave and remained there, mourning as

for a father, for nearly three years. When all the others

were gone, Tse-Kung," who had loved him beyond the rest,

"continued by the grave for three years more, alone."

2. Plato

And now we are faced with new problems. Whole civili-

zations confront us in which we can find no dominating name,

no powerful secular personality voicing and forming his

people with thought. It is so in India, and among the Jews,

and among the nomad races of Asia Minor's "Fertile Cres-

cent" : we have a Buddha, an Isaiah, a Jesus, and a Mohammed,
but we have no world-scientist, no world-philosopher. And
in another case—perhaps the most lasting and marvelous civi-

lization the world has ever known—we have a hundred Pha-

raohs, and innumerable relics of a varied art ; but no name stands

out as that of one who brought the past into the perspective

of wisdom and stamped his influence upon the intellectual

development of his nation. We have to pass respectfully by

these peoples and these centuries, and consider the glory of

Periclean Greece.

Why do we love Plato ? Because Plato himself was a lover

:

lover of comrades, lover of the intoxication of dialectical

revelry, passionate seeker of the elusive reality behind

thoughts and things. We love him for his unstinted energy,
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for the wild nomadic play of his fancy, for the joy which he

found in life in all its unredeemed and adventurous complex-

ity. We love him because he was alive every minute of his life,

and never ceased to grow; such a man can be forgiven for

whatever errors he has made. We love him because of his

high passion for social reconstruction through intelligent

control; because he retained throughout his eighty years that

zeal for human improvement which is for most of us the pass-

ing luxury of youth; because he conceived philosophy as an

instrument not merely for the interpretation but for the re-

moulding of the world. We love him because he worshiped

beauty as well as truth, and gave to ideas the living movement

of drama, and clothed them in all the radiance of art. Here

in the Republic and the Dialogues is such a riotous play of

the creative imagination as might have made a Shakespeare;

here is imagery squandered with lordly abandon ; here is humor

such as one misses in our ponderous modern philosophers;

here is no system but all systems; here is one abounding

fountain-head of European thought; here is prose strong and

beautiful as the great temples where Greek joy disported

itself in marble; here literary prose is born, and born adult.

Plato then must be our second name. But we shall have

to defend him against a very reasonable challenge. What
of old Socrates, almost the father, and surely the greatest

martyr, of philosophy? It will seem ridiculous to omit him

from a list which will include heroes not half so great as he.

The reader must not be shocked to learn that Socrates is half

a myth, and only half a man. A learned Frenchman, M.
Dupreel (in La Legende Socratique), has reduced the noble

gadfly to the misty historical status of Achilles, GEdipus,

Romulus, and Siegfried. No doubt when we are dead some

careful and conscientious scholar will prove that we never

existed. But we may be certain that in good measure Soc-

rates owes his fame as a philosopher to the creative imagina-

tion of Plato, who used the magnificent idler as the
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mouthpiece of his views. How much of Plato's Socrates was

Socrates, and how much of it was Plato, we shall probably

never know. Let us take Plato as implying both.

His Dialogues are among the precious possessions of man-
kind. Here for the first time philosophy took form, and by

the very exuberance of youth achieved a perfection unrivaled

in after days. Do you wish to hear noble discourse of love

and friendship?—read the Lysis, the Charmides, and the

Phcedrus. Would you know what a great and tender soul

—

the Platonic Socrates—thought of another life?—read the

Phcedo, whose final pages are one of the peaks in the history

of prose. Are you interested in the puzzles of the mind, in

the mystery of knowledge?—read the Parmenides and the

Thecetetus. Are you interested in anything?—read the Re-

public: here you shall find metaphysics, theology, ethics, psy-

chology, theory of education, theory of statesmanship, theory

of art; here you shall find feminism and birth-control, com-

munism and socialism with all their virtues and their diffi-

culties, eugenics and libertarian education, aristocracy and

democracy, vitalism and psychoanalysis—what shall you not

find here? No wonder Emerson awarded to the Republic the

words which the occasionally pious Omar had written of the

Koran: "Burn the libraries, for their value is in this book."

As to Plato's influence, how can we doubt? Consider the

Academy which he founded, the first and longest-lived of the

universities of the world. Consider the perpetual revival of

Plato's philosophy from the Neo-Platonists of Alexandria to

the Cambridge Platonists of England. Consider the perme-

ation of Christian theology with Platonic thought and sym-

bolism, and the dominance of Plato in the culture of the earlier

Middle Ages. Consider the enthusiastic Platonism of the

Renaissance, when Lorenzo's table recaptured some of the

glory of the Symposium, and Pico della Mirandola burned

candles devoutly before the Master's image. Consider that

at this moment, in a hundred countries and a thousand cities,

a hundred thousand students, young and old, are absorbed in
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the Republic or the Dialogues, are being slowly and gratefully

moulded into a sensitive wisdom by the ardor and subtlety of

Plato. Here is an immortality of the soul which makes almost

insignificant the passing of the flesh.

3. Aristotle

All the world would agree that Aristotle must be in our list.

The Middle Ages called him The Philosopher, as if to say that

he embodied the type at the summit of its perfection. It is

not that we love him ; the texts he has left behind him expound

so monotonously a passionless moderation that after feeling

the radiance of Plato we freeze at the touch of the Stagyrite's

tempered mind. But it is unfair to rate him by his books ; we

know now that they were but hasty notes made sometimes by

himself, sometimes by his students, for the guidance or re-

membrance of his lectures; it would be absurd to judge him

by comparing these technical fragments with the vivid dia-

logues through which Plato won for the first time a public

audience for philosophy.

But let us once overcome this barrier of scholastic terminol-

ogy and scornfully concentrated thought, and we shall find

ourselves in the presence of an intellect of almost unbelievable

depth and range. Here is a circumnavigation of the globe

such as no mind has accomplished since ; here every problem in

science and philosophy has its consideration, its illumination,

and a defensible solution ; here knowledge is brought together

as if through a thousand spies, and co-ordinated into a united

vision of the world. Here the phraseology of philosophy is

born; and today it is hardly possible to think without using

the mintage of Aristotle's brain. Here is wisdom: calm,

temperate, and well nigh complete, as of a limitless intelligence

majestically overspreading life. Here are new sciences,

founded with almost casual ease, as if these supreme creations

of the human intellect were but the recreations of a philoso-

pher; here it is that biology appears, and embryology, and
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logic. Not that no man had ever thought of these matters be-

fore; but that none had controlled his thinking with patient

observation, careful experiment, and systematic formulation

of results. Barring astronomy and medicine, the history of

science begins with the encyclopedic labors of the tireless

Stagyrite.

Confucius alone has had as great an influence. Everybody

knows how, at Alexandria and in Imperial Rome, the work of

Aristotle became the foundation of advancing science; how in

the thirteenth century his philosophical writings, brought by
the invading Moors to reawakened Europe, played a fertiliz-

ing role in the development of Scholastic philosophy; how the

great Suonmce of that virile age were only adaptations of the

Metaphysics and the Organon; how Dante placed Aristotle

first among all thinkers—"master of those who know" ; how the

eastward migration of Byzantine teachers after the fall of

Constantinople brought the last lost treasures of his thought

to the eager students of the Renaissance; and how this quiet

sovereignty of one man over a millenium of intellectual history

came to an end only with the audacious irreverence of Occam
and Ramus, the experimental science of Roger Bacon, and the

innovating philosophy of Francis Bacon. We shall not find

again, in this tour of the world upon which we are engaged, an-

other name that so long inspired and enthralled the minds of

men.

4» St. Thomas Aquinas

So Greece flits by, and we come to Rome. Who were the

great thinkers there? Lucretius first and finest of all. Yet,

because his philosophy was not his own, but with modest candor

was ascribed to Epicurus, and because his influence upon his

own people and upon posterity was esoteric and sporadic, touch-

ing only the topmost minds, we shall have to let him stand out-

side our circle, consoled with his high place in the literature of

the world. And as to Seneca and Epictetus and Aurelius, they
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too were echoes of the Greeks, adapters of Zeno's apathy to a

dying Rome. The old civilization was disappearing as they

wrote; the strength had gone from the sinews of its people;

freemen were everywhere replaced with slaves, and the proud

free cities of the past were humbled with vassalage and tribute.

The master-class divided itself into wastrel Epicureans, or

Spartan Stoics too militantly stern to indulge in the delights of

philosophy. Suddenly the ancient edifice collapsed, and Euro-

pean civilization lay in ruins.

It began again when the Church healed the strife of factions

with the mystic authority of the Word, and brought men back

from the battlefields to a settled life. The emperors passed,

the popes remained; the legions marched no longer, but the

monks and missionaries of the rising faith created quietly a

new order in which thought could grow once more. How long

and dreary was that second adolescence of the conscious Euro-

pean mind! Even today we are so precariously established

in enlightenment that we can yet feel, as if in memory, the fear-

ful groping of those many years.

And then trade grew, towns graduated into cities, schools

into universities ; again it was possible for some portion of man-

kind to be freed from toil for the leisure and luxury of thought.

Abelard stirred half a continent with his eloquence. Bonaven-

ture and Anselm laid down in majestic theology the rationale

of medieval faith. When the work of preparation was com-

plete another Aristotle came, St. Thomas of Aquin, a man who
took the universe for his specialty, and flung a frail bridge of

reason across the chasms between knowledge and belief. What
Dante did to the hopes and fears of the Catholic Renaissance,

Aquinas did for its thought : unifying knowledge, interpreting

it, and focussing it all upon the great problems of life and death.

The world does not follow him now, preferring a doubting

Thomas to a dogmatic one ; but there was a time when every in-

tellect honored the Angelic Doctor, and every philosophy took

his gigantic Summce as its premises. Even today, in a hun-

dred universities, in a thousand colleges, his thought is rever-
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enced as still sounder than science, and his philosophy is the

official system of the most powerful church in Christendom.

We may not love him as we love the rebels and martyrs of phi-

losophy; but because of his modest supremacy in a great

century, and his vast influence upon millions and millions of

mankind, we must make a place for him in our litany of thought.

No doubt some hearts will break at this selection, including

the author's own. There are so many other names that one

might here invoke more lovingly than Thomas's, names far

more congenial to the modern world; names like Spinoza or

Nietzsche, for which one may have passionate affection rather

than mere intellectual respect. But if we prove unfaithful to

the standards we have ourselves laid down, we may as well

abandon our quest at once ; our list would then be an album of

favorites rather than a gallery of great minds. . . .

5. Copernicus

And then came a voice out of Poland, saying that this earth,

footstool of God and home of his redeeming pilgrimage, was a

minor satellite of a minor sun. It seemed so simple a thing to

say ; we cannot be moved to fear or wonder by it now ; we take it

for granted that this soil on which we stand is a passing thing,

transiently compact of elements that will disintegrate and leave

not a wrack behind. But to the medieval world, whose whole

philosophy had rested on the neighborly nearness of earth and

God, on the constant moral solicitude of the Deity for man,

this new astronomy was an atheistic blasphemy, a ruthless blow

that seemed to overthrow the Jacob's ladder which faith had

built between angels and men.

Copernicus' book On the Revolutions of the Celestial Orbs

was well named, for no book in history has created a greater

revolution. That pious Polish monk, sitting patiently before

the baffling stars, had meant no harm; he had no suspicion of

the bearings of his thought on the future of belief ; he had lost

himself in the search for knowledge ; he was sure that all truth
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must be good and beautiful, and would make men free. And so,

by the magic of his mathematics, he transformed a geocentric

and anthropocentric universe—a world that revolved about the

earth and man—into a kaleidoscope of planets and stars in

which the earth seemed but a moment's precipitation of a float-

ing nebula. Everything was changed—distances, significances,

destinies. And God, who had been closer than hands and feet,

who had seemed to inhabit the friendly and flowing clouds, dis-

appeared into the far reaches of an illimitable space. It was as

if the walls of a man's house had been torn down by some blind

and angry wind, leaving him unsheltered in the darkness of in-

finity.

We do not know how profound a thinker Copernicus was, ex-

cept through this immeasurable influence of his work. With
him modernity begins. With him secularism begins. With
him reason makes its French Revolution against a faith im-

memorially enthroned; and man commences his long effort to

rebuild with thought the shattered palace of his dreams.

Heaven becomes mere sky and space and nothingness, or it

descends upon the earth and breeds visions of Utopia in the

hungry hearts of men who once had hoped for Paradise. It

was as in the fable Plato told, of the gods who had cared for man
till he had come of age, and then had disappeared, leaving him

to the devices of his own intelligence. It was as in the ancient

savage days, when the Old Man of the tribe drove the young
men forth and bade them seek some other soil and raise upon it

their own homes and their own happiness. With the Coperni-

can revolution man was compelled to become of age.

6. Bacon

He did not falter at this sudden maturity. On the contrary,

the century that followed Copernicus was one of youthful au-

dacity and courage in every field. Little vessels began to ex-

plore the now round and limited earth; frail minds began to

explore the intellectual globe, careless of dogma, unharassed by
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tradition, and never dreaming that mankind would fail. Oh,

the zest of those bright Renaissance days, when the poverty of a

thousand years was almost forgotten, and the labor of a thou-

sand years had made men richer and bolder, scornful of barriers

and bounds ! The flash of those alert eyes, the rich blood in

those strong frames, the warm color of their luxurious raiment,

the spontaneous poetry of that impassioned speech, the creative

insatiable desires, the search and sweep and fearlessness of

newly liberated minds—shall we ever know such days again?

Whom can we name as voice and symbol of that fermenting

age? Leonardo?—painter, musician, sculptor, etcher, archi-

tect, anatomist, physiologist, physicist, inventor, engineer,

chemist, astronomer, geologist, zoologist, botanist, geographer,

mathematician, and philosopher! Alas, our definitions and

criteria exclude him: he was—was he not?—an artist prima-

rily, and only secondarily a philosopher or a scientist ; it is by

his Last Supper and his Mona Lisa that we remember him, and

not by his theory of fossils, or his anticipation of Harvey, or his

majestic vision of universal and everlasting Law.—Or shall it

be Giordano Bruno, that forever seeking soul, unsatisfied with

finity, hungry for an immeasurable unity, impatient of divisions,

sects, dogmas and creeds, only less controllable than the winter's

winds, only less fiery than Etna, and doomed by his own turbu-

lent spirit to a martyr's death?

No ; it cannot be Bruno, for there was one greater than he

:

"the man who rang the bell that called the wits together" ; who

sent out a challenge to all the lovers and servants of truth

everywhere to bind themselves together in the new order and

ministry of science ; who proclaimed the mission of thought as no

vain scholastic dispute, no empty academic speculation, but the

inductive inquiry into nature's laws, the resolute extension of

the mastery of man over the conditions of his life ; the man who

mapped out as with royal authority the unconquered fields of

research, pointed a hundred sciences to their tasks, and fore-

told their unbelievable victories ; who inspired the Royal Society

of Great Britain and the great Encyclopedia of France; who
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turned men from knowledge as meditation to knowledge as re-

moulding power ; who despised worship and longed for control

;

who overthrew the Aristotelian logic of unobservant reason and

turned the gaze of science to the self-revealing face of nature

;

who carried in his brave soul, beyond any other man of that

spacious age, the full spirit and purpose of the modern mind.

Of course it was Francis Bacon.

7. Newton

From that day to ours the history of the European intellect

has been predominantly the progress of the Baconian as against

the medieval conception of the world. Predominantly but not

continuously; there are many great figures that stood aside

from this main road. In Descartes the new struggles in the

arms of the old, and never quite liberates itself; in the great

unifying soul of Leibnitz the medieval tradition is still powerful

enough to turn a mathematician into a precarious theologian

;

and in Immanuel Kant the voice of ancestral faith speaks amid

the scepticism of the Enlightenment. Strangely bridging these

two streams of thought, the scientific and the religious, stands

the figure of Spinoza: polisher of lenses and God-intoxicated

man ; silent devotee of lonely speculation, and formulator of the

metaphysics of modern science; lover of mechanics and geom-

etry, and martyr equally with Bruno to philosophy, dying only

a slower and obscurer death. Every profound mind after him

has felt his power, every historian has attested the quiet depth

of his wisdom. But we have bound ourselves to judge these

heroes of the mind in objective terms of influence rather than by

personal estimates of wisdom ; and even a lover of Spinoza must

confess that the healing touch of the gentle philosopher has

fallen upon the rarer and loftier souls rather than upon the

masses or even the classes of mankind. He belongs to the

islanded aristocracy of thought, and the world has not mounted

to him yet.

But of Sir Isaac Newton there can be no similar dispute.
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"Every schoolboy knows" the story of his absent-minded genius

;

how the great scientist, left for a moment to his own culinary

wits, and told to boil an egg three minutes for his lunch,

dropped his watch into the water and watched the egg while the

time-piece boiled ; or how the absorbed mathematician, going up
to his room to change his clothes for dinner, undressed and went

contentedly to bed. (It would be sad if these delightful stories

were not true.) Not so many schoolboys know that Newton's

Principia marked the quiet assumption, by science, of its now
unchallenged mastery over modern thought; that the laws of

motion and mechanics as established by Newton became the

basis of all later practical advance, of that re-ordered surface

of the earth and that extended and intenser life which are the

miracles of science in our day; the discovery of gravitation

illuminated the whole world of astronomy and brought the

bright confusion of the stars into an almost organic unity.

"Not long ago," said Voltaire, "a distinguished company were

discussing the trite and frivolous question" (alas, this is an un-

timely quotation!), "who was the greatest man—Caesar, Alex-

ander, Tamerlane, or Cromwell ? Some one answered that with-

out doubt it was Isaac Newton. And rightly : for it is to him

who masters our minds by the force of truth, and not to those

who enslave them by violence, that we owe our reverence."

Even in his lifetime the world understood that Newton belonged

to its heroes.

8. Voltaire

It was Voltaire who introduced to France the mechanics of

Newton and the psychology of Locke, and thereby began the

great age of the Enlightenment. It will shock scholastic minds

to see Voltaire included among the supreme thinkers of man-

kind; they will protest that his thought was borrowed rather

than original, and that his influence was immoral and destruc-

tive. But which of us is original except in form? What idea

can we conceive today that has not enjoyed, in one garb or an-
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other, a hoary antiquity of time ? It is easier to be original in

error than in truth, for every truth displaces a thousand false-

hoods. An honest philosopher will admit, like Santayana,

that truth, in its outlines, is as old as Aristotle, and that all we

need do today is to inform and vary the design with our tran-

sient needs. Did not Spinoza, profoundest of modern thinkers,

take the essentials of his thought from Bruno, Maimonides and

Descartes? Did not Ramus defend, as his thesis for the doc-

torate, the modest proposition that everything in Aristotle is

false except that which he pilfered from Plato? And did not

Plato, like Shakespeare, borrow lavishly from every store, mak-

ing these stolen goods his own by transforming them with

beauty? Granted that Voltaire, like Bacon, "lighted his candle

at every man's torch" ; it remains that he made the torch burn

so brightly that it enlightened all mankind. Things came to

him dull and he made them radiant ; things came to him obscure,

and he cleansed and scoured them with clarity ; things came to

him in useless scholastic dress, and he clothed them in such lan-

guage that the whole world could understand and profit from

them. Never did one man teach so many, or with such irresist-

ible artistry.

Was his influence destructive? Who shall say? Shall we

abandon here the objectivity of judgment we proudly assumed,

and reject the laughing philosopher of Ferney because his

thought was different from our own? But here we have sacri-

ficed Spinoza, though some of us swear by his philosophy;

sacrificed him because his influence has been, though deep, too

narrowly confined. Evidently we must ask of Voltaire, not do

we accept his conclusions, but did the world accept them, did his

thinking mould the educated humanity of his age and his pos-

terity ?

It did ; there can be little doubt of it. Louis XVI, seeing in

his Temple prison the works of Voltaire and Rousseau, said,

"Those two men have destroyed France,"—meaning despotism.

Perhaps the poor king did philosophy too much honor ; doubt-

less economic causes underlay the intellectual uprising that
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centered in Voltaire. But just as physiological decay leads to

no action unless it sends its message of pain to consciousness, so

the economic and political corruption of Bourbon France might

have proceeded to utter national disintegration had not a hun-

dred virile pens brought home the state of affairs to the con-

science and consciousness of their country. And in that great

task Voltaire was commander-in-chief; all the rest willingly

acknowledged his lead, and did his bidding proudly. Even the

mighty Frederick greeted him as "the finest genius that the ages

have borne."

Beneath the recrudescence of ancient beliefs amid which we
live, the influence of Voltaire quietly persists. As all Europe
in his century bowed to the sceptre of his pen, so the great

leaders of the mind in later centuries have honored him as

the fountain-head of intellectual enlightenment in our time.

Nietzsche dedicated one of his books to him, and drank deepty

at the Voltairian spring ; Anatole France formed his thought,

his wit and his style on the ninety-nine volumes which the great

sage left behind him; and Brandes, aged survivor of many a

battle in the war of liberation, gives some of his dying years to

a forgivably idolatrous biography of the Great Emancipator

of Ferney. When we forget to honor Voltaire we shall be un-

worthy of freedom.

9. Kant

Nevertheless, there was another side to this irrepressible con-

flict between simple faith and honest doubt. Something re-

mained to be said for the creeds which the Enlightenment had

apparently destroyed. Voltaire himself had retained a sincere

belief in a personal Deity, and had raised "To God" a pretty

chapel at Ferney. But his followers had gone beyond him, and

when he died materialism had pursued every rival philosophy

from the field.

Now there are two modes of approach to an analysis of the

world : we may begin with matter, and then we shall be forced to
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deduce from it all the mystery of mind ; or we may begin with

mind, and then we shall be forced to look upon matter as merely

a bundle of sensations. For how can we know matter except

through our senses ?—and what is it then for us but 'our idea of

it ? Matter, as known to us, is but a form of mind.

When Berkeley for the first time clearly announced this novel

conclusion to the world, it made a stir among the pundits, and

seemed to offer a splendid exit from the infidelity of the En-

lightenment. Here was a chance to re-assert the primacy of

mind, to reduce its threatening enemy to a mere province in its

realm, and so to restore the philosophical bases of religious be-

lief and immortal hope.

The supreme figure in this idealistic development was Im-

manuel Kant, perfect type of the abstract philosopher ; Kant,

who traveled much in Konigsberg, and from its promenaded

streets saw the starry heavens melt into a half unreal phenome-

non, transfigured by perception into a subjective thing. It

was Kant who labored best to rescue mind from matter; who

argued so irrefutably, because so unintelligibly, against the

uses of "pure reason" ; and who, by the prestidigitation of his

thought, brought back to life, magician-wise, the dear beliefs of

the ancient faith.

The world heard him gladly, for it felt that it could live by

faith alone, and did not love a science that merely darkened its

aspirations and destroyed its hopes. Throughout the nine-

teenth century the influence of Kant grew; time and again,

when rationalism and scepticism threatened the old citadels,

men fled for strength and refuge "back to Kant." Even so

matter-of-fact a man as Schopenhauer, and so rabid a heretic

as Nietzsche, accepted him, and looked upon his reduction of the

world to mere appearance as the indispensable preliminary of

every possible philosophy. So vital was Kant's work that in its

outlines and its bases it remains to our own day unshaken and

intact; has not science itself, through Pearson, Mach, and

Poincare, admitted that all reality, all "matter," all "nature"

with its "laws," are but constructs of the mind, possibly but
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never certainly known in their own elusive truth ? Apparently

Kant had won the battle against materialism and atheism, and

the world could hope again.

10. Darwin

And then Darwin came, and the war waged anew.

We cannot know now what Darwin's work may finally mean
in the history of mankind. But it may well be that for poster-

ity his name will stand as a turning-point in the intellectual

development of our western civilization. If Darwin was wrong,

the world may forget him as it has almost forgotten Democritus

and Anaxagoras; if he was right, men will have to date from

1859 the beginning of modern thought.

For what did Darwin do but offer, quietly, and with a dis-

arming humility, a world-picture totally different from that

which had contented the mind of man before? We had sup-

posed that it was a world of order, moving under divine guid-

ance and omnipotent intelligence to a just and perfect fulfil-

ment in which every virtue would find at last its fit reward.

But Darwin, without attacking any creed, described what he

had seen. Suddenly the world turned red, and nature, which

had been so fair in the autumn's colors under the setting sun,

seemed to be only a scene of slaughter and strife, in which birth

was an accident, and only death a certainty. "Nature" be-

came "natural selection," that is, a struggle for existence ; and

not for existence merely, but for mates and power, a ruthless

elimination of the "unfit," of the tenderer flowers, the gentler

animals and the kindlier men. The surface of the earth

seethed with warring species and competing individuals, every

organism was the prey of some larger beast ; every life was lived

at the expense of some other life
;
great "natural" catastrophes

came, ice-ages, earthquakes, tornadoes, droughts, pestilences,

famines, wars; millions and millions of living things were

"weeded out," were quickly or slowly killed. Some species and
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some individuals survived for a little while. This was evolution.

This was nature, this was reality.

Copernicus had reduced the earth to a speck among melting

clouds ; Darwin reduced man to an animal fighting for his tran-

sient mastery of the globe. Man was no longer the son of

God; he was the son of strife, and his wars made the fiercest

brutes ashamed of their amateur cruelty. The human race

was no longer the favored creation of a benevolent deity ; it

was a species of ape, which the fortunes of variation and

selection had raised to a precarious dignity, and which in its

turn was destined to be surpassed and to disappear. Man
was not immortal; he was condemned to death from the hour

of his birth.

Imagine the strain upon minds brought up in the tender

philosophy of our youth, and forced to adapt themselves to the

harsh and bloody picture of a Darwinian world. Is it any

wonder that the old faith fought fiercely for its life, that for

a generation "the conflict between religion and science" was

bitterer than at any time since Galileo retracted and Bruno

burned at the stake? And do not the victors, exhausted by

the contest, sit sadly today amid the ruins, secretly mourning

their triumph, secretly yearning for the old world which their

victory has destroyed?

ni. APOLOGIES

Well, there are our ten. Shall we see them in one glance?

Confucius, Plato, Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas, Copernicus,

Bacon, Newton, Voltaire, Kant, Darwin. Those whom we
have omitted would make as fair a list : Democritus, Epicurus,

Marcus Aurelius, Abelard, Galileo, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Scho-

penhauer, Spencer, Nietzsche. And consider the vast move-

ments of thought which we have ignored : feminism for example,

with its great leaders from Mary Wollstonecraft to Susan

Anthony; and socialism, with its roster of hopeful theorists
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from Diogenes and Zeno to Lassalle and Marx. It must be

so; no list could exhaust the treasure of man's heritage or

equal its infinite variety. And it is well ; let us have many lists

and many heroes ; we cannot honor them too much, or commemo-
rate them excessively. Here perhaps is the true litany of

saints; these are the names that should adorn our calendars,

with those that gave new beauty to the world, or counseled it

to a gentler humanity.



CHAPTER II

THE TEN "GREATEST" POETS

1. Homer

MANY years ago, in Russia, I saw the origin of poetry.

We had resolved to study the Russians in their homes

and their natural environment; and we had settled

down for a week on peasant fare and peasant boards in the isba

of our guide's family in Chernigov. On the first night of our

stay the villagers looked at us with suspicion ; some timid souls

announced that we had come to steal their children. But on

the second night they gathered outside our hut for an open-air

frolic of music and dancing; and as we sat on benches or the

uncut grass an old man, bearded and blind, sitting against a

wall, chanted to the accompaniment of his balalaika the ancient

legends of his race. It was a plaintive narrative, always ending

on a minor tone that invited the leisurely continuance of the

tale, like some great revolving wheel whose impetus of motion

repeatedly suffices to give it another turn. And as I listened

I thought I saw Homer singing to the Greeks the Fall of Troy.

In this simple and musical way, with rhythm aiding memory,

man transmitted and ornamented his history before writing

came. In the days of the gods history was sublime enough for

poetry ; the story of human love and war, refulgent with heav-

enly interest from the participation of deities, lifted the ac-

cumulated narratives of many traveling bards into the epics

that we know as the Iliad and the Odyssey. "Homer" was

probably one of the singers who chanted these commemorative

songs; we give his name to all the poets who composed these

tales, because we are at ease with unity, and dislike the frag-

25
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mentariness of truth. Every nation's literature begins with

such epics, "vedas," or "sagas": Ramayanas, Mahabharatas,

Nibelungenlieds, Beowulf

s

9 or Chansons de Roland; they are as

natural to a nation's childhood as to an individual's ; they take

the place of those patriotic histories in which one's country is

always right, wins every battle, and is especially beloved of

God.

It seems unimportant and irrelevant that the tale as Homer
tells it is not true, that his men and women—and even some of

his deities—are apparently the creatures of his lordly imagina-

tion ; it is so well invented, and so vivaciously recounted, that if

the facts were different, so much the worse for the facts.

Beauty has its rights as well as truth; and the Iliad is more

important than the Trojan War. Granted that Helen was but

a name or an inspiring diplomatic phrase, and that the real

objective of the warring Greeks was not a lovely rake but a

strategic port ; nevertheless, seven Troys lie buried in the earth,

while Helen is an immortal synonym of loveliness, potent still to

launch a hundred thousand books upon that greatest of all

oceans—Ink.

Nor does it matter that these ancient epics are not complex

in art or thought; they were addressed to the ear, not to the

mind, and to the people, not to subtle lords; they had to be

understood as soon as heard, and they had to be carried onward

with vigorous action. Today we lead intricate and often in-

troverted lives, in which action as the Greeks knew it is a rare

exception, found chiefly in the press and gathered from afar;

man is now an animal that stops and thinks. Therefore our

literature is an analysis of motives and thought ; it is in mental

conflict that we find the profoundest wars and the darkest

tragedies. But in Homer's day life was action, and Homer was

action's prophet. His verse and style are almost dictated by

action ; through his turbulent hexameters the story runs like

some broad and powerful stream ; so that (when at last we have

learned the genealogy of the heroes and the gods) we are caught

and held by the poem as by some swift Niagara. And yet, in
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the midst of the battles, comes such quiet poetry as this, fair

even in our lame rendition

:

Thus made harangue to them Hector; and roaring

the Trojans applauded;

Then from the yoke loos'd their war-steeds sweating,

and each by his chariot

Tethered his horses with thongs. And then they

brought from the city,

Hastily, oxen and goodly sheep, and wine honey-

hearted. . . .

Firewood they gathered withal; and then from the

plain to the heavens

Rose on the winds the sweet savor. And these by the

highways of battle

Hopeful sat through the night, and many their

watch-fires burning.

Even as when, in the sky, the stars shine out round
the night-orb,

Wondrous to see, and the winds are laid, and the

peaks and the headlands

Tower to the view, and the glades come out, and the

glorious heaven

Stretches itself to its widest, and sparkle the stars

multitudinous,

Gladdening the heart of the toil-wearied shepherd

—

even as countless,

'Twixt the black ships and the river of Xanthus, glit-

tered the watch-fires

Built by the horse-taming Trojans at Ilium. . . .

Meanwhile the war-wearied horses, champing spelt

and white barley,

Close by their chariots, waited the coming of gold-

throned dawn. (VIII, end.)

2. "David"

So Homer is my first choice ; but I dare not go on till I face

the question that every logician will have asked before our
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quest began: "What is your test of greatness in a poet?" It

is a sorry dilemma. For if I select some objective test, proudly

independent of my personal likings and tastes, we shall lose the

zest of adventure and surprise that might come from a gay
surrender to individual preference. And the only objective

test is fame or influence; but this criterion, which seemed so

plausible in choosing the greatest thinkers, breaks down in the

presence of poets. Who could think of rating contemporary

poets according to influence or repute?—who would name the

kindly and melodious Longfellow as our greatest weaver of

songs merely because greater numbers listen to him gladly

than will accept the jaunty heresies and experiments of Whit-

man? No; let me not pretend to do more here than to reveal

my prejudices, to record the men who, beyond all others, have

brought me that strange mixture of music, emotion, imagery

and thought, which is poetry.

And so, with no more ado, I name "the Psalmist" next.

Who he was we do not know, except that he was not David.

David was a fascinating brigand who made himself rich with

robbery, usurped the throne of Saul, stole other men's wives,

broke every commandment, and is honored by posterity as the

pious author of the Psalms. But these "Songs of Praise" were

composed by many hands, and any hand but David's; they

were accumulated through centuries by the priests of the

Temple at Jerusalem; and they were brought together only

one hundred and fifty years before Christ, nearly a millenium

after David had ceased to be.

No matter who wrote them, or when; there they are, the

profoundest lyrics in literature, so vivid with ecstasy that even

those who doubt all dogmas feel in the blood a strange response

to their music still. It is true that they complain too much;

that they echo or anticipate Job's wonder why the just should

suffer so while the ruthless prosper; that they conceive the

deity in a narrow and nationalistic sense; that they beg

too pugnaciously for the punishment of enemies; that they

coax Jehovah with fulsome praise, reproach him for negligence
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(X, 1 ; XLIV), and in general picture the God of the Jews and

the Pilgrims as a Commander-in-Chief mighty and terrible in

war (XII, 3 ; XVIII, 8, 34, 40; LXIV, 7).

And yet, amid these songs of battle, what tender* lyrics of

humility and sorrow! "As for man, his days are as grass;

as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth

over it, and it is gone; and the place thereof shall know it no

more." Never was religious feeling so powerfully or so beauti-

fully expressed; with language that remains, in English, a

model of simplicity, clarity, and strength, and in Hebrew
rings out in full organ tones of majesty ; with phrases that are

part of the currency of our speech ("out of the mouth of babes

and sucklings," "the apple of my eye," "put not your trust in

princes") ; with passion and imagery as rich as even the Orient

can give (the rising sun "is as a bridegroom coming out of his

chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race") . These

are the finest songs ever written, and immeasurably the most

influential; for two thousand years men have been moved by

them as never even by songs of love; no wonder they were a

solace to the Jews in suffering, and to the pioneers who made
America. How like a mother's lullaby, full of assurance and

repose, is the most famous psalm of all

:

The Lord is my shepherd ; I shall not want.

He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he

leadeth me beside the still waters.

He restoreth my soul : he leadeth me in the paths of

righteousness for his name's sake.

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil : for thou art with

me ; thy rod and thy staff they shall comfort me.

Thou preparest a table before me in the presence

of mine enemies ; thou anointest my head with oil ; my
cup runneth over.

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the

days of my life; and I will dwell in the house of the

Lord forever.
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3. Euripides

And now we are back in Greece, seated in the Theatre of

Dionysius, ready for Euripides. Row upon row of seats in

stone semi-circles, rising in widening sweep up the hill that

bears on its peak the Parthenon. Restless on them sit thirty

thousand Athenians; loose-togaed, passionate, talkative men,

alive with feelings and ideas; the keenest audience that ever

heard a poet or saw a play. Down towards the front, in chairs

of carved and ornamented marble, are the officials of the city,

and the priests of the tragic god. At the foot of the great

amphitheatre is a small slab-paved stage ; behind it the actor's

booth, the skene or "scene." Above it all, nothing but the sky

and the unfailing sun. Far down, at the base of the hill, the

blue iEgean smiles.

It is the year 415 b. c. Athens is deep in the Peloponnesian

War, a war of Greek with Greek, shot through with all the

ferocity of relatives. The reckless dramatist has chosen for

his theme another war, the siege of Troy ; and his friends

(among whom is Socrates, who goes only to Euripides' plays)

have whispered that it will reverse Homer, and show the Trojan

War from the view-point of the defeated and destroyed. Sud-

denly all is quiet: from the actor's booth a figure appears,

representing the God of the Sea, Poseidon ; he stands uplifted

by high shoes, speaks through a resounding mask, and intones

the key-note of the play

:

How are ye blind,

Ye treaders down of cities, ye that cast

Temples to desolation, and lay waste

Tombs, the untrodden sanctuaries where lie

The ancient dead ; yourselves so soon to die.

(Was it this prologue that Socrates, as story goes, applauded

so long that the actor consented to repeat it?)

The Greeks have killed Hector, and taken Troy; and

Talthybius comes to take Hector's wife Andromache, his sister
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the proud prophetess Cassandra, and his mother Hecuba, the

white-haired Queen, to serve as slaves and mistresses to the

Greeks. Hecuba beats her head in grief, and mourns

:

Beat, beat the crownless head,

Rend the cheek till the tears run red!

A lying man and a pitiless

Shall be lord of me. . . .

Oh, I will think of things gone long ago,

And weave them to a song. . . .

O thou whose wound was deepest,

Thou that my children keepest,

Priam, Priam, O age-worn king,

Gather me where thou sleepest.

(Translation of Gilbert Murray.)

Andromache tries to comfort her with the thought of suicide:

mother, having ears, hear thou this word
Fear-conquering, till thy heart as mine be stirred

Without joy. To die is only not to be. . . .

And I—long since I drew my bow
Straight at the heart of good fame ; and I know
My shaft hit ; and for that I am the more
Fallen from peace. All that -men praise us for,

1 loved for Hector's sake, and sought to win.

I knew that always, be there hurt therein

Or utter innocence, to roam abroad

Hath ill report for women ; so I trod

Down the desire thereof, and walked my way
In my own garden. And light words and gay
Parley of women never passed my door.

The thoughts of mine own heart—I craved no more

—

Spake with me, and I was happy. Constantly

I brought fair silence and a tranquil eye

For Hector's greeting, and watched well the way
Of living, where to guide and where obey. . . .

O my Hector, best beloved,

That being mine, wast all in all to me,

.
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My prince, my wise one, O my majesty
Of valiance ! No man's touch had ever come
Near me, when thou from out my father's home
Didst lead me and make me thine. . . . And thou

art dead,

And I war-flung to slavery and the bread

Of shame in Hellas, over bitter seas

!

Hecuba reproves her, and suggests the hope that Hector's

child, Astyanax, may some day restore his fallen city. But at

that moment Talthybius returns to say that the Council of the

Greeks, for the security of Hellas, has decided that Astyanax

must be flung to his death from the walls of Troy. Androm-
ache, holding the child in her arms, bids it farewell

:

Thou little thing

That curlest in my arms, what sweet scents cling

Around thy neck ! Beloved, can it be

All nothing, that this bosom cradled thee

And fostered, all the weary nights wherethrough

I watched upon thy sickness, till I grew
Wasted with watching? Kiss me. This one time;

Not ever again. Put up thine arms, and climb

About my neck ; now kiss me, lips to lips . . .

Oh, ye have found an anguish that outstrips

All tortures of the East, ye gentle Greeks

!

Quick ; take him, drag him, cast him from the wall,

If cast ye will ! Tear him, ye beasts, be swift

!

God hath undone me, and I cannot lift

One hand, one hand, to save my child from death.

Menelaus enters, looking for Helen, and vowing to kill her

on sight; but when she appears, proud and unafraid, still dia

gunaikon, goddess among women, he is drunk at once with her

beauty, forgets to murder her, and bids his slaves place her "in

some chamber'd galley, where she may sail the seas." Then

Talthybius returns, bearing the dead body of Hector's child.

Hecuba swathes the mangled baby in burial robes, and speaks

to it in lines realistic even in their sentiment

:
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Ah, what a death has found thee, little one ! . . .

Ye tender arms, the same dear mould have ye

As his. . . . And dear proud lips, so full of hope
And closed forever ! What false words ye said .

At day-break, when ye crept into my bed,

Called me kind names, and promised, "Grandmother,
When thou art dead, I will cut close my hair

And lead out all the captains to ride by
Thy tomb." Why didst thou cheat me so? 'Tis I,

Old, homeless, childless, that for thee must shed

Cold tears, so young, so miserably dead.

Dear God ! the pattering welcomes of thy feet,

The nursing in my lap, and oh, the sweet

Falling asleep together ! All is gone.

How should a poet carve the funeral stone

To tell thy story true? "There lieth here

A babe whom the Greeks feared, and in their fear

Slew him." Aye, Greece will bless the tale it

tells! . . .

O vain is man,
Who glorieth in his joy and hath no fears;

While to and fro the chances of the years

Dance like an idiot in the wind! (She wraps the

child in the burial garments.)

Glory of Phrygian raiment, which my thought

Kept for thy bridal day with some far-sought

Queen of the East, folds thee for evermore. . . .

And over the scene of desolation the tones of the Chorus float

in melancholy song

:

Beat, beat thine head;

Beat with the wailing chime

Of hands lifted in time

;

Beat and bleed for the dead,

Woe is me for the dead!

Here is all the power of Shakespeare, without his range and
subtlety, but with a social passion that moves us as nothing in
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all modern drama can, except the dying Lear. This is a man
strong enough to speak out, brave enough, in the very fever of

war, to show its futile bestiality; brave enough to show the

Greeks, to the Greeks, as barbarians in victory, and their ene-

mies as heroes in defeat. "Euripides the human," denouncer

of slavery, critic and understanding defender of women,

doubter of all certainties and lover of all men : no wonder the

youth of Greece declaimed his lines in the streets, and captive

Athenians won their freedom by reciting his plays from mem-
ory. "If I were certain that the dead have consciousness,"

said the dramatist Philemon, "I would hang myself to see

Euripides." He had not the classic calm and objectivity of

Sophocles, nor the stern sublimity of iEschylus; he bore the

same relation to these as the emotional Dostoievski to the im-

peccable Turgeniev and the titanic Tolstoi. But it is in

Dostoievski that we find our secret hearts revealed, and our

secret longing understood; and it is in Euripides that Greek

drama, tired of Olympus, came down to earth and dealt reveal-

ingly with the affairs of men. "Have all the nations of the

world since his time," asked Goethe, "produced one dramatist

worthy to hand him his slippers?" Just one.

^. Lucretius

Four centuries pass. We are in an old Italian villa, built

by a rich nonentity named Memmius, far from the noise of

Rome. Back of the house is a quiet court, walled in from the

world and shaded against the burning sun. Here is a pretty

picture : two lads sitting on a marble bench beside the pool ; and

between them their teacher, all animation and affection, read-

ing to them some majestic and sonorous poem. Let us recline

on the lawn and listen ; for this is Lucretius, the greatest poet

as well as the greatest philosopher of Rome ; and what he reads

is (says Professor Shotwell) "the most marvelous performance

in all antique literature"—the De Rerum Natura, a poetical
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essay "On the Nature of Things." He is reciting an apos-

trophe to Love as the source of all life and all creation.

Thou, O Venus, art sole mistress of the nature of

things, and without thee nothing rises up into the

divine realms of life, nothing grows to be lovely or

glad. . . . Through all the mountains and the seas,

and the rushing rivers, and the leafy nests of the

birds, and the plains of the bending grass, thou strik-

est all breasts with fond love, and drivest each after

its kind to continue its race through hot desire. . . .

For so soon as the spring shines upon the day, the

wild herd bound over the happy pastures, and swim
the rapid streams, each imprisoned by thy charms,

and following thee with desire. (Translation by
Munro.)

He is a strange man, this Lucretius, obviously nervous and

unstable ; story has it that a love-philtre has poisoned him, and

left him subject to fits of melancholy and insanity. He is all

sensitivity, all pride, wounded by every prick of circumstance

;

a man born for peace, and forced to live in the midst of Caesar's

alarms ; a man with the make-up of a mystic and a saint, hard-

ening himself into a materialist and a sceptic ; a lonely soul,

driven into solitude by his shyness, and yet pining for com-

panionship and affection. He is a dark pessimist, who sees

everywhere two self-canceling movements—growth and decay,

reproduction and destruction, Venus and Mars, life and death.

All forms begin and have their end ; only atoms, space and law

remain ; birth is a prelude to corruption, and even this massive

universe will thaw and flow back into formlessness.

No single thing abides, but all things flow.

Fragment to fragment clings; the things thus grow
Until we know and name them. By degrees

They melt, and are no more the things we know.
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Globed from the atoms falling slow or swift

I see the suns, I see the systems lift

Their forms ; and even the systems and their suns

Shall go back slowly to the eternal drift.

Thou too, Earth—thine empires, lands and seas

—

Least, with thy stars, of all the galaxies,

Globed from the drift like these, like these thou too

Shalt go. Thou art going, hour by hour, like these.

Nothing abides. Thy seas in delicate haze

Go off; those mooned sands forsake their place;

And where they are shall other seas in turn

Mow with their scythes of whiteness other bays.

(Paraphrase by Mallock.)

It is a sad philosophy, hardly calculated to give men courage

in the face of fate; no wonder story tells how Lucretius killed

himself (55 b. c.) at the age of forty-one. What ennobles this

verse for us is the sincerity of the poet, and the rugged power

of the poetry. The Latin of his lines is rude yet ; a generation

must pass before the language of the Romans will be polished

into rhythm and refinement by Cicero's vain, and Virgil's care-

ful, pen; but the liquid fluency of the great orator, and the

feminine grace of Augustus' favorite, yield to these masculine

hexameters, these picturesque unwonted adjectives, these

stately verbs and resounding substantives. As we listen we
are transported into the Garden of Epicurus, and hear the

distant laughter of Democritus, who knew what Lucretius did

not know, that gayety is wiser than wisdom.

6. Dante 1

Europe was passing through her Dark Ages when China, in

the T'ang and Sung Dynasties, "undoubtedly stood at the

i §5, on Li-po, is omitted, as substantially identical with part of the essay on

China below.
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very forefront of civilization," as "the most powerful, the most

enlightened, the most progressive, and the best-governed em-

pire on the face of the globe" (Murdoch). How slowly Eu-

rope recovered from her long nightmare of Roman degenera-

tion and barbarian invasion! But at last new cities grew,

new wealth, and new poetry ; from France to Persia, and from

Nijni Novgorod to Lisbon, reawakened trade brought forth

the flowers of literature and art. In Naishapur Omar the

Tent-maker sang his Rubaiyat of disillusioned joy; in Paris

Villon subtracted heads from bodies and added verse to verse

;

and in Florence Dante met Beatrice, and was never the same

again.

See him, aged nine, at a party, trying to hide in the midst

of a multitude, conscious of every limb on his body and of

every eye and mind in the room, wincing at the thought that

such a man is stronger, and such a girl too beautiful to notice

him. Suddenly Beatrice Portinari is before him—only a girl of

eight; but at once he is in love with her, to the full depth of

his adolescent soul, with a love too young to think of the flesh,

and yet mature enough to be flooded with devotion. "At that

instant I say truly that the spirit of life, which dwells in the

most secret chamber of the heart, began to tremble with such

violence that it appeared fearfully in the least pulses, and,

trembling, said these words: 'Behold a God stronger than I,

who, coming, shall rule over me.' " So he writes years later,

in an idealized account, for nothing in memory is ever so sweet

as first love. And he goes on:

My soul was wholly given over to the thought of

this most gentle lad}T
; whereby in brief time I fell into

so frail and feeble a condition, that my appearance
was grievous to many of my friends. . . . And many
sought to know from me that which I wished to con-

ceal. But I, perceiving their questioning, answered
that it was Love that had brought me to this pass. I

spoke of Love because I bore on my face so many signs

that this could not be concealed. But when they
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asked me, "For whom has Love thus wasted thee ?" I,

smiling, looked at them and said nothing.

But Beatrice married another, and died at twenty-four, so

that it was possible for Dante to love her to the end. To make

this love doubly sure he married Gemma dei Donati, and had

by her four children and many quarrels. He could never quite

forget the face of the girl who had died before time could efface

her beauty, or realized desire could dull the edge of imagery.

He plunged into politics, was defeated and exiled, and all

his goods were confiscated by the state. After fifteen years

of poverty and wandering, he received intimation that he

might be re-instated in all his rights of citizenship and prop-

erty if he would pay a fine to Florence and undergo the hu-

miliating ceremony of "oblation" at the altar as a released

prisoner. He refused with the pride of a poet. Thereupon

the gentle Florentines, being Christians to a man, decreed that

wherever caught he should be burned alive. He was not

caught, but spiritually he was burned alive : he could describe

hell later because he went through every realm of it on earth

;

and if he painted Paradise less vividly, it was for lack of per-

sonal experience. He passed from city to city, hunted and

friendless, time and again near to starvation.

Perhaps the poem which he now began to write saved him

from madness and suicide. Nothing so cleanses the dross out

of a man as the creation of beauty or the pursuit of truth;

and if the two are merged in one with him, as they were with

Dante, he must be purified. This bitter world was unbearable

except, as Nietzsche would phrase it, to the eye that considered

it a dramatic and esthetic spectacle; to look at it as a scene

to be pictured would take some of its sting away. So Dante

resolved to write: he would tell, in terrible allegory, how he

had gone through hell, how he had been made clean by the

purgatory of suffering, and how he had won a heaven of hap-

piness at last, under the guidance of wisdom and love. And
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so, aged forty-five, he set his hand to The Divine Comedy, the

greatest poem of modern times.

"In the midway of this our life," he tells us, he stumbled

through a dark forest, and then, led by Virgil, found himself

before the gates of hell, reading their dour inscription: "All

hope abandon, ye who enter here!" In the Italian (Lasciate

ogni speranza, vol ch'entrate!) it sounds like a racking of

limbs, a tearing of flesh, and a gnashing of teeth on edge. He
tells how he saw all the philosophers gathered in hell, and heard

Francesca da Rimini recount her love and death with Paolo

;

and how from these scenes of torment he passed with Virgil to

Purgatory, and then, with Beatrice to guide him, into heaven.

It would not have been medieval had it not been an allegory:

our human life is always a hell, says the poet, until wisdom

(Virgil) purges us of evil desire, and love (Beatrice) lifts us

to happiness and peace.

Dante himself never knew such peace, but remained to the

end an exile, dark of countenance and soul, as Giotto painted

him. People remarked that he was never known to smile, and

they spoke of him, in awe, as the man who had returned from

hell. Broken and worn, and prematurely old, he died at

Ravenna in 1321, only fifty-six years of age. Seventy-five

years later Florence begged for the ashes of him whom, alive,

she would have burned at the stake; but Ravenna refused.

His tomb still stands as one of the great monuments of that

half-Byzantine city. There, five hundred years after Dante,

another exile—Byron—knelt, and understood.

7. Shakespeare

"Dante," said Voltaire, "was a madman, and his work is a

monstrosity. He has many commentators, and therefore can-

not be understood. His reputation will go on increasing, for

no one ever reads him." And he writes: "Shakespeare, who
flourished in the time of Lopez de Vega, ... is a barbarian"
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who composed "monstrous farces called tragedies." The Eng-
lish of the eighteenth century agreed with the Frenchman.

"Shakespeare," said Lord Shaftesbury, "is a coarse and sav-

age mind." In 1707 one Nahum Tate wrote a drama called

Othello, saying that he had "borrowed the idea of the play from

a nameless author." Alexander Pope, being asked why
Shakespeare had written such plays, answered, "One must

eat." Such is fame. A man should never read his reviewers,

nor be too curious about the verdict of posterity.

All the world knows Will Shakespeare's story : how he mar-

ried in haste and repented without leisure ; how he fled to Lon-

don, became an actor, revamped old plays with his own light

and fire, and "did" the town with wild Kit Marlowe, believing

that "all things are with more spirit chased than enjoyed";

how he fenced with wit against Chapman and Rare Ben Jonson

at the Mermaid Tavern ; how he declared war against the ris-

ing Puritans, and challenged them merrily—"Dost thou think,

because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and

ale?"—how he read Plutarch, Froissart and Holinshed and

learned history, how he read Montaigne and learned philos-

ophy; how at last through learning, suffering and failure he

became William the Conqueror to all the dramatists of his time,

and has ruled the English-speaking world ever since.

His rich and riotous energy was the source of his genius and

his faults ; it brought him the depth and passion of his plays,

and it brought him twins and an early death. He could not

even go home to Stratford without doing mischief on the way

;

for always he stopped at Mrs. Davenant's inn at Oxford

(Street-ford and Ox-ford were fording places on the stage-

coach route to Ireland), and finally left behind him there a

young William Davenant, who became a minor poet, and never

complained of his paternity. Once the boy was running to

the inn when a wit stopped him with the query, whither he was

bound? "To see my god-father, William Shakespeare," re-

plied the lad. "My boy," said the wit, "do not take God's

name in vain."
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Invited to present plays at court, he basked for a time in the

sunshine of fair ladies and brave men, and fell madly in love

with Mary Fitton, or some other "Dark Lady" of some other

name. Dame Quickly and Doll Tearsheet disappeared from

his plays, and stately Portia entered. His soul bubbled over

with romance and comedy, and his spirit frolicked in creating

Viola and Rosalind and Ariel. But love is never quite con-

tent; in its secret heart is a poisonous anxiety, a premonition

of alienation and decay. "Love," says Rosalind, "is merely a

madness, and, I tell you, deserves a dark-house and a whip as

madmen do." "By heaven!" says Biron, "I do love, and it

hath taught me melancholy."

For this was the heart of Shakespeare's tragedy, and the

nadir of his life, that his dearest friend, "W. H.," to whom he

had addressed sonnets of limitless love, came now and stole from

him the Dark Lady of his new passion. He raged, and added

to the Sonnets songs of madness and doubt ; he sank into a hell

of suffering, gnawed his heart out with brooding grief, and

laid it bare for all to see in Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, Timon
and Lear. But his torture deepened him ; now he passed from

easy comedies and simple characters to complex personalities

moving through intricate tragedies to black inevitable destinies.

He became through despair the greatest poet of all.

What we like in him most is the madness and richness of his

speech. His style is as his life was, full of energy, riot, color,

and excess; "nothing succeeds like excess." It is all hurried

and breathless, this style; Shakespeare wrote in haste, and
never found leisure to repent. He never erased a line or read

a proof; the notion that his plays would some day be read

rather than performed did not enter his head. Thoughtless of

the future, he wrote with unrestrained passion. Words, im-

ages, phrases and ideas rush from him in an inexhaustible and
astounding flood; one wonders from what turbulent springs

they pour. He has "a mint of phrases in his brain," and his

fine frenzy is of imagination all compact. No man had ever

so mastered language, or used it with such lordly abandon.
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Anglo-Saxon words, French words, Latin words, ale-house

words, medical words, legal words ; tripping monosyllabic

lines and sonorous sesquipedalian speech; pretty lady-like

euphuisms and rough idiomatic obscenities: only an Eliza-

bethan could have dared to write such English. We have

better manners now, and less power. Yes, the plots are impos-

sible, as Tolstoi said ; the puns are puerile, the errors of schol-

arship are un-Baconianly legion, and the philosophy is one of

surrender and despair. It does not matter. What matters is

that on every page is a godlike energy of soul ; and for that we

wall forgive a man anything. Life is beyond criticism; and

Shakespeare is more alive than life.

8. Keats

Let us pause for a moment, and count the great whom we

have passed by unsung. First Sappho, flinging her lyric love

from a Lesbian promontory; then ^Eschylus and Sophocles,

winning the Dionysian prize so many times oftener than

Euripides ; subtle Catullus, courtly Horace, lively Ovid, and

mellifluous Virgil; Petrarch and Tasso, Omar-Fitzgerald,

Chaucer and Villon. But this is small offense by the side of

the sins we must yet commit ; even Milton and Goethe are to be

called but not chosen ; even Blake and Burns, Byron and Tenny-

son, Hugo and Verlaine, Heine and Poe. Heine the imp of

verse, and Poe the better half of poetry; to leave them out

seems unforgivable. Tennyson, whose every song was beauti-

ful, and Byron, whose very life was a lyric tragedy ; who are

the greater ones for whom these must make way? Worse yet

not to take Milton in, who wrote like princes, potentates and

powers, and made English to thunder and blare like the He-

brew of Isaiah. Worst of all to leave Goethe aside, the very

soul of Germany, who wrote in his youth like Heine, in his ma-

turity like Euripides, and in his old age like a Gothic cathedral

—confused and endlessly surprising; what good German, or

good European, will put up with this? Never mind; let us
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sin bravely, and name not the philosopher, Goethe, but the poet,

John Keats.

Stricken down with consumption in 1819, Keats, after weeks

in bed, wrote to Fanny Brawne: "Now I have had opportu-

nities of passing nights anxious and awake, I have found

thoughts obtrude upon me. 'If I should die,' said I to myself,

'I have left no immortal work behind me—nothing to make
my friends proud of my memory—but I have loved the prin-

ciple of beauty in all things, and if I had had time I would

have made myself remembered.' " "If I had time"—this is

the tragedy of all great men. Keats never wrote anything of

importance after that ; nevertheless, his friends are remembered

because of him ; and he has left behind him poems as immortal

as English, and more perfect than Shakespeare. We shall

say no more about him, but refresh ourselves with himself.

He sings to the nightingale:

Darkling I listen ; and, for many a time

I have been half in love with easeful Death,

Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme,

To take into the air my quiet breath

;

Now more than ever seems it rich to die,

To cease upon the midnight with no pain,

While thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad

In such an ecstasy!

Still wouldst thou sing, and I have ears in vain

—

To thy high requiem become a sod.

And this to Melancholy:

She dwells with Beauty, Beauty that must die

;

And Joy, whose hand is ever at his lips

Bidding adieu ; and aching pleasure nigh,

Turning to poison while the bee-mouth sips

;

Ay, in the very temple of Delight,

Veil'd Melancholy has her sovran shrine

;
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Though seen of none save him whose strenuous

tongue

Can burst Joy's grape against his palate fine;

His soul shall taste the sadness of her might,

And be among her cloudy trophies hung.

He went from England to Italy, seeking the sun; but the

storms of the sea racked his body, and the dust of the south

did him no good. Time and again he spit up cupfuls of blood.

He asked that letters from Fanny Brawne be kept from him;

he could not bear to read them. He ceased to write to her or

his friends; he had only to die. He tried to swallow poison,

but Severn took it away from him. "The idea of death," said

Severn, "seems his only comfort. He talks of it with delight.

The thought of recovery is beyond everything dreadful to

him." In the final days "his mind grew to great quietness and

peace." He dictated his epitaph : "Here lies one whose name is

writ in water." Repeatedly he asked the doctor: "When will

this posthumous life of mine come to an end?" As the last

struggle came he said: "Severn—lift me up, for I am dying.

I shall die easy. Don't be frightened. Thank God it has

come." It was February 23rd, 1821 ; and he was twenty-five

years old. "If I had had time"

!

9. Shelley

When Shelley heard that Keats had died, by tubercle bacilli

and the Quarterly Review, he sank into a long seclusion, and

poured his wrath and grief into the greatest of English elegies,

Adonais. He must have felt, with his feminine sensitivity to

every wind of fate, how closely bound was his own destiny with

that of Keats—how soon he too would fall defeated in the eter-

nal war of poetry and fact.

For Shelley, as Sir Henry Maine would have put it, had

based his life and thought on the "State of Nature," on Rous-
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seau's dream of a Golden Age in which all men had been, or

would be, equal; and he was almost physiologically hostile to

that "Historical Method" which balances ideals with realities,

and aspirations with history. He could not read history; it

seemed to him an abominable record of miseries and crimes ; in

every age that he studied he sought out not the actual conduct

and vicissitudes of men, but their poetry and their religion,

their ideal feelings and desires ; he knew iEschylus better than

he knew Thucydides; and he forgot that in iEschylus Pro-

metheus was bound. What could be more certain than his

suffering?

He was as sensitive as his "Sensitive Plant," subject like it

to quick decay while rougher fibres flourished and survived.

He described himself through Julian as "Me, who am as a nerve

o'er which do creep the else unfelt oppressions of this earth."

No one would have thought, seeing this delicate lad, never

quite adult, that he had set all England fuming with his her-

esies. Trelawney, meeting him for the first time, wrote : "Was
it possible this mild-looking, beardless boy could be the veritable

monster at war with all the world?" McCready, the painter,

said that he could not portray Shelley's face, because it was

"too beautiful," and too elusively so; the man's soul was else-

where.

No one was ever more completely or exclusively a poet. He
is to poets what Spenser was before Shelley came—the very

embodiment of all that poetry means. "Poetry," he wrote, in

his famous "Defense," —"poetry, and the principle of Self, of

which money is the visible incarnation, are the God and the

Mammon of the world. . . . But it exceeds all imagination

to conceive what would have been the moral condition of the

world if neither Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, Chaucer, Shake-

speare, Calderon, Lord Bacon nor Milton had ever existed; if

Raphael and Michelangelo had never been born ; if the He-
brew poetry had never been translated ; if a revival of the

study of Greek literature had never taken place; if no mon-
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uments of ancient sculpture had been handed down to us ; and

if the poetry of the religion of the ancient world had been ex-

tinguished together with its beliefs."

On July 8, 1822, Shelley and his friend Williams left the

Casa Magni in which they were staying on the island of Lerici,

and sailed in Shelley's boat, the Ariel, across the Bay of

Spezzia to Leghorn, to meet the impoverished Leigh Hunt
and his abounding family, whom Shelley had recklessly invited

to Italy as his guests. The little sail-boat accomplished the

trip to Leghorn safely; but as they were all about to return,

the skies announced a storm. Hunt decided to remain behind

with his brood, and to come the next day ; but Shelley insisted

on returning to Lerici ; Mary Shelley and Mrs. Williams had

been left there alone, and would be worried if their men did not

appear. As the two youths set out from the harbor the sailors

on the ships they passed warned them to come back. But they

sailed on.

When they failed to reach Casa Magni that night Mary
Shelley knew that fate had taken her poet from her. She

broke out in wild despair, and engaged a vessel early the next

morning to take her to Leghorn. There she found Hunt and

Byron, but no Williams or Shelley. Byron went energetically

to work and had the coast searched for mile after mile. It

was not till after eight days that they found the body of Wil-

liams, lying bloated and almost unrecognizable on the sands

;

and not for another two days did they find Shelley—all that

remained of him, the flesh torn away from his bones by vul-

tures, the face gone beyond recognition; they knew him only

from the Sophocles in one pocket and the Keats in another.

The law of Tuscany required that bodies thrown up by the

sea must be burnt to avoid pestilence. So Byron and Hunt
and Trelawney built a pyre ; and when the body was half con-

sumed, Trelawney snatched the heart out of the flames. The

widow had the heart buried near Keats in the Protestant Cem-

etery at Rome, under a slab bearing the simple words, Cor

cordium—"heart of hearts." When she died, twenty-nine
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years later, it was found that her copy of Adonais contained in

a silken covering the ashes of her dead lover, at that page

which speaks of immortality, and the hope that springs forever

in defeated men.

10. Whitman

Come, Muse, migrate from Greece and Ionia

;

Cross out, please, those immensely overpaid accounts,

That matter of Troy, and Achilles' wrath, and
^Eneas', Odysseus' wanderings

;

Placard "Removed" and "To let" on the rocks of

your snowy Parnassus;

Repeat at Jerusalem—place the notice high on

Jaffa's gate, and on Mount Moriah;
The same on the walls of your Gothic European

Cathedrals, and German, French, and Spanish

castles

;

For know a better, fresher, busier sphere—a wide, un-

tried domain awaits, demands you. . . .

I heard that you asked for something to prove this

puzzle, the New World,
And to define America, her athletic Democracy

;

Therefore I send you my poems, that you behold in

them what you wanted.

It was a great revolution in the history of literature when a

man appeared who saw the elements of poetry, the scenes of

the human drama, in the very life about him ; who found a way
to put into song the spirit of the pioneer, and who saw that

there was more poetry out under the stars than in all the salons

of an unnatural life. Almost for the first time a poet was to

find themes worthy of noble verse in the lives of common men

;

he would lift the people up into literature and be a Declaration

of Independence and the Rights of Man in poetry; he would

incarnate not some dead idyl of Arthur or some forgotten myth
of forgotten gods, but his own rough country, his own dubious
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democracy, his own turbulent and growing time. What Homer
had been to Greece, Virgil to Rome, Dante to Italy, Shake-

speare to England, he was to be for America, because he dared

to see in her, with all her faults, her material of song. He
made for her new life a new form of verse, as loose and irreg-

ular, as flowing and strong as himself. And so truly did he

see and sing that at last he became not only the poet of democ-

racy and America, but, by the greatness of his soul and the

universality of his vision, the poet of the modern world.

"The originality of Leaves of Grass " says a French critic,

"is perhaps the most absolute winch has ever been manifest in

literature." Originality first in words: here are no delicate

nuances of language, no Shelleyan cloudiness of metaphysical

speech, but masculine adjectives and nouns, plain blunt words,

daringly raised from the streets and the fields to poetry. ("I

had great trouble in leaving out the stock poetical touches,

but succeeded at last.") And then originality of form: no

rhymes, except in occasional failures like "Captain, My Cap-

tain" ; and no regular meter or rhythm, but only such free and

varying rhythms as breathing might show, or the wind, or the

sea. Above all, originality of matter: the simple approach

of an admiring child to the old and unhackneyed wonders of

nature ("the noiseless splash of the sunrise," "the mad pushes

of waves upon the land") ; the vivid identification of himself

with every soul in every experience ("My voice is the wife's

voice, the screech by the rail of the stairs ; they fetch my man's

body up, dripping and drowned") ; the brave sincerity of an

open mind, rejecting and loving all creeds; the frank and

lusty sense of the flesh, the tang and fragrance of the open

road; the defense and understanding of woman

—

The old face of the mother of many children

!

Whist ! I am fully content. . . .

Behold a woman

!

She looks out from her Quaker cap—her face is

clearer and more beautiful than the sky.
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She sits in an arm-chair, under the shaded porch of

the farm-house,

The sun just shines on her old white head.

Her ample gown is of cream-hued linen

;

Her grandsons raised the flax, and her granddaugh-
ters spun it with the distaff and the wheel.

The melodious character of the earth,

The finish beyond which philosophy cannot go, and
does not wish to go,

The justified mother of men

—

the profound synthesis of individualism and democracy ; the

cosmic sweep of his imagination and his sympathy, accepting

all peoples and saluting the world : these were vivifying shocks

to all traditions, all prejudices, all spirits caught in ancient

grooves and moulds ; and the very protests they aroused proved

their power and their necessity. All America denounced him

except one man, who redeemed them with a letter that is the

seal of his nobility. On July 21st, 1855, Emerson wrote to

Whitman

:

Dear Sir,—
I am not blind to the worth of the wonderful gift

of "Leaves of Grass." I find it the most extraordi-

nary piece of wit and wisdom America has yet con-

tributed. I am very happy in reading it, as great

power makes us happy. ... I give you joy of your
free and brave thought. ... I greet you at the be-

ginning of a great career, which yet must have had a

long foreground somewhere, for such a start. I

rubbed my eyes a little to see if this sunbeam were no
illusion ; for the solid sense of the book is a sober cer-

tainty. ... I wish to see my benefactor, and have

felt very much like striking my tasks, and visiting

New York to pay you my respects.

R. W. Emerson

Whitman is gone, but how lately ! He lived when we were

children ; even in our time, then, there can be giants, and even
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America, so crass and young, can produce a poet unique and

among the best. Some months ago I stood in his Camden
home, where paralysis kept him an invalid for many years ; and

I mourned to see about me all these reminders that genius too

must die. But then I took up his book, and read once more

the lines that have always haunted me, lines that are here left

as the parting word, to haunt other memories endlessly

:

I depart as air—I shake my white locks at the run-

away sun;

I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift it in lacy jags.

I bequeath myself to the dirt, to grow from the grass

I love

;

If you want me again, look for me under your boot-

soles.

You will hardly know who I am, or what I mean

;

But I shall be good health to you nevertheless,

And filter and fibre your blood.

Failing to fetch me at first, keep encouraged

;

Missing me one place, search another

;

I stop somewhere, waiting for you.



CHAPTER III

ONE HUNDRED BEST BOOKS FOR AN EDUCATION

IF
I were rich I would have many books, and I would pamper

myself with bindings bright to the eye and soft to the touch,

paper generously opaque, and type such as men designed

when printing was very young. I would dress my gods in

leather and gold, and burn candles of worship before them at

night, and string their names like beads on a rosary. I would

have my library spacious and dark and cool, safe from alien

sights and sounds, with slender casements opening on quiet fields,

voluptuous chairs inviting communion and reverie, shaded

lamps illuminating sanctuaries here and there, and every inch

of the walls concealed with the mental heritage of our race.

And there at any hour my hand or spirit would welcome my
friends, if their souls were hungry and their hands were clean.

In the center of that temple of my books I would gather the

One Hundred Best of all the educative literature in the world.

I picture to myself a massive redwood table, worked out in loving

detail by the artists who carved the wood for King Henry's

chapel at Westminster Abbey. (I must be an old reactionary,

for I abominate the hard materials that make our concrete homes

and iron beds and desks today, and I find something organically

responsive to my affection in everything made of wood. ) Along

the center of the table would stand a glass case protecting and

yet revealing my One Hundred Best. I picture my friends

seated comfortably there, occasional hours of every week, pass-

ing from volume to volume with loving leisureliness.

Will you sit down with me? Perhaps you are a college

graduate, and are ready, then, to begin your education. Per-

haps you have never had a chance to go to college, and have
51
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considered what else our children learn there except the latest

morals. They might learn many fine things if they came to it

old enough; but our youngsters take so long to grow up in

these complex days that they are too immature, when they

enter college, to absorb or understand the treasures offered

them there so lavishly. If you have studied with life rather than

with courses, it may be as well; the rough tutelage of reality

has ripened you into some readiness to know great men. Here
at this spacious table you will prepare yourself for member-
ship in the International of the Mind ; you will be friends with

Plato and Leonardo, with Bacon and Montaigne; and when
you have passed through that goodly company you will be fit

for the fellowship of the finest leaders of your time and place.

Can you spare an hour a day? Or, if some days are too

crowded with life and duty to give you leisure for these subtler

things, can you atone for such bookless evenings by an extra

hour or two on those Sunday mornings when the endless news-

paper consumes you to no end? Let me have seven hours a

week, and I will make a scholar and a philosopher out of you

;

in four years you shall be as well educated as any new-fledged

Doctor of Philosophy in the land.

But let us understand each other : you must not expect any

material gain from this intimacy with great men. Some lucre

may flow incidentally in later years from the maturity and

background that you will win; but these dividends, like those

of the insurance companies, are not in any way guaranteed.

Indeed, you will be "losing time" from your profession or

your business ; if you long for millions you had better lay aside

this map of the City of God, and keep your nose to the earth.

And there will be blocks along the line: occasionally you will

come to an obscure or lengthy book, a bad up-grade; and all

your strength will have to be subpoenaed to your task. Re-

member that we are not making a list of the absolutely best one

hundred books, no list merely of the masterpieces of belles

lettres; we are choosing those volumes that will do most to make

a man educated.
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Since we wish to have orderly minds, and to avoid the chaos

of desultory reading, we shall want to begin at the beginning

—even with the distant stars and the antique earth ; and these

beginnings will be the worst obstructions in our path. Initium

dimidium facti, said the Romans ; the start is half the deed.

Let us gird up our loins and screw our courage to the sticking

point for these initial hills, and the rest will be level road, with

knowledge and wisdom at every mile-stone, and pleasant

reaches of beauty everywhere. We want here not entertain-

ment only, but education; and we want it in such order that

the knowledge we win may fall into logical sequence in our

memories, and give us at last that full perspective which is the

source and summit of understanding.

Therefore the first books on our list—the necessary intro-

duction to the rest—are the most terrifying of all. A
thousand barbs of wit will be invited by placing The Outline

of Science first : alas ! are we to be fed on pre-digested food, in

the fashion of an American breakfast? Worse still, The Out-

line of History, bugbear of all proper historians, is fifth on our

list; this is unforgivable. Let the critic control himself; he

will soon see how far these books are used as substitutes, and

how far as preparation, for the best. At the cost of a little un-

pleasantness we must make ourselves acquainted with the cur-

rent scientific description of the world in which man has grown

:

we must have a little astronomical and biological background

to give some modesty to our conception of the human race ; we

must learn the latest gossip about electrons and chromosomes,

and look on for a moment while physics and chemistry trans-

form the world.

And then, still as introductory, we pass to ourselves. It will

not do to leave for the last some knowledge of the art of health

;

what if, after four years, we are learned and dyspeptic, philoso-

phers in imagination, and ruins in the flesh? Let two great

physicians offer us their rival theories of how to live : Dr. Clen-

dening will tell us, with wit scandalous in a scientist, that most

of the things we eat, drink, smoke or do are well and good ; and
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vol. II, chs. 16-21. 2v.)

5. Wells, chs. 26-7. 62. Sterne, L., Tristram

44. Faguet, sections on the Shandy. (Everyman

18th century. Library.)

55. Sainte-Beuve, Portraits *63. Swift, J., Gulliver's

of the 18th Century. Travels. (Everyman

56. Voltaire, Works. I-vol. Library.)

ed. Esp. Candide, Za- 64. Hume, D., Treatise on

dig, and essays on Tol- Human Nature. 2v.

eration and History. (Everyman Library.)

57. Rousseau, J. J., Confes- Esp. bks. II and III.

sions. 65. WOLLSTONECRAFT, MARY,

58. Taine, H., Origins of Vindication of the

Contemporary France. Rights of Woman.

6v. Vols. I-IV. 66. Smith, Adam, The Wealth

*59. Carlyle, The French of Nations. 2 v. (Ev-

Revolution. 2v. (Ev- eryman Library.) Se-

eryman Library.) lections.

34. Taine, History of English 12. Williams, bk. II, chs. 14-

Literature, bk. Ill, chs. 15.

4-7. 41. Hoffding, sections on the

*60. Boswell, Life of Samuel 18th century.

Johnson. 2v. (Every- 11. Faure, vol. IV, chs. 5-6.

man Library.) 37. Gray, chs. 11-12.

61. Fielding, H., Tom Jones.

Group X. Europe in 1the Nineteenth Century

8. Breasted and Robinson, Vol. V, The Modern

vol. II, chs. 22-28. Regime, pp. 1-90.

5. Wells, chs. 38-9. 67. Ludwig, E., Napoleon.

58. Taine, Origins of Con- 68. Brandes, G., Main Cur-

temporary France. rents of 19th Century

Literature. 6v.
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*69. Goethe, Faust. 81. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

70. Eckermann, Conversa- 82. Turgeniev, Fathers and

tions with Goethe. Children.

71. Heine, Poems. Trans. 83. Dostoievski, The Broth-

Louis Untermeyer. ers Karamazov.

34. Taine, History of English 84. Tolstoi, War and Peace.

Literature, bks. IV-V. 85. Ibsen, Peer Gynt.

*72. Keats, Poems. 12. Williams, bks. III-IV.

*73. Shelley, Poems. 86. Darwin, Descent of Man.

*74. Byron, Poems. 41. Hoffding, sections on the

44. Faguet, sections on the 19th century.

19th century. 87. Buckle, Introduction to

75. Balzac, Pere Goriot. the History of Civiliza-

*76. Flaubert, Works. 1- tion in England. Esp.

vol. ed. Esp. Mme. part I, chs. 1-5, 15.

Bovary and Salammbo. 88. Schopenhauer, Works.

77. Hugo, Les Miserables. 1-vol. ed.

78. France, Anatole, Pen- 89. Nietzsche, Thus Spake

guin Isle. Zarathustra.

79. Tennyson, Poems. 11. Faure, vol. IV, chs. 7-8.

80. Dickens, Pickwick Pa-

pers.

37. Gray, chs. 13-17.

Group XI. America

*90. Beard, C. and M., The 93. Thoreau, Walden.

Rise of American Civi- *94. Whitman, Leaves of

lization. 2v. Grass.

91. Poe, Poems and Tales. 95. Lincoln, Letters and

92. Emerson, Essays. Speeches.

Group XII. The Twentieth Century

8. Breasted and Robinson, 96. Rolland, R., Jean Chris-

vol. II, 29-30. tophe. 2v.

5. Wells, chs. 40-41. *97. Ellis, H., Studies in the
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Psychology of Sex. 99. Bergson, Creative Evo-

Vols. I, II, III, VI. lution.

*98. Adams, H., The Educa- *100. Spengler, O., Decline

tion of Henry Adams. of the West. 2v.

* Books marked with a star are recommended for purchase. Num-
ber of books starred, 27; approximate cost, $90. Number of volumes
in the list: 151; approximate cost, $300. Time required for reading: 4
years at 7 hours per week, 10 hours per volume.
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Dr. Kellogg, with no other charm than seventy years of experi-

ence and his own ruddy health, will tell us that these ancient

ways are all wrong. I believe that Dr. Kellogg is usually right

;

but it is conceivable that both of us are usually wrong.

We have minds as well as bodies ; and perhaps we should try

in some measure to understand ourselves before we ponder the

history of mankind. Go, then, to William James; it is true

that he wrote more than a generation ago, but his Principles of

Psychology is still the masterpiece in its field. Avoid the ab-

breviated edition in one volume; the longer form is easier to

read. Until you have surrounded James you need not bother

with such transitory psychological fashions as psychoanalysis

and behaviorism ; and when you have absorbed James you will be

immune to these epidemics. Read actively, not passively : con-

sider at every step whether what you read accords with your

own experience, and how far it may be applied to the guidance

of your own life. But if you disagree with an author, or are

shocked by his heresies, read on nevertheless ; toleration of

differences is one mark of a gentleman. Make notes of all pas-

sages that offer help towards the reconstruction of your charac-

ter (not some one else's character) or the achievement of your

aims ; and classify these notes in such a way that they may at

any moment, and for any purpose, be ready to your hand.

Take your time with these introductory books, for you must

expect a long siege before you capture these obscure and lofty

outworks of wisdom's citadel. If they burden your digestion

spice them with easier morsels from the list : Plutarch, for ex-

ample, or Omar, or George Moore, or Rabelais, or Poe (nos. 16,

31, 32, 45, and 91) ; indeed, most of the books in Groups X and

XI will serve as hors (Tceuvres or relief when other volumes op-

press }^ou with their heaviness.

Even Wells will prove a little dull at the outset; we grow a

trifle weary of his reptiles and fishes, his Cro-Magnon and Nean-

derthal men. But we must climb up these geological periods,

and wade through these paleontological remains and anthro-

pological origins; we sharpen our teeth on these forbidding
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words, we take these difficulties by the bit, and harden ourselves

for anything. If we are prosperous as well as brave, we shall

buy a handy dictionary, such as Webster's Collegiate (avoid

vast dictionaries whose size discourage their use), and we shall

adorn a wall with some spacious map of the world, so that new
words and old places shall have some meaning for us. Once

those Wellsian chapters are finished, Sumner's Folkways will

be enticing dessert ; no one had dreamed that a professor could

make sociology so fascinating.

Do you want to know how religion began, and how it grew

up from superstition to philosophy? Read Frazer's Golden

Bough; here a great scholar has brought together in one volume

the lifelong researches for which the British Government,

honoring itself, made him a knight of the realm. Skip if you

will: learn the art of seizing out of every paragraph (usually

near its beginning) the "topical sentence" in which the author

lays down the proposition which his paragraph hopes to prove

;

and if this thesis falls outside your use or interest, leap on to the

next topic, or the next, until you feel that the author is talking

to you. Once that knighted volume is finished, the heaviest

part of your education is over; the rest will be an adventure

with gods.

Why is our list henceforth historically arranged? First,

because it is well to study history as it was lived and made,

taking all the activities of a civilization together—economic,

social, political, scientific, philosophical, religious, literary, and

artistic; in this way we shall see every work of literature,

philosophy or art in its proper place, and better understand its

origin and significance; perspective is all. Second, because

this arrangement will let the most delightful and entertaining

masterpieces alternate with ponderous instructive tomes ; it will

be an aid to digestion. So, after a little more of Wells, and

Breasted's perfect chapter on Egypt in that excellent history

of Europe, The Human Adventure, we shall find welcome diver-

sion in Brian Brown's selection of bits of wisdom from Con-
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fucius, Lao-tse and Mencius ; and the unequaled simplicity

and beauty of the Bible will atone for Faure's dithyrambs on

art and Dr. Williams' meaty History of Science. 1 By these

rough seas we come at last to the Isles of Greece. •

Here is genius almost too abundant ; how shall we crowd so

many giants into our little list? Let us engage guides:

Breasted and Wells will show us the larger monuments, Pro-

fessor Bury will unravel for us the complexities of Greek

politics, and Gilbert Murray will introduce us to the greatest

literature ever written. And then the geniuses themselves;

Herodotus with his delightful stories, not always true; Thu-

cydides with his realistic thinking and his classic style (the

famous "Funeral Oration" composed for Pericles by Thucyd-

ides is in book II, chapter 6) ; Plutarch with biographies that

will make the names in Bury live on the stage of our memories

;

Homer with his lilting song of gods and heroes, of Helen and

Penelope; iEschylus the mighty with his picture of Prome-

theus chained and unrepentant, the very symbol of genius pun-

ished for advancing the race; Sophocles with a gentle wisdom

won from suffering; and "Euripides the human," mourning

the misfortunes of his enemies, and at last forgiving even the

gods.

Here is the first and greatest period in European philoso-

phy: Diogenes Laertius tells the story of Socrates the martyr

and Plato the reformer, of Democritus the Laughing Philoso-

pher and Aristotle the Encyclopedia, of Zeno the Stoic and

Epicurus who was not an Epicurean. Plato speaks, and

paints his perfect state ; the immaculately reasonable Aristotle

preaches the golden mean, and marries the richest girl in Greece.

Williams takes up the tale, and tells how science replaced super-

stition; how Hippocrates became, after many centuries of

Physicians, the "Father of Medicine"; and how Archimedes

solved his theorems while a soldier, symbolizing the eternal

opposition of war and art, stabbed him to death. Last of all,

i If you cannot secure this rare and excellent work, use Dampier-Whetham's
History of Science, or Ginzburg's The Adventure of Science.

MARIN COUNTY FREE LIBRA!
SAfl RAFAEL* OUFOftNU
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Elie Faure lets us stand by while Pheidias, with the patience

that is genius, carves figures for the Parthenon, and Praxiteles

chisels Aphrodite's perfect grace. When shall we see such an

age again?

To understand these Greeks would in itself be a sufficient

education; and indeed, a great American educator is making
the experiment of giving two years of the college course, for

one hundred fortunate students, to a study of Greek civiliza-

tion in all its varied wealth. The Romans do not give us so

much ; for though they admirably laid the foundations of social

order and political continuity for the nations of modern Europe,

they lost themselves too much in laws and wars, in building

roads and sewers and warding off encompassing barbarians, to

snatch from their hard lives the quiet thought that flowers in

literature, philosophy and art. Yet even here there are gods

:

the greatest statesmen that ever lived, perhaps, made compan-

ionable by Plutarch's artistry ; the sombre Lucretius expound-

ing in masculine verse the inescapable Nature of Things ; the del-

icate felicity of Virgil weaving his country's legendary past into

a cloth of gold; and, last of the Romans, Marcus Aurelius,

meditating on the vanity of lust and power from the vantage

point of an unequaled throne.

It is a tremendous and tragic story, how this great colossus

bestrode all the earth with its majesty, and then through cor-

ruption and slavery slowly rotted away, until barbarian armies

from without, and Oriental cults from within, brought it down

to ruin. Here it is that the greatest historian of all, Edward
Gibbon, begins his stately recital of The Decline and Fall of

the Roman Empire, and plays with his mighty organ-prose a

marche funebre of desolation. Let us read those purple pages

leisurely; life is not so important that we may not spare for

this philosopher writing history the unhurried calm that we

must have in order to drink in the wisdom of his comments and

the music of his periods.

Gibbon is so generous that he tells the story not of dying

Rome alone, but of that infancy of northern Europe which we
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know as the Middle Ages. Here is the rise of the Papacy to the

realization of the greatest dream of Western statesmanship

—

the unification of Europe ; here is the conversion of Constantine

and the coronation of Charlemagne ; here is the bloody tale of

how Mohammed and his generals, leading armies hungry for

booty and infuriated with theology, swept over Africa and Spain,

built the civilization of Bagdad and Cordova, and sank back into

the desert when the Turks, still more barbarous than themselves,

poured down through the Caucasus upon the disordered West.

How the Jews and the Persians prospered under Moslem sway

let Maimonides and Omar attest. We shall find in Williams

the noble record of Moslem achievements in mathematics and

medicine, in astronomy and philosophy; and Faure will show

us their unique and delicate architecture in the Alhambra at

Granada, and in India's Taj Mahal.

But there were a few Christians too in those days. Robin-

son takes up The Human Adventure, and describes their civiliza-

tion so well that we cannot spare him from our list. Dante and

Chaucer sum up the age : the Canterbury Pilgrims, though on a

pious mission, frolic with stories as earthy as Rabelais's ; and

Dante, though at war with his Church, lifts its theology to such

splendor and dignity that for a moment we forget the barbarism

that created Hell. Abelard doubted that theology, but very

suddenly lost the manhood to stand his ground ; nothing could

be more pitiful and human than his weak abandonment of

Heloi'se and doubt. If you would know how perfect, even in our

styleless days, English prose can be, read George Moore's quiet

narrative of this immortal love. Henry Adams tells that story

too in Mont St.-Michel and Chartres, and expounds the encyclo-

pedic orthodoxy of St. Thomas Aquinas, as incidents in his per-

sonally conducted tour of the great French cathedrals; here

Gothic is made to talk English, and reveal itself even to Ameri-

cans. And here also we come upon that unappreciated glory,

Taine's History of English Literature : a book as scholarly in

preparation and as brilliant in exposition as can be found this

side of Gibbon ; it took a Frenchman to explain their literature
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to the English. Finally we listen to the masculine-melancholy

music of the Middle Ages, and the Gregorian chant surrounds

and deepens us with its flowing majesty. Cecil Gray is no per-

fect guide here, he is only brief ; and those who love music as the

highest philosophy will deviate from our list at this point and
read the fourth, fifth and sixth volumes of the Oxford History

of Music. Life without music, as Nietzsche said, would be a

mistake.

Then the Middle Ages melt away, and suddenly we stand be-

fore that full flowering of medieval art and thought, the Italian

Renaissance. Mr. Wells gives us a few inadequate pages of

outline, and then we abandon ourselves, for seven spacious and

astounding volumes, to the lead of John Addington Symonds,

who took the very breath of his ailing life, and even the latitude

of his morals, from this greatest epoch of the Christian age.

(If your years are too short for so extended a tour, read Burck-

hardt's single volume, The Renaissance in Italy; if you have

learned to make haste slowly, read Burckhard and Symonds
too.) Here again is a very swarm of genius: at Florence we

enter the Palace of the Medici, where Pico della Mirandola is

burning candles before the bust of the rediscovered Plato, and a

boy called Michelangelo is carving the figure of a toothless

faun ; at Rome we walk the marble floors of the Vatican with

Julius II and Leo X, and watch them turning the wealth and

poetry of the Church to the stimulation and nourishment of

every art. Vasari opens to us the studios of Botticelli, Brunel-

leschi, Leonardo, Raphael, and Angelo; Faure rhapsodizes on

this unprecedented efflorescence of painting, statuary, and orna-

ment ; Machiavelli makes Caesar Borgia sit for the portrait of

the ideal prince; Cellini abandons murder occasionally to cast

his Perseus or make a perfect vase; Bruno and Vanini renew

man's effort to understand the world with reason ; Copernicus,

Vesalius and Gilbert lay the corner-stones of modern science ; and

Palestrina takes us aloft on the wings of song. A supreme era

unfolds itself for us in every phase of its winnowed wealth.

But Luther, coming down from the cold, stern North, does
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not like the licentious art of sunny Italy ; and in a voice heard

throughout the world he calls for the return of the Church to

primitive asceticism and simplicity. The princes of Germany,

using the religious revolt as an instrument of policy, separate

their growing realms from the Papacy, establish a multitude of

independent states, and inaugurate that dynastic nationalism

which is the thread of European history from the Reformation

to the Revolution. National consciousness replaces religious

conscience, patriotism replaces piety, and every European

people has for a century its own Renaissance. It is an age of

political romance: Catherine de' Medici and Henry VIII,

Charles V and Philip of the Armada, Elizabeth and Essex,

Mary Queen of Scots and her inextricable lovers, and the Ter-

rible Ivan. It is an epoch of giants in literature: in France

Rabelais riots with all commandments and adjectives, and

Montaigne discusses affairs public and privy in the greatest

essays ever written ; in Spain Cervantes finds one arm sufficient

for writing the most famous of all novels, and Lope de Vega
composes eighteen hundred plays ; in London a butcher's son

produces the greatest of modern dramas, and all England, as

Spengler would say, is "in form." It is the spring-time of the

modern soul.

Scholars are wont to say that after that brilliant coming-of-

age in Spain, England and France, Europe suffered a set-back,

and fell from the high level of the Renaissance. In a sense it is

true : the seventeenth century is an epoch of religious conflict,

the period of that Thirty Years' War which ruined Germany,

and that Puritan Revolution which put an end for a century to

the poetic and artistic exuberance of England. But even so

consider the roster of that century. It is the time of the Three

Musketeers: Richelieu and Mazarin strengthen the central

government of France against the feudal barons, and bequeath

a united and powerful state to Louis XIV as an organized me-

dium of security and order for the fine flower of French culture

under Voltaire. La Rochefoucauld gives finished form to the

cynicism of theatres and courts ; Moliere fights with ridicule the
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hypocrisies and conceits of his people, and Pascal mingles, in

passionate rhetoric, mathematics and piety. Bacon and Milton

raise English prose to its highest reach, and Milton writes, in

addition, some tolerable verse. It is an era of mighty systems

in philosophy : Bacon, Hobbes and Locke in England ; Descartes,

Spinoza and Leibnitz on the Continent. In science it is the age

of Galileo in astronomy, of Sir William Harvey in plrysiology,

of Robert Boyle in chemistry, of Isaac Newton in everything.

In painting it is a shower of stars : in Holland, Rembrandt and

Franz Hals; in Flanders, Rubens and Van Dyke; in France,

Poussin and Claude Lorrain ; in Spain, El Greco and Velasquez.

And in music, Bach is born.

Johann Sebastian Bach is one of the Olympians nearest to

Jove; and you must not rest until your body and soul have

trembled with the rhythmic majest}7 of the Mass in B minor,

and the Passion according to St. Matthew. With the old or-

ganist of Arnstadt and everywhere, who had time between mas-

terpieces to have twenty children, music reaches one of its twin

dominating peaks ; not till the mad Beethoven will it scale such

a height again. The eighteenth century is full of noble melody

:

Handel dispenses oratorios, and Haydn develops the sonata and

the symphony ; Gluck makes a noble accompaniment for Iphi-

genia's sacrifice, and Mozart, out of his sadness and his happi-

ness, weaves such a concourse of sweet sound as makes all later

compositions seem chaotic and discordant. If you wish to know

"absolute music"—music relying not on stories, or pictures, or

ideas, but on its own "meaningless" beauty—turn off your radio

for a moment, and play on your discarded phonograph the An-

dante from Mozart's Quartet in D major.

But here we are at the eighteenth century, which Clive Bell,

in his precious volumette on Civilization, rates with the age of

Pericles and the Renaissance as one of the three supreme epochs

in the history of culture. An age of barbaric wars, advancing

science, and liberated philosophy ; of baronial exploitation, fine

manners, and such handsome dress as makes our forked pan-

taloons and incarcerating shirts seem funereal and penal.
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"Those who have not lived before 1789," said that brilliant

piece of "mud in a silk stocking," as Napoleon called Talleyrand,

"have never known the full happiness of life." Read in Sainte-

Beuve's Portraits the lives of these gilded men; see their pic-

tures in Watteau and Fragonard, in Reynolds, Gainsborough

and Romney ; and then take with Taine and Carlyle a front

seat at the fiery drama of their fall. Think of an age that could

produce such historians as Gibbon and Voltaire, such philoso-

phers as Hume and Kant, such an undertaking as the French

Encyclopedic, such a biographer as Boswell, such a circle as

Johnson, Goldsmith, Gibbon, Burke, Garrick and Reynolds:

such novelists as Fielding and Sterne, still unsurpassed in Eng-
land ; such an economist as Adam Smith, such a cynic as Jona-

than Swift, such a woman as Mary Wollstonecraft

!

And so the Revolution comes, aristocracy is guillotined, art

and manners droop, truth replaces beauty, and science re-

makes the world nearer to its head's desire. Let Robinson tell

of that Industrial Revolution which has so quickly and pro-

foundly transformed our lives, our governments, our morals,

our religions and our philosophies ; it is one of the great pivots

on which history revolves. As the eighteenth century had been

the age of theoretical mechanics and physics, and the next was

the era of their victory in action, so the nineteenth century was

the age of theoretical biology, and the twentieth will see it in

triumphant operation. New conceptions of the nature of de-

velopment and man dominated the scientific scene, and pre-

cipitated a war of faiths that has unsettled and saddened the

Western mind. It was a century poor in sculpture, despite the

unfinished Rodin, and a century full of dubious experiments in

painting, from Turner's sunsets to Whistler's rain ; but in music,

strange to say (for who could have expected it in an age of ma-
chines?), it out-sang every other epoch in history.

Here is Beethoven, passing with the turn of the century from
the Mozartian simplicity of his early works through the power
of the Eroica, the perfection of the Fifth Symphony, and the

subtle delicacy of the Emperor Concerto and the Kreutzer
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Sonata, to the mad exuberance of the later sonatas and the

Choral Symphony; here is Schubert, infinite store of melody,

leaving unsung masterpieces by the hundred in his attic ; here

is the misty-melancholy Schumann, center of one of the finest

love-stories in truth or fiction ; here is Johannes Brahms, look-

ing like a butcher and composing like an angel, weaving har-

monies profounder than any of Schumann, and yet so loyal to

his memory that, though loving with full devotion the mad mu-
sician's widow (the greatest woman pianist of her time), and,

protecting her for forty years, he never dared to ask her hand
in marriage. What a dynasty of suffering—from the dying

Beethoven shaking his fist at fate, through Schubert drunk and

Schumann insane, through Chopin hunted by tubercle bacilli

and deserted by George Sand, to Richard Wagner, genius and
charlatan, who bore indignities for half a century, and then

made German kings and princes pay the piper at Bayreuth!

Happier was Mendelssohn, who was too kind and simple to suf-

fer much ; and Liszt who drank fame to the last drop, till all his

life was intoxication with glory; and Rossini, who preferred

cooking spaghetti to composing The Barber of Seville; and

genial Verdi, living on his Fortunatus' purse of melody, and

putting a barrel-organ into every opera house in Europe. But
when we pass to Russia it is melancholy that strums the strings

again : the broken Moussorgsky sings of death, and the pathetic

Tschaikowsky, breaking his heart over a Venus of the opera,

ends his life with a cup of poison. (We may be sure of this,

since all respectable historians deny it.)

Apparently beauty is born in suffering, and wisdom is the

child of grief. The philosophers of our parent-century were

almost as unhappy as the composers ; they began with Schopen-

hauer, who wrote an encyclopedia of misery, and ended with

Nietzsche, who loved life because it was a tragedy, but went in-

sane with the thought that he might have to live again. What
a pitiful sight, once more, is the invalid Buckle, who never had

a healthy moment in his life, and died at forty-one before he

could complete even the Introduction to his History of Civiliza-
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Hon in England! The only sound man in all the list of nine-

teenth century genius was old Goethe, who differed from Shel-

ley by growing up. Read Eckermann's Conversations with

Goethe, and treat yourself to a week's company with a ma-

ture mind. Read Part One of Faust, but let no historian of lit-

erature—not even the great Brandes—lure you into Part Two

:

it is a senile hotch-potch of nonsense worthy of Edward Lear.

The only other mind comparable to Goethe's in that age was

that of Napoleon, powerful instrument of imagination, energy

and will ; let Ludwig tell you his story, and then read the ninety

sparkling pages with which Taine analyzes the Corsican's gen-

ius in The Modern Regime.

Absorb every word of Taine's chapter on Byron, and then

read Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Cain, and two or three cantos

of Don Juan. Do not miss the odes of Keats; they are the

finest poems in the language. Verlaine and De Musset fall out

of our list, because no translation can capture their wistful

melody; and Heine is included despite the failure of all who
have tried to transpose from one tongue to another the wit and

music of his verse. Tennyson enters with In Memoriam and

the Idylls of the King; but if courage failed not his place would

be given to Sir Thomas Malory, whose Morte d 9Arthur is a

stately monument of English prose. Of Balzac, when this

century of books is done, you must read a great deal ; for he is

almost as illuminating as life itself. Skip through Les Mise-

rables, but miss not a word of Flaubert's two masterpieces {Mme.
Bovary and Salammbo), which the list here dishonestly groups

as one with the connivance of a publisher who issues most of

Flaubert in one volume. Then you may nibble at the delica-

cies offered you by Anatole France, who is the distilled essence

of French culture and art ; only Penguin Isle is named, but if you

are a gourmand for beauty and subtlety of speech you will read

twenty volumes of Anatole. Take Pickwick Papers and Vanity

Fair (or take David Copperfield and Henry Esmond) leisurely,

and forget our egotistic depreciation of the Victorian Age ; let

our time equal that in literature and then we may throw stones.
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Pass from England to Scandinavia and—ignoring Ibsen's

other plays—read Peer Gynt, the greatest poem since Faust.

Cross over to Russia, taste the perfection of Turgeniev, wander

without hurry through the mountain-ranges of Tolstoi's War
and Peace (there are only 1700 pages), and at last surrender

yourself to Dostoievski, the greatest novelist of all. Here again

every volume is precious ; if you wish to be torn up to the very

roots with instruction and human revelation, you will read not

only The Brothers Karamazov, but Crime and Punishment, The
Idiot, and The Possessed. After that you may come home to

America.

Does the list slight some of our native heroes ? But remem-

ber our youth; we have but lately passed from pioneering to

commercialism, and are just beginning to emerge from com-

mercialism into art ; Whitman is our only giant yet. Thoreau

is a stage in every full life, voice of that Return-to-Nature fever

which burns in the blood of every youth who protests against be-

ing too quickly civilized. Emerson is a trifle thin today, and

there is almost as little meat in him as in Thoreau ; but those who

study style must stay with him for a week. Poe, too, is a bit

over-rated ; a man of melodious and spookish lines, a weaver of

terrible tales that appeal to our bourgeois love of mystery and

our tenderfoot delight in imagined pain ; we are glad to suffer by

proxy. We call Poe a great artist when we only mean that his

biography is interesting and his sufferings attractive to us. It

is always easier to love the weak than the strong ; the strong do

not need our love, and instinctively we look for flaws in their irri-

tating perfection ; every statue is a provocation.

And so we come to our own century, age of electricity and

Gotterdammerung, age of the Great Madness and the Mad
Peace, age of intellectual and moral change more rapid and

fundamental than any epoch in history ever knew. Let Henry

Adams reveal to you the secret of our time ; there is no place for

it here. Possibly Bergson has the answer to Adams : the mech-

anistic philosophy which is the basis of our pessimism is not

the necessary conclusion of biology ; perhaps, after all, men are
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not machines. Havelock Ellis, the greatest scholar of our day,

seems to us something more than a machine; and as we read

Jean Christophe, the supreme novel of our century, we catch

the feeling of the artist, as against that of the scientist—the

sense not of helplessness but of creation. Spengler differs from

us, and will have it that our civilization is dying ; if it is so, it is

only because of that passion for power, and that addiction to

war, which he admires with all the envy of the intellectual who
thinks that he was born for action. Let Robinson and Wells

(or, if you have time, Prof. Fay) bare for us the origins of the

World War, that we may see how base these envied glories are

in their origin, and how filthy in their result ; and let our chil-

dren read them too, that they may learn how wars are made,

and how men may in three years retrace nearly all the steps

that mankind has slowly climbed, through three thousand

years, from savagery to civilization.

These are sad books, but by the time we reach the end of our

list we shall be strong enough to face truth without anesthesia.

We may still believe, despite all our knowledge, that the race

that made Plato and Leonardo will some day grow wisdom

enough to control population, to keep the seas open to food and

fuel for all peoples, and all markets open for all traders and

all capital, and so by some international organization graduate

humanity out of war. Stranger things than that have been ac-

complished in the history of mankind ; forty times such a mar-

vel could not equal the incredible development of man from

slime or beast to Confucius and Christ. We have merely be-

gun.

This, then, is our Odyssey of books. Here is another world,

containing the selected excellence of a hundred generations ; not

quite so fair and vital as this actual world of nature and human
enterprise, but abounding nevertheless in unsuspected wisdom

and beauty unexplored. Life is better than literature, friend-

ship is sweeter than philosophy, and children reach into our

hearts with a profounder music than comes from any sym-
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phony ; but even so these living delights offer no derogation to

the modest and secondary pleasures of our books. When life

is bitter, or friendship slips away, or perhaps our children leave

us for their own haunts and homes, we shall come and sit at the

table with Shakespeare and Goethe, and laugh at the world with

Rabelais, and see its autumn loveliness with John Keats. For

these are friends who give us only their best, who never answer

back, and always wait our call. When we have walked with

them awhile, and listened humbly to their speech, we shall be

healed of our infirmities, and know the peace that comes of un-

derstanding.
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CHAPTER I

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPENGLER

I. THE MAN AND HIS BOOK

IMAGINE a student of philosophy spending a week in

Munich in 1927, enjoying the quiet beauty of this medieval-

modern city, walking with delight under quaint eaves and

towers, mingling with good-natured people still given to the

pleasures of the Sunday promenade, stopping before the homes

of Wagner and Lenbach—and then passing down the Widen-

mayerstrasse without having the wit to know that in a suite of

rooms on that spacious avenue lived and wrote, at that very time,

the foremost thinker of our generation. Picture Oswald Speng-

ler there, tall and strong as the Junkers he admired, stern-faced

and bald, collecting old weapons, wandering through the "Old"

Art-Gallery, not caring for the "New," studying Beethoven's

quartets, bracing himself with long walks and arduous climbs,

and writing, with patient devotion and erudition, his gloomy

masterpiece on the downfall of the Western world.

He had begun Der Untergang des Abendlandes in 1912,

thinking to express in brief form his conviction that European

and American civilization had reached a stage of irrevocable de-

generation. The Great War interrupted, and then feverishly

hastened, his work ; rapidly he came to see it as a confirmation

of his analysis and a climax of decay. "It was no longer a mo-

mentary constellation of casual facts due to national sentiments

... or economic tendencies . . . but the type of an historical

change of phase occurring within a great historical organism

... at the point pre-ordained for it hundreds of years ago"

;

1

i The Decline of the West, New York, 1926-28; vol. i, p. 47.
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it was the fulfilment of an inevitable destiny. He felt himself

caught up in an irresistible sequence; his own work, with its

pessimism and its scepticism, was a natural part of the disinte-

gration of a continent and the end of an age ; "it became clear

that these ideas must necessarily be brought forward at just this

moment, and in Germany." x In 1922 he published his book in

its final form ; and though it was vast" and difficult, containing

half a million words without one concession to popularity, the

Germans bought a hundred thousand copies within a year.

They accepted it as a worthy elegy to an era of power and glory

defeated and dead.

We have it today in a painstaking and eloquent translation by
Charles Francis Atkinson, published in two Teutonically

substantial volumes of admirable format and typography by

Alfred Knopf. The very first page announces a man of major

importance—rich in ideas, boundless in knowledge, bold in pur-

pose, decisive in judgment, masculine and powerful in style and

thought ; he minces no words and trims no opinions ; he speaks

like a general in sentences that belong to battlefields. Like

Keyserling he is short on modesty, and carries himself with a

pride that offends less as one reads more. "I am convinced that

it is not merely a question of writing one out of several possible,

and merely logically justifiable, philosophies, but of writing the

philosophy of our time. . . . This may be said without pre-

sumption." 2 It is not without presumption, and it is not with-

out truth.

Here with one book a man puts himself at the head of con-

temporary philosophy. The long reign of analysis begins to

come to an end ; synthesis is dared again, regardless of the thou-

sand errors it must make ; here one mind surveys all the world,

and judges its parts in terms of the whole; here is perspective,

which is the very definition of philosophy. No wonder every

camp in Germany was stirred by it, that every scholar took ac-

count of it, that Eduard Meyer, greatest of then living his-

i Preface to the First Edition.

2 Ibid,
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torians, devoted a brochure to it, that Frenchmen wrote books

to refute it. "That once more an 'outsider,' " said the editor

of Isis, "compels the experts to re-examine their own materials

;

that once more a storm flutters the leaves of the forest'of books

—

this is not the least of the accomplishments of the German
thinker whose name is today on all lips."

Yes ; like most of the permanent contributions made to philos-

ophy in the nineteenth century, it came not from the universities,

which are pledged to tradition, but from a solitary scholar who

had studied the great heretics and ignored all the professors.

Spengler traces his philosophy precisely to such "outsiders":

first to Goethe (scorning Schiller's "immortal banalities"), and

then to Nietzsche. He disparages Schopenhauer unduly, as

Nietzsche disparaged Plato, because he owes much to the irate

philosopher, and does not recognize the debt ; it does not occur

to him that he is serving the same function in his war-broken

generation that Schopenhauer served in a Europe apparently

ruined by the Napoleonic Wars—that he, too, is the voice of fa-

tigue and despair. But most of all the spirit of Nietzsche

broods over the book: in its almost swashbuckling style, in its

less brilliant but more masculine epigrams, in its gospel of the

will to power, in its preference of warriors to traders, of aristoc-

racy to democracy, of instinct to intellect, of blood to wealth, of

might to right, of initiative geniuses to anonymous masses and

impersonal forces as the cause and soul of history. The great

line in German philosophy since Kant is not through Hegel,

Fichte, Schelling and the be-spectacled neo-Kantians (what

could be less neo than a Kantian?) ; it is through Goethe, Scho-

penhauer, Nietzsche and Spengler. They are the avatars, re-

incarnations, of a powerful spirit typically German in its

bluster and strength, as Montaigne was reborn in Voltaire and

Anatole France. Germany may justly be proud that it has

produced—and accepted

—

The Decline of the West; so great

an effort will not soon come again.

Let us study the book thoroughly, as the most important writ-

ing of the twentieth century. It will be a hard task, for Speng-
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ler is abstruse, and, on occasion, fills his great canvas with windy

verbiage; no German can write on any subject without exhaust-

ing metaphysics. It is not a book to be "read" ; after two com-

plete readings one begins to absorb it ; and one reading takes a

month. Spengler is Gothically chaotic, even though at last the

flying buttresses of his digressions prop the center and summit

of his argument ; he sees the world as a whole, but does not quite

present it so ; he brings in every relevant thought, and lets unity

shift for itself. His erudition is almost too vast for clarity ; on

every page he sinks into technical discourse, and esoteric refer-

ences are his ecstasies.

No one, not even Buckle, ranges farther to bag his prey, or

brings so much incidental booty home. Spengler's learning ex-

tends from the Sumerians to the Americans ; from obscure Arabic

psychologists of what he refuses to call the Middle Ages, to the

atomic theories of Planck and Bohr ; from the technique of archi-

tecture to the theories of Karl Marx ; from Chinese philosophers

a thousand years older than Confucius, to Woodrow Wilson and

Tammany Hall. He has absorbed poetry, drama (from

^Eschylus to Shaw), religion (from Osiris to Mrs. Besant), mu-
sic, sculpture, painting, mathematics, physics, chemistry, as-

tronomy, geology, biology, psychology, economics, politics, mili-

tary tactics, above all, history, in a million minutiae. When he

talks about geometry we cannot imagine him sensitive to art;

when he speaks of Impressionism we would never suspect that

he is at home with Infinitesimal Calculus. "Since Leibniz," he

writes, "there has been no philosopher who commanded the prob-

lems of all the exact sciences" ;
x but he almost achieves it. He

sweeps up centuries in a sentence, and correlates half a dozen

Cultures in a clause. He is guilty of hasty judgments, and

astounds us with incredible formulae ; but we are refreshed and

encouraged to see synthesis lift its head again; we know that

when knowledge becomes too great for unity we are lost; we

shall go insane with fragmentation. Perhaps that is what is

happening to us now.

i Vol. i, p. 425.
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Since no one in America seems to read Spengler, it will be

well to expound him for a while without comment, and to or-

ganize his wealth, if we can, into some intelligible clarity. To
understand him thoroughly would be an education. For by

understanding the past better we should better understand the

present and ourselves ; "unhistorically we cannot live"

;

1 to be

torn from our roots is suicide, whether for a man or for a na-

tion. "History is that from which one's imagination seeks

comprehension of the living existence of the world in relation to

his own life, which he thereby invests with a deeper reality." 2

Spengler believes that all special problems—atheism, commer-

cialism, socialism, feminism, birth-control, pessimism, Impres-

sionism, Wagner, the breakdown of marriage, the decay of

democracy—become clearer as parts of a whole in his re-

illumination of history ; and again, though he says it himself, it

is so. He believes even that we shall be able to predict the fu-

ture once we have seen the laws, the correlations and the se-

quences of the past : we shall chart the course of dead civiliza-

tions, and finding on that map the latitude and longitude of our

own culture and generation, we shall be able to anticipate our

destiny. "In this book is attempted for the first time the ven-

ture of predetermining history." 3 "Up to now every one has

been at liberty to hope what he pleased about the future.

Where there are no facts, sentiment rules. But henceforward

it will be every man's business to inform himself of what can

happen, and therefore of what, with the unalterable necessity of

destiny, and irrespective of personal ideals, hopes or desires, will

happen." 4 He offers "the possibility of overpassing the pres-

ent as a research-limit, and predetermining the spiritual form,

duration, rhythm, meaning and product of the still unaccom-
plished stages of our western history." 5

Can it be done? Let us see.

i Vol. ii, p. 413.

2 1,8.

3 1, 3.

4 I, 39.

el, 112.
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ii. spengeer's interpretation of history

"All genuine historical work," says Spengler, "is philosophy,

unless it is mere ant-industry." x Therefore most history is a
mistake : it is written from a narrow point of view of space or

time, of religion or politics, and fails to give the student that

full perspective and orientation whereby a knowledge of the

past illuminates the present and prophesies the future. So

a certain reverse foreshortening (plus a dearth of data) makes

us gather the centuries before Marathon into a chapter or

two; we do not perceive that Leonidas and Miltiades stand at

the middle, not the beginning, even of recorded history ; we can-

not realize that the distance from Pericles back to the pyramid-

builders is greater by far than from Pericles down to ourselves.

Hence the words "ancient," "medieval" and "modern" are out

of place for the historian-philosopher—that is, the man who

wishes to see and understand humanity as a whole in time ; for

this too is philosophy, as much as the traditional metaphysic

which endeavors to understand reality as a whole in space. The
Greeks were "modern" in relation to Thutmose and Iknaton, and

these were "modern" in relation to Cheops and Chephren, or

Sargon I; the pharaohs of the early dynasties would have

thought themselves in a foreign country, talking in a strange

language to an alien people, had they been able to return from

the bourne of Osiris to the streets of imperial Thebes. 2

And as with time, so with space : our egotism and our inter-

ests limit "world"-history for the most part to Europe ; India

is of importance only so far as England has conquered it, and

China is merely a market for opium; vast Asia, which is to

Europe what "the continent" is to Great Britain, receives a

grudging chapter from Western historians of the "world." In

like manner the Chinese write universal history with an Oriental

physiognomy and slant ; out of thirty volumes Greece and Rome
receive a chapter, the Renaissance and the Reformation are re-

1 1, 41.

2 I, 94.
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corded in a line, and Caesar and Napoleon are unnamed. We
stand in history where astronomy stood before Copernicus ; we

never doubt that our own little nook is the center and salt of

the world. "The most appropriate designation for this cur-

rent West-European scheme of history is the Ptolemaic sys-

tem. The system that is put forward in this work in place of it

I regard as the Copemican discovery in the historical sphere, in

that it admits no sort of privileged position to the Classical or

the Western Culture as against the Cultures of India, Babylon,

China, Egypt, the Arabs, Mexico—separate worlds of dynamic

being which in point of mass count for just as much in the

general picture of history as the Classical, while frequently sur-

passing it in point of spiritual greatness and soaring power." x

Spengler is not sure but that this discovery of an earth-

perspective in history is as vital and momentous for philosophy

as Copernicus' discovery of a world-perspective among the

stars. 2

History, then, to Spengler, is pluralistic, and its essence as a

study is the comparative "morphology" of Cultures—the com-

parison of analogous conditions and sequences in different

places and times. A Culture—i. e., the sum of the institutions

and productions of a nation in their historical unfolding—is an

organism, like a tree or a flower ; it is a product of growth, and

subject to decay; as much as any individual organism it has a

physiological limit of development, a natural term of years

within which it must live and die. It "has its childhood, youth,

manhood and old age" ; it has its vernal seed-time, its summer
blossoming, its autumnal fading, and its winter death. 3

Spengler finds in all the Cultures similar phenomena and se-

quences. Religion appears at the beginning of each Culture,

and science towards the end ; towns at the beginning, and world-

cities at the end ; agriculture at the beginning, industry at the

1 1, 18.

2 Voltaire, however, had anticipated Spengler's view in his Essai sur lea

mceurs. Whitman had given perfect expression to a total earth-perspective in

Salut au Monde.
3 I, 21, 104, 107.
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end; a powerfully simple art at the beginning, weak fads and

frills at the end. He is not content to call Napoleon "the

modern Alexander"; he is resolved to discover why Napoleon

and Alexander came at the end of their Cultures, not at the

opening, and what similarity of conditions called them forth. 1

"I hope to show that without exception, all great creations and

forms of religion, art, politics, social life, economy and science

appear, fulfill themselves and die down, contemporaneously in

all the Cultures; that the inner structure of one" (Culture)

"corresponds strictly with that of all the others ; that there is

not a single phenomenon of deep physiognomic importance"

(i. e., no outward feature revealing inward character) "in the

record of one for which we could not find a counterpart in the

record of every other ; and that this counterpart is to be found

under a characteristic form and in a perfectly definite chrono-

logical position." 2 Given a few features in an}7 Culture, we

should be able, by studying the correlative features in other

Cultures, to reconstruct the whole Culture, as anatomists re-

construct an organism from half a dozen bones. And finally,

by understanding the past sequence of the characteristic forms

in every science, every institution and every art, we shall be in

a position to determine the future of our own Culture in the

West. 3 The aim of the study of history is the prediction of

the future.

Which are the great Cultures, and what are the universal

stages in their rise and fall? Egyptian, Chinese, Hindu,

Classical (Greek and Roman), Arabian, Mexican, and Western

Cultures: these are the organisms in which the human spirit

has lifted itself to form and creation ; it is in these, and not in

the supposedly continuous development of an abstract and

mythical "mankind," that the essence of history lies. Omit-

ting ancient Mexico as too little known, and setting aside our

Western Culture for detailed study later on, let us look at all

1 1, 49.

2 1, 112.

3 By the "West" Spengler means Europe (excluding the Slavs) and America.
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the rest together for a moment, in the analogous and "contem-

porary" features of their youth, their maturity, their decline

and their death. So we shall learn the characteristic "physi-

ognomy" of the "seasons" through which every Culture passes,

and be ready to detect in our own time the symptoms of decay.

The "spring" is agricultural, and rests upon an economy of

rural villages. In Egypt it is the pre-dynastic and "Thinite"

period (3400-3000 b. c.) ; in China the Shang period (1700-

1300 b. c.) ; in India the Vedic period (1300-1200 b. c.) ; in

Greece and Rome the Doric and Etruscan epoch (1100-800

b. c.) ; in Arabia the age of primitive Christianity and cor-

responding cults, the age of the Gospels and the Talmud, of

Mani, Plotinus and Origen (0-300 a. d.). It is a time of con-

quest, settlement, and heroic sagas: Menes, Rama, Agamem-
non, Romulus, Christ. Above all it is an epoch of intense

religion, of myths in the "grand style," expressing the fears

and longings of a primitive people, and so providing the theme

and stimulus for the great creations of "summer" art. It is

an age of barbaric impulse and youthful growth.

With "summer" come the towns, and the ripened conscious-

ness of the prime of life. But the towns are not yet cities, and
only here and there do they dominate the countryside ; the basis

of society is still the peasant, and the political structure is

feudalism. An aristocracy of "form" and taste is developing,

but is not yet too civilized to fight. In Egypt it is the time

of the Old Kingdom, the age of the pyramids and of masculine

statuary (2900-2400 b. c). In China it is the "early Chou"
period (1300-800 b. c), marking the breakdown of central

rule, the rise of the feudal nobility, and the appearance of the

"pre-Socratics of China," the philosophers before Confucius.

In India the Rrahmans come to power and establish the three

castes (1000-800 b. c). In Greece and Rome (700-500

b. c.) the religions of Dionysus and Numa flourish; the nobil-

ity achieve political supremacy, and develop into an aristo-

cratic oligarchy ; it is the age of Thales, Anaximenes and Hera-

clitus in Greece, of Pythagoras, Parmenides and Empedocles
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in Italy ; it is above all the age of the Doric column, "the very

embodiment of the Antique life-ideal." x In the Near East

we find the culminating art of the Byzantine and Sassanid

empires—the basilica and the cupola, the column and the arch,

the mosaic and the arabesque (300-700 a. d.) ; in the same

period we find the Christian Fathers in all their venom and
glory, combating Nestorians, Gnostics, Manicheans, Monophys-
ites, Monothelites, and one another, fiercely; this is not, as

historians suppose, the youth of Western Culture, it is the

heyday of the "Magian" soul ; it belongs to the East, not to the

West ; it leads not to Gothic architecture and Scholastic philoso-

phy, but to Arabic algebra and Mohammedan religion, to the

Alhambra and the Taj Mahal. It is in every Culture an age

of powerful instincts, and vitality in its prime.

The "autumn" is at first the season of ripest maturity, and

only in its end a season of decline. Feudal aristocracy yields

to centralized monarchy, all the political life of the nation is

brought to unified functioning, and the state is "in form."

Cities arise, generating a commerce that fertilizes art, and a

critical intelligence that worships "Enlightenment," raises

science and philosophy above religion, and sows the seeds of

atheism and revolution. In Egypt we have the Middle King-

dom (2150-1800 b. c), the overthrow of the feudal barons

by the pharaohs of Thebes, the centralization of power under

the masterful rulers of the Xllth Dynasty, the refinement of

sculpture, the majestic architecture of Karnak, Luxor and

Der-el-Bahri. In China it is the "late Chou" period (800-500

b. c), the epoch of Lao-tse and Confucius, the Rousseau and

Voltaire of the East. In India (800-500 b. c.) it is the age

of Buddha, the Sutras, and the great systems of Vedanta and

Yoga philosophy. In the Near East (700-1000 a. d.) the

dome of St. Sophia represents the culmination of the Moorish

mosque, spherical trigonometry crowns the mathematics of the

Arabs, Alfarabi and Avicenna lay the bases of Moorish philoso-

phy. In Greece and Rome (650-300 b. c.) the city-state

1 1, 345.
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reaches its fullest height, great statemen lead the omnipotent

"people," and the Roman Senate becomes the most powerful

governing body of its time; Ionic beauty is added to Doric

strength, Praxiteles complements Pheidias, Polygnotus and

Zeuxis bring Greek painting to its climax, Archytas and Hip-

pocrates give form to Greek mathematics and medicine, the

Sophists emancipate the intellect from myth and faith, Socrates

undermines all dogmas with his questioning, and the Utopian

communism of Plato (the Rousseau who ruined Syracuse) an-

nounces the decline.

Slowly the great machine of aristocratic social organization

crumbles under the attack of a rationalism and radicalism re-

solved to destroy everything that reason cannot understand. In

Egypt (1788-1680 b. c.) the Middle Kingdom is ended by

revolution and the dictatorship of alien generals, and art dis-

appears for two centuries ; in China the great Chou dynasty is

overthrown (441 b. c), to be followed by a period of revolu-

tion and internecine war ; in India the materialism of Sankhya
helps atheistic Buddhism to put down the old religion ; in

Greece and Rome (400-300 b. c.) come social revolution and

civil war, the radicalism of Appius Claudius, the despotism of

Alexander, the graceful sculpture of Lysippus, the clever paint-

ing of Apelles, the philosophy of Aristotle, the replacement of

Doric architecture and music with the Corinthian column and

the Ionian flute. All the old norms and mores crumble before

scepticism, luxury and wealth: the city triumphs over the

countryside, the people (i e., the moneyed middle class) over

the land-owning lords, democracy over aristocracy, intellect

over instinct, philosophy over religion, science over art.

Everything old is discredited and weakened; all props fall;

revolutionary chaos ensues, and generals inherit the world.

Last of all, "winter" comes—the rapid disintegration of

ancient faith and piety, of traditional customs and morals, of

once unquestioned aristocracies and once sovereign states.

The Hyksos invade and conquer disordered Egypt (1680-

1580 b. c.) and break up all its inherited forms of government
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and thought; Thutmose III makes himself master, and almost

conquers the world; Iknaton, pharaoh-philosopher, rejects the

religion of Amon, loses the colonies and their tribute, and, help-

less, sees Egypt fall into decay ; Persia, Assyria, Greece, Rome,
Islam and England come and conquer it in turns ; at last noth-

ing remains but impoverished "fellaheen"—a peasantry as

primitive and historyless as that which preceded the pyramids.

The "Period of the Contending States" (480-230 b. c.) is the

nineteenth century of China ; the once united nation is a confu-

sion of principalities lost in war, until at last Huang-ti, the

Augustus of the East, establishes himself as dictator, burns all

the literature of the past, and brings a great Culture to an end

;

after him China has no history. Buddhism (the Socialism of

India) sweeps away the heroic element in the Hindu character,

and the conversion of Asoka (264-228 b. c.) marks the close of

an age. Alexander's empire falls to pieces at his death (322

B. c.) ; Hellenistic painting and statuary become subjective,

"realistic," theatrical, bizarre; cynicism and Stoicism (the

Socialism of Greece), Epicureanism and scepticism fill the

intellectual and moral world with turmoil and despair; the

great systems give way to "professional lecture-room philoso-

phy," and "compendium literature"; Euclid and Archimedes

perfect geometry, and science flourishes while religion dies ; in

the end Greece is conquered by barbaric Rome. Rome passes

from the dictatorships of Marius and Sulla to those of Cassar

and Pompey; internal disorder inhibits literature and art

—

there is little of either till Augustus, their place being taken by

aqueducts and roads ; birth-control decimates the old stock,

and leaves Rome an empty shell for any marauder to invade;

Marcus Aurelius, that "philosophical old woman," is the

symbol of weakness and decay; after him the Germans come,

and there is no one to resist them. In the Near East atheism

breaks out in Islam, communistic sects disturb the Abbassid

rulers, and a sombre fatalism (the Stoicism of the Arab) marks

the end of the creative power of the Moors.

In all cases we have here the termination of a Culture in a
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complex corruption called "Civilization": the domination of a

cultured aristocracy by a moneyed bourgeoisie; the victory of

industry and finance over agriculture; the concentration of

social, economic and political power in vast megalopoles, or

world-cities (Thebes, Syracuse, Alexandria, Carthage, Rome,
Byzantium) that suck in all the vital plasm of the countryside,

and dry it into urban sterility ; the replacement of quality with

quantity, of taste with display, of beauty with utility, of culture

with wealth; the triumph of science and materialism over

religion and art; the disintegration of art into fashions, fads,

revivals and bizarreries ; the wild search for new esthetic stimu-

lants to excite the megalopolitan consciousness; the uprising

of the lower orders of society in great wars that end in revolu-

tions, and great revolutions that end in wars ; the coming of

war-weariness and pacifism, of world-weariness and new re-

ligions, of occult escape and consolation ; the spread of luxury

and vice, weakening the body and the moral character, and

making the nation incapable of self-defense ; the extinction of

creative and spiritual force; the decay of the family and the

church as sources of moral tradition and training ; the sterility

of the intelligent and the multiplication of the "people"—vast

metropolitan masses of floating and helpless population, the

fellaheen of the cities ; the slow emergence of primitive human
conditions in the midst of civilized life ; the invitation of weak-

ness and disorder to younger peoples eager for spoils ; the com-

ing of alien conquerors ; the end.

Such are the "spring and autumn annals" of history.

Everything that goes up must come down, everything that

grows must decay ; and not only that, but the stages and signs

of growth and decay are in all Cultures "contemporary" and

parallel, as the signs and stages of adolescence and maturity are

equivalent and parallel in all the normal individuals of a race.

We must expect, then, to find a similar sequence of youth,

prime, senility and death in the Culture of the West ; we shall

see there too an orderly succession of seasons, a spring of sow-

ing and an autumn of decay. What if we have already had
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our autumn, and the hand of death is at this moment on our

spiritual and cultural life?

III. THE RISE AND FALL OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION

1. Spring

Every Culture, in the philosophy of Spengler, is a four-act

drama, with an ascending movement of aristocracy and art,

and a descending movement of democracy and decay. The
Culture of the West (i. e., of Western Europe and America)

has its origin in that feudal system of lord and serf, which

Roman conquest left like a network of garrisons over European
soil. Its basis, as in the case of every Culture that has not yet

degenerated into a "Civilization," is a stolid peasantry wedded

to the earth, and bearing on its back the economic life of the

world. Sharing the burden patiently is the peasant's wife, as

sturdy and stoic as himself, carrying in her body the stream of

life, and defeating death with many children. While her man
wears himself out with toil and war, she replenishes and re-

juvenates the race. "The man makes history, the woman is

history." *

Above the peasant tower two masters, as indispensable as

himself to the creation of a Culture : the baron and the priest.

The baron stands for time and race: his superiority is the

product of many generations of breeding and training. He
does not hesitate to believe in race, and even in race-hatred;

he must preserve himself in life and blood. "It is want of

race, and nothing else, that makes intellectuals—philosophers,

doctrinaires, Utopists—incapable of understanding the depths

of this metaphysical hatred." 2 What at last makes a country

great is, as Nietzsche said, an aristocracy of blood, pre-

served from a coarsening economic life, cultivating tastes, de-

termining standards, making war, and dictating "that con-

i II, 327.

2 II, 319.
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tinuation of war by intellectual means which we call politics." 1

"Class-states—i.e., states in which particular classes rule—

.

are the only states. The State and the first Estate are cog-

nate down to the very roots. That is the organization of

actual states, in contradistinction to those conceived on paper

and in the minds of pedants." 2

But the rule of the baron is not without rival : alongside the

man of action is the man of thought; alongside the man of

blood and iron is the man of imagination and subtle speech;

the power of the word contests supremacy with the power of

the sword. In the spring-time of every Culture the thinker

is originally the priest, and the first great opposition in a

state is that of cathedral and castle, of bishop and knight.

It rises at the height of the Middle Ages to the conflict of

Empire and Papacy, and degenerates at the end into a windy

war between rulers and intellectuals, warriors and pacifists,

statesmen and Utopians.

In its first form the opposition is creative, and religion

shares with war the parentage of the Culture. "Culture is

ever synonymous with religious creativeness. Every great

Culture begins with a mighty theme that rises out of the pre-

urban countryside, is carried through in the cities of art and

intellect, and closes with a finale of materialism in the world-

cities." 3 The immemorial poverty of the people generates a

powerful religious phantasy, nourishing all literature and art,

and building an ideal world that becomes to the pious mind

more real than reality. The motto of religion is, "I believe

because it is absurd"—its essence is "the unthinkable as a cer-

tainty, the supernatural as a fact, life as existence in a world

that is non-actual, but true. Jesus never lived one moment
in any other world but this." 4

And as from the feudal barons came the state and chivalry,

and the moral code of honor ; so out of Christianity, remoulded

i II, 330.

2 II, 367, 370.

3 II, 308.

4 II, 217.
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by Germanic man, came those specific forms of morality,

philosophy, science, language, literature, painting, architec-

ture and statuary which gave spiritual shape to medieval Eu-
rope. Moral codes bear the stamp of their Cultures, and
are valid exclusively for them; only a missionary would think

of applying the same forms of moral judgment to all man-
kind. Our passion for subjecting the whole world to our own
morality is typical of the expansive egotism and restless dis-

content of Western, "Faustian," man. Ancient peoples were

not so anxious to convert other nations to one ethical code;

"there are no Classical world-improvers." *

All that is Faustian wills to reign alone. The
Apollinian (Greek) feeling ... is tolerant as a mat-

ter of course. . . . With us, every "movement"
means to win, while every Classical "attitude" only

wants to be, and troubles itself little about the ethos

of the neighbor. . . . Will-to-power even in ethics,

the passionate striving to set up a proper morale as a

universal truth, and to enforce it upon humanity . . .

nothing is more characteristically our own than this. 2

Almost as if he were applying Einstein to history, Spengler

preaches historical relativity: everything, even truth, is pe-

culiar to its time and place, and has no validity beyond it;

"for other men there are different truths." 3 "There is not

one sculpture, one painting, one mathematics, one physics, but

many, each in its deepest essence different from the others . . .

just as each species of plant has its peculiar blossom or

fruit." 4

Science itself is relative and "physiognomic" ; its character,

its dogmas, even its axioms, change from Culture to Culture,

and reveal its time; the mathematics of the West, all over-

wrought with the Faustian longing for the Infinite, differs as

i I, 342.

2 I, 343-4.

3 I, 25.

* I, 21.
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much from the quiet, enclosed geometry of Euclid, as the com-

plexity and aspiration of Chartres differ from the simplicity

and restraint of the Parthenon. "Thenceforth the reader will

not be shocked if we speak of a baroque, and even of a Jesuit,

style in psychology, mathematics, and pure physics." 1 Lan-

guage, too, reflects the people and the age: the simple and

modest feci of the Roman becomes, with the individualism of

the West, ego habeo factum, j'ai fait, I have done.

Already, in the spring-time of the West, art takes on a

unique subjective and spiritual character all the world away

from the objective physique of Classic form. Western art ex-

presses the inward soul, reaching out insatiably; Greek art

expresses in calm moderation the perfection of external

beauty; movement and repose, aspiration and actuality, spirit

and body distinguish them. "The interior of the Gothic

cathedral pulls up with primeval force, but the temple is laid

down in majestic rest." 2 The Gothic cathedral and the fly-

ing buttress are to the Culture of the West what the Doric

temple and column were to Greece—the supreme embodiments

of the great epochs of youth in the history of Europe. In

like manner, the Crusades are the Western analogue of the

Trojan Wars, the Niebelungenlied is the Teutonic Iliad, and

the Renaissance is the rebirth of Dionysus. With the Renais-

sance the summer of the West begins.

%. Summer

The Renaissance is not a rejection but a ripening of the

"Middle Ages." All the roots and stalks of medieval plant-

ing and growth come now to blossoming and flower; young
Europe riots in the consciousness of adolescence ended and

maturity begun. The sixteenth and the seventeenth cen-

turies, and not the Enlightenment of the eighteenth, represent

the zenith of the Western soul.

i I, 314.

2 I, 177.
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And not merely in Italy, but even more so in France. Italy

produced unsurpassed art, but her towns fell into chaos and
bondage through lack of sound organs of government. In

France feudalism had mellowed into an aristocracy devoted

to the state; "the idea of the state had finally mastered the

blood of the first Estate, and put it wholly and without reserve

at the state's service." x "That state stands firmest in which

the nobility, or the tradition shaped by the nobility, is wholly

at the service of the common cause, as it was in Sparta, Rome,
Tsin," or under Louis XIV. 2 The first secret of a great state

is good blood empowered ; the second is a tradition established

by that blood, upholding political and cultural life by stand-

ards and tastes mortised in centuries, immune to the crazes

and fads, the winds and storms of the mob. "The creation of

tradition means the elimination of the incident. A tradition

breeds a higher average, with which the future can reckon

—

no Caesar but a Senate, no Napoleon, but an incomparable

officer corps." 3 It was here that Frederick William I and

Von Moltke succeeded, and here that Bismarck failed; when

the Iron Chancellor fell he had created no body or tradition

to carry on his work. "Tradition can dispense with genius,

because it is itself cosmic force at highest capacity." 4 "The

genuine statesman is incarnate history, its directedness ex-

pressed as individual will, and its organic logic as character." 5

When a ruling aristocracy is at its height, as in 1600 in Eng-

land, and 1700 in France, the state is at its best, it is like a

well-conditioned athlete, thoroughly "in form." "In all high

Cultures there is a peasantry which is breed, stock : . . . and a

society which is 'in form.' " 6 When an aristocratic sequence

or tradition dies, chaos ensues, and then comes not freedom but

dictatorship.

i II, 400.

2 II, 368.

s II, 444.

4 II, 418.

5 II, 443.

6 11, 331.
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This summer age was one of exuberant creation in govern-

ment, science, literature, philosophy and art. Think of Cosmo

and Lorenzo de' Medici, Leo X and Julius II, Francis I and

Henry IV, Calvin and Cromwell, Richelieu and Mazarin,

Charles V and Philip II, Louis XIV and Charles XII, Henry
VIII and Elizabeth, William the Silent and Peter the Great.

It was an age of vast vistas and systems in research and specu-

lation: Copernicus and Galileo, Descartes and Pascal, Leib-

niz and Fermat, Harvey and Newton, Bruno and Spinoza,

Bacon and Locke and Hobbes. Western mathematics took

now its typical form, in which number, that had meant to the

Greeks timeless quantity in a world of being, came to mean
function and relation in a world of becoming and change.

Statics yielded to dynamics, Euclidean to analytical geometry

and the Differential Calculus ; the difference is like that be-

tween Doric and Gothic, between sculpture and music. 1 Even
number, then, is not universally the same: it meant something

quite different to the Hindu, the Arab, the Greek, and the

West-European. So with geometry and astronomy; endless

space is the symbol of the North, enclosed and limited body

is the symbol of antiquity. 2 Periodic functions, series, ir-

rationals—what are they but symbols of the dynamic fluidity

of the West? "Who amongst present-day historians realizes

that between the Differential Calculus and the dynamic prin-

ciple of politics in the age of Louis XIV, between the Classical

city-state and the Euclidean geometry, between the space-

perspective of Western oil-painting and the conquest of space

by railroad, telephone, and long-range weapon, between con-

trapuntal music and credit economics, there are deep uniformi-

ties ?" 3 We gasp a little here, but we must go on.

These, again, are the great centuries of art; only music

will keep its triumph for the Fall. It was the age of Raphael

and Michelangelo; of Giorgione, Correggio, Tintoretto and

1 1, 15, 224.

2 1, 59, 189.

si, 7.
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Titian ; of Velasquez and El Greco ; of Franz Hals and Rem-
brandt, Rubens and Van Dyck. Not since the days of the

Parthenon had there been such a galaxy.

But already the seeds of decay begin to appear, as some-

times, in the midst of summer, leaves grow pale and die. The
subjectivism, the brooding introversion, the imprisoned long-

ing winch speak in modern art, find their first voice in Buonar-
roti; "there is more psychology (and less 'Nature') in the

arm of one of Michelangelo's Slaves than there is in the whole

head of Praxiteles' Hermes." 1

And in the very heyday of the West, disintegration sounds

an ominous prelude in the Reformation. For the Culture was

built upon religion, upon a mythology and an ethic embodied

in medieval legend, in sacerdotalism, in the Sacraments and in

the Church; no one could deal such blows to these as Luther

dealt, and Savonarola, Wyclif, Huss and Calvin, without un-

settling, perhaps beyond recovery, the ancient theological basis

of European morals and the state. The Theses of Witten-

berg were the prologue of that French Revolution which guil-

lotined the Culture of the West.

3. Autumn

"For revolutionists nothing has value but that which can

be justified by reason." 2 After the reign of tradition and

order comes, by the one law of history (that every epoch un-

does the last), the age of reason and of liberty. The late

stages of a Culture are usually periods of much writing and

much reading; vitality is lowered and takes refuge in books.

"Now begins the influence of books and general theories upon

politics—in the China of Lao-tse as in the Athens of the Soph-

ists and the Europe of Montesquieu." 3 New-phrased by

Locke, the principles of English freedom are given to France,

1 1, 264.

2 II, 398.

3 II, 401.
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and through France to the world; it is Europe's misfortune

that every one can understand Voltaire and Rousseau. Not

that the populace absorbs the wisdom of these men ; "it is only

the catch-words that are facts—the residue of the philosophi-

cal or sociological system whence they come does not matter

to history. But as catch-words, they are for about two cen-

turies powers of the first rank, stronger even than the pulse

of the blood, which in the petrifying world of the outspread

cities is beginning to be dulled." x

For now the city has outgrown the countryside in wealth

and economic power, and the landed aristocracy is losing its

grip on the national life. The bourgeoisie appears, and find-

ing itself blocked on every side by aristocratic privileges, ex-

clusiveness, traditions and tolls, it generates the catch-words

of liberty, equality and fraternity, and gives a supporting ear

and hand to the great writers who rise, consciously or uncon-

sciously, to fill its need. It is out of this situation that the

philosophe comes to power, the intellectual of the Enlighten-

ment, the most destructive force in history.

And how Spengler hates the intellectual! He has the in-

tellectual's scorn of the intellectual, his jealous worship of

the active life ; and his hatred lifts him to eloquence

:

There are born destiny-men and causality-men

(doers and thinkers). A whole world separates the

purely living man—peasant and warrior, statesman
and general, man of the world and man of business,

everyone who wills to prosper, to rule, to fight, and
to dare, the organizer and entrepreneur, the adven-
turer or bravo or gambler—from the man who is

destined either by the power of his mind or the defect

of his blood to be an "intellectual"—the saint, priest,

savant, idealist, or ideologue. . . . All that motives

and urges, the eye for men and situations, the belief

in his star which every born man of action possesses,

and which is something wholly different from the be-

i Ibid.
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lief in the correctness of a standpoint; the voices of

the blood that speak in moments of decision, and the

immovably quiet conviction that justifies any aim and
any means—all these are denied to the critical, medi-

tative man. Even the footfall of the fact-man

sounds different from, sounds more planted than that

of the thinker, in whom the pure microcosmic can

acquire no firm relation with earth. 1

But the tragedy of the eighteenth century is that the intel-

lectual gets the upper hand; the aristocrat allows himself to

be convinced that aristocracy is unjust, and takes the lead in

undoing aristocracy. First of all, he becomes an atheist;

he accepts Copernicus, then Voltaire, then Holbach and Di-

derot. "From the later days of the Renaissance onwards, the

notion of God has steadily approximated, in the spirit of every

man of high significance, to the idea of pure endless Space." 2

But God and King, Church and State, were too closely bound

together; when one fell, the other began to totter; the twi-

light of the gods was the afternoon of states. When the an-

cient prop of piety was removed, the entire social edifice was

precariously suspended in the air; the "miracle of Christian-

ity," as Napoleon called it—that the poor do not murder the

rich—came to an end ; the populace began to threaten officials,

to open the jails; the peasants began to maraud, to burn cas-

tles and to kill. The basic structure of the Culture collapsed.

It fell just as it had reached the full measure that thinly

separates ripeness from decay. How fair the life of that

aristocracy had been!—with its Watteaus and Bouchers, its

Houdons and Coysevoix, its Racines and Corneilles, its Ver-

sailles and Fontainebleau, its chateaux and salons, its Baroque

and Rococo, its laces and ruffs and silks, its buckles and

breeches and wigs, its Rambouillet and its precieuses, its Gluck

and Lully and Rameau, its Bach and Haydn and Mozart, its

Moliere and Fontenelle, its La Rochefoucauld and La Bru-

i II, 16.

2 I, 395.
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yere, its chamber-music and its minuets, its quadrilles and sara-

bandes, its graceful adultery and wit!

It had to pass, because money outgrew the soil, the town

became stronger than the manor, the banker stronger than

the baron ; "the natural alliance between high finance and the

mass . . . for the destruction of the tradition of the blood"

succeeded. The barons abandoned their villas, flocked to the

courts, and became functionless ornaments unnecessary to the

economic or political life of a land ruled by merchants and

kings; they decayed from within before receiving from the

Revolution their death-blow from without. The Culture be-

gins to die with the abandonment of the soil. When the Revo-

lution came, the victory of the city over the country was sym-

bolic and complete ; henceforth, all France was to be a province

of Paris.

Suddenly all the mellow beauty of that dying age was cut

short by a gigantic knife; all the long-reared structure of a

society, a morality and a state was engulfed in a red sea of

accumulated rage. Exploitation, militarism and incompe-

tence were overthrown and replaced by incompetence, milita-

rism and exploitation. The baron gave way to the banker, the

king to the orator, the priest to the press. The Culture came

to an end, the "Civilization" began. Our race will never know
so great an age again.

IV. ON DEGENERATION

1. The Basic Factors of Decay

The decline of the West begins with the rise of machines ; it

is the Industrial Revolution that inaugurates "modernity" and
decay. The "Middle Ages" were a beginning, not an interlude

;

the Renaissance was a culmination, not a beginning; "mod-
ern" history is a decadence, not a culmination. For the ma-
chine destroys both the peasant and the aristocrat ; society loses

its natural base and its natural peak; nothing remains but
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great cities whirring with mechanisms, crowded with prole-

tarian slaves and cultureless bourgeoisie. The machine re-

places the seed as the symbol of causality and God; it breeds

and multiplies until all men kneel before its majesty and power.

And these machines become in their forms less and
less human, more ascetic, mystic, esoteric. They
weave the earth over with an infinite web of subtle

forces, currents, and tensions. Their bodies become
ever more and more immaterial, ever less noisy. The
wheels, rollers and levers are vocal no more. All that

matters withdraws itself into the interior. . . . The
center of this artificial and complicated realm is the

engineer, the priest of the machine. 1

The ancients said, "Knowledge is virtue" ; the moderns say,

"Knowledge is power." So wealth comes, and peace departs.

The body prospers and the soul decays. For what does it

profit a man to gain the whole world, if he lose his honor, his

sense of beauty, his manners and his taste, his spiritual crea-

tiveness as artist, poet, statesman, philosopher and saint?

The industrialist, the trader, the financier never create, they

only accumulate and exchange; they are busy transferring

money from other men's pockets into their own ; their achieve-

ment lies in heaping things up, in making large sales, large

fortunes, large buildings ; never in transmuting quantity into

quality by breathing into matter the soul of form. The man
with the highest heap becomes master; the manufacturer en-

slaves the worker, the trader enslaves the manufacturer, the

financier enslaves the trader ; everywhere, when a Culture dies,

money becomes Lord and God, and will not bear other gods be-

side it. The "dictatorship of money" is the invariable herald

of decay.

The form of the decay is the metropolis, the megalopolis,

the world-city : to Thebes, Babylon, Carthage, Alexandria and

i II, 503-5. Cf. Eugene O'Neill's Dynamo, a profound play which did not

deserve to fail.
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Rome correspond Paris, London, Berlin and New York; "all

history is narrowed into three or four great cities." 1 "The
rise of New York to the position of world-city during the

Civil War may perhaps prove to have been the most pregnant

event of the nineteenth century." 2 In the "Civilization" the

city absorbs all life; not only do the countryside, the village,

the country gentleman decay, but whole nations (Scandinavia,

China) and continents (Africa, South America) become "prov-

inces," supplying food and minerals to, taking loans and or-

ders from, distant industrial capitals. All problems even, and

all thought, become city problems, city thought; socialism,

Darwinism, birth-control, Ibsen, Shaw—what have they to do

with the countryside?

Looking down from one of the old towers upon the

sea of houses, we perceive in this petrifaction of an
historic being the exact epoch that marks the end of

organic growth. ... In all Civilizations alike, these

cities aim at the chess-board form, which is the symbol

of soullessness. ... In these cities there is no soul. 3

Paris and Berlin have mind, dying Munich and Vienna have

souls. The world-city has not soul, but intellect; it is clever,

sceptical, practical, irreligious, barren; it despises the slow

shrewdness and racial depth of the peasant mind, just as the

aristocrat despises the superficial intellectualism of the city.

The peasant is older, more rooted and real ; but bit by bit, as

the Culture dies, the parasitic city allures and consumes him.

Having caught him, it turns him into a rootless proletaire, no

longer growing firmly out of the soil, but wandering from

factory to factory to earn his imported bread. So come the

fellaheen of the cities,

the fluid megalopolitan Populace . . . that has re-

placed the People. They are the market-place

1 1, 32.

2 II, 99.

3 11, 100, 109.
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loungers of Alexandria and Rome, the newspaper-
readers of our own corresponding time; the "edu-

cated" man who then and now makes a cult of intel-

lectual mediocrity and a church of advertisement;

the man of the theatres and places of amusement, of

sport and "best-sellers." . . . Cinema, expressionism,

theosophy, boxing contests, nigger dances, poker and
racing—one can find it all in Rome. . . . The re-

appearance of panem et circenses in the form of wage-
disputes and football-games. . . . The Mass rejects

the Culture and its matured forms lock, stock and
barrel. It is the absolute of formlessness, persecut-

ing with its hate every sort of form, every distinction

of rank, the orderliness of property, the orderliness

of knowledge. It is the new nomadism of the Cos-

mopolis, for which slaves and barbarians in the Clas-

sical world, Sudras in the Indian, and in general

everything and anything that is merely human, pro-

vide an undifferentiated floating something that falls

apart the moment it is born, that recognizes no past

and possesses no future. . . . The mass is the end. 1

And now in these world-cities the Culture dies into the

"Civilization."

For every Culture has its own Civilization. In this

work for the first time the two words, hitherto used

to express an indefinite, more or less ethical, distinc-

tion, are used in a periodic sense, to express a strict

and necessary organic succession. The Civilization

is the inevitable destiny of the Culture. . . . Civili-

zations are a conclusion, the thing-become succeed-

ing the thing-becoming, death following life, rigidity

following expansion, intellectual age and the stone-

built petrifying world-city following mother-earth

and the spiritual childhood of Doric and Gothic.

They are an end, irrevocable, yet by inward necessity

reached again and again. . . . Culture and Civili-

U,359; II, 103, 33, 358.
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zation—the living body of a soul, and the mummy of

it. For Western existence the distinction lies about

the year 1800—on the one side of that frontier, life

in fulness and sureness of itself, formed by growth

from within, in one great uninterrupted evolution

from Gothic childhood to Goethe and Nietzsche ; and
on the other the autumnal, artificial, rootless life of

our great cities, under forms fashioned by the intel-

lect.
1

The sign and chief effect of this intellectualism, this think-

ing without racial background or historic understanding, is

sterility—not merely the extinction of great art, profound

philosophy and fine manners, but the suicide of the race

through childlessness
—"a phenomenon not peculiar to our-

selves but already observed and deplored—and of course not

remedied—in Imperial Rome and Imperial China." 2 The ig-

norant continue to breed, the educated sterilize themselves;

the educator is frustrated by the birth-rate; the reproduction

of ignorance outruns the propagation of intelligence. For
the intellect is as individualistic as instinct is racial; instinct

drives us on to mating and continuance, intellect severs the

bond between individual and race, thinks only in terms of self-

preservation and enjoyment, separates sex from parentage,

and puts an end to the stock that made the Culture. "When
the ordinary thought of a highly cultivated people begins to

regard 'having children' as a question of pro's and con's, the

great turning-point has come." 3 It is then that woman ceases

to be primarily a mother and a manager of the home; then

that she is married not for offspring but as a sexual toy, that

she develops a "career," and fusses aimlessly with unnatural

occupations that never fulfil her nature or fill her soul; then

that she becomes a problem in literature, and generates Ibsens

and Shaws;

1 1, 31, 353.

2 I, 359.

3 II, 104.
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Nora is the very type of the provincial derailed by
reading. ... It is all the same whether the case

against children is the American lady's who would not

miss a season for anything, or the Parisienne's who
fears that her lover might leave her, or the Ibsen

heroine's who "belongs to herself"—they all belong to

themselves and they are all unfruitful. ... At this

level all Civilizations enter upon a stage, which lasts

for centuries, of appalling depopulation. The whole

pyramid of cultural man vanishes. It crumbles from
the summit, first the world-cities, then the provincial

forms, and finally the land itself, whose best blood

has incontinently poured into the towns, merely to

bolster them up awhile. At the last, only the primi-

tive blood remains alive, but robbed of its strongest

and most promising elements. This residue is the

Fellah type. 1

2. Art

Along with this weakening of the blood goes a gradual ex-

tinction of creative force in literature and the arts. Journal-

ism—"intellectual male prostitution by speech and writing"

—

replaces literature; "the drama is no longer poetry in the old

sense of the Culture days, but a form of agitation, debate and

demonstration" 2—an editorial on the stage ; first a moraliz-

ing tract (Ibsen, Shaw), then, when the intellect has quite lost

all sense of group and race, a demoralizing force.

The loose fluidity of the age has its symbol in its predominat-

ing art, which is music; just as sculpture symbolized Being,

Race, Culture, so modern music symbolizes Becoming, the City,

the Civilization ;
3 Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner are the prelude

of death, just as Bach and Mozart were the sign and summit

of life ; in Tristan und Isolde the dissolution becomes audible.

Each Culture characterizes itself by its choice of a favorite

H, 33; II, 103, 105.

2 I, 360, 372.

3 I, 97.
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art, and "no art of any greatness has ever been reborn." 1

Michelangelo's "real heir was Palestrina"; from that day to

ours painting, sculpture and architecture have decayed, and

music has triumphed. When Rembrandt-brown yielded to im-

pressionistic green it was again a symbol and a mile-stone:

the Culture had gone, the Civilization had come ; the town had

gone, the city had come. Impressionism, with its coarse bi-

zarreries and shrieking novelties

really signifies a concession to the barbarism of the

Megalopolis, the beginning of dissolution sensibly

manifested in a mixture of brutality and refinement.

As a step it is necessarily the last step. An artificial

art has no organic future, it is the mark of an end.

And the bitter conclusion is that it is all irretrievably

over with the arts of form of the West. . . . What is

practised as art today ... is impotence and false-

hood. . . . What do we possess today as "art"? A
faked music, filled with artificial noisiness of massed

instruments ; a faked painting, full of idiotic, exotic

and showcard effects, that every ten years or so con-

cocts out of the form-wealth of millenia some new
"style" ; . . . a lying plastic that steals from Assyria,

Egypt and Mexico indifferently. ... Of great

painting or great music there can no longer be, for

Western people, any question. Their architectural

possibilities have been exhausted these hundred years.

Only extensive possibilities are left to them. . . . We
are today playing a tedious game with dead forms to

keep up the illusion of a living art.2

3. Science

No; the life of today lies not in art but in science, above

all in mechanics and engineering; there is more intelligence,

even more taste, in any first-rate engineering enterprise than

1 1, 223.

2 I, 293-4, 240, 207.
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in all the music and painting of contemporary Europe ; there

is more beauty in an ocean-liner, a steel structure, a precision-

lathe, a mathematical formula or a physical theory, than in

"all the pickings and stealings of present-day 'arts and

crafts.
5 " 1

The thing of most beauty in the nineteenth century is the

work of the mathematicians, the subtle finesse of non-Euclidean

geometry, the profound insights of Riemann and Gauss. How
characteristically different, again, is modern mathematics from

that of ancient Greece!—there number as magnitude, here

number as function; there the feeling of space, here the feel-

ing of time; there the sense of limitation, here the "prime

symbol of the Faustian soul, Limitless Space," Infinity. Ob-

viously even science is colored by the age ; "Nature" is a func-

tion of the particular Culture that describes it; every theory

of the world reflects its time and place; science, like history,

is une fable convenue, a myth agreed upon. Modern fashion

forbids men to speak of demons and spirits; consequently sci-

ence talks of "electricity," "positional energy," and "force";

industrialism replaces agriculture, and "the dead Nature of

Newton" replaces, in science, "the living Nature of Goethe." 2

Darwin's "struggle for existence"—a conception born of the

competitive bourgeoisie—displaces the aristocratic ideal of

non-competitive self-development; evolution is conceived not

as the result of desire and will within, but of forces and stimuli

without; psychology puts, "in place of an organism, a mech-

anism," in which "we miss that which fills our feeling of life."

Science is what man is; he creates it in his passing image, as

he created God. 3

The popularity of the mechanist theory in psychology and

philosophy is in itself a symbol of decay, a symptom of en-

feebled will in the individual and the race. Strong men be-

lieve in destiny rather than in cause, in that which draws

1 1, 293, 44.

2 I, 169, 21 ; II, 56.

3 I, 32, 302, 381.
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them onward rather than in that which prods them from be-

hind, in the inherent force and direction of development within

the soul rather than in external determinants and stimuli.

"The organic is the foundation of the mechanical," and "di-

rection is the origin of extension ; . . . causality is destiny be-

come rigid ; . . . destiny and causality are related as History

and Nature, becoming and become." 1

To the sceptic, mechanism is a picture of the West-
European spirit. ... In forcing the rigid scheme

of a spatial and anti-temporal relation of cause and
effect upon something alive, [mechanists] disfigured

the visible face of becoming with the construction-

lines of a physical nature-picture, and, habituated to

their own late, megalopolitan, and causally-thinking

milieu, they were unconscious of the fundamental ab-

surdity of a science that sought to understand an
organic becoming by methodically misunderstanding

it as the machinery of the thing become. . . . The
mechanistic idea of the world, . . . not wanting in

arrogance, . . . dictates the proposition that . . .

the mechanical world-picture is the world. . . .

But Plato and Goethe have rejected it and refuted

it. . . . It will be the characteristic task of the

twentieth century, as compared with the nineteenth,

to get rid of this system of superficial causality. 2

Even in the noble edifice of science, then, signs of weakness

and degeneration mark our age. At the very time when the

urban intellect abandons religion and makes a new faith of

science, science begins to decay. It is characteristic of every

Culture that in its autumn art gives way to science, that in

its winter science too participates in the universal death.

Western physics is obviously finished; it has fulfilled its his-

toric mission, of transforming "the Faustian nature-feeling"

of something alive and growing, into "an intellectual knowl-

i I, 172-3, 119.

2 1,377, 151, 99; 11,31.
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edge" of something mechanical and dead; it has reached into

the atom and found all its proud categories useless ; it expires

in an almost laughable surrender to atomic mysticism. "It

is impossible to fit the theory of quanta into the group of hy-

potheses constituting the 'classical' mechanics ; . . . moreover,

along with the principle of causal continuity, the basis of the

Infinitesimal Calculus is threatened." The Second Law of

Thermodynamics comes to be the ominous capstone of science:

in Nature all processes are irreversible, all energy is running

down. Mathematics will never again in the West reach the

heights of Newton and Leibniz, Riemann and Gauss; "the

great style of ideation is at an end." "In physics as in chem-

istry, in biology as in mathematics, the great masters are dead,

and we are now experiencing the decrescendo of brilliant glean-

ers who arrange, collect and finish-off like the Alexandrian

scholars of the Roman Age." 1

lp. Philosophy

It is not different in philosophy, except that there the decay

is visible to all. "By philosophy we mean effective philos-

ophy; not academic triflings about judgment-forms, sense-

categories and the like." Until our time the great philoso-

phers were men of the world, statesmen, reformers in action and

not merely in theory ; think of Confucius, several times a min-

ister; of Pythagoras the organizer; of the pre-Socratics, who

were "merchants and politicians en grand" ; of Plato and his

adventure in Syracuse ; of Hobbes, "one of the founders of the

British Colonial Empire"; of Leibniz, who gave birth to sci-

ences while teaching Louis XIV more than Louis could un-

derstand about the future of the Rhine and Suez; of Goethe,

who took part in everything, and proved himself a model execu-

tive minister in a state pitifully too narrow for his plans. For

such men "epistemology," the science of knowledge, meant no

dilettante puzzling with problems of the reality of the external

1 1, 381, 417-20, 424.
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world, but "the knowledge of the important relations of actual

life." "What the philosophers of the newest age lack ... is

real standing in actual life. Not one of them has intervened

effectively, either in higher politics, in the development of

modern technics, in matters of communication, in economics,

or in any other big actuality, with a single act or a single com-

pelling idea. Not one of them counts. . . . Why is it that

the mere idea of calling upon one of them to prove his intel-

lectual eminence in government, diplomacy, large-scale or-

ganization, ... is enough to evoke our pity?" The real

philosophers of our time are the dramatists; "compared with

them, not one of the lecture-room philosophers and systematists

counts at all. All that these unimportant pedants have done

for us is so to write and rewrite the history of philosophy (and

what history!—collections of dates and 'results') that no one

today knows what the history of philosophy is, or what it

might be." x

In this process of decay two correlative phenomena appear:

academic scholars whose science loses all fertilizing touch with

life, and popularizers who make pleasing to the public a sci-

ence that has already been abandoned in the laboratories and

the schools. Science and philosophy become an esoteric re-

ligion, with professors as priests, and the doctor's degree as

ordination. "The uninitiate is rigorously treated as the 'lay-

man,' and . . . 'popular' science is passionately combated.

. . . The language of learning was originally Latin, but today

all sorts of special languages have formed themselves

which . . . are unintelligible save to those who have received

the highest initiation." Necessarily a group of writers ap-

pears who try to bridge this gap between expert and layman

;

but the "compendium-literature" which they write is there-

fore a sign of decay. Through the influence of these writers

a reaction comes against metaphysics ;
positivism, which is

utilitarianism in philosophy, indicates the victory of the bour-

geoisie in the realm of thought. Ethics replaces metaphysics

;

1 1, 41-3, 368.
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"alcohol-questions and vegetarianism are treated with religious

earnestness" ; "practical living becomes the center of considera-

tion," and "the passion of pure thought sinks down." Zeno

the Stoic replaces Aristotle, Schopenhauer replaces Kant. 1

The age of the great systems is gone ; scepticism has under-

mined the courage to do great things. Schopenhauer's pes-

simism and doubt are the natural philosophy of the "Civiliza-

tion" ; and though romanticism and despairing hope lift their

heads again in Nietzsche, the mood of Schopenhauer triumphs,

and a hopeless darkness settles down upon the Western mind.

Knowledge has lost its pride ; it returns to Socrates, and con-

fesses that it knows nothing ; it returns to Protagoras, and ad-

mits that just because man is the measure of all things, all

"truths" are relative, true only for a given mind at a given

moving point in space and time. Einstein means finis; it will

be impossible for men to take themselves seriously again.

"Life itself becomes problematical" ; men write on "Is Life

Worth Living?" Some philistines will make a religion of

progress, and soothe hearts grown empty through the loss of

Paradise, by talking of the accumulation and transmission

of culture. But culture cannot be transmitted, it has to grow

on the spot ; it cannot be given to the mind, it must be rooted

in the soul; it is indigenous and unique; it is impossible to

transfer Gothic architecture, or Attic drama, or the art of the

fugue, to alien soil; a Culture cannot be exported. What is

transferable is the Civilization—i. e., not culture but tools,

technical methods and equipment, the external dress and fash-

ions of life and mind ; but this is not progress, it is only change.
" 'Mankind' has no aim, no plan, any more than the family

of butterflies or orchids. 'Mankind' is a zoological expres-

sion, or an empty word. . . . The history of humanity has no

meaning whatever; deep significances reside only in the life-

courses of the separate Cultures." And that being so, no

philosophy in the grand style is possible to us any more ; noth-

ing is left us but the vain scepticism, the Pyrrhonism of the

HI, 346; I, 361, 366.
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Alexandrian Age. Perhaps this present "unphilosophical

philosophy" is "the last that Western Europe will know." *

5. Religion

Under such conditions there comes that strange mixture of

atheism and piety which marks the dying age of all historic

states. The upper classes abandon faith, the lower classes

regenerate it in a thousand forms more ridiculous than the old.

In its first stage—i.e., in the spring—philosophy is part of

religion; in the summer it emancipates itself from religion;

in the spring it analyzes religion ; in the winter it destroys

it. "As the essence of every Culture is religion, so—and con-

sequently—the essence of every Civilization is irreligion—the

two words are synonymous. . . . The megalopolis itself, as

against the old culture-towns—Alexandria as against Athens,

Paris as against Bruges, Berlin as against Nurnberg—is ir-

religious down to the last detail, down to the look of the streets,

the dry intelligence of the faces. . . . Atheism belongs to the

great city, to the 'educated man' of the great city who acquires

mechanistically what his forefathers the creators of the Cul-

ture had lived organically" ; it means that the mechanical

processes of urban industry have replaced, as the exemplar

of creation, the growth of the soil. Even art reflects the

change: cf. Lysippus with Pheidias, Theocritus with Pindar,

Wagner with Haydn, Manet with Velasquez ; impressionism is

atheism in colors. "Atheism is the necessary expression of a

spirituality that has accomplished itself and exhausted its re-

ligious possibilities, and is declining into the inorganic. It is

entirely compatible with a living wistful desire for real re-

ligiousness—therein resembling Romanticism, which likewise

would recall that which has irrevocably gone, namely the Cul-

ture." 2

i I, 21, 45, Appendix; II, 44.

2 1, 358, 408-9. Cf. Renan, Anatole France, Hauptmann, Santayana,

Spengler.
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If atheism wins over a whole population, the nation must dis-

appear. For when men discover that life has no meaning be-

yond life, the vital hope that gave them courage is gone ; they

wonder why they should produce children—except in dilettante

quantities, as toys—for an existence in which grief is sure, joy

is transient, knowledge increaseth sorrow, and defeat is the

only certainty. Given birth-control, the rest of the process

is inevitable : the race dies at the top ; its leadership and its

greatness end.

All this, however, does not mean that religion is dead; it

only means that religion has ceased to be organic, to be the

soul of the Culture; at the bottom it festers, in the "heart"

of the people, into countless novel mythologies. The very om-
nipotence, omniscience and omnipresence of machines wearies

the soul, and turns it in reaction back to mystic moods

of consoling fantasy. Science travels farther and farther

from religion, only to find itself issuing in mystery and faith;

materialism ceases to be a brave innovation, and becomes "the

world-view proper to country cousins." "In this very cen-

tury, the century of self-critical Alexandrianism, of the great

harvests, of the final formulations, a new element of inwardness

will arise to overthrow the will-to-victory of science" ; even the

engineers may tire of it, and take to mysticism. "Our theo-

sophic fraud, our New Thought, our Christian Science, corre-

spond to the Serapis-cult, the Isis-cult, the Mithra-cult, the

hundred Oriental faiths of decaying antiquity; these religions

of the fellaheen are the rotting of old growths, the fertilizing

of new soil; they are the Second Religiousness that comes in

the senility of a Culture. This Second Religiousness "starts

with Rationalism's fading out into helplessness" ; * it passes

through a long succession of variations and combinations, as

in the days of Christianity before Constantine compelled it to

take form ; at last, after centuries of dispute, it coagulates into

a creed and a ritual powerful and integral enough to provide

the inspiration for another spring, the youth of another age.

i Cf. Krutch's The Modem Temper.
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It is not science, it is some faith like Adventism, that will

dominate Western humanity when we are dead. 1

6. Politics

The final stage of the decay is political. It begins with

the loss of the will-to-power, the will-to-war; of all its signs

pacifism, the weak-kneed love of security and peace, is the

clearest and the worst. "Here the attempt will be made to

give, instead of an ideological system, a physiognomy of poli-

tics, as it has actually been practised, . . . and not as it might

or ought to have been practised." 2 Now the real law or les-

son of political history is that might is right. "World-history

is the world-court, and it has ever decided in favor of the

stronger, fuller, and more self-assured life. . . . Always it

has sacrificed truth and justice to might and race, and passed

doom of death upon men and peoples to whom truth was more

than deeds, and justice than power." "The doer is always

conscienceless," says Goethe; "no one has a conscience except

the spectator." "In the historical world there are no ideals,

but only facts—no truths, but only facts. There is no reason,

no. equity, no honesty, no final aim, but only facts; and any

one who does not realize this should write books on politics,

—let him not try to make politics." "The natural relation be-

tween peoples is war" ; peace is a breathing-spell in the stream

of victories and defeats, and "domestic politics exist simply in

order that foreign politics may be possible." 3

And this is as it should be ; "peoples grow by, and against,

other peoples to inward greatness ; . . . the hard necessity of

war breeds men." The best aspect of our times is its imperial-

istic wars, its open struggles for power; the best aspect of

nineteenth-century philosophy is its recognition of the will-to-

power as the dynamic principle of metaphysics, ethics and

i II, 310-11.

2 II, 439; Machiavelli speaks again.

3 II, 507, 442, 368, 440, 385, 3G3, 398.
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politics. Nietzsche was right and the pacifist is wrong; Her-

aclitus was right—"war is the father of all things." The love

of peace undoes a nation, transforms a race of blood and

strength into lnstoryless fellaheen, conquered and exploited by
one power after another. For the choice given us is not war

or peace, but mastery or slavery. "When in 1401 the Mon-
gols conquered Mesopotamia, they built a victory memorial

out of the skulls of a hundred thousand inhabitants of Bagh-

dad, which had not defended itself." 1 It takes two to avoid

a quarrel.

It is this that socialism cannot understand; and its rise to

power is—like the rise of Buddhism in India, or of Stoicism

in Greece—a flag of surrender, an emblem of the end. "Eu-
ropean weariness covers its flight from the struggle for exist-

ence under catch-words of world-peace, Humanity, and the

Brotherhood of Man." Nothing could be more diagnostic

of decay than the socialist's exaltation of the masses above

the individual, the fellaheen of the cities above the aristocrat

of culture, statesmanship and war; socialism, like democracy,

is a disbelief in great men. 2 Only amid a factory population

uprooted from the soil could such a philosophy have appeared

;

to apply it not merely to England and Germany but to all history

is a laughable confession of historical ignorance. Every-

where in history the mass is raw material; the form is deter-

mined by will; the struggle is not between principles but be-

tween men, not between "truths" but between races, between

repositories of blood. In the end it is individuals that deter-

mine history—Themistocles, Caesar, Richelieu, Frederick, Na-

poleon, Bismarck. It is part of the jest of history that social-

ists are coming to power just as they are losing faith in their

creed. 3

And so with democracy : the world takes it over, and Amer-

ica presents it to Germany, at the very time when intelligent

i II, 163, 373, 186.

2 Nietzsche's phrase.

3 1, 357; II, 469, 441.
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men are abandoning it as the greatest failure in all history.

For it is an open secret, by this time, that democracy is not the

rule of the people, much less the rule of the best, but the rule

of money, the rule of butchers and bakers and bankers, the

sovereignty of politicians; it is the typical state-form of the

empowered middle class. Under that leadership an ethical

materialism develops—a worship of money and luxuries, a

valuation of all things in terms of silver and gold—which

destroys every remnant of Culture in the Civilization. In

England and Germany something of the old instincts, the old

farsightedness of blood and race, survived till our generation

;

the aristocracy had the subtlety to accept the forms, while

still dominating the operations, of democracy. But this was

only a transition; today everywhere money is in the saddle,

banknotes replace blood, superficial intellect replaces profound

instincts, and the ancient order crumbles into chaos. "De-

mocracy is the completed equating of money with political

power. In every last act of a Culture-drama . . . money
wins." *

How is this? How did it come about that "the rule of the

people" became the sovereignty of gold? Through the press.

The schools teach the people how to read, the press does the

rest.

As for the modern press, the sentimentalist may
beam with contentment when it is constitutionally

"free"—but the realist merely asks at whose disposal

it is. . . . The press does not spread "free" opinion,

it generates it. . . . What is truth? For the multi-

tude, that which it continually reads and hears. . . .

"Truth" is today a product of the press: what the

press wills is true. . . . Three weeks of press work,

and the truth is acknowledged by everybody. . . .

The more nearly universal a franchise is, the less be-

comes the power of the electorate. . . . The press

and its associate, the electrical news-service, keeps the

i II, 356, 412, 415, 449, 450, 485, 402.
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waking consciousness of whole peoples and continents

under a deafening drum-fire of theses, catch-words,

standpoints, scenes, feelings, day by day and year by
year, so that every Ego becomes a function of a

monstrous intellectual Something. . . . Today we
live so cowed under the bombardment of this intel-

lectual artillery that hardly any one can attain to the

inward detachment that is required for a clear view of

the monstrous drama. . . . Democracy has by its

newspaper completely expelled the book from the

mental life of the people. The book-world, with its

profusion of standpoints that compelled thought to

select and criticize, is now a real possession only for a

few. ... A more appalling caricature of freedom of

thought cannot be imagined. . . . There is no need

now, as there was for Baroque princes, to impose

military-service liability on the subject—one whips

their souls with articles, telegrams and pictures

(Northcliffe!) until they clamor for weapons and
force their leaders into a conflict to which these willed

to be forced. ... In preparation for the World
War the press of whole countries was brought finan-

cially under the command of London and Paris, and
the peoples belonging to them reduced to an unquali-

fied intellectual slavery. . . . This is the end of

Democracy. 1

Out of the press, then—that avalanche of print which over-

threw the aristocracy and established democracy—has come

at last the annulment and corruption of democracy, and a bit-

ter disillusionment which laughs in the face of popular rule

precisely where it has been longest enthroned. The domina-

tion of officials by money, of politics by economics, has become

a commonplace among the intellectuals. Parliamentarism is in

full decay; instead of government by elected debating soci-

eties, we have government by manufacturers' associations, trade

unions, strikes and panics, economic pressure on every side.

i II, 403, 447, 455, 461-5.
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The Parliament or the Congress becomes a form, a window-

dressing, like the English king. Even the old faith in pro-

grams and ideals has gone with this surfeiting of liberals with

the democracy they fought and bled for; these ideals are

abandoned "not from refutation, but from boredom—which

has killed Rousseau long since, and will shortly kill Marx."

When Plato wrote the Republic, all the world listened spell-

bound; but "already by the first century b. c. theories had be-

come a threadbare school-exercise, and thenceforward power

alone mattered. For us, too, . . . the age of theory is com-

ing to an end. . . . Belief in program was the mark and the

glory of our forefathers—in our grandsons it will be a proof

of provincialism. In its place is developing even now the

Second Religiousness." 1

From this fate there is no escape except through this Second

Religiousness to a new hope that may at last inspire a new

Culture; no escape except through dictatorships of new blood

and new power strong enough to give another Culture life and

form. Perhaps Russia is already on the way to that new
piety; she belongs not to Peter and Lenin but to Dostoievski

and Tolstoi; she will suddenly cast aside these Westernizing

rulers and set her face Eastward to a faith more natural to

that Oriental soil. For Russia was never—and never will be

—West. 2

But Japan and America are; they are part and parcel of

the West-European soul, and must perish with it. Japan
sold itself first to China, then to Europe; it has no soul of its

own. As for America, it is not a new beginning but a hack-

neyed end; it is to Europe what Rome was to Greece—a ma-

terialistic and powerful epilogue. "We have to reckon with

the hard cold facts of a late life, to which the parallel is to be

found not in Pericles' Athens, but in Caesar's Rome." Every-

thing here—even Tammany Hall—had its analogue there.

Like Rome America will spend herself in vast imperialistic

i II, 415-16, 454-5.

2 II, 194-6.
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wars, and her art will be imitative and barren ; like Rome she

will be remembered not for beauty but for power—her roads

and her machines will be her works of art. Finally her cor-

rupt and incompetent democracy will issue in a dictatorship

that will symbolize the end. 1

For there is only one force that can meet money on equal

terms, and that is blood; in the end the banker will have to

deal not with the mob, but with a dictatorship of arms. The
world becomes sick to despair with the domination of money
and the circus of elections ; soon it will follow gladly any power

that can put an end to the farce. Think of the torrents of

blood that were shed to win the right to vote ; "now these rights

are won, but the grandchildren cannot be moved, even by pun-

ishment, to make use of them" ; presently only women will

vote. What a relief an honest dictatorship is after the dis-

honest and devious dictature of finance ! How the weary mass

will fall at the feet of a strong man who shall be able to com-

mand not only the crowd but gold ! The people will be happy

to turn over to such a man all the problems of government ; he

may laugh all he will at the forms of liberalism and democracy

which he destroys ; they will laugh with him, and let him rule.

After two centuries of meddling with the state, the mob will

retire ; it will give up its dream of ruling, and solace itself with

some new supernatural faith. It will go back to its lathes and

its ploughs, and the historyless epilogue of the Culture will

begin. 2

With the formed state, high history also lays itself

down, weary, to sleep. Man becomes a plant again,

adhering to the soil, dumb and enduring. The time-

less village and the 'eternal' peasant reappear, be-

getting children and burying seed in Mother Earth
—a busy, not inadequate swarm, over which the tem-

pest of soldier-emperors passingly blows. In the

midst of the land he the old world-cities, empty re-

H, 40; II, 416.

2 II, 464-5, 432.
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ceptacles of an extinguished soul, in which a history-

less mankind slowly nests itself. Men live from hand
to mouth, with petty thrifts and petty fortunes, and
endure. Masses are trampled on in the conflicts of

the conquerors who contend for the power and the

spoil of this world, but the survivors fill up the gaps

with a primitive fertility, and suffer on. And while

in high places there is eternal alternance of victory

and defeat, those in the depths pray, pray with that

mighty piety of the Second Religiousness that has

overcome all doubts forever. There, in the souls,

world-peace, the peace of God, the bliss of gray-haired
monks and hermits, is become actual—and there

alone. It has awakened that depth in the endurance

of suffering which historical man in the thousand

years of his development has never known. Only with

the end of grand History does holy, still Being reap-

pear. It is a drama noble in its aimlessness, noble

and aimless as the course of the stars, the rotation of

the earth, and alternance of land and sea, of ice and
virgin forest upon its face. We may marvel at it or

we may lament it—but it is there. 1

V. A COMMENT

Thus far Jeremiah. What shall we say to him?

First let us do him justice. Here, beyond doubt, is a power-

ful mind, a man of Teutonic industry and completeness, a very

Everest of erudition. His generalizations advance like irre-

sistible squadrons, armed with a million arguments ; his bril-

liant sentences are whips driving vain optimists from the

temples of philosophy. Si non e vero, e ben trovato; right or

wrong, this work is a monument.

If there must be criticism it will have to begin with a caution

against Spengler's passion for correlation. Never did a man
suffer so much from a very fever of formulas ; sometimes he ap-

i II, 435.
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pears to be not the profound thinker that he is, but a man itch-

ing with theory, a blustering imperialist subjugating the world

with a phrase. It is the same disease that marked Houston

Stewart Chamberlain and Nietzsche; the German soil infects

even Englishmen and Poles with formulitis.

Spengler is nothing if not metaphysical. He protests

against Hegel's overlaying of history with mystical triads, and

then creates an historical metaphysics of his own, forcing the

chaos of history into the order of his thought. "Every Cul-

ture, every adolescence and maturing and decay of a Culture,

every one of its intrinsically necessary stages, . . . has a defi-

nite duration, always the same" x—could there be a more lordly

subjection of fact to formula? What historian has ever sus-

pected that all Cultures are of equal duration?—Athens and

China, Egypt and Spain, India and Babylon ?—that the fluctu-

ations of climate and trade are powerless to alter the numerical

symmetry, the Pythagorean regularity, of history?

It would be a simple matter to collect from these volumes

a museum of marvelous correlations. "A purely Classical

man ... is always" (brave but reckless word!) "complete

and never becoming" ;
2

e. g., the restless Alcibiades, the wan-

dering, vacillating Plato, the money-mad Themistocles, the

passionate Sappho, the insatiable Alexander; was there ever a

Culture so Heracliteanly fluent, active, changeful, volatile, be-

coming as the Athenian ? "We can fairly speak of the andante

of Greece and Rome and the allegro con brio of the Faustian

spirit" ;
3 but in that andante who can hear the noisy haste

of the Athenian assembly, murdering philosophers, putting

generals to death one day and on the next day trying by

legislation to raise them from the grave ; who can hear the Di-

onysiac ecstasy, the wrath of Achilles, the fury of Alexander

killing Clitus his friend, the tears of Alexander over Clitus

dead?

Will, we learn, characterizes modern man, as ancient man is

1 1, 109.

2 I, 103.

3 I, 109.
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characterized by reason ; this would interest Leonidas of Sparta,

Philip of Macedon, or the gentlest Roman of them all. The
Classical peoples, we are told, had no feeling for time or dis-

tance; cf. Herodotus or Caesar at the Pyramids. The Greeks

accepted limitations, the West-European loves infinity: this,

for Spengler, determines half of history. "The Euclidean

existence is linked with the multitude of little islands and prom-

ontories of the iEgean ; and the passionate Western, roving in

the infinite, with the broad plains of Franconia and Burgundy

and Saxony." x "Possessed though the Greek merchants were

by the desire of gain, a deep metaphysical shyness restrained

them from extending the horizon, and in geography, as in other

matters, they stuck to near things and foregrounds" ;
2 hence

the Greek colonies that dotted the Mediterranean from Spain to

the inner corners of the Black Sea ; hence the struggle for Troy

as key to the trade with the inland East. "Metaphysical shy-

ness" is metaphysical audacity for "ships without compasses."

Modern imperialism is ascribed to "the Faustian concept of in-

finite space" ;
3 this is German for "the love of gold." Our

suburbs "indicate our irresistible tendency towards the in-

finite" ;

4 what does our tendency to crowd into large cities indi-

cate? "The Egyptian plant-column was from the outset of

stone, whereas the Doric column was at first wooden ; this is a

clear indication of "the intense antipathy of the classical soul

towards duration." 5 Or was it, unmetaphysically speaking,

merely due to the fact that the Egyptians, having conquered

the Mediterranean and its trade, had gold—as the Athenians

had it when they built the Parthenon ? The decay of sculpture

is due to its inability to express the Faustian longing for the in-

finite; it could have nothing to do with the passage of wealth

and civilization from the sunny, easy, beauty-loving South to

the cold, industrious, scientific, Puritanic North. Music domi-

1 1, 204.

2 I, 334.

3 I, 198, etc.

4 11, 101.

s I, 12.
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nates modern art because of the "will to spatial transcendence," x

and vocal music gave way to instrumental because the former

could not "express the passionate drive into the infinite" ;
2
cf

.

Bach's St. Matthew's Passion, or the Gregorian chant, or Pa-
lestrina's chorals, or Luther's hymns. So in language: "the

coming of the specific T is the first dawning of that personality-

idea which was so much later to create the sacrament of Con-

trition and personal absolution" ;
3 there was no personality in

the I-less language of Tacitus, or the Veni, vid% vici of Caesar.

This is a very Walpurgisnacht of generalizations.

Sometimes the Spenglerian correlations are as weird as a

neo-impressionist painting. "Ethical Socialism is neither more

nor less than the sentiment of action-at-a-distance, the moral

pathos of the third dimension." 4 "There is a Stoicism and a

Socialism of the atom, the words describing the static-plastic

and the dynamic-contrapuntal ideas of it respectively." 5

"Naturally we find the decisive discovery of J. R. Mayer" (the

First Law of Thermodynamics—the equivalence of heat and

work) "coinciding in time with the birth of the Socialist the-

ory" 6—naturally. "The Deism of the Baroque belongs with

its dynamics and its analytical geometry : its three basic prin-

ciples, God, Freedom, and Immortality, are in the language of

mechanics the principles of inertia, least action, and the con-

servation of energy." 7 "At this stage the reader will not feel

it paradoxical ... to call the Infinitesimal Calculus . . .

the Jesuit style of mathematic." 8 Not at all.

As with science, so with art the fancy of our author frolics

with a child's abandon. The differences between the arts of

one Culture and those of another are due to different concep-

1 1, 226.

2 I, 230.

3 I, 263.

4 I, 347.
s I, 385.
c I, 417.

7 I, 412.

8 Ibid.
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tions of space. 1 The characteristic brown of Rembrandt has

"something Protestant in it"; this "brown sauce" (as the

French rebels were to call it) "meant, to the Dutch, Destiny,

God, the meaning of life"; "brown became the color of the

soul" ; contrast with this Protestant brown "the 'Catholic' blue-

green." 2 Likewise in music : "The bluish green of Watteau
is found in . . . Couperin, in Mozart and Haydn ; and the

brown of the Dutch in Corelli, Handel and Beethoven." 3

Music and painting have many correlations ; e. g., "the allegro

feroce of Franz Hals," the "andante con moto of Van Dyke,"

etc. 4 Towards 1700 painting yields to music because God has

become impersonal, identical with infinite space. 5

Finally, having selected facts for his theory, Spengler, with

the courage of a Danton, offers his theory as a way of determin-

ing the facts. Eduard Meyer's assignment of dates to the

Hyksos regime, as against Petrie's, "is here demonstrated afresh

by comparison with corresponding sections in the other Cul-

tures" :
6 that is to say, the duration of the Hyksos interlude

can be discovered by finding the duration of similar invasions

in other civilizations. After this let Keyserling look to his

laurels : here is a Teuton who will outstrut him.

We must forgive this ; the man is a giant, a very dinosaur of

philosophy; and these are but fleas in his fur. But certain

more serious things remain to be considered. Spengler has

cruelly sacrificed chronology to make a theorist's holiday. It

irks his formula that the prime of Moorish art in Spain, Sicily

and India should have come not in the "summer" (300-700

a. d.), nor in the "autumn" (700-1000) of the "Magian" Cul-

ture, but in the winter of its "decay." It hardly suits his

formula that long after the "winter" of China (beginning with

1 1, 184.

2 I, 250-3.

s I, 252n.
4 I, 250.

s I, 312.

6 II, 427n.
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Shi Huang-ti, 221 b. c), the Han Dynasty restored political

order and unity, the T'ang Dynasty produced the three great-

est Chinese poets, and 2,227 more who are still published and

read, and the Sung Dynasty brought Chinese porcelain to a

peak of excellence never reached again. More probably T'ang

was the real "summer" of China; Sung and Ming and the

Manchus its long "autumn"; and the Revolution of 1911 was

China's 1789. Today is the day of the Chinese "Directory,"

the heyday of competing generals ; soon a Napoleon will come

;

then China will have its nineteenth century, its Industrial Revo-

lution. But if this is so we have an "autumn" of a thousand

years ; we lose the preciously equal duration of like seasons in

different Cultures ; we lose the capacity to "write the history

of the future" ; there is no telling, any more, how long a "sea-

son" will last. The base of the edifice cracks.

Further deflation of the theory is necessary if our prejudices

do not accord with Spengler's. He hates capitalism like a

socialist, and hates socialism like a capitalist ; he could put up

with socialism only if, like Bismarck, it accepted aristocracy

and war. He is a gourmand for wars, being an intellectual

beyond the military age ; "the nineteenth century," he remarks,

bloodthirstily, "has been relatively poor in great wars"

;

x per-

haps the twentieth will console him. He scorns philosophy and

literature as of "no matter to history," 2 for by history he means

the old-fashioned record of politics and war ; it is as if one sup-

posed the real history of France and Germany, since 1648, had

consisted of their alternate loss and recapture of Alsace-

Lorraine. Obviously the tradition of Nietzsche and Momm-
sen, of Treitschke and Bernhardi is not dead ; the Prussian still

glories in the sword. Spengler does not realize that the pur-

pose of these noble slaughters is material gain as crude as any

that arouses the zest of the bourgeoisie ; he does not see, behind

the lofty manner of the militarist, the pursuit of land or money by

cheating, lying, robbery and murder; he does not realize that

i II, 428.

2 II, 401.
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Caesarism, dictatorship, is only an instrument for the protec-

tion of capital ; he considers Archimedes inferior to the ig-

noramus who killed him ;
1 he thinks that war is ninety-nine

per cent glory, and only one per cent diarrhoea.

He has no conception of any factor in history except blood

and iron. He forgets himself for a moment, and exaggerates

the influence of ideas in bringing about the French Revolution

;

he is willing to admit that ideas may produce evil, but not good.

That the great men of Germany—Luther, Leibniz, Lessing,

Kant, Goethe, Beethoven, Schopenhauer, Heine, Nietzsche,

Wagner—were hardly aristocrats, does not occur to him ; that

history is determined by inventions, and inventions by ideas,

and ideas by economic needs, does not occur to him ; economics

is for shopkeepers, not for philosophers. Ideas are utterly in-

effectual ; they are to history, in Spengler's theory, what con-

sciousness is to the brain in the view of the mechanist—they

surround with a superfluous phosphorescence the vital processes

of the blood.

And yet these "seasons" too are ideas, a tetrad quite as meta-

physical as any triad of Hegel ; it will not do to consider their

sequence a law. A nation may have a spring and never see a

summer or a fall ; it may pass like China from autumn back to

summer, and cheat for a millenium the demons of decay. In-

stead of abstract metaphors like the seasons of the year, it

would be wiser to describe the varying cycle of civilization in

matter-of-fact economic terms : a pioneering stage of hunting,

of clearing and tilling and mining the soil ; a commercial stage

of trade and industry; (sometimes!) a cultural stage in which

accumulated wealth bears fruit in leisure, speculation, litera-

ture and art ; lastly a senile stage, in which the exhaustion of the

soul reflects the exhaustion of the soil, and the passing of genius

reflects the passing of trade. There is no inevitableness in this

development; the first step need not bring the second, nor the

second the third ; there is in the sequence only the retrospective

necessity that the third stage presupposes the second and the

i II, 17.
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first. There is no boundary between the stages ; each is mor-

tised into the stages before and after it, each contains in itself

some overtones of the rest; already in Abelard one feels the

lightning of Voltaire. But in this menial economic way, rooted

in the earth and watered with sweat, every Enlightenment is

born.

Half the world today is rushing feverishly into the industrial

phase of the commercial stage. Peasant Italy is transformed

into a manufacturing nation by a Fascist dictatorship, peasant

Russia by a Communist dictatorship, peasant China by a dic-

tatorship of intellectuals (tempered with generals) eager to

make their people as rich and powerful and restless as the West.

If the West is dying of industrialism, then the East, which is

hastening West, must partake in the general doom; all the

planet is in decay.

But the Life-Force in us will not allow us to admit that the

jig is up with the Western world, that young America is dying,

or even that aging Europe is dead. We have heard these dire

prophecies before; they bring strange memories of politicians

foreboding cosmic destruction if they are not returned to their

emoluments. "It is pleasant to announce the fall of great

empires ; it consoles us for our littleness." x A century ago,

when Spengler's name was Schopenhauer, and Armageddon

had lasted twenty-four years instead of four, all the philoso-

phers and half the poets thought that Europe was finished,

that she would never recover the power and glory of her royal

days. Fields had been ruined, population depleted, trade and

finance disrupted and disordered ; through all Europe poverty

walked hand in hand with despair. Carlyle thought it would

be better to die than to live, Byron dulled himself with lechery,

De Musset longed for the return of Christ and the Bourbons,

and Goethe thanked God that he was not young in a world ap-

parently so dead. Who would have seen, in that despair, the

prelude to "the wonderful century," that nineteenth century

i Voltaire, Philosophical Dictionary, art. "Peter the Great and J. J. Rous-
seau."
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which was to boast, at its close, that it had made more "prog-

ress" than all preceding centuries of the Christian era put to-

gether—progress not only in machinery and wealth, but in sci-

ence and music, in literature and philosophy, culminating in an

unprecedented victory over superstition, and the most wide-

spread advance of knowledge in the known history of the race?

Life fools us and plays with us ; we think that she is exhausted

when it is merely we that are tired and old. But we shall make
room for younger spirits unworn with war and untorn with the

twilight of endeared gods ; already the generation that fills our

schools has forgotten the War, and has no time to be sad.

There is a vitality in the air that does not harmonize with death.

The old was diseased, it had to be cut off ; the aristocracy was

rotten as well as cultured, greedy and cruel as well as beauti-

fully dressed ; it had survived itself, and knew that it was ripe

for death. Religion had become obscurantism and tyranny,

a rusty shackle on the wings of thought; it was good that

Prometheus should unbind himself and stand up straight before

God. Civilization, as Machiavelli would say, had to renew it-

self by returning to its source ; it had to refresh itself with new

blood and new stocks, abolishing the grooves of caste and break-

ing down the barriers to genius. It had to retreat for a mo-

ment in order once more to leap ahead.

Some pathological timidity, oppressed with the incubus of

the accumulated and idealized past, makes us ashamed of our

wealth and our achievements, our comforts and our powers,

our harnessed lightning and our aerial audacities ; some lauda-

tor temporis acti—some senile longing for younger days

—

makes us compare our neighbors with Greek geniuses, our

average with ancient exceptions, our plains and valleys with

classic peaks that stand out so clear and strong because all that

was mingled with them has fallen into oblivion ; in despair we

conclude that all great men are dead. It is a delusion. "This

minute that comes to me over the past decillions, there is no

better than it and now." This new generation, trained by a

life immeasurably tenser and more complex than before, is as
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fine as any, as rich in every seed of genius ; cleaner and stronger

in body, more generous in giving and understanding, subtler

and freer in thought, than any generation before.

Even so, this man is great. What if America should live

and only Europe die, what if Europe too should refuse to die?

—yet these two Gothic volumes of passionate learning will be

rated by our children among the mountain-tops of our litera-

ture. What knowledge, what illumination, what a challenge

to mediocrity, to democracy, to all the modern soul! Could

anything be better for us than to face the whips and scorn of

this autocrat, the glare and steel of this executioner? Per-

haps this prophecy of ruin was just what we needed to challenge

us to renewal, to prod us out of materialism and egotism, to turn

us from intellect to intelligence, from science to wisdom, from

size to development, from industry to art.

How little it matters that we agree with him, or do not ! For

a while he has talked with us, deepened us, perhaps made us

stronger by his very bludgeoning. It remains that in the

midst of his theories and his formulas he has put sense into the

chaos of history, that he has shed light into a thousand places

obscure or unseen before ; that he has aroused us to the need of

crossing democracy with aristocracy to make a finer state ; that

he has poured into the corpse of historical science the spirit

of Einstein and Copernicus, making all truths modestly rela-

tive, and revealing perspectives vaster than before; above all,

that he has transfigured history with philosophy and philosophy

with history, giving to history unity and depth, and to philos-

ophy a new totality—time ; giving in measureless abundance the

healing gift of philosophy—a larger view. When the world

has passed over him and over us, our little criticisms will be

forgotten, and his book will remain as the supreme achievement

in the philosophy of our age.



CHAPTER n

THE PHILOSOPHY OF KEYSERLING

I. PORTRAIT OF AN EGO

IN
the Town Hall, New York, March (was it?), 1928: an

audience of elderly women, illuminated here and there with

white-haired or hairless men; an excited chatter of rever-

ent expectancy; a severely empty stage. Suddenly a little

man, bald as any philosopher and sprightly as any youth,

comes quickly from the wings, and announces that the speaker

of the morning is Count Hermann Keyserling, of Germany,

who will talk on "Are We Immortal?" One thousand souls

lean forward to learn their destiny.

The Count enters, a Nordic giant as stately as a tree ; dressed

to the hour immaculately ; impressively bearded and bald ; his

long arms waving like broken branches in the wind ; sharp eyes

and high cheek-bones quite Mongolian ; nervous and taut and

yet self-controlled; proud as a dispossessed nobleman defying

tragedy. He reads his address in decisive English delightfully

Teutonic. No one understands him, but every one listens

eagerly ; surely this man will tell us if we shall be dead after we

die. But strange to say, he quietly ignores the question; he

speaks abstractly about life and death, good and evil, beauty

and ugliness, as the necessary rhythm and counterpoint of ex-

istence, as the foci of tensions making music like taut strings.

It is exalted, enlightening and profound. But the audience

sighs with disappointment: when will he give them the im-

mortality they came for ? He concludes his paper, and is about

to go ; then an afterthought of consideration conquers him ; he

looks up quickly and impatiently, and adds to his composition
129
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a comforting irrelevant coda : "As to immortality—of course we
are immortal!" Then he disappears on tremendous striding

legs ; and the audience, gasping with unresolved doubts, melts

away mournfully into the winter street.

This man is interesting. He has personality ; in a world of

standardized duplicates he walks like a Spartan among Helots,

like a Roman among slaves, like a St. Bernard among Pekinese.

He follows his own course, and does not steer by the crowd ; he

has his faults, and cherishes them ; he does not feel overwhelmed

by cities, or nations, or stars. It would be worth while to see

how such a man looks upon the world.

But he is such an egotist

!

Let us look this fault in the face and have done with it. Let

us give the Keyserlingian ego full play for a while, till it is

cleared of its congested pride ; once tins is out of the way, the

road will be open to appreciation and understanding.

"I was born in the year 1880 ... on the feudal estate of

Konno, in what was then Russian Livonia"—now Esthonia. 1

His family had been distinguished for generations : Bach, Vol-

taire, Frederick and Bismarck had been among its friends, Im-

manuel Kant had been among its tutors. His mother was the

Baroness Pilar von Pilchau, of the same violent feudal clan of

Ungern-Sternbergs that gave a hero to Ossendowski's Men,

Beasts and Gods. His father was of a gentler, more literary

mould, grandson of Count Cancrin (finance-minister under

Nicholas I), but he traced his pedigree back to Genghis Khan.

This complex heredity gave to Hermann Keyserling those ten-

sions in the blood which, in his philosophy, are the prerequisite

of greatness in the soul, as tensions among individuals and

groups are the prerequisite of greatness in a state. "I was

on the one hand the most sensitive of beings, impressionable and

suggestive beyond description, of feminine receptivity; . . .

while on the other hand there was in me the man of volcanic

violence, of primitive vitality, with the instincts of the conqueror

i "My Life and Work," in The World in the Making, New York, 1927, p. 12.
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and ruler." * But this diversity of elements in him was pre-

cisely what he needed to understand the East and the West;

his Russian blood and his European education enabled him to

span the world. "It is because I am a Bait, and not a German
of the Reich, because I belong inwardly to two worlds, a border-

dweller in space as well as in time, a Viking and a child of the

steppes, carrying within me both the oldest tradition and the

remotest future, that I am able to do the things I am doing." 2

His education was as complex as his heritage. For many
years he was tutored at home ; then, a shy lad of fifteen, he was

flung into association with boys of eighteen and nineteen in the

Russian High School at Pernau. Graduating in 1897 he went

to study at Geneva for a year; returning to Esthonia he en-

tered the University of Dorpat, and did his best to acquire man-

hood by drinking, duelling, and practising the ars amorist

But in one of these duels he was nearly killed; and the long

convalescence from his wound brought him back for twenty

years to the meditative and scholarly life. He changed his edu-

cational venue from Dorpat to Heidelberg, and thence to Vi-

enna, where he completed his college course in 1902. Of all

the subjects that he had studied, "philosophy, as it was taught

in the university, appealed to me least." 4 It was a book that

fertilized him. The startling theories and swashbuckling

dogmas of Houston Stewart Chamberlain aroused him; and

when he met the author in the flesh and became for a year the

great man's protege, he was fatally and irrevocably turned

toward philosophy. "Thanks to Chamberlain, it became quite

clear to me that, being what I was, I had to set as my goal not

objective achievement but personal perfection"—not ability

but being. "My reaction was one of boundless happiness." 5

In 1903 he went to Paris, lived there for two years, and cul-

tivated the friendship of Bergson. In 1905 he wrote his first

i Ibid.

2 Europe, New York, 1928, p. 315.
s The World in the Making, p. 17.

4 Ibid., p. 20.

e P. 23.
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book, Das Gefilge der Welt. Suddenly he received word that a

revolution had broken out in Russia, that the Soviet was in

power in St. Petersburg, and that the family estate at Raykiill

had been confiscated. His income stopped, and for two years

he supported himself in poverty by precarious literary work in

Berlin. Meanwhile the family recovered its property, his

father died, and in 1908 Hermann, now Count, Keyserling, re-

turned to Raykiill to take possession of the old mansion and its

lands as a semi-feudal lord.

But he found himself, like many another who has been sent

away for an education, miserably discontent in the ancestral

home. Everything about him seemed barbaric and primitive;

not for miles and miles could he find a kindred soul. He longed

for the salons of Paris and the cafes of Vienna. "Nowhere in

Europe," he mourned, "is there such an inartistic atmosphere

as in my home ; thus I lack the nursery thanks to which Flor-

entines in a similar position to myself possess taste, and delight

in semblance, as a matter of course"

;

1—it is the only modest re-

mark in Keyserling. The wanderer and the Viking in him

thirsted for space and strange lands ; he dreamed of new philos-

ophies to conquer, of new religions to deepen him ; he wondered

why Schopenhauer had found Hindu thought so profound.

He resolved to leave his comfort and his solitude, his baronial

ease and mastery, and surrender himself for a while to the magic

East. "Europe," he said grandly, "has nothing more to give

me. Its life is too familiar to force my being to new develop-

ments." 2 So in 1911, aged thirty, wishing to "sink to the

bottom where Being truly dwells," 4 he lifted all anchors and

set sail for India.

He was still a boy, young enough to have enthusiasms, fem-

ininely sensitive and eager enough to surrender himself bliss-

fully to alien influences. He desired not facts, but feelings,

i The Travel Diary of a Philosopher, New York, 1928, vol. i, p. 220.

2 Ibid., p. 16.

a Ibid.
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not new knowledge, but new intuitions ; he would imitate Rama-
krishna, who had "tested experimentally various religions by
becoming their proselyte." * "It is not possible without loving

surrender to understand anything at all." 2 He made up his

mind to adopt in each country its mode of life, its customs, its

dress, its diet, its ritual and its creed. In India he became a

Yogi, with appreciable results : "Because of my nervous weak-

ness I was unable until my thirty-second year, when I took up
Indian Yogi exercises, to concentrate uninterruptedly on any

subject for any length of time." 3 Later he wrote: "I am now
living almost entirely like a Chinese ; I have most of my meals

outside the Embassy quarter. The change in itself does me
good ; an everlastingly identical mode of life renders the physi-

cal organism philistine, robs the mind of its agility. ... I am
convinced, if the Hindus did not eat the same bowl of rice three

times a day, they would not appear so stereotyped." 4 And
later still: "To what an astonishing extent I have already be-

come a Japanese !" 5

He traveled slowly, with the aristocrat's enviable superiority

to the niggardliness of time. And when, in 1912, he reached

Raykiill again, he wrote down his experiences leisurely in a

masterpiece of thought and prose, The Travel Diary of a Phi-

losopher. The lad of thirty-two did not hesitate to call him-

self at once a philosopher ; and he made good his right to the

title by producing the maturest, and perhaps the most original,

book, ever written at so unripe an age. And he wrote with

happiness; the fever of creation filled his being as no passive

recreation had ever done ; he felt that he was being reborn.

The manuscript was almost complete in 1914?; he was cor-

recting the proofs of the first volume when Armageddon

sounded, and all humanity marched around him in khaki and

bayonets. "I was seized with the profoundest gloom. That

i Creative Understanding, New York, 1929, p. 194.

2 Travel Diary, vol, ii, p. 260.

3 The World In the Making, p. 32.

* The Travel Diary, vol. ii, p. 93.

s Ibid., p. 187.
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wide world in which alone I had really felt at home existed nc
more. Europe, it seemed to me, had run its course; I even

corresponded with the Japanese ambassador at St. Petersburg
in connection with a plan of mine to retire to a monastery in

the Korean Diamond Mountains." x He solaced himself by
re-writing the Travel Diary; if the War did nothing else it was
responsible for giving finished form to this almost flawless book.

Four years he labored over the manuscript; not until 1918 did

he give it to the press again. Germany, made half Oriental

with the fatigue and pessimism of defeat, acclaimed the book

as a unique masterpiece. For a moment the world agreed with

Keyserling about Keyserling. It was his supreme hour.

But in that very year revolution came once more to Esthonia

;

all the landed proprietors were dispossessed, Raykull was taken

over by the state, and Keyserling found himself penniless and

exiled in Berlin, forced again to earning his living by writing

and lecturing. He tried to secure a post at the University, but

it did not care for living philosophers. In the midst of his

destitution he married, in 1919, the Countess Bismarck, grand-

daughter of the Iron Chancellor. "This marriage of mine, at

what seemed the least propitious moment, represented a con-

scious symbolic fulfilment; I now wanted to take all human
destiny upon me." 2 It is a marvelous rationalization : never

was a woman so cosmically wooed.

He might have starved had it not been for his publisher but

friend, Otto Reichl, and the once Grand Duke Ernst Ludwig

von Hessen. They organized for him,3 in 1920, a group of

lecture-courses in Darmstadt, which Keyserling called The
School of Wisdom ; and soon the genius of the Count for phi-

losophy and advertising made "No. 2, Paradeplatz," known

to the world. "My duty towards others," he explains, as if he

had not spent two years in the practice of psychoanalysis,4 "de-

i The World in the Making, p. 46.

2 Ibid., p. 56.

3 Pp. 65, 63.

4 The Recovery of Truth, New York, 1929, p. 407.
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manded that I live a public life for the highest good of

others. . . . The foundation of the School of Wisdom came

about as an act of duty, as it were." * In truth (if we may
use on the Count one of those Freudian tricks which pervade his

later works) he found in the School a pleasant outlet for that

exhibitionistic passion which in his nature is the compensatory

counterpoint for his love of solitude ; from this time on he gave

free rein to his self-respect. He made it a rule that there should

be no discussion or questioning after the lectures at the School

;

he wished to "fecundate" his listeners with wisdom ;
2 he identi-

fied himself explicitly with the Logos Spermutikos—fertilizing

Reason ; and his sense of his abounding mental sperms made him

crow like Chantecler. From this moment egotism sounded

through his compositions like an everlasting organ-tone.

He gathered about him subordinate lecturers, organized their

work into symposia, and discovered "what I consider to be my
most original gift—that of an orchestral conductor of the

spirit." Of "this particular technique of infusing mean-

ing . . . the happiest written expression is The Book of Mar-
riage." 3 "Of course," he adds, "the existence of the School

of Wisdom is of primary importance." 4 Therefore he pub-

lished his lectures to the world in The Recovery of Truth and

Creative Understanding; like many another writer he did not

hesitate to ruin his reputation by minting his brass along with

his gold. He speaks of these as "my two most vitally important

books," and expects to be remembered through them rather than

through the Travel Diary* But we must not be taken in by

him : seldom did wind blow so drearily as in these volumes ; and

the sentences italicized by the author are particularly worth-

less. It was a great mistake to print these lectures, for they

revealed a lamentable degeneration: the sage of the Travel

i The World in the Making, p. 63; Creative Understanding, p. 382.

2 The Recovery of Truth, pp. 462-3; The World in the Making, p. 28.

8 The World in the Making, p. 71. "The reader who wishes to know more of

this Darmstadt art of spiritual orchestration should read or reread what I

have said in. . .
." (The Recovery of Truth, p. ix.)

4 Creative Understanding, p. xxi.

s The World in the Making, p. 64.
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Diary had become a salesman, the aristocrat had become a
drummer. The triumph of his one masterpiece had been too

much for him. Nothing fails like success; many a man has

borne himself nobly under trials and tribulations ; but not one

man in a hundred can bear up under victory.

The next book from Keyserling's now fertile pen was The
World in the Making. It began with an interesting introduction

entitled "My Life and Work, as I See Them." "I consider

it my direct human duty to make public not only my thought,

but my life. This exhibition of self is not a pleasure. ... If

I only dared, I would draw back into solitude tomorrow. But
I may not do this as yet." * Soon afterward came The Booh of

Marriage, a symposium opened by Keyserling with an essay

giving "The Correct Statement of the Marriage Problem."

These two volumes were mediocre; but they were followed by

Keyserling's second valuable work, Europe, a brilliant series

of essays on the psychology of the nations. In the days of

the Travel Diary, the author explains, "the planet as a whole

was my normal environment. Since then I have been com-

pelled to confine myself to Europe." But this explanation

does not quite satisfy him; "fundamentally," he adds, "this

book expresses the same psychological state as that which re-

sulted in the Travel Diary; since 1925 the focal center of ac-

tivity in my nature has again shifted, in accordance with the

special periodicity of my life, toward vision and experience." 2

Besides, the nations were getting too conceited; "that is why
my first task was to make all of them as ridiculous as

I could." 3 Lest this should seem ridiculous, he argues,

bravely: "Every individual, as an individual, naturally pos-

sesses the right to sit in judgment over entire peoples." 4 For

such a judgment very little knowledge or experience is neces-

i W.M., p. 88.

2 Europe, pp. 352, 8,

3 P. 352.

4 P. 4.
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sary. "A person can infer the national characteristic from

a few representative individuals—or else never seize it at all." *

"These portraits of the nations are the spontaneous formations

of my unconscious." 2 "I assuredly write—I do not believe

myself to be mistaken in this—freely, without embarrassment

or prejudice." 3 And then he adds, ingratiatingly: "There

are some who will have for this book nothing but resentment.

I think it well to state, then, that far from regretting this

fact, I really hope for it. I hope that all Pharisees, all Phi-

listines, all nitwits, the bourgeois, the humorless, the thick-

witted, will be deeply, thoroughly hurt. Whosoever is un-

touched by the divine grace of self-irony, with him I can and

will have nothing in common." 4 Yes, self-irony is good ; it

is surpassed only by silence.

In 1928 he left Darmstadt for a lecture tour in the United

States. First, he wished to be better understood in his America

:

"In my case a complete understanding of the whole matter

can be reached only through an understanding of my per-

son." 5 Besides, it was desirable to export a little wisdom

to America. "Wherever I go, the School of Wisdom goes

with me." 6 "Whatever I do publicly is a manifestation of

the School of Wisdom." 7 To make the enlightenment com-

plete, he wrote, on his return, America Set Free, as "not a

book on America, but for Americans ; I want to help them." 8

The Count seldom refers to other books than his own, but

he makes up for this by giving abundant references to all his

publications. In The Recovery of Truth there are sixty-

three such cross-self-references; in Creative Understanding,

fifty-five.

iP. 5.

2 P. 8.

3 P. 7.

4 P. 9.

5 W.M., p. 75.

GC.U., p. xxi.

7 W.M., p. 74.

s America Set Free, New York, 1929, p. xviii.
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I may be allowed to call the reader's attention to

the fact that my book, Das Gefilge der Welt, written

at the age of twenty-four. 1 ... I have already

stated this in my book, Immortality, written when I

was twenty-six years of age. 2
. . . Belief, as I was

the first to prove in Immortality* . . . The proof

that we are absolutely free fundamentally is the chief

content of my book Creative Understanding, Darm-
stadt, 1924 (OttoReichlVerlag). 4

. . . The problem
of the congelation and decay of every definite forma-

tion is conclusively investigated in Creative Under-
standing. 5

. . . To Creative Understanding I refer

those of my readers who feel the need of an exhaustive

comprehension of the subject. 6
. . . Compare the

exact explanation of this fact in Creative Under-
standing. 1

. . . The style of the book remains un-

common by reason of its general arrangement ; it has

its precursors only in music, but none in philosophical

literature. 8
. . . The book has to be read without a

break from beginning to end, if it is to be understood

at all as a whole. Nor should repetitions be skipped,

for they have the significance of rhythmic occurrences

of the same themes in music. 9
. . . Cf. my deduction

of the true concept of originality in the chapter "Our
Will" in Creative Understanding. 10

. . . The exact

proof of this verity will be found in my books, Immor-
tality and The Recovery of Truth. 11

. . . Compare,

for the independence of life, the searching treatise in

my book, The World in the Making. 12
. . . For "The

i R.T., p. 197.

2 Ibid., p. 542.

s Ibid., p. 248.

*T.D., vol. ii, p. 196.

5C.U., p. 52.

zA.S.F., p. 540.

7 W.M., p. 108; cf. also pp. 110, 117, 136, 175.

sC.U., p. ix.

9 Ibid., p. x.

io Europe, p. 65.

ii W.M., p. 7.

12.R.T., p. 193.
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True Problem of Progress" cf. my Woi'ld in the Mak-
ing. 1

. . . Compare my thorough examination of the

Jewish problem in my book, Europe. 2
. . . My book,

Europe, gives the full psychology of the German and
the Frenchman. 3

Next in richness to this Baedeker of the Ego are certain af-

fectionate self-references without a rival in literature. E
pluribus pauca;

It is of the utmost importance that this problem

should be grasped. For this reason I will enter even

more deeply into the case. 4
. . . The whole of history

proves my idea to be correct. 5
. . . Up to now I have

not expressed the Catholic problem explicitly. It is

now incumbent on me to perform this most important

task. 6
. . . The following predictions must inevita-

bly be fulfilled.7
. . . The first and last aim of The

Book of Marriage is to help. Consequently courage

and purity are the twin sources of its inspiration. 8

. . . For me, the aristocratic individualist, authority

can reside only in personal superiority, and in no legal

right. I think I am right here in the absolute sense

;

the whole of history proves it.
9 ... I have never

stood still, but have been able to advance under every

influence. 10 ... It is not without satisfaction that I

recall the mistakes which I have committed in the

course of my life.
11 ... In my utterances I am mani-

fold and complex. 12
. . . My polyphonic style of

i Ibid., p. 63.

2A.8.F., p. 27.

3R.T., p. 72.

*A.S.F., p. 24.5.

sC.U., p. 446.

GR.T., p. 87.

7 W.M., p. 194.

s The Book of Marriage, 1926, p. iii.

9A.S.F., p. 441.

10 W.M., p. 28.

ii T.D., vol. ii, p. 239.

12 W.M., p. 4.
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thinking. 1 ... I am a thinker—and yet my temper-
ament is surely that of the man of action—that of the

condottiere even. 2
. . . Baron Ungern-Sternberg de-

clared in 1915 that he could see me in the future lead-

ing cavalry charges and founding empires. . . . How
many of my friends would believe that throughout all

the years of my youth I was considered weak-willed?

. . . Primarily I feel myself to be a statesman and
field-marshal. . . . However apt my nature may be

for the inward contemplative, I write here as the

Promethean, not as the Epimethean: not that I may
experience passively, but that I may create. 3

. . .

My life, on the whole, is essentially a beautiful thing.

. . . My home is certainly not on this earth. 4
. . .

It is tragic for one's knowledge to be in advance of

one's ability. Why am I not a god ?
5

Not since Nietzsche unveiled his megalomania in Ecce Homo
has a man revealed so grateful an appreciation of himself.

How coarse and uncontrolled these loud advertisements seem

by the side of the real aristocracy, the infinite and effortless

modesty, of a Darwin, a Bergson, a John Dewey! For a

moment Keyserling becomes conscious that he has lost per-

spective: "I am, without a doubt," he says, "exceptionally

self-centered." 6 "Why," he asks, angrily, "is the man of dis-

tinction expected to think himself an ass ? Why is modesty so

highly prized?" 7 It does not occur to him that since philos-

ophy consists in seeing the part in the light of the whole, mod-

esty is of its essence; that a philosopher must try (even if he

must fail) to see himself as God would see him—from which

point of view there might be no great difference between him-

ilbid., p. 71.

2 p. 4.

3 Pp. 52-3, 67, 115.

4.R.T., pp. 628-9.

s T.D., vol. ii, p. 188.

e W.M., p. 9.

7 R.T., p. 364.
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self and an ass. Moreover, we must not be too sure about

the ass.

Ke}Tserling defends himself on the ground that only egoists

can be profound psychologists. 1 Though this may verge on

truth, William James alone disrupts the generalization ; and

it is not desirable that we should make a necessity of our

vices. The real defense of the Count is that he has only

blurted out what the rest of us stealthily conceal; that he is

not more egotistic than ourselves, but more candid; that he

has merely spoken what we all would say if we dared. Since

all writing for publication is exhibitionism, there is but a

slight gap between printed modesty and printed pride; the

modest writer may be merely one who has learned the art of

speaking of himself indirectly. It should be added, too, that

many phrases may seem more immodest when translated than

in the original; words with similar denotations may have con-

notations all the world apart. Doubtless in Keyserling's case

it is a matter of rebound; he was repressed and diffident in

youth, and now frolics unrestrained on the wave and froth of

his popularity. We can well forgive him: the loss of his

property flung him upon a coarsely economic world, and

forced him to sell his songs for bread, to play the town-crier

for his books. God knows how hard it is to be modest, when

egotism seems the indispensable prerequisite to any ambition

or achievement.

In the end we always forgive egotism if the achievement is

considerable; and this is so with Keyserling. It is good that

we should see his worst fault at once, and discount it hence-

forth; it is enough if, despite it, he can write every now and

then with profundity and brilliance, with humor and grace;

enough that he has given us three excellent books, 2 and has

placed his name only second to Spengler's among the philos-

ophers of Germany today. Now let us forget his egotism, and

discover his wisdom. We shall find it in abundance.

i w. M., p. 8.

2 The Travel Diary, Europe and America Set Free.
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ii. a philosopher's travelogue

1. India

What modern man has not longed to travel around the

world? To many of us it has been a dream exotically fanci-

ful with imagined marvels and unfamiliar ways; to some of

us, a goal set in youth as a reward for zealous enterprise and

parsimonious living ; with this deepening plough of experience we

would at last pass into maturity. Oh, to get out of our pigeon-

holes, to move across all frontiers, to be, if only for half a

year, no dull provincial narrowed with blinders on either eye,

but as superior to all borders and limitations as Whitman
making his Salut au Monde!

It was his trip around the world that made Keyserling a

philosopher; the title of his Diary was justified by the event.

To leave Raykull and spread about through Germany; to

leave Germany and taste the inventions of Paris; to leave

Europe and pass between deserts through Suez; to abandon

one's self to India, forsaking the world of science and sinking

down into the world of faith; to pass from India to China,

leaving the worlds of science and religion to find a world of

philosophy and art—only a paragon of stupidity could feel

these varied stimuli and remain undeepened or unchanged.

A man may become a philosopher by contemplating either the

entirety of known time, or the entirety of known space; one

book of universal history or astronomy, intelligently written

and intelligently understood, might give an absorbent mind

the perspective of truth and the mastery of wisdom. One in-

tuition of the whole would make a man for that moment a

perfect philosopher.

Picture Keyserling, then, pacing with stilt-like legs the deck

of a steamer bound for Colombo, vowing for a while to forget

Keyserling, and consider the world. He gains at once a de-

gree of objectivity strangely incongruous with his self-centered

thought ; he sees "perfect beauty" in the negroes of Aden, and
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is hardly arrived in Ceylon before he is half converted to the

Buddhist faith. He takes the picturesque ride to Kandy, and

finds there that holy Temple in which the tooth of an elephant

or a rhinoceros is worshiped as Lord Buddha's; he forgives

the hideous animal gods that have crept into Buddhism from

Hinduism, and passes over without comment the ridiculous

frescoes in which the pacific Gautama is shown slaughtering

people in hell for enjoying themselves on earth; he is willing

to condone these things as concessions to the populace, if only

he can come to the philosophy which he presumes must underly

them, and which he makes so conscientious an effort to under-

stand. "This is the third day which I have spent almost ex-

clusively in the atmosphere of the Buddhist church. I have

attended a great many services, have talked to priests and

monks." * He pours into the innocent prattle of these simple

men the wider content of his own conceptions; he considers

them profound because he could hardly bear not to discover

in them that which he has come to find. (Twenty years later

the priests of Kandy seemed to be the selected childishness,

laziness and incapacity of their race.)

Behind these yellow-robed, round-shaven bonzes he sees the

figure and philosophy of Buddha. He worships with youth-

ful happiness at his new-found shrine.

Buddha's was the greatest mind among all the

founders of religion. . . . The scholars often wonder
in their simplicity, which is their divine right, as to

why Christ and Buddha mean so much more than all

the great spirits of the world that preceded and suc-

ceeded them, since the former has taught nothing
which has not been proclaimed before and after him,

and the latter was undoubtedly behind his predeces-

sors in profundity of recognition ; the reason for their

greater significance is that the word in them did not
remain the word, but became flesh ; and that is the ut-

most which can be attained. . . . Because the word
i The Travel Diary of a Philosopher, vol. i, p. 51.

t
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became flesh in him not as a gift from above but in the

course of natural growth, accelerated by intensive

self-culture—therefore Buddha is the greatest ex-

ample in history. 1

For a time he loses himself in Buddhism: he praises the

monks for having burned all self-seeking out of their hearts,

and the people of Ceylon for practising so faithfully their

Buddhist creed. 2 (In 1930 the Buddhists of Ceylon ate meat

so far as their income permitted, and the guiding priest in

the Temple of the Tooth began his ministrations by direct-

ing the visitor to a receptacle for contributions to the upkeep

of the tooth.) In the enervating atmosphere of Ceylon, far

from the madding turmoil of European politics and industry,

he comes to the conclusion that all struggling, all desire, all at-

tribution of value to the goods and events of this world, are

as vain as Buddha considered them; the pleasant lassitude of

self-abandonment envelops him; he could almost, he feels, be-

come a Buddhist monk, walking under those shady palm-trees

in the monastic grove beside the lake, taking alms from the

toiling peasants, and contemplating at leisure the vanity of

life. Unfortunately, his schedule will not permit it; he must

(horrible European thought) catch a train. Before he knows

it he has crossed the strait to India, and finds himself standing

amazed before the gigantic temples of Rameshvaram, Madura,

Trichinopoly, and Tanj ore.

He is not keenly interested in the Hindu people; he passes

among them almost without seeing them; he looks over their

heads to find their priests, their philosophers, and their gods.

He likes the thinkers so much that he exalts the people ro-

mantically : he is quite unconscious of their superstitions, their

modest worship of cows, monkeys, elephants and snakes, their

fantastic idols and masturbating deities ; typically he remarks

that "the Hindu regards . . . eating meat with horror," 3

i Travel Diary, pp. 310-311; America Set Free, p. 563.

^ Ibid., vol. i, pp. 52, 55.

3 P. 187.
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when in truth he regards it as expensive. He opens himself

with conscious surrender to every Hindu influence, so that he

may absorb as much as possible of the Hindu point of view.

His aristocratic lineage helps him to appreciate the virtues

even of caste: perhaps it is better, he thinks, for every man
to feel himself bound by birth to a given occupation, than that

all men should be forever engaged in a feverish climb from

place to place, never taking any position as definite, never see-

ing its dignity nor fulfilling its possibilities, always remain-

ing turbulent and miserable. The Count wonders would not

such an institution, in Europe, provide an admirable form of

property-insurance. 1

He forgives the idols and rituals of the Hindu temples be-

cause he graciously accepts the Brahmin explanation that

these images and forms are but symbols of the one god Brahma,

the Soul of the World; to the people these ikons and cere-

monies are necessary helps for the imagination; only the

philosopher can feel the Absolute without sensual aids. Hin-

duism is to Buddhism what Catholicism is to Protestantism

—

religion through the senses as opposed to religion through

thought. In both cases the sensory form is more adapted to

the masses, and the intellectual form is more exclusive and

transitory in its satisfaction. 2 Buddhism passed from India,

and Hinduism remained; Protestantism will pass from Eu-
rope, and Catholicism will remain, surviving even Christianity.

Nevertheless, behind this faith of infinite ritual and innu-

merable gods lies the most perfect of religions, the subtlest

of psychologies, and the profoundest of all philosophies. 3

The most perfect of religions, because it has most completely

transformed beasts into gentle men, by the magic of Kharma
and Dharma: i. e., by the doctrine that every good or evil deed

will be rewarded or punished by reincarnation in a higher or

a lower form of life ; and by the teaching of a thousand Rishis 4

iP. 191.

2 Pp. 226, 231.

3 Pp. 302, 270, 265; vol. ii, p. 157; A.S.F., p. 28.

* Holy wise men.
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and the Bhagavad-Gita ("perhaps the most beautiful work of

the literature of the world" 1
), that it is better to fulfil well

the functions and obligations of one's actual position than to

fulfil poorly the work and duties of a higher place. The most

subtle of psychologies, because it perceives the superficiality

of intellect, the fallibility of reason, the vanity of logic and
theory ; because, long before Kant, it discovered that percep-

tion and conception reach only the illusory surface, the Maya
appearances of things. 2 And the profoundest of philosophies,

because it recognizes that far deeper than knowledge or sci-

ence is the inward contemplation that withdraws itself from

sensations and "facts," and seeks in mystic concentration, far

above intellect and reason, far beyond number, measurement,

mechanism and form, an unphraseable, unpicturable recogni-

tion and comprehension of the ultimate essence and significance

of the world. It is no accident that "this philosophical na-

tion par excellence" has more Sanskrit words for philosophi-

cal and religious thought than are found in Greek, Latin and

German combined. 3 "The Hindus have not invented systems

of philosophy because, as metaphysicians, they were too pro-

found ; because they knew that logical understanding does not

plumb the depths. They were never rationalists. . . . The
absolute superiority of India over the West depends upon the

fundamental recognition that culture, in its real sense, is not

to be achieved by way of widening the surface" (i. e., through

knowledge or erudition), "but by a change of plane in terms

of depth, and that this growing more profound depends upon

the degree of concentration. . . . Indian wisdom is the pro-

foundest that exists." 4

It owes its profundity to Yoga. For Yoga disciplines de-

sire, reduces the body to sane necessities, a minimum of simple

food and drink, until the flesh no longer dominates the soul;

then thought is freed from the heavy chains of seeking, the

i T.D., vol. i, p. 256.

2 Pp. 257-260.

si, 106; ii, 157.

4 I, 108, 273, 265.
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stillness of the body liberates the mind for concentration, and

slowly the spirit becomes conscious of ultimate things in a

manner impossible when the theatre of thought is filled with

the chaos of desire. Even the most ridiculous methods may
contribute to this emancipation from the engrossing immedi-

ate or particular : Hindu music may do it, by sounding always,

through every variety of note, one basic tone; the repetition

of the holy name Om may do it ; staring at the sun may do it,

for, as Hobbes said, always to feel the same thing is the same

as to feel nothing; in a hundred ways one may escape from

sensation, "stupefy" the futile sequences of rational thought,

and leave the soul self-possessed and undisturbed on a plane

where it feels nothing but God, nothing but unutterable Be-

ing. How marvelous it is to see those pietists at the Ganges,

immersing themselves in filthy holy water, praying not for

goods but for light, anointing themselves with sacred cow-

dung to symbolize their deities, sitting upon crossed and flesh-

less legs, motionless and silent and clothed only in ashes, see-

ing nothing, hearing nothing, feeling nothing, but perhaps

understanding all. Even the children learn this art of medi-

tation, and seem to concentrate in the midst of a thousand

bathing Hindus and a hundred staring tourists. These men,

perhaps these children, have reached the final stage of human
inquiry and doubt—the stage which we of the West know only

when we have won everything, and found the emptiness of

all. It is useless to scorn these people ; they do not value the

things we value; they seek not to conquer the world but to

lose themselves in its innermost essence, to become again, as

one returning from exile, a selfless drop in the sea. 1

This compensatory philosophy of an often-conquered peo-

ple appeals to Keyserling because the Oriental in him is glad

to be mystical ; he sees in the gaunt Yogis of the bathing ghats

the brothers of Lao-tse, Eckhart, Bohme and Bergson ;
2 and

for a while it seems to him that he would like to be holy and

i Pp. 266, 338, 243-4, 226, 301.

2 Pp. 284, 266.
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desireless like these. He goes to Adyar, accepts (figura-

tively) Mrs. Besant's bed and board, and feels bound, in con-

sequence, to become a theosophist pro tern. 1 He goes to Ben-

ares, practises the art of the Yogis, descends to the holy river

at every dawn, 2 learns concentration,3 and rising from things

to thought and from thought to recognition, almost comes

upon God. And now he speaks like a Rishi.

The world of ideas does not signify the highest

stage ; high above it towers the domain of pure signifi-

cance, and he who dwells there continuously may well

be omniscient. ... I need hardly assert specifically

that I did not get so far. ... It seems to me as if

by now it does possess me. I experience more and
more in the Indian manner, more and more do I see the

world of life in the light of the spiritual sun of Hindu-
stan. . . . Am I so far as to be able to renounce? It

seems to me today as if this were so ; as if all earthly

purpose had already died out in me, as if all vanity,

all striving after elevation and fame, were dead. If

a master appeared to me today and said: Come! I

would follow him blindly. 4

2. China

It is evident that the Count escaped from India just in time;

another day and he might have become a Yogi, squatting

naked on the steps of the Ganges, covered with ashes and star-

ing madly at the sun. Again his itinerary saved him; he set

sail for China, remarking that "exclusive occupation with

Yoga has probably deteriorated spiritually most of those who

have subjected themselves to this training. . . . The occultist

is, as a rule, an inferior being." 5

iP. 138.

2 Pp. 321, 285.
s "Behold, the attempt was successful!"—vol. i, p. 269.

* Pp. 269, 285, 320.

5 Pp. 129-30.
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In China the same sensitivity, the same eagerness to learn

alien secrets, to plumb the depths of foreign philosophies, pos-

sesses him ; from the outset he is in thrall. He likes the misty

lines of Chinese landscapes and seascapes, and recognizes in

them the source, the subtlety and the airy suggestiveness of

Chinese painting. He sniffs the smells of Canton at first with

repulsion, then with resignation, then with affection—"they be-

long to the peculiar charm" of the place. "I am ashamed that

I shuddered at a dish of maggots which afterwards turned out

to be exceedingly delicious." x He relishes Chinese cooking,

and ranks it with the French ; if he had his way he would rate

civilizations according to their cuisines. He delights in the

colored dress, the emblazoned banners and signs, the cheery,

open faces, the gay clatter and harmless altercations of the

streets ; he admires the good-will of the workman, the courtesy

of the merchant, above all, the skill of the artisan. Canton

amazes him.

This city is beautiful. Everything decorative is

of a perfection such as I have never seen elsewhere.

The art of the goldsmith, the ebony and ivory carver

—whatever belongs to the arts and crafts—is on an
incredibly high level; the most subordinate artisan

here seems to possess taste in the highest sense. . . .

There is hardly a household implement, hardly an
arabesque, which in idea at any rate does not possess

artistic value. . . . China's supremacy of form is un-

questionable in all circumstances. 2

What a difference between the Hindus and these Chinamen

!

What vigor and health, what secular practicality, what com-

mon sense, what independence of all metaphysics ! For a time

the Chinese oppress Keyserling with their simplicity and their

earthliness ; he misses in them the mysticism of India ; and then

suddenly he catches their secret, which is not knowledge but

i Travel Diary, vol. ii, pp. 21, 27, 95.

2 II, 28, 30.
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living, not science but art, not building systems of thought,

but cheerfully tilling the fields. "Their idealism appears in

the manner in which they bear the burden of the day; . . .

their existence is the expression of their depth." x Their

civilization is their philosophy.

China is the only empire which has solved the social

question for an extended period ; the only one in which
the mass of the people was ever happy. ... In this

gigantic empire, in which radical measures have never

yet 2 been taken against existing abuses, more continu-

ous order has reigned on the whole than in all states

managed with greater energy ; in this country without

police, with authorities of dubious integrity, there is

on the whole less theft, murder, breach of faith, quar-

rels and bickerings than in the well-organized Ger-

man Empire. . . . The Mandarins have at their

disposal neither military force nor police in order to

carry out their orders, which are yet obeyed most
readily. The prestige of their dignity is sufficient,

for it is presupposed that it corresponds to their value.

How marvelous is the idea of such a government ! It

is the highest which can be conceived. 3

This greatest of all successes in human government, which

so astonished Voltaire and Diderot, owes its unparalleled

permanence to the profound morality of the Chinese, to their

system of education, and to their philosophers. For the

Chinaman morality takes the place of law; his governments

may totter or fall, but the social structure remains firm be-

cause it rests not on the state but on the family. 4 Our con-

ception of morality may be higher—we may show more sym-

pathy for suffering, more romantic love, more consideration

for women; but in China morality and the family function,

i Pp. 124, 108.

2 Referring to 1911.

3 T.D., vol. ii, pp. 56, 85, 77.

* These sentences would now, of course, require the past tense.
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with us they do not. The reverence of the young for the old,

of the ignorant for the learned, suffices to maintain order, to

discipline character, to moderate the natural savagery of in-

stinct into the amenities of civilization and courtesy. "The
Chinese are on the whole much tamer than we Westerners, to

whom they have much the same relation ... as domesticated

animals to wild ones. . . . The cultured Chinese among them-

selves refer to us as 'pirates,' and this description is certainly

not too severe. Since I have stayed in the East I can, un-

fortunately, doubt no longer that our moral culture is purely

external." Despite their resourceful lying, and their un-

abashed patronage of brothels, the Chinese "stand on an in-

comparably higher level of moral culture than most of the

men of our race." They are "the only people who have ever

come close to the cultural ideal"—that each man should do

fitly and cheerfully the work of his time and place, and that

all should choose from among themselves, and be ruled by,

the best. They are "the most civilized humanity which ex-

ists." *

How did it come about that so vast a conglomeration of

peoples could be lifted up to "altogether the most perfect

type of humanity as a normal phenomenon" 2 that has ap-

peared on our globe? Keyserling believes that we must credit

this achievement to the Chinese philosophers. "Chinese su-

periority is the result of the insight . . . that whoever wishes

to better external conditions must begin by improving the

inner man." Being must precede action, agere sequitur esse;

to remould a nation you must remould its men, you must cap-

ture their minds and hearts in the cradle, and form them into

such citizens as can constitute a higher state. "The funda-

mental insight that Being conditions the phenomena, and not

vice versa, is the basis of that grand system of Confucius which

for two thousand years has made possible the most harmo-

i Creative Understanding, p. 205; T.D., vol. ii, pp. 36, 101, 97, 129, 130, 359,
140.

2C.LT, p. 122.
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nious community life to the greatest number of human beings

ever known. 1
. . . Chinese philosophy has stood the prag-

matic test better than any other in the world" ; it created a

character, and through that a nation, which maintained civi-

lization longer than any other people in history. "China has

impressed me more than any other country; it has taught me
an immeasurable amount." 2

Keyserling is not sure that he likes this sane and terrestrial

philosophy as much as that which drew him so regularly to

the bathing ghats at Benares—that spectacle of human as-

piration and human folly at their height. But he admires the

old China without stint, and is filled with aristocratic indigna-

tion at the Revolution of 1911. "I am overcome by an in-

creasingly hostile mood against the new republican state.

How out of place it is here! . . . How superior is the Man-
darin of the old regime compared with the impudent young-

sters who are at the head of the Empire today ! . . . The Oc-

cidentalized inhabitants can in no respect bear comparison

with those who are rooted in the ancient traditions. . . . The
Orient, where the adoption of the Occidental spirit has intro-

duced a tremendous process of psychic bastardization, must

pass through a long period of psychic, if not of political,

chaos." 3

So China too must pass through the mumps and measles

and whooping cough of democracy; China, which for a mil-

lenium was ruled by an aristocracy of learning chosen in each

generation by equal educational opportunity, and by examina-

tions open to all—China must make "progress" towards Amer-

ican municipal and state politics, towards government by the

worst and surrender by the best. "The Chinese will not be-

come freer by the Revolution ; America is not as free as they

were. The local community, the social atom of China, was

absolutely independent in its management. . . . China was

i Ibid., pp. 203, 205.

2 T.D., vol. ii, pp. 55, 137.

3 Ibid., pp. 78, 82; C.U., p. 159; The World in the Making, p. 139.
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free, and it will become enslaved; the level of the people will

sink, and the canaille will take the place of the intelligentsia

—

unless China, happier than Europe and America, evades the

danger at the last moment." 1 Perhaps it is necessary ; per-

haps the Chinese too, like the Japanese, must replace tillage

with industry in order to create the wealth to make the guns

to shoot their way to freedom from a West that understands

only dollars and shells. But the price of such freedom will

be a century, possibly a millenium, of slavery to material pur-

poses and needs, to production, profits and "progress," to fac-

tories, monopolies, middlemen and mines. "Today the spirit-

ual light may no longer be looked for from the East ; from now
on the latter will become the carrier and the symbol of ma-

terialism." 2 The wealth-weary West will import Confucian-

ism and theosophy, while the mystic East will manufacture

guns. Necessity is greater than philosophy; but "for me,"

says Keyserling, "there can be no doubt that the most highly

developed individuals of future times will be nearer to the tra-

ditional Confucian than to the modern man, that the social

order of the future will be more akin to that of the Chinese

than to what is hoped for by our Utopians." 3 Let us study

well the China that is dying; perhaps we shall never see so

great a civilization again.

3. Towards America

Keyserling had begun his tour with a mind to find "a new
philosophy that should bring the antagonism of the East and

West to a peaceful end," 4 by uniting and exchanging their

"truths." As the steamer bore him slowly from Asia towards

America he struggled to free himself sufficiently from the hold

of the East to contemplate anew the meaning and value of his

i T.D., ii, 78, 81.

2 W.M., 267.

3 T.D., ii, 135.

*C.U., p. 29.
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own Western civilization; he strove to readjust himself to the

concepts of democracy, equality, capitalism, socialism, wealth,

power and progress. He found it hard; and when he fell in

with certain missionaries his resolution to approach America

with sympathy almost died away. "I cannot become friendly

with the missionaries in spite of the best intentions. . . . Here
on board I have conversed with several of them who have lived

for several years in China; they have actually managed to

notice nothing of the advantages of Confucianism! Such

blindness is truly a dispensation of Providence; it can only

be explained by supernatural means." 1 They confirmed him

in his preference for the Orient; "the more I see of the East,

the more unimportant the type of the modern Westerner 2

seems to me. . . . The philosophies of India and the West,"

he concluded, "are completely incongruous ; there is no kind

of connection between them. ... I prefer Orientalism to Oc-

cidentalism because I value perfection in any form higher than

success." 3 Again Krishna was right : it is better to be a per-

fect cobbler than an incompetent president. Being is better

than Becoming; perfection is greater than progress. It is

better to understand than to conquer, better to know than to

possess.

But then he entered the Golden Gate, explored the hills of

San Francisco, the glaciers of the Yellowstone, the mountains

of Yosemite, the godlike trees of the Mariposa grove, the

depths of the Grand Canyon—"this greatest of all geological

revelations." ("The delicate fusible colors play upon the

deeply furrowed face of the Grand Canyon like a smile." 4
)

He met the common American, and found him a kindly sort,

far better than his literature had represented him; and he be-

gan to feel a slight sympathy with this clear and vibrant air,

this bluff and jolly fellowship, this camaraderie of cobblers

i T.D., ii, 273.

2 I. e., inhabitant of western (non-Russian) Europe and America.
3 7VD V i, 249, 260; ii, 262.

* T.D., ii, 291-2.
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and presidents, this gigantic turbulent transformation of a

wilderness into a civilization. This growing and flourishing

life, extending gayly its empire over nature rather than over

men, seized his imagination as an epic thing. After all, he

thought, there was something noble in this effort to subdue the

planet, to take out of it all its hidden wealth, so that even the

poorest might have comfort, security, and schools. Chinese

filth, poverty and famine, Hindu pietism and surrender, Bud-

dhist renunciation and Nirvana, the Brahmans' idle contem-

plation in the face of their people's suffering and ignorance

—were these higher than this courageous resolve to destroy

poverty and ignorance even at the cost of inward peace ? Per-

haps out of all this disorderly Becoming new and higher levels

of Being would emerge than ever before? He asked himself

the old question again, and gave it, tentatively, a new answer,

that would serve as his approach to America.

Which form of existence is to be preferred, the

Eastern or the Western? May I still judge? I am
already no longer unbiased. Already I want to grow,
to become, to create, perform, perfect again, already

volition in itself fills my consciousness to such an ex-

tent that I find it difficult to become absorbed in an-
other form of existence. But this much seems
unchallengeable: for this world the West has chosen
the better part. In order to enforce what is right,

power is needed, for in itself it is powerless. ... If

it is the aspiration of the spirit to penetrate the world
of appearance, if it is the mission of man to bring
about this spiritualization, then our materialism has
a greater value in the future than the spirituality of

Hindustan. This spirituality is powerless in the face

of nature. It does not control her ; for this reason it

cannot spiritualize her. We may succeed in this. 1

i Ibid., pp. 280, 284. This is an interesting anticipation of the illuminating
chapter by Hu Shih in Beard's Whither Mankind?
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in. KEYSERLING ON AMERICA

1. The American Arena

Since every European intellectual who comes to America

must pay his way with lectures, or a book, or both, and since

champagne is costly, Keyserling felt morally bound, for the

sake of humanity and truth, to set down at some length his

views of the barbarians now inhabiting the United States. It

is true that the Count merely crossed America in 1912, and

remained but four months in 1928 ; but to a man of his flash-

ing intuition this sufficed. Indeed, it was too much; for the

more we know about anything, the less brilliantly we can write

of it ; the facts cramp our imagination ; and we can always

describe an event more vividly when we have not witnessed it.

I took great care, accordingly, to read as little as

possible about that continent (America) before I went

there. During my travels about the country, I

guarded myself with almost old-maidish precaution

against information. I looked at none of the obvious

sights if I could help it; I asked few questions. I

succeeded in meeting none of those men who are called

great because they happen to be, as they say in Amer-
ica, on the map. I went out little ; I read hardly any
papers ; I did everything in my power to keep my con-

science clear from accidental impressions. . . . And
as far as I was mentally active, I used exclusively the

faculty of intuition—the one faculty which estab-

lishes an immediate contact with the wholeness of life.

But all the same I am far from sure that I have hit the

truth all the time. 1

This is better than Moliere or Oscar Wilde. Such egotism

amuses us ; it breaks through our conventions so violently that

we can protect ourselves against it only by a smile. We are,

i America Set Free, pp. 5-6.
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as aforesaid, all egotists ; but it is one of the unwritten laws

of the game called good manners that each of us shall pre-

tend that he is not the focus of the world—else life would be-

come intolerable through the conflict of orbits and the col-

lision of stars. The Count ignores these rules, and we are

tempted to classify him as a bounder; but just as we are on

the point of dropping him into that category we come upon

illuminating pages in his book, and we hesitate. Can it be

that he has said something worth hearing after all? Is it pos-

sible that a man of philosophic background and range can

see or understand more in a month than a tourist, who looks

at everything, can see in a year? Has his book been too hast-

ily condemned?

In an initial glance at America he sees it in its ethnic colors

and constituents—Indians, Negroes, and Whites. "The In-

dians degenerate since they are no longer allowed to wage

war." The Whites in America are not yet a people; they

are really a selection from the various peoples of Europe, and

are hardly more one here than there; many generations will

be required before their fusion is complete. "America is as

yet a colony, and a really native civilization has up to now
not been developed" there. Nor has the civilization of Eu-
rope been able to shift itself to America: "Experience proves

that when a people changes its abode, it takes along with it,

rightly speaking, its body, but not its soul." The United

States has as yet no soul; it is a vast frame with a spiritual

vacuum; hence the ease with which alien cultures invade and

conquer it for a time. At present, for lack of a soul or cul-

ture of our own to give us standing and resistance, we are

in a condition of bondage to the Negro. "Why does every one

today find in the Negroid primitive the most fitting instru-

ment in which to live himself out?" Because the spirit of the

Negro, being one and simple, overcomes the complex and di-

vided mind of the Whites. "Nothing America has yet created

can bear comparison with the convincing power of Negro danc-
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ing and music, possibly with the one exception of Christian

Science." It is "my anticipation that America's greatest cul-

tural achievements may easily be due to her black sons."

These are exaggerations with malice aforethought; we may
discount their excess, accept their stimulation, and enjoy their

malice. 1

America, then, is not a people, but only a nation; we must
not expect to find in it maturity or subtlety or taste; these

are the mellow products of age. "The hard life he had to

face in America brought the immigrant from Europe back

to the aboriginal state" ; he became simple and primitive again.

But every evil is a good ; immaturity is merely the price of that

rejuvenation of the white race which is taking place on Amer-
ican soil. It is consoling to see how a race can renew its youth

by changing its environment, and setting out on a new line;

the very freshness of the soil finds its way into the blood, and

stocks that were old in Europe become in America young

again. "For the new to develop, the old must decay. . . .

There is no other way of rejuvenation than what from the cul-

tural perfection point of view appears as barbarization. . . .

That which is regretted as increasing coarseness really means

that new primordial forces are being manifested. . . . The
American soul is becoming primitive again." 2

It is being remoulded, Keyserling thinks, by the atmosphere

and the soil. "I feel satisfied personally that there is a real

physiology of nations underlying all psychology; that the

type of each depends chiefly on the correlation of the endo-

crines," on the functioning of the glands ; "and that this cor-

relation is in its turn conditioned to a very high degree by the

material surroundings—indeed to a higher degree than by

heredity." Slowly the climate moulds a fresh type—new

breed of this new soil. "Only a little while ago the educated

North American was as a matter of course still one of us. To-

day America, or at least its younger generation, embodies a

i T.D., vol. ii, p. 297; America Set Free, pp. 15, 39, 32.

2AJS.F., pp. 141, 315, 173; T.D., ii, 325, 286; Europe, p. 384.
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new world in the literal sense." Keyserling quotes Jung's

flattering description of the American as "a European with

the manners of a Negro and the soul of an Indian"; and he

adds: "The primal spirit of the American soil and the spirit

of the Negro are already disputing the supremacy with the

spirit which has immigrated from Europe; and whatever the

outcome be, the final synthesis will be specifically American." x

From this ethnic background he views the American Odys-

sey as essentially the last stage of the Wandering of the Na-
tions. The Huns and the Goths, the Semites and the Slavs,

have passed from the Himalayas to the Rockies. Even today

the Americans are nomads; they dig no lasting roots, and

therefore have no fundamental culture ; they are dynamic, but

they have no stability and no poise. New York is a city of

nomads; it contains the brains of America, and saves it from

being dominated by Fundamentalism and Babbittry; but not

a soul in the city has roots. As one goes West the stability

increases and the flexible intelligence wanes. "My friendly

feeling has gone. Chicago is awful." This is the Count's

comment in 1912; he does not change it in 1927. He adds,

revealingly, "I paid a visit to the slaughter-house,"—as if

some must not kill if others would eat. He has no eye or wel-

come for Chicago's magnificent transformation of its lake

shore; he compares the city to pre-Mussolinian Naples and

Sicily, and describes gang crimes as a "safety-valve" against

the repressions of civilization—though one would not naturally

think of these as a form of security; and he predicts an in-

crease rather than a decrease of crime in the United States

as "civilization"—i. e. regimentation and standardization

—

progresses. 2

From Chicago he crosses over the prairies, and generalizes

from his Pullman window : "The American is today more akin

to the Russian and the Chinese than to the European; like

them he is essentially a child of width and vastness." He likes

1A.S.F., p. 22; Europe, pp. 355, 357.

2 T.D., ii, 331, 333.
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San Francisco, but resents a certain Puritan smugness, in-

tense because not native, in Los Angeles; "it is probably for

the purpose of redemption that Hollywood was established

just there." Apparently the Angelicans were remiss in sup-

plying to the Count those damsels and champagnes which ru-

mor credited him with ordering in advance ; it is hard to please

a connoisseur. Virginia succeeded; it "is the one region of

America which has a general cultural atmosphere in a broad

sense." Only in the South is the original American type at

its best; and the possible future predominance of the South

over the North is the one hope of American culture. This

sentence has given great comfort to our resurrected South,

which has omitted to consider what cultural difference will re-

main between North and South when the South is as industrial

as the North. It is one of the questions which Keyserling

carefully did not ask. 1

2. American Industry

Industrialism, like everything else, has two edges and two

handles ; it is the enthronement of Babbitt and the libera-

tion of man. It means that for the first time in the history

of the planet an organism has mastered its environment, and

made itself almost a god wielding every natural force. It

means the comparative conquest of poverty, and the elevation

of the common man to once regal luxuries and ease. But also

it means a commercial coarsening of every wrestler in this

relentless economic strife ; a sacrifice of quality to quantity, of

art to science, of dignified leisure to competitive consumption

and display. In the end a man is possessed by his standard

of living ; he mortgages his future to shine in the present, and

puts upon himself a burden of debt and labor which leaves

him no time for letters and the arts. There is a refreshing

kindliness and simplicity in American life, and an agreeable

absence of the envy and hatred that divide European classes;

i A.S.F., pp. 65, 73, 57, 117, 133.
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but sooner or later the economic struggle poisons all. Friend-

ship becomes a passing commercial convenience; government

becomes an agent for selling goods and collecting bills. "The
American business men of the twentieth century do not let us

guess that their ancestors escaped across the ocean for re-

ligious motives in order to found a kingdom of saints upon

earth." *

The result is "a disgruntled prosperity" in which everybody

is twice as rich and twice as harassed as before. To keep up
with the Joneses the American has introduced slavery, not of

others only but of himself; that is, he has made work the ex-

clusive essence and content of his life. "The whole of Ameri-

can life is becoming more and more organized as though it

were one single factory." The American cannot rest, though

he can play ; he is "as afraid of leisure as very few of our con-

temporaries are of Hell." He only guesses in exceptional

cases that there is anything higher than material progress;

this is the secret of his barbarism. The animal ideal of com-

fort and ease satisfies him; the salesman's point of view en-

croaches on every field, and at last no genius appears except

in industry and finance. "In America wealth is supposed to

create 'a great man.' If this is so, then it is no less mysterious

a process than transubstantiation." 2

The effect of this system upon character is now familiar.

By a strange inversion, economic individualism becomes psy-

chological socialism. The pursuit of wealth leads to mass pro-

duction, to standardized goods, standardized tastes, ideas,

souls; to sell the same article to great numbers of people re-

quires that great numbers shall be alike, having the same cri-

teria and wants ; to make people think and act alike is one func-

tion of advertising—those drops of water falling in pitiless

repetition upon the human brain, until all individuality is

numbed and none but stereotyped responses survive. "Only

in America could advertising 'as such' become an independent

1A.S.F., pp. 168, 389, 176, 222, 432, 166.

2A.S.F., pp. 320, 413, 445, 216, 558, 446; T.D., ii, 335, 264.
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business"; without it mass production would be impossible.

Through it, an artificial public opinion can be formed in any-

field, which accumulates geometrically by imitation until its

weight is irresistible. "The most incredible ideal mankind has

ever believed in—the ideal of the man in the street," the long-

ing to be exactly like all the rest—moulds dress, behavior,

thought, even the face. At last every man is a duplicate of

every other, and the essential quality of spiritual reality

—

uniqueness—is gone. When such a de-individualized autom-

aton stands before an Englishman, who is individuality in-

carnate, who stands for privacy and reserve, for difference

and caste and quality and idiosyncracy in everything—the

American is abashed; he knows then that everything spiritual

is unique, and that only individuals create. This domination

and terrifying of the individual by public opinion "is the only

really dark and distinctly ugly blot on American life." In

America "diversity and manifoldness should henceforth be

stressed more than anywhere else in the world." 1

To this socialization of the American mind Keyserling gives

the name of socialism. Mr. Sinclair Lewis, whose books are

accepted by the Count as a scientifically accurate picture of

American life, will be surprised to learn that the most perfect

socialists in the United States are the Rotarians. And the

country that most resembles America, horribile dictu, is Soviet

Russia; there also the individual is subordinated to the group

and disciplined into conformity for the greatest possible pro-

duction of material goods. Keyserling finds an impish de-

light in accumulating evidences of similarity between these

two countries, which like to consider themselves in everything

at odds and antipodes. Of course the two peoples are differ-

ent; "the tremendous tension between the animal and the

Child of God in man—this chief characteristic of the Russian

—is lacking in the American." Otherwise "there is very little

difference between Bolshevik and neo-American soul-life."

The American spirit is no less primitive than the Russian ; the

1A.S.F., pp. 131, 77, 263, 130, 229, 267, 452, 264, 98, 509, 484, 459.
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American too, like the Russian, despises cultural and spiritual

values, despises courtly manners and aristocratic blood; and

the bluff social equality of Americans corresponds to the Rus-

sian equality of comrades. "In America, as in Russia, the

individual is sinking into the undifferentiated mass"; in both

countries a new serfdom is bringing to an end the era of in-

dividualism and difference. "Let us take the American or-

ganizations," says a Soviet poster, "animate them with the

passionate spirit of Russia—and there will be Heaven on

Earth." 1

In general there is going on today an "irresistible Bol-

shevization of the most talented youth throughout the world"

;

but here America and Russia far outdistance the rest. The
sexual outlook of a high percentage of modern Americans is

exactly like that of the young Bolshevik ; the "revolt of modern

youth" in the United States is precisely the same overthrow of

religion and morals which is taking place in Russia. And all

the world will seek to follow either America or Russia; some

countries will imitate the free competitive socialism of the

States, others the compulsory governmental socialism of the

Soviets ; the two nations will become the foci of the future in

similarity of aim and difference of means; and the greatest

conflict will be between them, because they are so much alike

—

rival claimants to the socialist paradise. Keyserling believes

that the American system will win, because in the field of

material welfare it has already realized the dreams of the

nineteenth-century socialist. For this reason America will re-

main immune to all attempts at a communist revolution. 2

What we need, as Keyserling sees us, is not communism but

aristocracy ; we must acknowledge distinction and welcome ex-

ceptional men. The intelligence tests, he believes, shook our

faith in democracy ; we perceive that since there is always a

majority of fools, some way must be found of barring dunces

1A.S.F., pp. 237, 107, 131, 506, 255, 312; Europe, pp. 391, 385.

2C.C7., p. 163; A.S.F., pp. 161, 160, 189, 253, 254., 245, 239. (Written, of

course, before October, 1929.)
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from office, or we shall perish in the first crisis that calls for

brains. He attributes our political corruption not to any

special venality, but to our failure to pay adequately our

municipal officials—though our mayors are remedying this

evil. In general, however, he attaches only minor significance

to government. Our politicians quarrel, embezzle and per-

orate, but the national life goes on quite aside from them, in

the impersonal and gradual transformations of industry, mor-

als and thought. "We are doubtless living in an era of dimin-

ishing importance of the state." x

3. Our Morals

What interests him, and lifts or lowers him at times to elo-

quence or bathos, is the tremendous transformation in our

moral life. Being as Esthonian aristocrat, throneless but still

regal, a very Kaiserling, he scorns the emancipated woman
and the erotomania of our time. "The flapper is decidedly

inferior to any woman who genuinely believes in the truth of

the old order." He mourns the replacement of romantic love

by a cynical sensuality and considers it a sign of spiritual

exhaustion, another return from the civilized to the primitive.

"He who can love in earnest is profounder than the cool

sceptic" (Shaw seems superficial beside Hardy or Tolstoi).

"Today the feeling for embroidery"—i. e., the preliminaries

and courtesies of love
—"has passed away, even in France.

Desire ... is stressed, underlined, and exaggerated again

and again; men, instead of becoming brilliant in the presence

of women, become coarse." Everywhere, from Soviet Russia

to America, sentimentality is penalized, and emotion is dying

out. "The American discards as 'bunk' the spiritual and

moral order." The new generation is intellectually broader

(not deeper), but emotionally narrower and thinner than the

old; "perhaps no generation has been poorer in its inner life

since the time of the great migrations. ... If it finds the

i WM., p. 189; A.S.F., pp. 206, 293.
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possession of personal feeling 'unmodern,' it docs so because

it has none." x

Instead of seeking the cause of this mental alertness and

emotional insensitivity in urban and industrial life, Keyserling

traces it to the decay of religious belief. When religion loses

its hold, inhibitions drop, and primitive directness of physi-

cal instincts reappears. The result, he thinks, is bad for both

the individual and the race. "Inhibitions are as necessary

for the development of the soul-life as the tightening of strings

is for the production of musical sounds. . . . Immorality is

contrary to nature, because it corresponds to the dissolution of

form in the organic sphere; and life without form cannot en-

dure. . . . Nature punishes immorality with the penalty of

death. ... If, under the banner of the Revolt of Modern
Youth, a new type of American has come to prominence, this

means fundamentally that the same process which took place

in India thousands of years ago, when the Dravidian soul got

the upper hand with the Hindu to the detriment of the Aryan,

is now at work in the territory of the United States." 2

Consequently modern youth is not modern, it is primitive,

it is a reversion to type in which many of the advances and

graces of civilization are lost. Our homeless nomadism, our

perpetual change of occupation and residence, are a return to

the primitive ; our pre-marital promiscuity and trial marriage

are primitive; perhaps even our matriarchate, our subjection

to women, is a step back to primitive conditions. The Ameri-

can woman tends to become an Amazon, without sensitivity or

tenderness, intent only on domination ; the American man be-

comes a slave and a nurse: this, to Keyserling, "is the chief

characteristic of the whole of American life." Woman's "posi-

tion in the United States is that of the ruling race, very much
like that of the British in India." The courtesy of man to

woman is normally the considerateness of the strong towards

the weak; but in America it is the timid obsequiousness of a

i T.D., ii, 274, 63, 181; W.M., p. 152; Europe, p. 69; A.S.F., pp. 504, 526, 475.

2A.S.F., pp. 359, 527, 490, 34.
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lower to a higher class. "American men very often are go-

getters. But they very seldom are what they themselves call

'he-men' " ; the glorification of this type is a Freudian con-

fession of weakness. In reality American men "are a decid-

edly humble sort of folks. They are essentially infantile;

that is, they lack precisely those qualities which make a man."

The last stage of the decay is the flourishing of the homosexual

and the Lesbian. 1

This predominance of woman is not unnatural, for the male

is by nature secondary to the female. He is more dependent

upon her sexually than she is upon him. Further, "woman is

the born ruler," not only because she is normally the adminis-

trator of a home, but because she excels the man in those arts

of indirection, suggestion, wheedling, flattery and quick un-

derstanding, upon which, in civilized societies, domination

rests. But in the eighteenth century woman achieved leader-

ship by means which inspired man to creative efforts ; by grace

and delicacy she lifted him to his highest flights, and turned

him from a brute into a courtier; for "woman desires man on

the plane of mind and soul as actively as man desires woman
on the physical plane." If woman is to lose those qualities

of refinement, those lures of modesty and delicacy, which once

gave every power in man a double power, if she is to replace

them with a coarse directness, a prosaic animality, and an al-

most brutal aggressiveness, then civilization will lose one of

its secret sources of growth—the hunger of man for the ap-

proval of woman; and manners will revert to sagavery.

Keyserling concludes: "Of course the Americans are bar-

barians." 2

If,. Our Minds

That same barbarism which he finds in our manners he dis-

covers also in our thought. He remarks on the prevalence of

i A.S.F. pp. 60, 164, 166, 381, 390, 373, 391, 379, 343, 404.

2 The Book of Marriage, p. 34; A.S.F., pp. 418, 165; T.D., ii, p. 285.
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cranks—people who insist on the right thing at the wrong

time; on the gullibility, the imitative conventionality, and the

extreme conservatism of the average American ; on the "mental

slowness of the native American type," and our general disposi-

tion to think in catch-words and headlines. We sacrifice mental

to physical energy ; we have more ideas and facts in our heads

than we have the wisdom to understand or the character to

use ; "intellectualization without an equivalent soul-development

always makes for barbarization." American education does

more for the body than for the mind, and more for the mind

than for the soul; it is a form of animal training which pro-

duces good money-makers who think that Whitman is a con-

fectioner. Our universities are the best equipped in the

world; they have everything but culture. In a sense this is

now true of Europe too.

Everything one is wont to call "education" today

misses the capital point: it imparts knowledge but it

does not inspire personal understanding; it develops

efficiency, but it does not create a higher plane of be-

ing. In this respect it is not progressive ; it does not

differ in principal from the medieval school where

youth was taught simply to explain what was already

believed. That this is really so seems to me to be

finally proved by the increasing inferiority of the

level of the so-called educated masses all over the

world ; the more they know, the less they understand

;

the more efficient they are as specialists, the less supe-

rior and complete they appear as personalities. 1

Keyserling resents this sacrifice of the cultural to the practi-

cal ; he forgets that he too, since the confiscation of his estates,

is a bread-winner and a money-maker, and he speaks with

aristocratic scorn of a pragmatist philosophy that seems to

identify truth with success, and beauty with use. He laughs

at stimulus-and-response Behaviorism as a typically American

1T.D, ii, 10, 270, 347; A.S.F., pp. 38, 263, 7-8, 49, 506, 525; C.U., p. xiv.
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theory : man is a slot-machine, and will react as desired on the

insertion of the appropriate coin. Such a philosophy and such

a psychology are ruinous to culture, religion and art; they

convey no esthetic standards, no other sense of values than

that of display and cost. The result is an astounding lack of

personality and taste. Certain "metal structures, stations,

bridges and tunnels, possess living artistic value" in America

as in ancient Rome; but for the most part we "seem to be

singularly lacking in artistic endowment and interest. . . .

I was never more shocked in all my esthetic sensibilities," says

Keyserling, "than by the sight of standardized American

homes." They were all alike; none had become the objective

expression of a personality; they had as much soul as their

owners. The only "culture-born beauty" which he finds to

praise in America is the arrangement of vegetables in the

markets of New Orleans ; and yet this merely suggests to him

that "bad cooking and the way people put up with it are

gigantic obstacles to American culture." The Count is some-

thing of a pragmatist himself. 1

In religion we are more original, but our originality has dire

results. America differs from Europe in taking religion seri-

ously ; it "is the one exclusively Christian country in the West-

ern world, because it is the only one in which the psychological

roots do not reach down to Paganism." Nevertheless, Chris-

tianity as Europe knows it is in decay in the United States.

Fundamentalist outbursts are the last rallies of a dying Puri-

tan faith, though Puritan moralism will survive for a long

time to come. "The more normal churches really no longer

play a part worth mentioning in spiritual life. . . . Most

Americans belong to their churches in no other sense than they

belong to their golf-clubs, or their Rotary clubs." The sole

vital religion in the United States is Christian Science, and for

reasons which only a psychoanalyst can understand. "Since

American life is bent on the conquest and rule of matter as no

life ever has been before, it is a logical necessity that America's

i A.S.F., pp. 125, 193, 131, 523, 63, 60; T.D., i, 200.
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really creative and original religion should be Christian Sci-

ence or something akin to it ; for Christian Science denies mat-

ter altogether." There is nothing more refreshing to a busi-

ness man who all week long has pursued material gain, than

to be told every Sunday that material things do not exist. It

is as good as an absolution. 1

5, Our Future

The conclusion of the analysis is pessimistic. There is no

real culture in America ; "the chasm between external progres-

siveness and inner perfection is even wider than in Eu-
rope. . . . The amazingly slight degree to which freedom of

thought appeals to what in Europe we still call the Land of

Freedom" is a measure of how far we are from that cultivation

of the spirit which is so different from the enrichment of the

flesh. We are realizing the Roman, not the Greek, ideal; we

shall be the greatest power in the world, but we shall have to

take our art, our philosophy, and our literature from subject

foreigners and aliens. When our economic ascendancy over

Europe is complete, a new Dark Age may begin. "On what

grounds do I foresee and foretell a new Dark Age—this time

embracing the whole world? On the grounds that the change

which is now taking place all over the world is as radical as

was the change of two thousand years ago" : in Europe the en-

thronement of a materialistic proletariat hostile to the things

of the mind; in America the enthronement of a materialistic

bourgeoisie ignorant of the things of the mind. "The truly

cultured ages . . . have been nothing but episodes and acci-

dents." The age of mental progress ends, and the age of the

chauffeur, the mechanic, and the entrepreneur begins. 2

Nevertheless, from another point of view America is a sym-

bol of hope, not of decay. For here two conditions are present

which betoken in the long run rejuvenation and development.

1A.S.F., pp. 86, 485-6, 202, 87.

2 T.D., ii, 346; A.S.F., pp. 32, 89, 153, 147-8; Europe, p. 385.
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One is the mingling of many peoples, promising, after genera-

tions, a new stock possessed of original qualities and a reju-

venated vitality; perhaps the economic vigor of the northern

countries will be welded, in the Melting Pot, with the artistic

sensitivity of the Mediterranean nations to make a race at once

healthier and subtler than any before. "America's history is

really only beginning. No race which emigrated from other

countries has ever become truly native in its new home within

the short space of a few hundred years. . . . Dark Ages mean
periods of gestation" ; these years of materialism, of laying up
wealth, of revolutionary changes in all methods of produc-

tion and distribution, are the infancy of a new order, whose

aim will be the abolition of poverty and the establishment of a

more humane basis for culture. "America, in spite of the

preliminary character of most of its phenomena, is decidedly

nearer than Europe to the ideal condition toward which our

latest evolution tends. ... It is not impossible that in Amer-
ica, after the wild-oats period has been passed, and crass ego-

ism has been tempered by life, the highest civilization will

flourish that can be conceived from the Western point of

view. ... In America, if anywhere, we shall complete our

evolution." What we need, to lift us out of our adolescence

into maturity, is first, a fearless and revealing criticism which

shall set us free as psychoanalysis releases the individual from

infantile recessions and arrested development; and second, a

great crisis, of war or internal strife, that will again try men's

souls and make or break us. "I trust that Providence will

bless the United States with the difficulties they stand in need

of in order to achieve perfection in their own lines. . . . Now
the hard times that are necessary are sure to come." 1

6. Suspended Judgment

We poor rich Americans, whom all the world and Greenwich

Village denounce and imitate, have heard most of these stric-

1A.8.F., pp. 51, 325, 318; T.D., ii, 318, 322, 289.
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tures before, and do not enjoy this uncanny prediction of hard

times soon to come a-knocking at our doors. We recognize

here the gloomy voice of Spengler, and the general feeling of a

Europe paying at leisure for a war declared in haste, that

America has been altogether too fortunate in the possession

of material resources and inventive skill, and should be taken

down occasionally with lofty reminders of its youth. But
youth, as Pitt said, is an evil which time will remedy.

Of course we are materialistic : a new nation is compelled to

stimulate enterprise and acquisitiveness in order to get its

resources developed; and a people which until our own time

gave few inherited fortunes and no inherited privileges, com-

pelled each of its citizens to make his own living, and take

care of his family, before creating or enjoying a culture.

Those simple democratic conditions are gone; we are develop-

ing classes and castes, hereditary place and wealth, and a

leisured aristocracy which is learning by mistakes to under-

stand and patronize the arts. Soon we too may have a culture

resting on the backs of slaves. 1

Americans are not more acquisitive than Frenchmen, Eng-
lishmen or Chinese; perhaps they are a little more generous,

and readier to part with their gold ; there is less glue on their

fingers than on those that are so eager for pourboires and

baksheesh. There is nothing so sordid and greedy in Ameri-

can life as the ruinous exploitation and taxation of India by

the sons of England's cultured aristocracy. Perhaps America

is right : let poverty be ended first, and then we shall find time

for art. Meanwhile it is interesting to observe how many
European writers and speakers find in this barbarous country,

rather than in their own, their largest audiences. All these

scorners of wealth have their price; they denounce money at

ten cents a word. Prosperity, Keyserling thinks, is a hin-

drance to spiritual progress; but if we may judge from his

i No attempt will be made here to discuss in detail Keyserling's indictment of

these States; I should like to keep my own fears and hopes for a later essay

which will consider at some length the character and trend of American civili-

zation.
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footnotes he will not rest until we have bought every one of

his books.

We may take a lesson from him notwithstanding. "The
saint," he says, "condemns no one, the sage regards no one as

altogether foolish." Let us play the sage and admit that

with all his faults, with all his repetitions and exhibitionism,

with all his bumptiousness and lengthy discursiveness, with all

his psychoanalytic legerdemain, which proves anything by in-

terpreting every fact as symbol or over-correction, to suit the

purpose in hand—none the less he writes brilliantly, vigor-

ously, and effectively ; he condemns too broadly, but with a

candor that turns away wrath; he is precipitate in judgment,

but independent and fearless in speech. His scorn will do us

good; for even if we have virtues that he missed, and share

with most of the world the faults that he flays, it is good

surgery that cuts so directly into the gangrene of our sores.

After all he is lenient ; he says nothing about our motion pic-

tures. In the end we perceive that the book is an astonishing

piece of national analysis; profounder than Siegfried's, be-

cause it concerns not so much the economic body of our life as

the intangible soul. "The Chinese," he says, "designate the

wise by a combination of the ideographs for wind and light-

ning." x Wind and lightning—but these are Keyserling.

IV. KEYSERLING ON EUROPE

1. Pride and Prejudice

The most partial and prejudiced, and one of the most stimu-

lating and fruitful, of Keyserling's books is the volume en-

titled by him Das Spektrum Europas, and translated for us as

Europe. Here the merry Count looks out from his tower of

ivory upon the nations surrounding the School of Wisdom,

and judges them not without justice, bitterness, and humor.

We must discount in advance any work on the psychology

lA.S.F., p. xvi.
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of peoples ; the temptation facing any author to observe, or

to remember and record, only such phenomena as accord with

his theory, is too great to be resisted by a man weak enough

to write books. So we shall find Keyserling characterizing

the Germans as "pre-occupied with the object" (he later ac-

cuses them of introversion)—as if this were not true of the

English, the Americans, the Chinese, the Japanese. . . . Most
"characteristic" marks of a people belong to a dozen peoples.

The French, for example, are in economy more Scotch than

the Scotch, and the English show a certain effect of contagion.

Furthermore, no author can write of a nation without gen-

eralizing recklessly from his narrow experience, forgetting

that what we experience depends in part upon the face and

handle which we present to the world. It is not beyond a

writer to indict a people from one concierge. In every chapter

of this book we find a tell-tale incident unwittingly explain-

ing the author's unconscious prejudice. In the first chapter

we read: "I could never understand why it was precisely the

English critics who reproached me with a lack of a sense of

humor"; and, "Did not a well-known critic, writing in one of

the foremost English periodicals, declare, with regard to my
Travel Diary, that the author lived 'in positively indecent in-

timacy with himself?" x How can a man write impartially

of England after an insult that so adds truth to injury?

Or note the following: "During my Paris period I once lay

for months in a hospital, desperately ill. Before my French

friends began to care for me ... I experienced a lack of

humanity which I would not have thought possible in Eu-

rope" ;
2 this is to be held in mind in reading Keyserling on

France. If we find the chapter on Switzerland thoroughly

petty in its censure, we must remember that the Berner Bund
had criticized Keyserling "with incredible coarseness" and "per-

sonal offensiveness" ;
3

if the Count is a trifle bitter towards

i Europe, pp. 15, 30.

2 P. 54.

3 P. 234.
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the Russian Revolution, we must forgive him—he was dis-

possessed. At Stockholm he is irritated, pardonably, because

his address is announced on the program as "Lecture by
Keyserling. Street-singer X. Supper. Dance" ; * he con-

cludes that "the great men of Scandinavia have always gone

forth to found new kingdoms; what remained at home was

sediment." 2 On page 257 of the section on the Netherlands

a reader wrote in the margin: "I must expect, later in this

chapter, an account of the personal circumstances that led to

this denunciation." A few pages farther on it appeared:

"Recently, in a Belgian hotel . . . some clams which I had

eaten gave me a very unpleasant attack of ptomaine poison-

ing." 3 The chapter in question is a dietetic end-product of

these clams, a condition of acid poisoning of the mind.

It is a good book none the less. We shall find much profit

from it.

g. England

All nations are, of course, thoroughly unpleasant

things. Man, as such, is a dubious enough sort of

creature ; the moment he emerges as a collectivity, the

objectionable side of him increases in direct propor-

tion as the pleasant side dwindles. . . . The first

thing to be noted concerning nations as nations is that

they are devoid of value. 4

This is the normal Keyserlingian prelude ; and as usual, be-

hind the bluster lurks some truth. A nation is not quite

valueless as a nation ; America, e. g., is great rather in its

totality than in its individuals ; great in its corporate level of

energy, skill, and (as we used to say) prosperity, though its

leaders are mediocre in everything but invention and industry

;

i P. 273.

2 P. 282.

s P. 266.

* Pp. 3-^-.
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here it is the average, and not the exception, that gives value

to the whole. But this, as we have seen, is just what Keyser-

ling abhors ; he scorns the average, and puts up with humanity

only for its exceptional men. He would agree with Goethe,

that a man's vices are taken from his environment, while his

virtues are all his own.

Therefore he tolerates England, for though he rates its peo-

ple as the dullest on earth, he admires its leaders as the highest

existing development of the human beast. "Nowhere can fine

and profound souls be found in equal number." * "The Eng-
lish gentleman at his best is the one type that stands com-

parison with the Greek kalos kagathos." 2 He admires Eng-
land's freedom of thought and action, its amiable acceptance

of traditional idiosyncrasies and heresies that conform to all

the conventions; never has liberty been so different from

license. The Germanic freedom of old Gothic days has sur-

vived not in Germany but in England ; there Nietzsche's ideal

of aristocratic anarchism has come nearest to realization.

"When Galsworthy once admonished Shaw that if he went on

behaving as he did, he would soon be left without friends, the

latter retorted, 'And if you keep on as you are doing, you will

soon be without a single enemy.' " 3

England is the luckiest of nations. Not only did its night-

less Empire grow (as its imperialists pretend) through

"absent-minded" chance, but its geographical position pro-

tected it from the wars which it waged or financed or en-

couraged on the continent. Again, the development of Puri-

tanism in England had almost the effect of Yoga meditation;

it strengthened character and deepened the soul. Ever since

Cromwell's Revolution the English have rated the moral above

the intellectual element ; and their schools, by placing character

above knowledge, have produced not pedants and scribes, but

rulers and men.4 The result is a unique type alien and un-

iP.33.
2 P. 32; T.D., ii, 62.

3 Europe, pp. 25, 27.

4 P. 32; C.U., p. 122.
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intelligible to the Continent, and all the world away from the

boisterous and communicative American. "One can become

everything except an Englishman if one has not been born

one." 1

But the result is also a strangely unintellectual species.

The British "gentleman is bred, like some noble animal ; his in-

stincts are trained." 2 His strength is in the unconscious part

of him, in unscrutinized impulse and intuition; even his lust

for power is unconscious, and "the complaints of the Hindus

against the unparalleled depredations of the East India Com-
pany fell upon ears quite honestly deaf." "As for the ideals"

of the English, "no practice whatsoever has ever been found

by any Englishman to be in contradiction to these." 3

In short the Englishman is a perfect animal, well fed on

beef and beer. At his highest he is a hero, with a singular

capacity to rise to emergencies and see things through ; picture

him singing "Nearer My God to Thee" as the Titanic sinks.

At the middle point he is a sportsman, taking defeat grace-

fully, and loving fair play to all armed peoples. At nadir

"he is the horse-man, with corresponding equine features." 4

At all levels he is innocent of intellect. "The whole nation

has an unconquerable prejudice against thinking." "The
average Britisher never reflects"

;

5 he sees "more sense in pant-

ing after a ball than in the perusal of good books" ;
6 he "pro-

nounces platitudes with the same power of conviction as Galileo

once pronounced his eppur si muove"; 7 his type and model is

Dr. Johnson, "the man who, of all those whose memory has

been preserved by mankind, has pronounced the largest number

of commonplaces with the greatest and profoundest convic-

tion." 8 "English intellectuals seldom bear comparison with

i T.D., ii, 62.

2 Europe, p. 30.

3 Pp. 16, 21-22, 18.

4 Pp. 84, 30, 17.

s P. 15.

6 P. 17.

7 W.M., p. 62.

s T.D., ii, 120.
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the intellectuals produced by other peoples" J—a judgment

not entirely appreciative of Buckle and Huxley, Shaw and

Wells, Moore and Chesterton. "In the modern world it is

altogether impossible, as a philosopher, not to be wholly un-

English and essentially German" 2—which is Keyseiiing's way
of saying that he has not recovered from epistemology, does

not recall that this disease was communicated from Locke and

Hume to Leibniz and Kant, and has no taste for the virile

earthliness of Bacon and Hobbes. And then the most un-

kindest cut of all: "Man lost his innocence, and with it Para-

dise, when he ate of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. Thus
the Englishman is by nature more wholesomely adjusted, and

more harmoniously trained, than any other European." 3

There is in this one sentence sufficient revenge for the whole

Treaty of Versailles.

S. France

France fares better. Through all her civilization runs a

certain grace and courtesy the like of which is not to be found

elsewhere on the planet. 4 This refinement of body and soul is

the result of a long tradition, a leadership unchallenged for

two centuries in the field of mind and manners. (Even Eng-
land, once an isolated castle in the sea, is slowly succumbing

to Continental influences. 5
) Secure on its throne as arbiter of

elegance, Paris accepts all innovations, from nude actresses to

Marcel Proust, with a smile of equanimity; it has seen too

many novelties to become their slave; and all around it is a

France which is the most conservative nation in Europe. 6

People remember her revolutions, and forget her bureaucratic

stability and changelessness ; essentially, "France has not lived

i Europe, pp. 279, 33.

2 P. 16.

3 P. 31.

* P. 61.

s P. 369.

6 Pp. 60, 45.
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through a single period of instability ever since the early

Roman days" *—though this would be news to Robespierre.

But France has been so praised that "very few people like"

her

;

2 she has the noblest cathedrals and the worst hotel-

keepers on the Continent. "The French peasant with his

close-fistedness is as hard as an old tree-root. . . . The most

light-hearted Frenchman is at the same time a much more

parsimonious money-saver than the most careful German." 3

Is this psychology, or patriotism, or truth?

Nevertheless the Count knows his France, from anatomy to

esthetics. The Frenchwoman, he tells us, dresses more taste-

fully than other women because she is less well-built. 4 Despite

this shortcoming he likes French women better than French

writers ; and suspects that these latter pay so much attention

to style because they have so little to say.

Balzac, to whom all French writers since the eight-

eenth century stand in much the same relation as a

water-beetle to a continent, is hardly honored at all

in his own country. It seems that he lacks style. . . .

As though any giant, be he a Cervantes, a Dostoievski,

or a Goethe, ever did have form in the same sense as a

Theophile Gautier. Gods and cameo-workers are not

subject to the same laws. 5

The great weakness of the French is their rationalism, their

exceeding trust in intellect and reason. "While the rest of

the world increasingly stresses the irrational powers of the

unconscious, France lays the stress, more than ever before, on

intelligibility." 6 This has its value in a world wedded to

irrationality in literature, psychology, philosophy and poli-

i P. 54.

2 P. 41.

3 p. 51.

4 P. 254.

5 P. 64.

6 P. 61.
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tics; but it renders a people peculiarly incapable of under-

standing others. "For Frenchmen it seems almost impossible

to understand what spiritual, as opposed to intellectual, truth,

means." 1 Since the heyday of intellectualism is over, France

is losing her old hegemony ; "the blazing of new paths is not

for her" ;
2 Voltaire was her apex, the Goddess of Reason was

her fall. "Frenchmen have declined since the eighteenth cen-

tury, although there cannot be any question of degeneration

even today; . . . the superiority of character which they

again showed during the World War" puts this beyond all

doubt. 3 But nations cannot remain supreme long. France

dominated the eighteenth, England the nineteenth, century;

some other people, probably the Germans, will dominate the

twentieth. Today French "culture is without new creative

force," and France "has ceased to bring forth great personali-

ties." 4 (Let the shades of Clemenceau, Anatole France and

Marshal Foch answer.) "Great personalities in the Russian

and German sense are only brought forth by young peo-

ple. . . . Marcel Proust unquestionably indicates an absolute

close." 5 What generation since Burke has not announced

the end of France ?

b. Italy

There is more future in Italy, old as she is, than in France.

For without doubt (Keyserling thinks), Fascism represents

a new beginning, a new heroic age, as against that sickly

palaverous parliamentarism which was amongst the happy
casualties of the War. Keyserling quotes and certifies a

Fascist pronouncement: "So-called freedom of the spirit has

been a most pitiful failure, for it gave us no certainty in the

lA.S.F., p. 577.

2 Europe, p. 62.

3 T.D., ii, 223; C.U., p. 121.

4 Europe, p. 57.

5 P. 61.
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place of the truths of antiquity, and knew only how to create

principles." 1 (Here is light on Mussolini's trial marriage

with the Pope ; autocratic rule must have, as its ally, a system

of dogma to allay thought.) In that periodic alternation of

freedom with order which constitutes the rhythm of history,

the age of reason and liberty ends, and a new age of authority

begins. Fascism "provides the best symbol of what all the

masses of the Western world need" 2—a curb on the unleashed

mob that has been wrecking our cities with machine politics

and gang rule, and wrecking art and morals with the tastes

and impulses of savages.

Fascism came to Italy first because she needed most urgently

"this Prussian discipline." 3 "The basic character of Italy

is unequivocally primitive. More than one Italian of the best

classes would at once be written down by a foreigner as a bar-

barian, were not his nature essentially humane." 4 Keyserling

illustrates by telling a story of d'Annunzio, who (we are told

on "unimpeachable authority") lured Tchicherin into a room

at Gardone, locked the door, drew his sword, and then informed

the unarmed Talleyrand of the Soviets that he was about to

butcher him. "A people anarchic by instinct, lacking for

centuries a strong national statehood, demoralized politically

by an era of liberalism uncongenial to its nature—such a peo-

ple needed and was benefited by the very thing which Germany
forfeited when her strength gave out: Prussian statism. . . .

For Germany, too, this statism was at one time a pure advan-

tage ; except for it, Germany would still be what it was before

the time of Napoleon." 5

Democracy is dying, and deserves its death, for it made the

mistake of supposing that a crowd could understand and

choose. A stronger rule, in which crowds are subordinated to

iron wills as Nietzsche prescribed, must come to all Europe,

i P. 174-5.

2 P. 179.

s P. 167.

4 P. 153.

5 Pp. 163, 167.
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as already it has come to Russia and Italy. Since Lenin's

death Mussolini, though not quite so great a man as he rates

himself, is nevertheless the one statesmanlike personality of

large mould in Europe. 1 Not because he is, as he thinks,

a Machiavelli on the throne, but because he is completely

representative of his people ; all Italians are Mussolinis in their

dreams. That is why they needed him.

5. Aristocratic Europe

Now that democracy is passe, Keyserling looks for a resur-

rection of those countries in which the disease is not endemic,

and has not yet destroyed character and discipline: Italy,

Spain, Hungary, Turkey and Russia. Perhaps India and

China will require another century to recover from their infec-

tion with the parliamentary germ ; but in Spain and Hungary
innate and unbroken aristocracy will show its superiority, and

in Russia and Italy dictatorship will provide some substitute

for that natural and spontaneous order, in society and in the

soul, which comes from hereditary rule.

"Ethically, Spain stands at the apex of European man-
kind today." For in Spain every man is an aristocrat, and

stands erect in the face of God, the Devil, and England ; there

is not a plebeian from the Pyrenees to the Mediterranean.

They have lost every war since the Armada, but not an inch of

their pride. Something of the stern, fatalistic composure of

the Arab and the Bedouin remains in them ; Spain, with its

nobility and its desert, belongs rather to Africa than to Eu-
rope. It has had no Renaissance and no Reformation; noth-

ing separates it from the Middle Ages, from Cervantes and the

Cid; its roots are whole. If its dynasty can survive the last

throes of democracy, "the vault of the Escorial, wherein are

ranged, one above the other, the sarcophagi of kings still un-

born," will not be cheated of future monarchs.2

i P. 173.

2 Pp. 89, 76, 64, 75, 80, 79.
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In most European stocks there has been considerable de-

terioration during the last century, through the dysgenic

effects of war and birth-control, which have prevented the

finer elements of the population from continuing their lines.

The Austrian aristocracy, e. g., cracked during the War, as a

result of a hundred years of disintegration; nothing remains

of it now but good manners—"in the sons of many living Aus-

trian aristocrats we can in all probability salute the founders

of dynasties of faultless head-waiters." x But in Eastern Eu-
rope aristocratic strains and noble breeds still exist. The
Magyars are "the most aristocratic race that lives in Europe
today" ;

2 indeed, "the Hungarian grand seigneur is the only

aristocrat left" on the Continent. 3

Still farther east are the Turks, a superior race almost un-

spoiled by modern inventions. "For a long time they have

been not only one of the most distinguished, but one of the

handsomest peoples. . . . Throughout all history, the Tura-

nians have shown themselves the race which brings forth the

greatest ruler types. The A^ans . . . have never produced

anything like the tremendous types of Attila, Genghis Khan
or Tamburlaine. And wherever Turanian blood has mingled

with the blood of any other high-bred race, there have emerged

individual personalities of unique superiority. The West has

never brought forth a man to compare with Akbar, that cross

between the blood of the Timurs and the Rajputs." (Dis-

tance lends enchantment to the view.) Lenin is an example

of such a mixture in our own day ; perhaps even in Clemenceau

ran some Turanian blood. 4

6. Bourgeois Europe

The Count loves these aristocratic nations with something

more than reason, and in their name sings a charming "song

i P. 148.

2 P. 184.

3 P. 190.

4 P. 215.
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of the Grand Seigneur" an eloquent and moving chant of the

virtues of aristocracy (pp. 183-220). He turns away in

corresponding scorn from countries ruled by business ; they

are factories and hotels, in which money-making is the only

life, and book-keeping the only art. He remarks that the

Swiss "exist only as a host people," as inn-keepers for the

tourists of Europe; their endemic cretinism and their "ex-

traordinary absence of good looks" indicate some profound

physiological defect; amid their perfect scenery their stock

decays. 1 He is even less pleased with Holland. "The ugli-

ness of the Dutch is something basic, for which God alone is

responsible. And what shall we say about their language?

Dutch harbor-mobs are among the ugliest in the world. Satan

himself would think twice before approaching a Dutch street-

walker." 2

He hates the Jews like a good Slav. He accepts the Judaic

Jew, the man faithful to his traditions and his people ; there is

a simple nobility in these bearded patriarchs, who are nearer

to Hillel than to our time. He dislikes above all other modern

types the denationalized Jew, who has cut the roots that bind

him to his people and his history, and merges himself with the

majority in protective mimicry; nothing decays so conspicu-

ously as such a Jew. 3 He admits that "Jewish blood flowed

in the veins of an extraordinary number of the representative

spirits of the last half-century" ;
4 and believes that the Jews

today are "as necessary a part of us as certain specific para-

sites are to the intestinal tract"

;

5 remove them, and the world's

structure of credit would collapse. (It is a comparison hardly

just to the strongest and most generous people in history.)

"Today again, as during the decline of Antiquity, the Jews,

in spite of their small number, are gaining an indisputable

position of pre-eminence." 6 Their habits and modes of

i Pp. 224, 227.

2 Pp. 256-7.

3 P. 226; A.S.F., p. 27.

* Europe, p. 276.

5 P. 379.

6C.E7., p. 275.
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thought are setting the cultural tone of the age; their intel-

lectualism, scepticism, shrewdness, unsentimentality, and eco-

nomic point of view are becoming the specific qualities of nearly

all Europe, and of America and Asia too. 1 The commercial

spirit is the Zeitgeist of the current world.

Because this spirit has conquered Germany, Keyserling

criticizes as severely as any other land the country which is

now his home. He calls the Germans "the middle-class people

par excellence," and sees in them a soulless mechanization

worse than America's. He looks "with real terror" upon "the

increasing idealization of the conditions obtaining in the

United States on the part of Germany's 'spiritual leaders.' " 2

Consequently "German-Americans are of all Americans the

most materialistic." 3 He smiles at the Prussian's swagger,

and the Teutonic emphasis on masculinity; this betrays, he

thinks, a really feminine character. 4 The Germans are not

warriors, they are professors ; if, as an Englishman said, they

were given a choice between Heaven and Lectures on Heaven,

they would choose the Lectures. 5 Nor are these professors

and lecturers any too good, despite their high repute in Amer-

ica : in the writings of seventy per cent of them "there is barely

one original thought for every thousand pages." 6

Since the fall of Bismarck it is everywhere the

scholar who has dominated in Germany, even if the

absolutely ignorant scholar. Since the War, things

have become even worse. It is in the nature of the

scholar that he should be devoid of any understanding

for psychological reality. It is the will of God that

he should be tactless. He can grasp only that which

has become, not the thing in process of becoming.

He lacks every organ for a living life. This, then, is

i Europe, p. 336.

2 P. 119.

3 Pp. 118, 115.

4 Pp. 120-1.

s P. 101.

6 P. 107.
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the ultimate reason why the greatly gifted German
people, having achieved greatness under the guidance

of great men, has never enjoyed that greatness long. 1

Nevertheless, this addiction to learning and thinking has

deepened the German. He has looked into himself more pro-

foundly that other men, and has plumbed depths to which they

have seldom reached. He has paid the price of introversion,

even amidst his apparent absorption in things and trade; but

he has also lifted himself, now and then, head and shoulders

above the rest of Europe: think of Goethe and Schopenhauer,

of Bismarck and Nietzsche. The great figures in medieval

and modern history are nearly all Teutons. "Even the finest

representatives of the French elite have never measured up to

the greatest German individualities. Voltaire was Frederick's

pensioner, and philosophy in the nineteenth century, outside

of Germany, has been merely a commentary on Immanuel

Kant." 2 There is, in the German stock, a brute virility which

cannot be entirely subdued by scholasticism; they are still the

healthiest people in Europe, and the strongest. France's vic-

tory nearly destroyed her ; today she has all she can do to keep

her head above water. But Germany's defeat chastened and

strengthened her; soon she will be stronger than ever before.

"Time is on the side of Germany." 3

7. Soviet Russia

It is a serious fault in Keyserling's book that he discusses at

length every European country except Russia. No other na-

tion on the globe, not even India, can rival Russia today in

interest and drama for the philosopher who likes to keep at

least one eye on life. A quarter of the earth transformed

into a laboratory for economic and political experiment; ideas

that have been merely ideas for millenia suddenly given a

i P. 109.

2 Pp. 122, 133, 139.

3 P. 53.
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chance to prove themselves in fact ; workingmen, peasants and
intellectuals trying their hands at statesmanship and military

strategy; the unconscious and immemorial dictatorship of

supply and demand suddenly replaced by conscious central

control of all commercial relations, of all financing, produc-

tion and distribution, among 150,000,000 people; the aboli-

tion of individualist agriculture, which is as old as history,

and the establishment of gigantic co-operative farms managed
by the State; the abandonment of aristocracy and democracy

for a party dictatorship monopolizing all power, and yet open

to every rank: how can any nation fail to learn something

from Russia?

But Keyserling speaks of that vast region and testing-

ground only as an incident to other topics ; and Russia remains

the one subject upon which he has not expressed himself dog-

matically and definitively. He recognizes the legitimacy of

occasional revolutions, as the only known corrective, in the

history of our bungling race, to that concentration of wealth

which flows so inevitably from the natural inequality of men;

and for a moment he writes in heroic forgetfulness of self.

Breaches of faith, ruthless attacks, violation, an-

nulment of vested rights, are normal proceedings

whenever a new foundation takes place ; nothing new
can be founded otherwise, save under exceptional

conditions. It is averred as a fact that property held

today can be traced back to rapine at the ratio of per-

haps seventy per cent. If it were not for the peri-

odic returns of a Bolshevism of some kind, the entire

earth would soon be owned by only a small number of

individuals. 1

"Every kind of progress," he adds, "invariably proceeds

from the Left" ;
2 and perhaps most of what Bolshevism de-

stroyed in Russia had become meaningless in any case. 3 He

i R.T., p. 133.

2 Ibid., p. 15.

3C.U., p. 172.
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can stomach even violence, killing, compulsion, though he

speaks with horror of the Tcheka. "Bolshevism asserts that

violence is necessary as a first step ; in the course of time what

was the result of compulsion automatically changes into in-

dividual volition." To which he adds a characteristically

startling comparison: "Christianity, too, acted according to

the same tactics for long centuries." *

But he distrusts Russia's haste to industrialize herself; he

speaks, in terms that recall O'Neill's profoundest play, of "the

Machine-God which Bolshevism is trying to substitute for the

Christian God." 2 "There are pictures created by Bolshevist

painters ... in which the machine is represented with all the

attributes of divinity." 3 In the end, perhaps, Russia will

merely succeed in duplicating America. 4

He accepts as authentic the idealism of the Russian leaders,

and predicts the dominance of Russian ideas in Asia. "Mos-
cow has definitely become the symbol of the imminent rebirth

of the entire Orient into the modern world." 5 He believes

not only that Russia herself will remain Bolshevist, but that

Bolshevism will ultimately pervade all Europe, as democracy

did; even "the twentieth-century Briton is today more closely

related to the Bolshevik than to his Victorian grandfather." 6

The world has been fatally charmed with the idea of socialism,

and will not be satisfied until the idea is played out ; this aspira-

tion is a compensatory part of the bourgeois Spirit of the

Age, and "all abstract refutation is in fact impotent in the

face of a living type." 7

All in all, he regards the Slavs with a filial affection that

generously condones their faults. As Houston Stewart

Chamberlain thought that Christ must have been a German,

i Ibid., p. 98.

2 Europe, p. 67.

2A.S.F., p. 581.

4 Ibid., p. 312.

s Europe, pp. 386-7.

6 W.M., p. 134; Europe, p. 20.

7 W.M., p. 134; Europe, p. 171.
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he was so good, so Keyserling thinks that Socrates must have

been a Russian; those expansive features and that noble nose

betray his Thracian, i. e., Russian, origin ; certainly "he ar-

gued as unendurably as a Russian student." x Considering all

factors, "the general endowment of the Slav is by far the rich-

est of all the European races" ;
2 this is due to that admixture

of Mongolian blood which produces in the Russian soul a crea-

tive tension between the brute and the saint, between Tambur-
laine and Christ. 3 "The Russian is a man torn between two

poles ; at one end the animal, at the other, God. At this time

he has decided in favor of the animal." 4 And Keyserling con-

cludes :

I am certain of a great future for Russia ; nay one

of the very greatest in every respect. Within this

marvelously gifted people, rich in soul and vital

power, one of the most important cultures of mankind
will yet blossom forth. But that great, radiant fu-

ture which I foresee can dawn only after centuries.

Until that time chaos is inevitable. 5

To which a Bolshevik would doubtless reply : "An order that

we do not like is chaos."

8. All Europe

What Keyserling sees when he surveys Europe as a whole

is a charming variety and a perilous flux. He defends the

Balkan character of Europe, its fragmentation into many lan-

guages, peoples and states; this wealth of difference in a lit-

tle space keeps the premium on uniqueness and individuality,

and provides the tensions necessary to mental and spiritual

growth. It is good that Europe should be the interference-

i Europe, p. 331.

2C.U., p. 119.

3 Europe, p. 216.

4 P. 178.

5 P. 389.
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field of Roman and Teuton, Western and Slavic, lines of

force; splendid that all attempts to unify it, from Caesar to

Napoleon, have failed. "Europe is Balkan in essence. Im-

agine a Europe as unified, as leveled down, as America or Rus-

sia ; its sense would evaporate." x "It is for Europe's sake

that the internationalist idea must not conquer Europe." 2

The European of today "is more than any previous inhabitant

of Europe because he is of wider scope. All superiority de-

pends on the integration of those values which on their own

plane are exclusive, into a higher unity." 3

Nevertheless the nations of Europe, while maintaining, and

even accentuating, their individual differences of cultural,

economic and political life, must build among themselves a

supernational order of economic and political agreement, if

they are to preserve themselves from America and Asia. 4 The
prestige of the white man has been destro}red by the War

;

5

Asia, no longer afraid of the West, took advantage of the

War to inaugurate that industrialization of the Orient which

will eventually destroy European markets and power in the

East. 6 The age of the white man's domination of the globe

is coming to an end.

Europe is harassed today because it is faced by a re-

awakened Asia and a militant America. It is being defeated

in the Orient by the political and technical ideas it gave to

Japan, China, Russia and India; all the East talks of ma-
chines, democracy, and liberty. Across the Atlantic the very

colonies of Europe have grown large enough to overawe the

little continent that once populated them ; even spiritually Eu-
rope is in danger of conquest by America. 7 Surrounded with

this double peril, the task of Europe is to preserve individual-

ism against Russian socialism and American regimentation of

i Pp. 322, 353.

2 P. 364.

s P. 370.

* P. 367.

s P. 37.
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body and mind. No matter if socialism and regimentation

bring wealth; "that sort of thing can be done by chimpan-

zees." * Europe must take its stand for mind against mat-

ter, for freedom against serfdom, for Goethe against the drill-

sergeant. In the fluid turmoil of our time the preservation

of our cultural heritage, even the existence of culture itself,

is endangered as never since the fall of Rome.

Never since the Wandering of the Nations has

Europe been in such a state of flux as it is today.

Tradition has lost all historic meaning, precedents no
longer apply, the old established harmony is no more,

all equilibrium has been upset. . . . The real result

of the World War was not by any means the triumph
of the ideas of the Allies, but the liquidation of the

old order. It is not in Russia alone that a new type

dominates : the same is true of Germany, of England

;

it is more true of the United States than of any other

country. This new type, whose highest symbol and
exponent is the chauffeur, is not cultural. It is

primitive, violent, full of the vitalit}^ and arrogance

of youth. 2

At times he despairs of the issue, and resigns himself to a

long Dark Age; after him will come the deluge. And then

again the optimism of Keyserling's resilient nature breaks

forth, and he makes a pious act of faith in Europe. "Not

only the European elite, but the European masses too, are

fundamentally immune to both Americanism and Bolshevism.

In Europe no movement of consequence can ever again re-

pudiate spirit for the sake of matter." 3

Let us hope so. Perhaps the good Count does his fellow-

men too much honor; Frederick would have said to him as he

said to Zollner: "You don't know the damned race as I do."

Probably all the world will go American; and the hope of

i P. 392.

2 Europe, p. 47; A.S.F., p. 149.

3 Europe, p. 391.
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heaven having failed, the desire for material comforts will

dominate every people on the globe. The wise man will not

bemoan this, any more than any other fatality; he will seek

to find in it some hidden handle for the spirit, some secret nour-

ishment for philosophy and art. The culture of the future,

instead of being an echo of a past jealously preserved by a

dying aristocracy, will have to rise up afresh, with all the

faults of youth on its head, out of the unprecedented world

that our inventions and our disillusionment have made. His-

tory will not rest until in every field of life and thought the

Industrial Revolution is complete.

V. KEYSERLING ON LIFE AND DEATH

Having achieved philosophy through travel, by viewing the

world as a whole in space, Keyserling, in the interludes of his

further wandering, attempts a profounder philosophy through

thought, by viewing the world as a whole in time. He does

not quite succeed, for the spiritual fragmentation that comes

of persistent traveling leaves him too little patience and sta-

bility to string upon one thread life's meanings from the first

cradle to the last grave. But it is possible to gather, from

his countless pages, the loose ends of a philosophy of man: a

logic and a metaphysic, an ethic and a religion, a theory of

history and the state.

1. The Logical Basis

He begins with the usual flourish, and announces that the

hobby he is riding is the prettiest animal in the world. "The
most important task today is not assigned to religion, but to

philosophy." 1 Not to science, for "science is only the gram-

mar of the world," and "though one must master it to be able

to speak," 2 what one shall say with it will depend upon wis-

iC.U., p. 125.

2 W.M., p. 45.
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dom. Nor to philosophy as epistemology, for that is the sport

of scholastic minds, 1 from whom the world may expect noth-

ing but cobwebs forever. The philosophy that builds men
and states is not the disputations of the schools, but the living

wisdom of the sage. How sadly the West needs a class like

the Mandarins, standing serene above the roar of industry

and the fever of wealth, and infusing the chaos and folly of

our lives with order and dignity, with depth and significance

!

The sage as distinct from the scholar is a phenomenon

strange to the West ; "the idea of the perfect sage as one who
knows, not as one who seeks knowledge, has never been con-

ceived in our hemisphere." 2 Our philosophers are for the

most part ineffectual academic souls, who confuse intellect with

intelligence, logic with experience, reasoning with the life of

reason ; they find their meat and drink in books, and are scan-

dalized at the thought of taking sides and blows in the con-

flicts of their time; the concrete is as missing in their lives

as in their style. Worse even than these philosophasters are

the literary men, who pour their profuse songs of unpremedi-

tated thought into every cranny of the social and moral order

;

the canaille ecrivante, the writing mob, as Voltaire called them,

who reduce vast forests to pulp to make columns and pages

forever; who reject everything that they cannot understand,

and destroy with an epigram institutions reared by the in-

articulate wisdom of centuries.3

For wisdom is unconscious: it does not pass to conclusions

from formulated premises, it feels a conclusion from expe-

rienced life; the argument runs not through the brain but

through the blood. The intellect is an organ of analysis, but

never really of synthesis or com-prehension ; like the mob, it

can destroy but it cannot build; it can bring down Valhalla

but it cannot heal one broken life. It turned Athens into a

debating society fated for division, chaos and defeat ; it trans-

1C.U., pp. 125, 140.

2 Ibid., pp. 131, 139.

3 T.D., i, pp. 198, 242; Europe, p. 194.
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formed the France of Louis XIV into the shambles of Robes-

pierre. 1 Not logic nor wit makes a nation great, but only

character and innate nobility. 2 Perhaps when we stop debat-

ing we shall begin again to live. We shall not be able to de-

throne the intellect, for its dynasty, being in the mood of the

age, must now endure through many generations ; but we may
enrich and strengthen it by planting its roots once more in

the unconscious depths of the soul. 3

2. The Metaphysical Matrix

Therefore we need not disturb ourselves because the intellect

describes us as queer little prongs of mud dancing helplessly

to the tune of heredity, environment and circumstance. We
think we are machines, but we know that we are not ; and such

forms of immediate knowledge pay no attention to the artifi-

cial constructions of "science." Intelligence may be an opera-

tion of "matter," 4 but "life is never a mechanical process" ;
5

"we belong essentially to a world of spirit, whose laws are quite

different from those of the earth." 6

Here our philosopher abandons unity (which is to betray

philosophy), and acknowledges a gap between man and the

world. He proceeds to defend the metaphysical freedom of

man with an impressive obscurity. "What do we call a free

act? A spontaneous event taking place according to strictly

predetermined laws. ... I know nothing less mechanical than

the springing up of a shoot in the tropics. . . . Still the laws

of nature are never more directly in evidence than here; its

nature can be understood, mathematically and physically, and

a technician might possibly have designed it. Are we, in prac-

iC.U., pp. 129-31.
z Ibid., p. 116.

3 Pp. 121, 125, 119.

* T.D., i, 323.

SA.S.F., p. 153.

6 T.D., i, 332.
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tice, freer in any sense than the plant? Hardly." * Never-

theless, "the mystery of incarnation cannot be explained.

There is no doubting the fact that man is, on the one hand, a

spiritual being, and can never be complete or happy until he

is true to spirit; or that on the other he is as deeply inter-

woven with matter as a thought is with the words that express

it." 2 The fundamental concept in "the only correct meta-

physic" is life.
3 The flower of life is spirit, and the flower of

spirit is freedom. Our roots are earthly, but through those

very roots we grow away from the earth and its limitations.

Every increment of knowledge, every broadening of imagina-

tion, liberates us a little more from the fell clutch of environ-

ment and circumstance. If knowledge were complete we
should be wholly free.4

3. The Moral Development

Just as the plant has structure in its growth, so man must

have order in his freedom; and "morality as such is nothing

more than form or order" in the soul. 5 "Only the superficial

individual professes individualism; the profound one directly

feels his relationship with the whole"

;

G he knows that form is

the mould of growth, and chaos the mill-race of decay.

Precisely such chaos is upon us now, for urban industry, and

the individualism of the job, have destroyed for a time the in-

stitution upon which has rested all systems of morality and

order known to history—the family. 7 Parental discipline has

been undermined by the economic liberation of the individual

from the family, which has ceased to be what it was in agri-

cultural days—the unit of production, and therefore of so-

1T.D., ii, 18; R.T., pp. 184-5.

2A.S.F., p. 519.

3 T.DV i, 322.

*R.T., pp. 191, 234, 236.

&A.S.F., p. 497.

6 T.D., ii, 271.

7 11, 200; A.S.F., pp. 535-6.
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ciety and authority ; the continuity of the moral tradition has

been snapped.

Those love-marriages upon which all modern literature turns

have played a dramatic part in this disruption and decay, for

they have annulled parental authority at the very point where

it was of vital value to the race—the selection of mates. No
marriages are so disastrous as those which have been entered

upon for love ;
1 not merely because "love is essentially un-

just, prejudiced, exclusive, covetous, and lacking in char-

ity," 2 but fundamentally because "love is entirely a product

of art," 3 a creation of madrigal-mongers, all the world away

from a sound basis for the stability of society and the virility

of a race. "I can hardly say how shallow the typically West-

ern view of love seems against the background of the East.

The love for a particular sensuous being is to be the meaning

of life. . . . This is a terrible misconception, . . . and proves

superficiality." 4 To contract or to annul a marriage on

grounds of passion is to show one's self of inferior status and

mentality. 5 "Procreation is a matter of racial concern, and

should be regulated in such a way that individual preferences

play no decisive part in it. . . . The continuance of the spe-

cies must not be permanently exposed to the caprice of in-

clination." 6 Most of our proud increase in population in

the last century has been through the multiplication of inferior

stock; and nothing can stop this decay except a eugenic re-

sponsibility of the individual to the group. 7 Men should never

marry beneath their station, for though women can raise men
to higher levels, men cannot raise women ;

8 geniuses have medi-

ocrities for their children because they seldom marry a woman

i The Book of Marriage, p. 275.

2 T.D., i, 238.

3C.U., p. 455.

4T.D., ii, 100.

5 B. of M., p. 20.

6 T.D., ii, 98, 101.

7 B. of M., pp. 196-7.

&lbid., p. 288.
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of their own standing. 1 What more could Goethe beget from

Christiane than a besotted son?

This ruin of marriage, which threatens to be the ruin of all

Western civilization,2
is rooted in a ridiculous misconception of

its meaning. People enter into it as a means of securing a

legal outlet for their sexual energy; they think of it as a

honeymoon of happiness, and soon agree with Talleyrand's

description of it as deux mauvaises humeurs pendant le jour,

et deux mauvaises odeurs pendant la nuit. Marriage as hap-

piness, when "every one is by nature polygamous, and woman
more so than man?" 3—when "man and woman, both as in-

dividuals and as types, are fundamentally different, incom-

patible, and essentially solitary, forever incapable of mutual

understanding?" 4 And the more highly developed an in-

dividual is, the more differentiated and sensitive he is, the

harder it becomes for him to find happiness in marriage. 5

The mature mind, then, will reconcile itself to unhappiness

in marriage; not only because "any one who has children re-

nounces, by this, every claim to his own personal independ-

ence," but because it is precisely in this unhappiness, this bi-

polar tension and suffering, that the individual is raised to his

greatest heights; in this tragic conflict, for which there is no

solution, man finds his profoundest stimulus and his highest

development; by accepting his responsibility as parent he

places himself in the very current of creation, at the very

core of the meaning of life, where the highest tensions produce

the highest states.6

This being the nature of marriage, it is to be entered into

with thought and counsel, not with ecstasy and sentiment.

"Marriages arranged by experienced relatives are usually hap-

pier than love matches. Personal affection is more often sub-

i P. 294.

2 P. iv.

3 P. 6.

4 Pp. 17-18.

5 Pp. 6, 29.

6 Pp. 278, 47, 16.
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sequently awakened in the latter than it is enduring in the

former." "To marry the wrong man or woman should be

accounted immoral"; 1
it is a sin against the race Conse-

quently "the differentiated man should be warned against mar-

rying before thirty, and the modern girl before thought and

experience enable her to regain virginal simplicity" 2—though

the stage at which this second age of innocence begins is not

defined.

Once the thing is done, let it remain permanent; divorce is

more destructive to the soul than tension and struggle ; it may
be admitted in the case of hypersensitive persons, but for the

common man adultery is much better. 3 Adultery has been

practised for some time without destroying the institution of

marriage, whereas half a century of divorce has brought mar-

riage to the edge of ruin. 4 To guard against infidelity the

basic strategy is physical: the partners must learn to give to

each other the completest carnal satisfaction ; and if this wis-

dom is not provided by instinct it should be studied and

learned. 5 Just because of this corporeal intimacy, a spiritual

distance must be preserved. Each must allow the other a cer-

tain privacy of habit and soul, a wide scope for differences and

idiosyncrasies. The most social of us is at heart a solitary,

loving his secret peace; and "within the domain of marriage

the isolation of the ego must be fundamentally secured."

Half the art of marital unity lies in timely and friendly sep-

arations. 6

Towards life itself the wise man will take that same atti-

tude of stoic acceptance which he must offer to marriage. For
life, too, is essentially and inevitably tragical, an equation that

cannot be solved; how can the individual will ward off defeat

when its enemy is the world and death? 7 It would be well

i Pp. 14, 26.

2 P. 33.

3 P. 26.

4 P. 2T.

s Pp. 38-9.

e Pp. 6, 8, 36.

TR.T., pp. 134-6.
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if we could take death as men take it in the East, where it

does not seem so terrifying because defeat is taken for granted,

and death "comes as naturally and indiscriminately as among

the insects in the field." *

Life and death are corresponding co-ordinates, which to-

gether describe and define existence ;
2 neither can be without

the other. The mortality of the individual is, relatively, the

immortality of the race; the sum of our individual defeats

makes the progress of mankind. Like marriage, life is a

polar phenomenon ;
3 the alternation of birth and death is a

cosmic oscillation within whose scope many opposites find play,

from night and day, winter and summer, sowing and reaping,

to good and evil, success and failure, man and woman, parent

and child, individual and society, order and liberty, youth and

age. Evil is the necessary correlate of good, and wisdom ac-

cepts their polar tension as the very mechanism of the rhythm
and music of life.

4 A large perspective heals most evils,

though it accentuates the tragedy of our littleness. "In some

sense every tendency leads to good; the perception of this

significance is the fundamental problem of the art of life; to

perceive it in its general relationship is the ultimate aim of

human wisdom." 5

]+. The Religious Escape

The effort to overcome the sombre fact of death is the es-

sence of religion. The Buddhist overcomes it with transmi-

gration, the Christian and the Mohammedan with immortality.

So faith answers in a trice that problem which philosophy can-

not solve—how the part may have permanence in an ever-

changing whole. Therefore religion comforts many, and

philosophy upholds a few. Faith strengthens courage, and

i T.D., ii, 34.

2 Europe, p. 184.

3A.S.F., p. 140.

*lbid,, p. 458, R.T., p. 7.

6 T.D., i, 184.
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doubt disintegrates the soul. "Of all epochs the religious

show the most tremendous power of life and action." * "Man
is capable of bearing anything except the consciousness that

his existence has no meaning; for meaning and life are one

and the same." 2 "Hence the suicidal state of. mind of a

mechanized society" ;
3 a civilization that cannot believe in it-

self is lost.

Keyserling would like very much to recover his faith in the

dogmas of his youth; and at times, through startling presti-

digitations of logic, he almost persuades himself that he be-

lieves. He announces bravely his acceptance of re-incarna-

tion ;

4 and after arguing, Spinoza-like, that every soul is

immortal whose thoughts and purposes transcend mortality, he

concludes, as if whistling in the dark: "Immortality is thus

proved to exist." 5 "Only superficial beings," he writes, "are

capable of irreligion; as soon as the profundity of the soul

shines through the surface, consciousness of God is created." 6

Even God is real in so far as man conceives a benevolent

creator and is then moved and influenced by that conception ;
7

God may be (as Santayana said) only the highest ideal of our

souls, but our very belief in him creates a force that draws us

ever on. In bitterer moments, however, this Anselmian logic

does not persuade us; the ideal withers under the blows of

unreasonable suffering, and then the sense of evil almost con-

sumes the consciousness of God.

What folly to believe in a Providence which guides

life and earth from the outside ! . . . What happens
on earth seems a matter of complete indifference to

God. Spirit yesterday, none today, tomorrow, per-

haps, spirit again; sometimes garden, sometimes

iC.U., p. 174.

2 Ibid., p. 172.

s P. 173.

4 R.T., p. 177.

5 Ibid., pp. 171-3.

6 T.D., i, 273.

7 R.T., p. 587.
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desert, sometimes the primeval forest, sometimes the

sea ; I daresay He delights in aimless change, as the

tired Maharajah delights in the Nautch, so that eter-

nity should not become too tedious to Him. 1

This is the authentic Keyserling, the seer of the Travel

Diary, who loved India so much that he dreamed how pleasant

it would be to be a Buddhist monk. But back in Europe he

feels his roots again, and wishes to be a good Christian as of

old. "Christianity," he tells us, "stands above all other re-

ligions," 2 because "it embodies, as no other religion does, the

spirit of freedom" ;
3

it has exalted the individual above the

state, conscience above the law; and it has announced to the

disinherited the limitless value, in the sight of eternity,4 of

even the meanest soul. Through Catholicism it gave us art,

and through Protestantism it gave us science; despite the

fanatical Puritanism of Anglo-Saxon Christianity, "freedom

of science is the child of the Reformation." 5 At the same

time, Christianity "has given us, apart from treasures of good,

rich harvests of evil. It has lowered the mental level of the

Westerner. The disgusting materialism of our day is the

grandchild of the medieval struggle towards heaven ; the in-

creasing danger of a dictatorship of the vulgar plebs over

finer and mentally superior elements is the immediate con-

sequence of the fact that the poor in spirit have been pro-

claimed blessed for more than a thousand years." 6

In the end Keyserling concludes that Christianity is dying.

"The specifically Christian epoch of humanity is indubitably

a thing of the past; . . . the pre-war prestige of the Euro-

pean and the Christian is gone; . . . the post-Christian era

began with the World War." 7 "We are undoubtedly enter-

i T.D., i, 197.

2R.T., p. 594.

3 T.D., ii, 275.

4 II, 314.

el, 167; R.T., p. 78.

c T.D., i, 66; one of many echoes of Nietzsche.

iR.T., p. 599; Europe, pp. 344, 175.
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ing on a decidedly anti-religious period." * Christianity is

losing its hold because man has acquired mastery over nature,

and need not worship that which he can control. Catholicism

will take long to die, for it does not rest its case upon intellect

and evidence; Protestantism will disappear first, * partly be-

cause "it has been completely victorious as an idea," 2—i. e.,

as freedom of judgment and belief,—and partly because it

made the mistake of appealing to reason. "The age of a pro-

ductive Puritanism has everywhere passed away. No longer

is any one sustained by a great faith; he cannot be, for a

broadened and deepened insight into the correlation of things

has restored in principle that freedom of outlook which was

last possessed in the Western world by pagan antiquity." 3

After an effort of twenty centuries, he thinks, Christianity has

failed. It never really conquered Europe : in the south it has

yielded to paganism, in the north it has yielded to a Nordic

militaristic nationalism which is proto-Germanic rather than

Christian ;
4 the conversion of Europe has been annulled, and

Italy and German}7 are spiritually where they were before the

Papacy came. Our times are like the first Christian cen-

turies; the decay of the old religion leaves a psychic vacuum,

and a thousand new faiths appear, each more weird than the

rest. One of them will win and give its form to the ineradi-

cable hopefulness of men.

5. The Political Conflict

So, driven from heaven like another Lucifer, man discovers

himself bound to the earth, adscriptus glebce, and—hope

springing eternally in his breast—makes a high resolve that

this very earth shall become his heaven. Theology wanes,

democracy and socialism take its place; the unfortunate and

IA.S.F., p. 581.

2 R.T., p. 78.

3 Europe, p. 261.

4A.S.F., p. 465.
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the oppressed shall find even here their recompense and their

paradise.

Can it be? Keyserling expects a general spread of so-

cialism in Europe, 1 and acknowledges that state control of

industry might accomplish the unquestionable good of destroy-

ing poverty. 2 But he looks with horror upon the enthrone-

ment of the common man. Socialism is "one of the bitterest

enemies of culture that has ever appeared in history" ;
3

it

will establish the mechanical mind, the chauffeur type, over

the scientist, the thinker and the artist, and will inaugurate

another dark age of the spirit for perhaps a thousand years.

It will protect the weak and the stupid from natural selec-

tion, flood the race with morons, and lower the vitality and in-

itiative of the peoples of Europe to such a degree that defeat

will threaten them in the first inter-continental crisis that

comes. 4 It consoles Keyserling to think that human nature

will not long bear with socialism; that the incorrigible ac-

quisitiveness of men will disrupt all egalitarian experiments,

and liberate the exceptional person from bondage to the mob. 5

Inevitably, democracy displeases him; it is hard to be a

Count and love democracy. First, democracy is dishonest,

and must spend much time, through elections and other drama,

in deluding the people into the notion that they rule. Sec-

ond, it is demoralizing, for it is forever appealing to envy.6

Finally, it is destructive, for like the commercialism and in-

dustrialism which generated it, it rates quantity above qual-

ity, number above ability, and therefore results in a progres-

sive deterioration of public officials.
7 Its only virtues are its

exaltation and encouragement of the common man, its (theo-

retical) hostility to poverty and social or legal discrimination,

i Ibid., p. 442. .

2 Europe, p. 382.

3 Ibid., p. 125.

* Europe, p. 305.

eC.U., p. 170.

6 T.D., ii, 354, 357; Europe, p. 344.

7 T.D., ii, 79-81.
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and its slow lifting of mankind to a slightly higher mental

level from which the future may evolve a new and better aris-

tocracy. 1 Perhaps it is a necessary prelude and preparation

;

it can, in our century, be nothing more.

"From now on only the rule of quality can save Europe;

the idea of quantity has exhausted its role." 2 Aristocracy in

some form must be reborn. Not merely because it is demanded

by "the law of historic counterpoint"—that a form of govern-

ment or a style in art is followed by its opposite,3—nor merely

through the consequent re-appearance, in the midst of de-

mocracy, of the aristocratic ideal; but by the very necessity

of social order and security. Men will perceive, despite them-

selves, that leadership requires a continuity of direction, talent

and integrity ; that "at least three generations are required to

produce a gentleman" 4 or a statesman ; they will accept Ru-
dolph Ressner's definition of noble birth as an economy of ex-

perience, as the accumulation and transmission of ability

through the selection of parentage and the continuity of train-

ing; at last superiority will once more seem as natural as the

trees of the Mariposa grove (doubtless the surrounding brush-

wood at their feet complain of their proud height, and the

abundance of sunlight which they absorb 5
) ; and a privileged

exemption from coarsening and narrowing economic strife will

be counted a reasonable price to pay for the difference be-

tween "drift and mastery," government and gangs. "That
our forefathers were right in believing in the importance of

ancestral lineage and inborn qualities, as opposed to modern

conceptions, has been apodictically proved by the crucial ex-

periment of the last century." 6 Democracy is finished ; it was

poisoned at the Treaty of Versailles. 7

Therefore the basic problem of today is: Can a new aris-

i2VD v ii, 268, 286; Europe, pp. 210, 220.

2 Europe, p. 220.

3 C.U., p. 187; Europe, p. 220.

4 T.D., ii, 268.

5 Ibid., p. 289.

6 B. of M., p. 300.

7 Europe, p. 220.
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tocracy arise? "It is a question of nothing less than the de-

velopment of a new and profounder type of man." x We must

breed once again the species nobleman: the man who has talent

in his heritage, and generosity in his strength; who is sensi-

tive with all the tensions of a highly developed organism, and

yet stable and poised with "the gyroscope which is in the blood

of every real aristocrat" ;
2 who "is a specialist in no respect," 3

and by very nature sees the world with the breadth and depth

to which the sage rises only by struggle and slow growth out

of narrowness and ignorance ;
4 who seeks not security (like

the bourgeois) but responsibility and risks, not "rights" but

duties, not pleasure but hardship and peril

;

5 who is conserva-

tive, as every developed individual is who "possesses a feeling

for history, who knows that only organic growth leads up-

ward" ;
6 who creates no art, but is an artist in every aspect

of his life; who preserves, through courtesy, his distance and

his pride, but thereby lifts all men about him to his height ;
7

whose wealth, splendor and good fortune seem so natural and

fitting that they are a source of satisfaction and ennoblement

to all. 8

To this type of man, out of the bourgeois night that covers

us, Keyserling raises the tentacles of his hope; perhaps, far

from the markets and the parliaments of today, a new aris-

tocracy is being formed which, when the present disputants

have done their worst and reduced the world to chaos, will

take over the reins and give the nations order and health of

spirit again. 9 Only such men can organize that "ecumenic"

or supernational state which Western Europe must have if it

is to preserve itself against the merciless competition of the

iC.U., p. 189.

2 Europe, pp. 184, 194.

3 Ibid., p. 190.

* P. 198.

5 P. 190.

6 T.D., ii, 54.

7 Europe, pp. 19&-7.

8 Thirl r» lftQ^Ibid., p. 189.

C.U., p. 188.
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Soviet. The nationalist state is dying ; * it no longer corre-

sponds to the international character of industry and the in-

terdependence of finance and trade. 2 "The ecumenic state

already exists in fact" ;
3 not only in Russia's centralized eco-

nomic control of 150,000,000 lives, but in the growing eco-

nomic and emotional unity of the Islamic world, the Oriental

world, and the Anglo-Saxon world. 4 By the compulsion of

competition and circumstance "the rivalry of the nations" will

end "in a pan-European, if not a universal Western, solidar-

ity, the like of which has not existed since the Middle Ages." 5

An integrated world, bound together by communication, trans-

port, and international industries, must have vaster planning,

and profounder guidance, than tradesmen-statesmen can give

it. We can no longer afford to be ruled by our fourth-rate

men.

6. The Historical Tragedy

And yet—even the aristocrat sees it—the old aristocracy

and its culture are dead ; their age is ended, for the Soviet ham-

mer has finished them. Not only in Russia but in all Europe,

over all the planet, a new era begins—the age of the mechanic,

the technician, the chauffeur; the man who can build or re-

pair machines inherits the earth. 6

A mass age is emerging all over the globe. . . .

Today all the old culture on the face of the earth is

perishing because the new, determined type of man
disavows it. . . . The pre-technical condition is

everywhere doomed, and those who preach the doc-

trine of "back from the technical" are nothing else

i Europe, p. 299.

2A.S.F., p. 295.

3 W.M., p. 105.

±Ibid., p. 185.

5 C.U., p. 187. The contradiction between this and Keyserling's proclamation
that "the internationalist idea must not conquer Europe" (cf. supra, and
Europe, p. 364) is one instance of the incomplete integration of his thought.

e Europe, pp. 118, 389; A.S.F., p. 582; W.M., p. 132.
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than bad romanticists. . . . Life is utterly unsenti-

mental ; it cares not a snap of the fingers for the long-

ings of romantic souls. . . . How is it possible for

any man . . . who harks back enthusiastically to

classical times . . . honestly to believe that, in com-
parison with any Bolshevist leader of consequence, he
represents any force whatever? x

So the world presents today as always—and yet more

sharply than is its custom—a scene of mingled decay and

growth. Disintegration is widespread in the body politic and

in the soul; a new barbarism engulfs us as submerged classes

rise to power upon the ruins of old families and traditions;

perhaps "centuries must pass before there can again exist an

organic condition corresponding to that of the elite today,"

the aristocrat of yesterday. 2 Nor can the East save us; it

too is corroded with the touch of iron and gold, it too is eager

for industrialism and power, it too will soon forget the saint

and worship the chauffeur.

So history, like life, is a tragedy, an insoluble equation or

a surd; upon all things death lays its hand, and achievements

infinitely precious are destroyed by savage revolutions, or geo-

logical catastrophes, or some trivial astronomic change that

slowly brings a desiccation of the soil.
3 In the face of such

meaningless devastation our "progress" in tools and com-

forts seems a vain and little thing; the ruin of morals, man-

ners and values is not quite balanced "by the fact that nowa-

days every man Jack can use a telephone. 4 At times the

soul turns in upon itself, and finding itself empty of old faiths,

hopes and dreams, loses zest for life, and half thinks that death

would be a boon; whole nations or civilizations, having lost

their ideals and their gods, fall into a cynicism and despair

that devitalizes the race and portends decay. 5

1A.S.F., p. 511; W.M., pp. 135, 129, 235, 262.

2A.S.F., p. 579; Europe, p. 371; W.M., p. 236; C.U., p. 117.

3R.T., p. 137.

* Ibid., p. 124.

&A.S.F., p. 551.
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And yet—for how can we live without belief?—we console

ourselves with the thought that in history, as in ourselves, "the

death of the old is already the birth of the new" ;
1 that de-

struction is surgery, and saves what is sound by cutting off

that which is diseased. The old culture had become a frivo-

lous and functionless, an empty and dishonest thing, no longer

corresponding to the realities of life; it had to be guillotined

by rebellious slaves and impatient youth. And it is not all

lost ; "every civilization survives as a gene in the body of man-

kind." 2 After the chaos of revolution is over, the new bar-

barians will recapture hungrily the cultural heritage of the

past, as the Renaissance so gladly recovered Greece and Rome.

Men will not be content with bread and wages forever. "We
are entering upon a phase of darkness. . . . But the outcome

may be such an Age of Light as the world has never seen be-

fore." 3

VI. A COMMENT

Having expounded this philosophy so painstakingly, it is

hardly necessary to criticize it; analysis is the best critique.

If, now, certain conclusions and estimates remain to be sum-

marized, it is only as the expression of one partial judgment;

the reader must decide for himself, on the basis of the evi-

dence presented, how much Keyserling can mean to him.

There is no doubt that the man abounds in imperfections;

and as at the outset so now in restrospect we may face these

faults frankly and then, setting them aside, see all the more

clearly the achievement and its use. Perhaps his clarity and

humor have helped to damage his reputation: the populace

likes its philosophers to be unintelligible, and honors those

that make it weep far more than those that make it laugh.

Against this, Keyserling defends himself well: "Profundity,"

i W.M., p. 140.

2 Europe, p. 38.

*A.S.F., p. 584.
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he says, "is not profound unless it expresses itself in beauty

and grace ; . . . lightness of touch is the true symptom of the

final victory over clumsiness ; clumsiness always means that

matter has not been conquered by spirit." * And of humor
he writes, finely: "There are few profounder things. ... It

is possessed by him who knows how to give expression to a

profound opposition from the point of view of a beneficent

and serene mind." 2

In general we may admit a certain deterioration in Key-

serling since the Travel Diary. There he wrote like a student

modestly eager to learn; in every later book he has written

like a teacher resolved to instruct. Unhappy the man whose

first book is accounted his best; his every subsequent effort

will be measured against it and found wanting; through all

his life he is doomed to voluminous failure. Keyserling's early

masterpiece was carved out carefully in every sentence, with

aristocratic leisure, to clarity and beauty ; it contained pages

of poetic ecstasy 3 and splendid prose,4 devotedly translated

;

its successors have been increasingly careless and obscure, writ-

ten with democratic, almost commercial, haste. He began

with the sensitiveness of a Slav, and (moving from Esthonia

to Germany) ends with the ponderousness of a Teuton. The
vigor does not lessen, but the verbiage increases until, in Crea-

tive Understanding and The Recovery of Truth, the material

of a pamphlet is magnified into a thousand pages. Abstrac-

tions accumulate, 5 paragraphs lengthen until they become four

pages long, 6 and contradictions multiply with all the courage

of a Whitman. 7

At the bottom of this deterioration lies the mystical logic

of Keyserling. Any philosophy that stresses the unconscious

as against the conscious, the irrational as against the rational,

ilbid., p. 518.

2 T.D., ii, 33.

3 E. g., T.D., i, 315-16.

4 E. g., T.D., ii, pp. 32-3, 250-1, 365, and Chapter 21 of Part III.

s Of., e. g., W.M., pp. 226, 246.

« E. g., B. of M.
t pp. 37-41; though it is an instructive paragraph!

7 E. g., T.D., i, 304, 312; ii, 329, 351; Europe, pp. 77, 97.
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is fated to obscurity and vacillation; it may have its values

for religion and art, but as a philosophy it is suicide; after

all, philosophy is the life of reason, and reason is its life. It

is well that we should be put on our guard against intellectual-

ism—the replacement of life with books, of experience with

theory, of affection with calculation ; but to exalt instinct and

intuition (whatever these dubious things may be) above that

careful consideration of evidence, that impartial testing of

ideas with observation and trial, which are the meaning of in-

telligence, is to surrender philosophy to theology, and wisdom

to infancy. It is this impatience with slow reason that has

led Keyserling to accept astrology as "safely proved," 1 and

to destroy himself by the intensity and scope of his self-

appreciation. 2

It may be that this mystic exaltation of the "unconscious"

arose in part from the accident that Keyserling first found

himself when he was in the East. It has taken him a long

time to recover from his trial marriage to India. He went to

it at his most impressionable age, and was overwhelmed by it;

he mistook novelty for excellence, as the tourist mistakes nov-

elty for beauty; hence his positive sentences about Chinese

superiority, or "the absolute superiority of India over the

West." For a moment he realizes that he is intoxicated: "It

is difficult for me to judge without bias," he says, honorably,

"because I notice in Europeans mainly what they lack, and

in the Asiatics what speaks in their favor." 3 It is an error

which all students are tempted to make, for it exalts the im-

portance of their experiences and reports, and takes down
their unerudite neighbors at home; we would rather discover

an ocean than find a brook. So Keyserling plays Balboa to

Hindu philosophy, and writes so admiringly of China that

we long for a pig-tail; he does not suspect that India is in

the stage of Europe before the Renaissance, and China in the

iR.T., pp. 316, 352 n.

2 Cf. his instructions to Primo de Rivera on how he wishes to be received

:

Europe, p. 81.

3 T.D., ii, 149.
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stage of Europe before the Industrial Revolution; he is all

for imitating the East at the very time when the East is

smashing its hoariest traditions to emulate the West. Per-

haps both he and they are mistaken : we denounce too romanti-

cally our innocent machines, and the East abandons too quickly

the solid sense of Confucius, the gentleness of Buddha, and the

heroism of the Samurai.

Nevertheless with what fine sympathy he writes of the re-

ligions ! Here is no crude God-killer, but a mind sufficiently

emancipated to see, beneath the symbol and the ritual, the

eternal mystery of suffering and hope. Something of the old

faith remains with him as almost an element in his Slavic

blood; he is so susceptible to the lure of monastic peace and

contemplation that he longs to become a monk ; he likes to use

religious phraseology for secular and profane conceptions

;

1

and he struggles to retain in some form the belief in immor-

tality and deity. He sees with anxiety the greatest problem

of the future: not socialism and revolution, not war or peace,

but whether man can bear to live without a God.

We have been plunged, by a secularizing industrialism, into

experiments that have often proved fatal in history : the sep-

aration of morality from religion, and of government from

aristocracy. Philosophy has a habit of destroying theologies,

and then announcing that morality breaks down without super-

natural supports ; it has a habit of destroying aristocracies,

and then announcing that government breaks down without

superior men ; it questions God and yet distrusts men, it ques-

tions autocracy and distrusts the mob.

So Keyserling cannot quite make up his mind. He sees

the faults of Christianity, and nevertheless is hardly sure but

that a medieval Church, unifying and moralizing mankind with

a consoling myth, may be necessary to human order and good

cheer. He speaks of aristocracy with the natural fondness

of a Count who has been dispossessed, and scorns the barbar-

ity of our democratic age; but he admits that aristocracies

1A.S.F., p. 579.
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always abuse their power, and announces, with characteristic

bravado, that "the true history of mankind begins only now" *

—in our age of the mob and the chauffeur ! This, indeed, will

seem to the immature his greatest weakness—that he cannot

praise or condemn without nuance.

All in all he has been an activating agent in contemporary

thought; not as profound and disturbing, not as original and

powerful, as Spengler, not as clear and outright as Russell,

not as courageous and influential as Dewey ; but standing only

below these three, among philosophers today, in the value of

his work to his age.

We need not demand perfection of him ; he has been harassed

too much by an artistic temperament and an uncertain life.

Perchance, as the volcano in him subsides, and age cools his

fires, he will reconcile himself for a time to obscurity and peace,

and write again with the unhurried care, the slow depth and

the revealing sympathy, of his chef-d'oeuvre. What does it

matter that he is fifty years old today ?
2 At fifty a philos-

opher has just begun. Perhaps now, at the turn of his cen-

tury, Keyserling will cease for a while to teach, and begin

again to learn.

i Europe, p. 301; C.U., p. 324.

2 Written in 1930.



CHAPTER III

BERTRAND RUSSELL ON MARRIAGE AND
MORALS

I. THE PROBLEM

THE philosophers have said little about marriage.

Some of them recognized the problem as tougher and

more slippery than metaphysics; others were not yet

widowers ; and a goodly number of them had the sense to lack

all personal experience in the matter. But from the days of

Solomon (who solved the problem by multiplication) marriage

has always made heavy drafts on wisdom, and formed one of

the penalties of human existence. A century ago Percy Shel-

ley wrote, in the notes to Queen Mab: "A system of associa-

tion could not well have been devised more studiously hostile

to human happiness than marriage." It was the one point

on which he agreed with his first wife, who drowned herself in

the Thames.

Our forefathers were not much happier in marriage than

ourselves ; but they took their connubial misery as natural,

or (as they poetically phrased it) as willed by God. They
found consolation in the hope that the same God who had in-

vented the institution would atone for it by showering happi-

ness upon them in Paradise ; if they could bear with their mates

for three score years they would be allowed eternal liberties

in heaven. We have lost this consolatory hope, and with it

our pious resignation; we demand happiness in cash, and not

in credit on a bank that has closed its doors. So the slings

and arrows of outrageous monogamy reach to the quick in

our high-strung and over-stimulated nerves, and leave every
212
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home a battlefield on which the night's embrace is but a pass-

ing armistice, a resting Truce of God. Our unhappiness has

lost its patience, and found its voice.

But though the problem is old, its form is new, and no mod-

ern nation has found a solution. In the good old v i- e., for-

gotten) days marriage was popular because wives were cheaper

than other slaves ; motherhood was sacred because children

were economic assets on the farm; birth-control was extrava-

gant, and divorce was rare; the size of the family demanded

that the parents should remain together till the last child was

reared—and by that time they were tired enough to be faith-

ful. The man retained the right of adultery, but tempered

it with hypocrisy ; rural isolation limited his opportunities,

and brought fidelity within the bounds of possibility. The
woman accepted her subordinate status with a patience sancti-

fied by every creed, and resting on the willingness of the male

to knock her down when circumstances required it. The fam-

ily was a sound and powerful institution—and the authority

of the father was the firm basis of social order—because the

family was the productive unit of economic society, tilling

the soil and reaping the harvests under the leadership and

ownership of the omnipotent male. In a hundred ways

monogamy was bound up with the agricultural life.

Now the Industrial Revolution threatens to sweep our matri-

monial morals aside, along with the monarchies and theologies

of the sacred past. For industry brings cities, factories,

crowds, variety, luxury, complexity, individualism, and con-

traceptives. In the cities adolescence lengthens, education is

prolonged, economic maturity is delayed, marriage is deferred,

bachelors increase but do not multiply, single felicity looks

with lessened envy upon the marital fever of keeping up with

the Joneses, and the old business of reproducing the race slack-

ens appreciably. Woman is emancipated, but as long as no

one will offer marriage to her she is as subject as before. Ex-

citable at sixteen, unwed at twenty-five, she faces the hard al-

ternative of promiscuity or desiccation; and when she chooses
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broad-mindedness she destroys one of the reasons for mar-
riage.

If she marries it is, as likely as not, with a widely-experienced

gentleman who is tired of hunting, and looks upon marriage

as a physical convenience slightly superior to prostitution.

They are united without ceremony by some spacious alderman

or some needy magistrate, and retire to a dormitory on Park
Avenue or Hester Street. They have no children, for these

would be a pure loss in a city that prohibits the enslavement

of minors and compels their education until the age of rebel-

lion. They move every year, and never transform their house

into a home. All the work of the ancient domicile is done

in the factories; the man toils to pay for it, while the woman
wonders what function and significance she can have in a child-

less apartment-cell. They are equal, and therefore engage in

a perpetual tug of war. They have all things in common, and

quarrels about money begin as soon as the honeymoon ends.

They wear out patience and curiosity, and outlive desire and

love; they long for new romances in which the ridiculous con-

summation may be adorned with the poetry of persuasion and

delay. They dwell in cities, which provide a maze of contacts

and a maximum of stimulation. The lady expresses her re-

gret that she ever met the gentleman, and he agrees with her

that it was a great misfortune.

Is monogamy impossible?

II. THE PROPOSAL

This is the question that Bertrand Russell proposes to an-

swer, and the situation that he undertakes to face, in his reck-

less volume on Marriage and Morals. Reckless, for here an

Englishman speaks out (which is rare in any case) on the most

delicate aspects of love and matrimony while at least one of his

wives is alive, and makes suggestions which would prohibit his

re-entry into America if the authorities could understand him.

Though he writes clearly for all educated readers, Mr. Rus-
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sell writes with a deceiving courtesy; he explodes his bombs

with the most perfect grace; and as one reads one never sus-

pects that the ideas which here are so gently and suavely

phrased are such as one could have found, but a few years

back, only on the lips of Emma Goldman. It should bring

some consolation in her exile to this hardy dreamer (whose

theories did too much justice to our villainous and murderous

race) that twenty years after her lonely heresies a philosopher

of high repute should honor with his advocacy her once dis-

reputable innovations.

For Bertrand Russell remains a philosopher even when he

seems to be an anarchist. He never rants, and has that ami-

able tolerance which one would imagine to be the proper axiom

of all philosophies. He recognizes the possibility that he may
be wrong, and despite his white hairs he modestly remarks:

"I am afraid that no reform can be hoped for till those who

are now old or middle-aged have died." x Sometimes he writes

carelessly, as one must who has refused an inheritance to earn

his bread and support a school by the sweat of his pen; but

even in this styleless book he is often brilliant, and seldom at

the expense of truth. Above all, he is a gentleman ; his cour-

tesy never fails even in the severest test; he makes sure that

there is a button on his foil before he advances his thrust. All

the world could accept his theories if all the world had his

intelligence.

He is a little prejudiced against religion, which he defines,

"in most of its forms, as the belief that the gods are on the

side of the Government." 2 He shows none of that tenderness

for the consolatory illusions of the race which marked Renan
and Anatole France; he was brought up by a free-thinking

father, and has no romantic memories of a pious youth. He
believes that most moral condemnation is jealousy, that our

conscience pricks us chiefly for the transgressions of others,

and that for the most part we denounce only those sins for

i Marriage and Morals, New York, 1929, p. 104.

2 P. 30.
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which nature has not offered us the equipment, or circum-

stances the opportunity. Consequently, in his judgment, our

sexual ethics are corrupt with dishonesty, neurotic with facts

unfaced and tabooed. "The view that all sexual intercourse,

even within marriage, is regrettable, . . . has made Chris-

tianity throughout its whole history a force tending towards

mental disorders and unwholesome views of life." 1 There is

no doubt that a reform of the world by Bertrand Russell would

begin with the gentle and courteous chloroforming of reli-

gion.

The consequences of the taboo on sex knowledge have fallen

most destructively upon women. He thinks the superior stu-

pidity of women to be due to their lesser access to sex knowl-

edge ;

2 he believes that many an unhappy marriage is due to

the inability of a maturing girl to distinguish between appe-

tite and love. He would like girls and boys to be brought

up together in frequent nakedness, and believes that this would

give them not only better morals and health, but sounder stand-

ards of beauty. 3 He suspects every prohibition, and as to

obscene literature and prints he would "be in favor of having

no law whatever upon the subject. . . . Publications which

are undoubtedly and frankly pornographic would do very

little harm if sex education were rational." 4 He greets with

temerity the emancipation of women, and bids them godspeed

on their advance to sexual knowledge and experience. He ap-

proves whole-heartedly of companionate marriage, but com-

plains that it does not go far enough. "I think," he says,

"that all sex relations which do not involve children should be

regarded as a purely private affair, and that if a man and

a woman choose to live together without having children, that

should be no one's business but their own. . . . No marriage

should be legally binding until after the wife's first pregnancy.

i P. 48.

2 P. 102.

8 P. 117.

4 P. 112.
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. . . Children, rather than sexual intercourse, are the true

purpose of marriage" * and since contraceptives have made it

possible to distinguish, in a way which nature never foresaw,

between mating and parentage, trial marriages should be en-

couraged, even among students at college, as an escape from

the degradation of promiscuity.

And after pregnancy has come, bringing with it legal mar-

riage, the bonds of matrimony should not be held so taut as

now; a wife should (Mr. and Mrs. Russell think) permit to her

husband, and a husband to his wife, a little occasional adul-

tery, if it is embroidered with love.

There can be no doubt that to close one's mind, on

marriage, against all the approaches of love from
elsewhere is to diminish receptivity and sympathy
and the opportunities of valuable human contacts.

. . . Adultery in itself [if guarded from resulting in

parentage] should not, to my mind, be a ground for

divorce. . . . Suppose, for example, that a man has

to be away from home on business for a number of

months on end. If he is physically vigorous, he will

find it difficult to remain continent throughout this

time, however fond he may be of his wife. . . . Infi-

delity in such circumstances ought to form no barrier

whatever to subsequent happiness, and in fact does

not, where the husband and wife do not consider it

necessary to indulge in melodramatic orgies of

jealousy. . . . Each party should be able to put up
with such temporary fancies, . . . providing the

underlying affection remains intact. 2

This, of course, is the central passage of Mr. Russell's book,

and stamps him at once as a man possessed of great courage

and an amiable wife. It would be hasty, however, to suppose

i Pp. 165-6.

2 Pp. 141, 230-1.
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that he is an extremist, wishing to destroy everything older

than his century ; on the contrary he writes with feeling about

romantic love as "the source of the most intense delights that

life has to offer" x and thinks that "sex intercourse divorced

from love is incapable of bringing any profound satisfaction

to instinct." 2 He regrets with impersonal impartiality the

frequency of divorce, and considers it so damaging to the

children that it should be held as quite the last resort. 3 In-

deed, he is afraid that "easy divorce, as it exists in America,

must be regarded as a transitional stage on the way from the

bi-parental to the purely maternal family" ;
4 he thinks it "far

from improbable that the father will be completely eliminated

before long" 5
i. e., that he will be replaced by state institu-

tions providing for the care of mothers, the maintenance and

rearing of children, and the preservation of authority and or-

der. But unlike other communists, Mr. Russell does not look

with pleasure upon this prospect. "Children handed over to

the mercy of institutions will tend to be all alike, while the

few who cannot conform to the recognized pattern will suffer

persecution. ... So long as the problem of internationalism

remains unsolved, the increasing share of the State in the edu-

cation and care of children has dangers so great as to out-

weigh its undoubted advantages." 6 For his part he is re-

solved to bring up his own children, to educate them in wisdom

and nudity, and to postpone as long as he can the time when

fathers will be "of no more importance than among cats and

dogs." 7 He wants Utopia, but he will not accept it in its

Russian dress. It is "the fate of idealists to obtain what they

have struggled for in a form which destroys their ideals." 8

i P. 74.

2 P. 128.

s P. 197.

4 P. 238.

5 P. 187.

6 Pp. 217-8.

7 P. 213.

8 P. 81.
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III. CONSIDERATIONS

One who travels much should accept with gratitude a sexual

ethic that offers first aid to perambulant lecturers and other

salesmen. A world that is always moving, and always sub-

jected to that maximum both of temptation and of opportu-

nity which Mr. Shaw erroneously supposed to be present in

marriage, will hear with secret relief a philosophy which it will

publicly denounce; thousands of men suffering from a con-

science or a prudence incompatible with their virility will find

here a providential rationalization of their pains. For my
part I shall try to be as honest with these matters as comports

with a decent regard for the hypocrisies of mankind.

To put the most respectable considerations first: Mr. Rus-

sell understates the positions which he refutes. I feel, in the

midst of his convincing courtesy, not only that a much stronger

case than he supposes can be made for the Victorian attitude,

but that a moderate case can be made against any precipitate

following of our reasoning at all in the field of sexual and

social experiment.

The conservative stand rests first upon the gap which civi-

lization has placed between the age of potency and the age of

marriage. At puberty nature exerts all her energy to drive

us into mating and (as she supposes) into reproduction; but

at puberty we are, according to the banker and the psychol-

ogist, still economically and mentally children; and even the

physiologist suspects that mating at puberty, or soon after it,

is injurious both to the parents and to the offspring. There-

fore the problem of youth, from the viewpoint of those middle-

aged persons whose death Mr. Russell patiently awaits, is to

divert adolescent attention as much as possible from sex, in

order to reduce the force of the stimuli impelling youth to

mate. Hence the old policy of silence and storks, the censor-

ship of literature and the gagging of science, the guarding of

children not only from pornography but even from knowledge.
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The result, for the psychoanalyst, was neurosis; for the con-

servative it was the delightful bloom of innocence, the pro-

longation of education, the preservation of the individual from
being consumed too soon on the altar of the race.

The second foundation of the conservative position is the

physiological and economic dependence of women. No code

of sexual conduct can be quite honorable that takes advantage

of the feminine claim to equality. Whatever they may say,

and however they may rule us when once we are caught, women
are still the weaker sex: weaker through periodic disabilities,

weaker through the immeasurably greater price they pay in

reproduction, weaker in the earlier decay of their power to

sexually please, weaker in ability to earn their living in the

world. Until woman is physiologically and economically in-

dependent in reality, rather than merely in program and

phrase, a dog-in-the-street relationship between the sexes will

lie outside the code of a gentleman; he will wish to be re-

sponsible, in every way, for any depreciation or difficulty that

may come to the woman who has lived with him.

The third assumption of the Victorian case is the property

basis of marriage. Men accepted monogamy as a means of

transmitting their accumulations to children presumably their

own. Therefore they exacted strict fidelity of their wives,

while leaving for themselves a slightly wider liberty and a

longer rope. So long as a woman can find no means of prov-

ing, to the satisfaction of a Strindberg, that the children whom
she presents to her husband are the fruit of his loins and not

the gift of his friends, the male will resist all extensions to

the female of his ancient right to adultery.

Finally, the property-sense of the male, because for many
generations he bought his mate with so much service or gold,

has spread to his feelings towards his wife, and has added a

powerful factor in the development of jealousy. He likes his

woman to be his ; and though he will spend a night, a week

or a month complaisantly with a lass of indiscriminate gen-

erosity, he will want to own his wife completely, body and
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soul. It is a ridiculous feeling from the point of view of

reason, and we may hope for its early mitigation and ultimate

decay; but so long as it lasts, every "trial marriage" will de-

duct an appreciable item from a woman's marketability in the

marital world. To that extent companionate marriage, like

free love, is a doubtful blessing for women, and an unmerited

boon for men.

All this, however, is logic, and logic has a way of being

simpler than life. Our sexual institutions, like our muscular

co-ordinations, are the products of subtle instincts and long

racial experience ; to attempt to wipe away everything in them

that young reason cannot comprehend is to bank too lavishly

on the infallibility of thought at the very time when Freud has

exposed the menial subservience of thought to sexual desire.

Every proposal that reason makes has hidden within it a

thousand consequences that reason does not foresee; every in-

tellectual who takes morality and society apart to remake

them nearer to his dream is like an amateur mechanic over-

hauling the motor of an expensive car; we may be as certain

in the one case as in the other that he will generate as many
evils as he will cure. When intellect finds itself in conflict with

ancestral institutions let it question them bravely, but as a

child would question a sage. Doubt is only the beginning of

wisdom; modesty is its end.

These things conceded, the fact remains that economic cir-

cumstances have altered moral cases, and that old habits are

losing efficacy in an urbanized and inventive world. There

seems now no way of avoiding a widening popularity of pre-

marital experience, or the increasing frequency of unlicensed

love, or the staccato brevity of modern marriages, or the re-

placement of homes and parents with dormitories, nurseries

and schools. In so fluent a situation Mr. Russell's proposals

would constitute only one experiment, or one candor, more,

and could not do any greater harm than the rest.

There is no doubt, for example, that promiscuous nudity

among children would be an admirable thing, though it would
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not be wise to prolong it into the age of horizontal growth ; in

adults clothing is the first requisite of beauty. As to por-

nography I should not be as liberal as Mr. Russell. Since

the unrestricted circulation of suggestive pictures might in-

volve some psychological wound to children (whose poetry

must not too soon be hardened into prose), I would favor the

prohibition of pornography; but I would put upon the com-

plainant the full burden of proving, to a jury of writers and

artists, that the matter is deliberately pornographic. So lit-

erature and drama would be left unharmed, and science might

spread itself without hindrance in law.

For the rest I should offer no great objection to Mr. Rus-

sell's plans, but would, on the contrary, find them of extreme

convenience. But a senile inability to forget the prejudices of

my youth makes me lean towards an orthodox unity as more

satisfying, in the long run, than the exciting variety which

Mr. Russell offers me. I am afraid that his proposal for

legitimizing adulterous consolation assumes a high degree of

private sanitation; and I am not sure that a wife would take

her husband's word for it that his adulteries were properly

sterilized, or that he would take her word for it that hers were

properly sterile. Very probably we shall most of us use Mr.

Russell's scheme with a judicious admixture of silence and

mendacity. Nothing is so destructive as truth; and the man
who invented honesty made courtesy forever difficult.

The marriage relation will never be healthy again until

wives and children become economic assets once more. We
shall have to accept, therefore, the ever more complete indus-

trialization of women ; and with the consequent passing of the

home will disappear, let us pray, the idle ladies who decorate

our transition from agriculture to industry. The cost of rear-

ing children will have to be taken up more and more by the

state, lest men and women should refuse to produce offspring

in a world where children are luxuries that only the indigent

can afford. The expense of maternity under efficient auspices
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is already so prohibitive that the intelligent are leaving to the

ignorant the privilege of reproducing their like; soon the

financial burdens of motherhood will have to be borne by the

community as a whole if the race is not to breed persistently

from its dregs.

Given such changes, and marriage may become attractive

again. If the old custom of dowries could be revived, atoning

in some measure for the deferred economic independence of

youth in an ever more complex and insecure society, early

marriage might return, and offer an admirable substitute for

promiscuity. When our children come to us, in all the in-

toxication of first love, and beg our license to ,marry, we should

do well to turn the banker out of doors, and let love have its

way; even if it is brief it is a magnificent lyric while it lasts.

But then we should have to make divorce accessible to mutual

consent ; for it would be shameful to hold men and women for-

ever to the superficial affinities of youth, and youth is now
too wise, despite its encyclopedic ignorance, to enter marriage

early if it is a bourne from whose country no traveler may
return.

Under these feasible terms of marriage and divorce, I see

no reason for legitimizing adultery. Fidelity is unnatural,

but so is courtesy ; civilization would be impossible if behavior

were natural. It is a fair choice between the zest of novelty

and the satisfactions of stability, between the pleasure of

varied conquests and that growing old together, in a cement-

ing community of memories and trials, which marks the climax

of human association.

For my part I would surrender all the delights of change,

all the varieties and follies and scandals and beauties of Broad-

way for an old-fashioned loyalty and an old-fashioned home.

But I would not wish to elevate my tastes into morals, or to

enact my prejudices into laws; I would welcome, as the neces-

sary price of our illumination in this moorless age, a wide

latitude of innovation and experiment. And I would say to
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Mr. Russell, in all the humility of my reactionary sentiments,

that I admire his lucidity and his courage, his simplicity and

his nudity ; and that no matter what liberties he may take with

our ancestral code I am sure that he will always remain a gen-

tleman, which in the end is the only morality that I require.
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CHAPTER I

IN PRAISE OF FLAUBERT

I. THE STYLIST

"^ " DEFY all the 'laws of literature,' " says iWle Faguet,

"except that which says : every literary mode is followed

by another which succeeds only because it is the con-

trary of the first." 1 After classicism, romanticism ; after

romanticism, realism; after realism, symbolism; after symbol-

ism, all the isms in the world : apparently M. Faguet is right.

And yet he is not : each of these movements in the history of lit-

erature had causes in the events and character of the time ; each

was due not to a reaction against the one before, but to the re-

flection of changes in the social and intellectual background of

the age. Classicism was part of aristocracy, romanticism was

the compensation of the rising bourgeoisie, and realism was the

literary expression of triumphant science, the effort of litera-

ture to see the world with the objectivity of physics and

chemistry.

Gustave Flaubert is the apex of French literature in the

nineteenth century because he bound all these movements and

styles together in his faultless art: because he establishd real-

ism in Mme. Bovary, restored romanticism in Salammbo, and in

all his writings achieved the simplicity and restraint of the con-

summate classic style. Never since has any man so profoundly

influenced literature, or written so perfectly.

He was the son and grandson of physicians. He was brought

up, like Dostoievski, in the atmosphere of medicine ; he loved to

i Gustave Flaubert, Paris, 1913, p. 68.
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diagnose and to prescribe, and was fascinated to morbidity by
the abnormal ; his characters are his patients, his "cases" ; and

like a good physician he ends by putting them all to death.

He was born at Rouen in 1821 as Napoleon was dying on

St. Helena. In his boyhood he was sent to Paris to acquire

degrees and sophistication. At twenty-five he returned to

Croiset, a suburb of Rouen, to live with his mother and sister

on the small income inherited from his father. Except for

three trips to Brittany and the Near East he remained at

Croiset all the rest of his life, loving his mother Freudianly,

and shunning marriage.

He began in health, and grew into disease by an unintelligi-

ble and embittering fatality. In youth he was "like a young
Greek," says Edmund Gosse, full of vigor and grace, buoyant

and unique ; "he had the build of a guardsman, with a magnifi-

cent Viking head." But epilepsy appeared, weakening him

with convulsions and blackening his spirit with melancholia.

"Yesterday," he writes, on December 14, 1846 (he was still

twenty-five) , "I had a small operation in the cheek on account

of my abscess ; my face is wrapped up in linen and is grotesque

enough. As if all the putrefactions and all the infections that

have preceded our birth and that will resume possession of us

after our death were not enough, we are during our life nothing

but successive corruption and putrefaction. . . . Today we

lose a tooth, tomorrow a hair; a wound opens, an abscess is

formed, you are blistered, or prodded with needles. Add to

this corns on your feet, vile natural odors, secretions of every

sort and every flavor, and there you have no very exciting pic-

ture of the human person. And to think that people love

this ! Even that people love themselves, and that I myself, for

example, have the effrontery to look at myself in the glass with-

out bursting into a fit of laughter." This, as Anatole France

says, 1
is "an excellent model of ill-grace," a discouraging re-

ception to new Flaubertophiles.

i On Life and Letters, New York, 1914, vol. ii, p. 23.
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The consciousness of his nervous ailment made him timid and

yet pugnaciously proud. He became irritable through sensi-

bility ; his friends could get along with him only by diplomatic

concessions, and for the most part they abandoned him to a

growing misanthropy and solitude. Twice he fell in love, but

nothing came of it. One passion was for a woman eleven years

his senior, already married; Flaubert became a friend of the

husband and the family, but never dared to speak his love.

In the end he retired to a literary monasticism, and became a

bachelor of art.

He shut himself up in Croiset, and gave all but his intimate

friends to understand that he wished to be let alone ; he was a

living Noli me tangere. He had no interest in utilitarian af-

fairs; if any one spoke of religion or politics as of equal im-

portance with art, he would open his eyes in surprise and com-

miseration. He married art, gave her all his creative force,

and sought in her all his consolations. "I now lead a holy

existence, I who was born with so many appetites," he writes.

"But sacred literature has become a part of my very being."

"Love art rather than yourself," is his counsel. "It is a love

that will not fail you ; sickness cannot touch it, nor death." *

As a boy of nine he had decided to become a great author.

"I shall write some novels which I have in my head : The Beau-

tiful Andalusian, The Masked Ball, The Prudent Husband." 2

These were the usual sacrificial offerings to growth; luckily,

no one printed them. "Ah, what good sense I showed in my
youth not to publish ! How should I have blushed for it now !" 3

He was willing to give years of practice, toil, and sore buttocks

in payment for perfection ; day after day for years he sat at

his table, chiseling words. "One cannot think or write except

when seated," he says ; whereupon Nietzsche, too nervous to sit

still long, flings a lance at him: "Here I have got you, you

i Correspondence, July 20, 1860.

2 Anatole France, op. cit., p. 24.
s Correspondence, p. 73.
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nihilist! A sedentary life is the real sin against the Holy

Ghost. Only those thoughts that come by walking have any

value." * Every man to his fashion.

He hated the bourgeoisie as the great enemy of art, but he

was a model of bourgeois virtues—order, regularity, precision,

industry; "one must live like a bourgeois but think like an

artist." 2 In order to follow this trade . . . eight to ten

hours a day . . . one must have the strongest constitution and

a cerebral temperament of Titanic endurance." And oh, for

time! "Life is short! I never can write as I wish, nor the

quarter part of what I dream. All that force that we feel and

that stifles us must die with us, without being allowed to over-

flow." 3

So he worked in silence and solitude, sometimes a week over

a page, never satisfied with what he had composed, tormenting

himself for an adjective, searching the landscape for a phrase.

"Amid all these expressions, all these forms, and all these

turns, there is but one expression, one turn, and one form to

describe what I wish to say." 4 "May I die like a dog rather

than hasten a phrase that is not ripe!" "He is a cabinet-

maker," says Dumas fils, "who cuts down a whole forest to

make a wardrobe." 5 And Flaubert gives his rules for writing

perfect prose : "First, follow your metaphors closely ; second, no

details outside the subject; work in a straight line." 6 "Con-

dense your thought. Purple patches are futile. Unity

—

everything is in that ! A whole—that is what our writers, big

or little, fail of today. . . . Compress your style. Weave a

tissue as supple as silk and as strong as mail." Never repeat

an adjective in a page, nor a preposition in a phrase; to write

"the frontier of the Kingdom of France" would be a mortal

sin. 7 Finally, the paragraph must read well aloud. "A
i Twilight of the Idols, Edinburgh, 1911, p. 6.

2 In Huneker, Egoists, New York, 1910, p. 113.

3 Correspondence, p. 59.

4 Works of Flaubert, New York, 1904; Introduction to Salammbo, p. lxvii.

s Quoted in Gsell, The Opinions of Anatole France, New York, 1922, p. 98.

6 Correspondence, p. 50.

7 Faguet, p. 146.
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badly written phrase must fall before this test. ... A phrase

is correct when it corresponds with all the necessities of respira-

tion." 1 Flaubert did as he preached ; oftentimes cabbies

gathered beneath his window, thinking that they heard a song,

and expecting fares when the musicale should end; but it was

only Flaubert intoning his stately prose. 2

Artistry did not come to him "naturally," or by "inspira-

tion"; his letters, which are full of grammatical mistakes and

rhetorical blemishes, describe again and again the arduousness

of his method. "Ah! I know what they are, the terrors of

style !" 3 "My neck is broken from having bent my head so

long. What with the repetition of words, the alls, the buts,

the fors, and the howevers I had to strike out, there is never an

end with this diabolical prose." 4 What romantic souls call

the "joy of creation" was with him an exhausting fever. Says

Anatole France again, "One does not write masterpieces for

one's pleasure, but under the pressure of an inexorable fa-

tality." 5 Genius, says Schopenhauer, lies in the objective in-

tellect ; but add, too, in the tireless fashioning will.

II. THE REALIST

At last the first chef-d'ceuvre was finished, and in 1857

Mme. Bovary began to appear serially in the Revue de Paris.

Flaubert was astonished to find himself haled to court with his

publishers on a charge of immorality. To satisfy the prurient

had never entered his thoughts ; it was not for this that he had
labored six years over one book. He had described adultery

as he would have described the measles, dispassionately and
without emphasis; it was but an incident in his analysis of a

romantic heart. He entered a furious plea of Not Guilty;

and after a trial that aroused all literary France he and his

i Ibid,, p. 147.

2 Huneker, p. 122.

s Correspondence, p. 102.

4 Ibid., p. 52.

5 On Life and Letters, vol. ii, p. 22.
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publishers were acquitted because, in the judgment of the

court, "it did not appear that the book had been written . . .

with the sole purpose of affording satisfaction to sensual pas-

sions." 1

The consequent success of Mme. Bovary was an injury to

Flaubert. It led the public to expect that each of his books

would provide pleasant shocks for the erotic nerve; and when

it found that he was interested in art more than in sex it forgot

him, and left him to the elite. He was as virtuous as an an-

chorite, and seems to have contented himself with the visions of

St. Anthony. A sentence in the Sentimental Education might

have sufficed to show that he was, in his own phrase, "the least

vicious of men." "A fast woman," says one character, "is

more amusing than the Venus de Milo. ... Is that your

opinion, Pere Dussardier?" "Dussardier did not reply.

They all pressed him to ascertain what his tastes were. 'Well,'

said he, coloring, 'for my part I would like to love the same

one always !'
. . . There was a moment of silence, some of

them being surprised at this candor, and others finding in his

words perhaps the secret yearning of their souls." 2

One by one Flaubert builds up the characters of his story.

The first, as we might have expected, is a village physician,

Bovary ; immeasurably more real than the virtuous monster of

Balzac's Country Doctor; more real because more mediocre

—

nothing is so life-like as the mediocre. He sets up practice in

a little town where his only medical rival is the druggist

Homais, a subtle fellow who thrives by secretly and illegally

writing prescriptions that bring no greater rate of mortality

than those of Bovary. The physician does not complain, but

carries on his practice with a diligence rivaled by his incom-

petence. He lives quietly in the narrow circle of his middle-

class life, and has the happiness of being without history until

he marries a beautiful woman.

Mme. Bovary is "the most perfectly finished portrait in

i In Faguet, p. 14.

2 Sentimental Education, vol. i, p. 87.
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fiction." 1 She has revenged herself for her convent education

by substituting love stories for the lives of the saints ; she has

read all the romances, and thrills at the thought that her

marriage to Bovary will equal the tenderest idyl of her books.

She endows the simple doctor with heroic and sentimental

qualities derived from her scholarly researches in the latest fic-

tion.

Now, even a genius is very soon a bore to his wife; after a

year or two she knows all his ideas, and has heard him talk

enough ; she sees him in intellectual deshabille, and yawns at his

inspirations. So much the worse with a simpleton like Bovary.

He "had no ambition" ; but ambition is the very life of a man
from a woman's point of view ; no one can love long unless the

object changes, develops, grows; it is almost of the essence of a

wife that she should prod her mate on to new achievements.

Bovary, however, is content; he seeks the peaceful routine of

habits in everything, from obstetrics to love. "His outbursts

became regular ; he embraced her at certain fixed times. It was

one habit among other habits." 2

Emma Bovary finds herself restless ; romance has flown, and

she itches to follow it ; how can she bear this humdrum life, she

who once dreamed of being a marquise? What she needs, the

reader thinks, is a baby. But Flaubert gives her one, and

within two years (the child being now in the hands of a maid)

she is again praying for Paris ; if she could only go there, all

would be well. "She grew pale and suffered from palpita-

tions of the heart. Charles" (Bovary) "prescribed valerian

and camphor baths."

Then she meets Rodolphe, handsome and delightfully un-

moral, one of those educated males who when in heat preach

free love. He tells her what Bovary had forgotten for a year

to tell her—that she is beautiful, ravishing; she flutters with

the pleasure of being again desired. He seduces her with syl-

logisms, not realizing that they are superfluous. While he

iHuneker, p. 108.

2 Madame Bovary, Modern Library Edition, p. 33.
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speaks eloquently of his immortal love we hear, between his

periods, the town councillor addressing the peasants at the fair

;

we watch an old woman receiving a prize of five dollars for

fifty-four years of "faithful service on the same farm" ; we see

her taking it timidly, and running to give it to the priest to

say masses for the eternal repose of her soul. Seldom has art

so successfully portrayed the environment of prosaic irrelevance

which engulfs every moment and center of romance. For some

months Rodolphe and Emma meet clandestinely ; and because

she showers love upon him he tires of her soon. They pass

through the various stages of falling temperature. "Rodolphe

concealed his indifference less and less" as she "redoubled her

tenderness." When she proposes to elope with him he writes

her a note of delicate regret, and disappears. She consoles

herself with religion. "When she knelt on her Gothic prie-dieu

she addressed to the Lord the same suave words that she had

murmured formerly to her lover in the outpourings of adul-

tery." 1

A year later she meets Leon, a lion from Paris. He tells her

of the glories of the city, which he has just left to elude his

debtors ; he makes love to her, and persuades her easily by the

simple formula, "It is done at Paris." She plunges into a

whirlpool of lies and debts to see him every week ; she lavishes

upon him every beauty and every favor; and she finds again

that men who are content to break up homes are not the most

loyal lovers in the world. He wearies of her, and she of him.

"She found again in adultery all the platitudes of marriage" 2

—this is the central sentence in the book, and the profoundest

sentence in Flaubert. She begs him for a loan to help her

meet debts incurred in paying the expenses of their meetings

;

he takes to his heels, and she drinks poison.

In her dying moments she embraces her husband. "You are

good—you," she cries. It is the everlasting tragedy, that

goodness does not always go with ability, and that love dies

Ubid., p. 167.

2 P. 226.
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when it is too well returned. Bovary lays her to rest tenderly,

knowing nothing of her adventures; he loves her all the more

now that he has only memories of her without the tribulations

of reality; a dead wife is always good. He seeks her little

trinkets to kiss and treasure them ; and among them he comes

upon her letters to Leon, and some pictures of Rodolphe. The
shock chokes him, and his servant finds him sitting in the

garden, dead.

This murderous denouement is almost the only flaw in a

book designed to banish sentimental unreality from literature

and life. This book, and not a later one, should have been called

Sentimental Education; it is the perfect diagnosis of the fan-

tastic bourgeois soul. Never was realism calmer or more pre-

cise. Against this impartial accuracy the slumming expedi-

tions of Zola read like partisan tracts. The observation is as

subtle as in Stendhal, the description is as profound as in

Balzac ; but whereas Balzac describes first and narrates after-

ward, Flaubert describes only through narration, and only as

his figures enter upon and perceive the scene. Each person

in the drama is both a type and an individual, revealing all

humanity through a single soul; taken together they form a

text-book of psychology and a history of bourgeois civiliza-

tion. Nothing could be more objective; the author recounts

"good" and "bad" with the neutrality of an undertaker. Here

is a book that fixed a genre : a great school of writers stemmed

from it—the De Goncourts, Daudet, Zola, De Maupassant.

It was the first book of utter realism, and it is still the best.

Is it too cynical? Sainte-Beuve regretted the absence from

it of even one lofty soul; and the final touch, which shows us

Homais succeeding to the practice of Bovary, and winning the

Legion of Honor as the reward of an unscrupulous life, rouses

the resentment of readers who learned in school that virtue and

happiness are inevitable cause and effect. If the book pre-

tended to be all of life it would be unbearable ; as the portrait

of a phase, it is as true as a photographic plate. With regard

to morality, let every parson be of good cheer : sin is here ex-
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posed as the deadliest thing on earth—when it lasts as long as

monogamy.

III. THE ROMANTICIST

Mme. Bovary made Flaubert at once famous and infamous

;

the good people of Paris accused him of corrupting the young,

and the geniuses of Paris congregated about him when he con-

descended to leave Croiset and play host in the capital. De
Maupassant describes the sick Viking in his rooms receiving the

congratulations of his rivals ; and sacred tradition tells of those

Olympian dinners at Magny, where Flaubert met Sainte-Beuve

and Taine, Turgeniev and Gautier, Renan and George Sand,

Zola and Daudet. There were giants in those days.

In the midst of the adulation Flaubert was miserably dis-

satisfied ; the great realist was not content to be called a realist.

"Will you believe me when I tell you that the ignoble realism

you find in my story, the reproduction of which disgusts you,

revolts me quite as much? If you knew me better, you would

know that I hold commonplace existence in execration. I al-

ways seclude myself from it as much as possible." 1 He lived in

commonplace surroundings, but he hated them; he described

the real, but he longed for the unreal. "There are two men in

me," he says in one of his letters : "one a lyrist, a lover of the

strange, the haunting, the sonorous ; the other desires to make

the things he describes felt in their material nature." So

while writing of rural France he dreamed of the distant and

colorful Orient. "To think that perhaps I shall never see

China, never be lulled to sleep by the cadence of camel steps,

that I may never see shining through the forest the eyes of a

tiger crouching amid the bamboos—I suffer when I think of

it."
2

Every genius has something of the romantic in him, because

he has something of the poet. In men like Plato and Goethe

i Correspondence, p. 75.

2 In Faguet, p. 27.
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youthful romanticism graduates slowly and naturally into ma-

ture and classic calm ; in Napoleon and Flaubert romantic im-

agination and classic insight lay side by side, enjoying alter-

nate reigns. The dominant element in Flaubert was the angry

realism of outraged sentiment; the subject of all his books ex-

cept one is romantic sentimentality exposed by ruthless descrip-

tion; his very pre-occupation with the subject tells how it pos-

sessed him; he denounced romanticism because it was in his

blood, and he longed to be purified of it, to "be hard."

But having exorcised it from his life, he found himself lured

by it in history. "I love history madly! The dead are far

more agreeable to me than the living." x He must have known,

clairvoyant that he was, how close this feeling came to the

wildest romanticism; for the dead were once living, and the

living will some time be dead; the glamor of the one and the

crassness of the other are but the creatures of our purpose and

interest. Everything has poetry in it if we are poets; and

even in his kitchen Heraclitus found gods. But the dead had

this advantage for Flaubert, that they could not irritate him.

A book is a friend that will do what no friend does—be silent

when we wish to think.

So he lost himself now in archeology, and became as adept in

classical lore as his spiritual descendant of the Villa Said.

When Anatole France visited him in 1873 Flaubert talked to

him endlessly of Homer, Euripides and Troy; "he appeared

to regret sincerely that he had not lived in the time of Aga-

memnon." 2 "It seems to me," Flaubert writes to his favorite

correspondent, George Sand, "that I have always existed ; and

I possess recollections that go back to the time of the Pharaohs

!

... I have been a boatman on the Nile ; a leno at Rome dur-

ing the time of the Punic Wars ; then a Greek rhetorician at

Suburra, where I was devoured by bugs. I died during the

Crusades from eating grapes on the coast of Syria. I have

been a pirate and a monk, a clown and a coachman. Perhaps

i Correspondence, p. 87.

2 On Life and Letters, vol. ii, p. 20.
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also an emperor in the Orient !" Always and always the Orient,

—the eternal fountain of romance.

By a stroke of genius, or by the compulsion of passion, he

resolved to pour all his suppressed romanticism into one tre-

mendous book ; to put behind him the bourgeois world of Croi-

set and France, the narrow peasants and merciless financiers,

and lose himself, body and soul, in the Oriental past. Even
while writing Mme. Bovary he had thought of this book : "How
I long to finish Bovary, ... in order to enter a new period

and give myself up to the beautiful! ... to transform

through art all that is myself, all that I have felt. ... I am
weary of ugly things and ugly surroundings. ... I shall for

several years perhaps live with a splendid subject, my back

turned square to this modern world. It is a mad undertaking,

and will have no public success. No matter ! One must write

for one's self above all. ... It is the one chance of making

something beautiful." 1

In 1849, long before the publication of Mme. Bovary, he had

traveled in Egypt, Nubia, Palestine, Syria, Turkey and Greece.

He had never forgotten them, nor ceased to read about them

;

now he lost himself in the study of Oriental antiquities. "What
are you doing at present?" he asks the De Goncourts. "As

for myself, I am deep in Kabbala, in Mischna, in the military

tactics of the ancients, etc.—a mass of reading that is of no

particular use to me, but which I undertook through the ur-

gency of my conscience, and also a little to amuse myself !" 2

"As to the Carthaginians, I really believe that I have exhausted

all texts on the subject." He pored over ancient and modern

documents for nine years; then, in 1858, he went to Carthage

to continue his researches on the spot. Returning, he set pen

to paper at last, and after four years of labor produced his

masterpiece, Salammbo. Seldom had any volume of history

been so thoroughly prepared as this romantic novel.

The story is of Carthage after the first Punic War (268-

i Correspondence, p. 59; Faguet, p. 45.

2 Correspondence, July 3 and 20, 1860.
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241 b. c.) • Its outlines and central characters are historic, but

the immense erudition behind the tale is so woven into the liq-

uid narrative that one never sees the historian. The great city

itself, with its majestic palaces and its sombre temples, is left

obscure because history gives us hardly its outline ; but around

and beyond it the great desert looms up with the quiet reality

of eternal things.

Carthage has been defeated, and Hamilcar is in exile; the

treasury is so low that the mercenaries who have fought for

Carthage are clamoring for pay long overdue. The ruling

"Ancients" of the city feed the troops with fair promises, and

then, lest these should not sate their appetite, feast them with

delicacies in Hamilcar's palace. Flaubert retails with morbid

obstinacy the esoteric animals that pleased the gourmets of the

time—snails, fried grasshoppers, preserved dormice; "and

they had not forgotten a few of those plump little dogs with

pink silky hair." * The soldiers, brutalized by war, give them-

selves up to wine; drunken, they are about to plunder the

palace when Salammbo, daughter of the exiled Hamilcar, and

virgin priestess of the national god Tanith whose altar she

tends in the rooms above, comes in pale and mystic majesty

down the marble stairs, and with one swift glance of scornful

beauty entrances and deters them.

They depart ; but their wild leader, Matho the Gaul, finds the

image of Salammbo burning out his heart. "She holds me fast

by a chain which people cannot see. If I walk, it is she that is

advancing; when I stop, she is resting! Her eyes burn me.

I hear her voice. She encompasses me, she penetrates me. It

seems to me that she has become my soul! ... I hate her!

I should like to beat her! ... I will put her to death! . . .

Yes, I will kill her !" 2

Still unpaid, and starving in the desert, the angry soldiers

return and lay siege to the city. Here the archeological lore

1 Salammbo, vol. i, pp. 3-4.

2 Pp. 37-8, 105. This omnipresence of the beloved object of the sexual im-
agination reappears in The Temptation of Saint Anthony, and in Anatole
France's cognate Thais.
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of the novelist disports itself, and gives a clearer sense of an

ancient siege than any book of history. Matho, made reck-

less by his restlessness, finds his way secretly into the city and

into Hamilcar's palace; he must see Salammbo again.

Through sleeping lions he creeps up to the altar of Tanith and

steals the veil of the goddess, that veil which is to the supersti-

tious Carthaginians the indispensable symbol of victory, so

sacred that they will never dare to touch its possessor. Clad in

its folds Matho invades the chamber of Salammbo, and looks

in silent longing at her as she sleeps. She wakes, and listens

in scorn to his adoration ; she is horrified at the rape of the veil,

and orders her attendants to seize the Gaul. While they hes-

itate to touch the holy emblem that covers him he escapes from

the palace ; and though furious mobs shout at him from every

side, he walks unharmed through the streets and reaches his

tent, proud with his booty and miserable with love.

From that moment the tide of misfortune rises upon the

beleaguered city; every sortie fails, and starvation begins to

take its daily prey. Though hating him still, the Ancients re-

call Hamilcar to lead them and rebuild their army. He is a

haughty aristocrat, a dishonest merchant, a philanthropist

generous to the poor, a brutal general full of genius, a tender

father to little Hannibal and the proudly virginal Salammbo:

a man all the more real because composed of contradictions.

On the very night that Hamilcar marches out from Carthage

at the head of the re-organized army to attack the besieging

mercenaries, the high-priest of Tanith commands Salammbo

to recapture the stolen veil, even if she must yield herself to the

barbarian.

She walks through hidden paths from the city to the edge of

the enemy's camp ; over every obstacle her timid courage takes

her to Matho's tent ; there is Matho, and the veil. He catches

her in his arms with primitive passion, when suddenly the call to

battle sounds—Hamilcar has attacked. Matho does not hes-

itate ; the warrior in him is stronger than the lover ; he leaves

Salammbo, forgets the veil, and rushes out to lead his men.
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Salammbo takes the emblem without hindrance and without

haste ; then again such a sentence comes as only Flaubert writes

:

"She stood with melancholy before her accomplished dream."

How sweet it had been to be desired!

Now the story turns to battle, and description rises from

level to level of haunting power, terror, and beauty. The mer-

cenaries are defeated, and their dead strew the plains.

"Women stretched themselves upon the corpses, mouth to

mouth and brow to brow ; it was necessary to beat them in order

to make them withdraw when the earth was being thrown in." *

Matho escapes with a remnant ; but Hamilcar, ruthless science

against barbaric passion, entraps them in a defile, blocks all the

exits, and waits while they starve to death.

The most stoical kept close to one another, seated

in a circle here and there among the dead in the middle

of the plain ; and wrapped in their cloaks they gave

themselves up silently to sadness. Those who had
been born in towns recalled the resounding streets,

the taverns, theatres, baths. . . . Others could once

more see country districts at sunset, when the yellow

corn waves, and the great oxen ascend the hills again

with the ploughshares on their necks. Travelers

dreamed of cisterns, hunters of their forests, veterans

of battles ; and in the somnolence that benumbed them
their thoughts jostled one another with the precipi-

tancy and clearness of dreams. Hallucinations

came suddenly upon them ; they sought for a door in

in the mountain in order to flee, and tried to pass

through it. Others thought that they were sailing

in a storm, and gave orders for the handling of the

ship. . . . There were some who imagined themselves

at a feast, and sang. Many through a strange

mania would repeat the same word or continually

make the same gesture. Then when they happened

to raise their heads and look at one another they were

choked with sobs on discovering the horrible ravages

i Vol. ii, p. 45.
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made in their faces. . . . Death was certain and im-

minent to all.
1

Hamilcar agrees to free and feed them if Matho will sur-

render himself to any penalty Carthage may choose. For the

priest has told Hamilcar the story of the veil, and Salammbo
has confessed her visit to Matho's tent ; the father will not be-

lieve that Matho left her virginal ; and to punish her he compels

her to marry Narr' Havas, a mercenary who has betrayed

Matho on the battlefield. When Matho yields himself up to

die that his men may live, the general condemns him to death

by torture. A holiday is declared for the sadists of Carthage

;

Hamilcar sits on a throne in a public square with the unwilling

Salammbo by his side ; the population, armed with thongs, lines

the streets ; and Matho is driven naked through the crowds, re-

ceiving a thousand lashes as he runs. At last, a horrible mass

of flayed flesh, he arrives before Salammbo, and gazes at her for

a moment through blood-covered eyes. She rises from her

jeweled seat and holds out her arms to him in pity, while the

astonished crowd is hypnotized into silence and immobility.

But the Gaul drops down lifeless at her feet ; and with a cry of

remorse Salammbo, tearing herself from the hands of Narr'

Havas, flings herself upon Matho's body, and joins him in

death.

It is a marvelous story, in substance and in form ; elemental

in interest and passion, devotedly perfect in style, and marred

only by its morbid lingering over scenes of suffering and

slaughter. The sacrifice of Carthaginian children in the flames

on the altar of Moloch is not only repulsive, but historically

untrue; the final pages are a riot of flagellation, and every

chapter reads like an obituary column. "My work is pro-

gressing," writes Flaubert. "I am now engrossed in a battle of

elephants, and I assure you that I kill men off like flies ; I pour

blood in torrents." 2 The old sadist ! One is tempted to say

iP. 127.

2 Correspondence, p. 94.
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that it is easy to be interesting when one deals out death at

every page. And the construction is imperfect; we are pre-

pared for more Salammbo than we get ; as Flaubert himself put

it in generous admission to his critics, "the pedestal is too great

for the statue." 1 But what language ! Here, for example,

is the sun rising over Carthage:

A luminous bar rose towards the East; far below,

on the left, the canals of Megara were beginning to

stripe the verdure of the gardens with their windings

of white. The conical roofs of the heptagonal

temples, the stair-cases, terraces and ramparts were

being carved by degrees upon the paleness of the

dawn ; and a girdle of white foam rocked around the

Carthaginian peninsula, while the emerald sea ap-

peared as if it were curdled in the freshness of the

morning. Then, as the rosy sky grew larger, the

lofty houses,-bending over the sloping soil, reared and
massed themselves like a herd of black goats coming
down from the mountains. The deserted streets

lengthened ; the palm-trees that topped the walls here

and there were motionless; the brimming cisterns

seemed like silver bucklers lost in the courts ; the

beacon on the promontory of Hermasum was begin-

ning to grow pale. . . . Everything stirred in a dif-

fusion of red, for the sun-god, as if he were rending

himself, now poured full-rayed upon Carthage the

golden rain of his veins. The beaks of the galleys

sparkled, the roof of Kamon appeared to be all in

flames, while far within the temples, whose doors were

opening, glimmerings of light could be seen. Large
chariots, arriving from the country, rolled their

wheels over the flagstones in the streets. . . .

Money-changers raised the pent-houses of their shops

at the cross-ways, storks took to flight, white sails

fluttered. In the wood of Tanith might be heard the

tambourines of the sacred courtesans.2

iln Faguet, p. 52.

2 Vol. i, pp. 19 f.
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Nowhere is French more beautiful than Flaubert's in Sfa

lammbo; even in translation it shines and purrs and sings. He
tells us that he had dreamed "of a style rhythmic as verse, as

precise as the language of the sciences, but with the moaning

vibrations of the cello and with tongues of flame." De Mau-
passant called the book "an opera in prose"; but why should

opera be so honored with comparison? There is not a cliche

here, not one trite phrase or metaphor ; nothing nervous as in

Taine, nothing crude and abrupt as in Balzac, nothing excit-

edly rhetorical as in Hugo ; here is the music of Bach and the

splendor of Euripides ; words reared and modeled like temples.

This surely is Flaubert's masterpiece; no wonder he liked it

best, and wrote it in a long delirium of joy. This, and not

Bovary, made him a god of style for all Frenchmen, the pa-

tron saint of men of letters everywhere, the Keats of modern

prose.

IV. THE CYNIC

After such an ecstasy of composition a descent was in the na-

ture of things. Relieved of his subterranean romanticism,

Flaubert returned to realism, and to his favorite enemy, the

bourgeoisie. He had analyzed the romantic character in a

woman ; now he would do the same for man, and with even less

mercy. Frederick, the hero of Sentimental Education (1869),

is the son of M. and Mme. Bovary, as Faguet expresses it ; he

is forever blowing pretty bubbles in the air, building castles in

Spain, and letting the affairs and purposes of his life slide down

to ruin. His studies fall behind, and he fails in his exam-

ination for admission to the bar. He is saved by a bequest,

but in a few years it has run through his fingers. He dreams

of the great things he will do, and meanwhile neglects and shuns

the little things which are the necessary means. He is one of

those men who are always resolving but never resolute, and who

blame on the universe the effects of their own ineptitude; he
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"found that the happiness invited by the excellence of his soul

was slow in arriving." 1

Nevertheless he is generous, like most spendthrifts; and we
almost love him in comparison with the thoroughly bourgeois

Deslauriers, whose only thought is to make money and spend

it as conspicuously as possible. "For my part," he says when

Frederick tells him of his bequest, "I would buy silver plate,"—"revealing by this love of substantial things," adds Flaubert,

"the man of mean extraction." 2 "I call anybody who thinks

sordidly a bourgeois," said Flaubert to De Maupassant 3—an

inescapable definition that cuts into every class.

The heroine of the tale is Mme. Arnoux, whose only charm
is her virtue. Her husband is as promiscuous as Mme. Bovary

;

Flaubert seems to feel that fidelity on one side invites infidelity

on the other. Frederick falls in love with her as he comes

from college; she has just that fulness and maturity of form

which so allures romantic youth. He timidly resolves to se-

duce her, and for that purpose seeks entrance to her home ; but

"at the announcement, 'Madame is gone out,' a sense of relief

came upon him, as if a weight had been lifted from his breast." 4

Nevertheless the matter develops, since a woman can resist any-

thing except admiration. Mme. Arnoux is about to yield to

him when her child falls gravely ill, whereupon "she vowed to

God that she would sacrifice as a holocaust" for the recovery of

her son "her first real passion, her only weakness as a woman." 5

Frederick goes off defeated as usual, and consoles himself with

an adventuress while paying court to the heiress Mme. Dam-
breuse ; embracing one he thinks of the other, and says to him-

self, "What a rascally part I am playing!"—meanwhile "ad-

miring his own perversity." 6 But Mme. Dembreuse loses her

i Sentimental Education, vol. i, p. 3.

2 Vol. i, p. 170.

s Salammbo, Introduction, p. liii.

* Sentimental Education, vol. i, p. 82.

s Vol. ii, p. 105.

6 Vol. ii, p. 241.
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inheritance, and Frederick at once breaks his engagement to

her. At the age of fifty he is alone in the world, plagued with

courtesans, but without a friend, without ambition, and with-

out a home.

Mingled with this story of prosaic love is the romance of

the revolutionist Dussardier. He is a gentle socialist, foil to

the fire-eating socialist Senecal; Dussardier scorns no friend,

Senecal denounces all who differ from him in his theory of rev-

olution. When 1848 comes they fight together for the repub-

lic; 1849 comes, and they are disheartened to see the acquisitive

impulses of radicals and conservatives alike ruining their

egalitarian dream. Senecal sells himself as a spy to the po-

lice. And Dussardier says to Frederick : "I thought we should

be happy when the Revolution came ; do you remember what a

beautiful thing it was?—how freely we breathed! But here

we are flung back into a worse condition of things than ever

before." x The coup d'etat of 1851 finds Dussardier again on

the barricades, fighting for a republic in which he no longer

believes. Frederick comes upon the scene just in time to see

the socialist shot dead by a policeman, whom he recognizes as

Senecal.

This is Flaubert the realist once more, even the cynic ; sensi-

tive to all the suffering of mankind, and suspecting it of mean-

inglessness and futility. We like his romance of Oriental pal-

aces, mystic virgins, and barbarian chieftains a little more than

this soiled photograph of aimless lives and defeated dreams.

Each of us is realist and romanticist by turns; Flaubert hov-

ered between the two, like Faust between Mephistopheles and

Marguerite ; he never wove them into a unity, either in his art

or in his soul ; and at last the cleavage tore him into insanity.

The division continues, and the madness beings to appear, in

one of his most powerful compositions, The Temptation of St.

Anthony (1874). Again we are in Africa; but instead of a

resplendent palace we find only a hut in the sands, and instead

of warriors and princesses a naked and senile saint. "Here

iVol. ii, p. 243.
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for more than thirty years have I been constantly groaning in

the desert." * We might expect that after a generation of self-

denial he would be beyond temptation ; but on the contrary the

original desires of the flesh have survived, and festered into ab-

normal forms ; in the very act of self-flagellation a masochistic

delight informs the pleasure of his pain : "Oh ! Oh ! Oh ! Each
stroke tears my skin, cuts my limbs. This smarts horribly.

Ah, it is not so terrible ! One gets used to it. It seems to me
even. . . . What delight ! Those are like kisses." 2

Temptations follow like invading ghosts in the night:

thoughts of promotion to great ecclesiastical benefices, pictures

of admiring and worshipful multitudes, the prayers of heretics

overcome in argument. The dusty objects of the desert trans-

form themselves into disturbing forms : "on the edge of the cliff

the old palm-tree, with its cluster of yellow leaves, becomes the

torso of a woman leaning over the abyss." 3 A queen of ma-

jestic loveliness offers him her beauty; he resists and she disap-

pears, but a voice lingers behind, speaking in his soul. "Do
not resist ; I am omnipotent. The forests echo with my sighs

;

the waves are stirred by my agitations. Virtue, courage, piety,

are dissolved in the perfume of my breath. I accompany man
at every step he takes; and on the threshold of the tomb he

comes back to me." 4 Temptations of the intellect assail him:

doubts, denials, heresies ; all the great heresiarchs appear to

him in vision, and whisper some awful challenge to orthodox

belief ; the gods and idols of dead or distant peoples pass before

his heated vision, and Buddha tells the story of his life, dis-

turbingly similar in miraculous detail to the history of the Son

of God. The devil comes and bears him up into the skies ; the

saint is horrified to see that the earth is but a drop of mud in an

ocean of space and stars, that it is not the center of the world,

perhaps not the scene of the Creation, the Incarnation, the

Atonement and the Resurrection; the Devil anticipates Spin-

i Temjjtation of St. Anthony, New York, 1904, p. 11.

2 Ibid., p. 31.

3 P. 14.

4 P. 157.
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oza on the impersonality of God and the subjective relativity of

good and evil. Anthony wakes from his imagined voyage to

find his pupil Hilarion a sceptic advocate of science, grown sud-

denly and symbolically tall and strong.

It is a work of marvelous prose and imagination, like the

tortured masterpieces of Angelo ; here is the source of Anatole

France's Thais, even of the apostrophe of the Spirit of Woman
to the praying Paphnutius ; here is one source of that reminis-

cent interest in the details of a dead theology which fills the

pages of Renan and France, serving to satisfy an unquenched

love for a faith intellectually lost and emotionally retained;

here is a work at once of genius and madness, steeped in mor-

bidity and near to despair; one reads, and wonders how soon

the mind of the author will break.

v. THE VICTIM

When he died he left behind him, unfinished, a terrible manu-
script which he had called Bouvard and Pecuchet. Two clerks,

copyists in a government bureau, fall heirs to a piece of prop-

erty that enables them to realize their ancient dream of escap-

ing from their drudgery of the pen, and going out to live in

the country. They read books on agriculture, and try to ap-

ply the principles they find in them, but the results are failure.

They abandon agriculture and turn to chemistry, intoxicated

with the grandeur and the promises of science; they make ex-

periments, pass through various explosions, and think it safer

to study geology ; "they experienced a sort of humiliation at

the idea that their own personality contained phosphorus, like

matches, and hydrogen, like street-lamps." x Geology in turn

discourages them; they are bewildered by theories Plutonist

and Neptunist ; they come up out of the earth and study arche-

ology and history. But here too the authorities conflict, and

all is uncertain; they are amazed to learn, with Sir Walter

Raleigh, that even the evidence for recent events is in irrepres-

i Bouvard and Pecuchet, New York, 1904, vol. i, p. 73.
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sible conflict; and they conclude, like Matthew Arnold, that

history is a Mississippi of falsehoods. They pass to literature,

and are relieved to see that it presents them with works con-

fessedly imaginative; but they are disappointed to discover

that these works are outrages upon probability and reality, and

present a misleading picture of human nature and life. They
take to politics, and become revolutionists ; but their revolution

succeeds, and they conclude that changes in government are the

most superficial things in the world. They try their hands at

love; one of them contracts a disease, and the other is jilted

because his income proves smaller than the lady had supposed.

They study philosophy, and decide that its history is a tissue

of successive refutations, ending in disillusionment and im-

morality. They go back to religion, and travel in heaven and
hell with Swedenborg; they learn to question his geography,

and to look upon all spiritualism as a fraud. They become

educators, read the books of the reformers, apply the new the-

ories, and perceive that their pupils are turning villains under

their hands. They resolve to educate the adults first, and they

inaugurate a course of lectures for the people ; but their audi-

ences denounce them for sedition, and they are driven out of

town. Their nerves are ruined, and they sink into despair ; to

what can they turn now? "A good idea is cherished secretly

by each of them. They conceal it from each other. From
time to time they smile when it comes into their heads ; then

at last they communicate it to each other : 'To copy as in former

times.' " They apply for their old positions, and secure

them. "They sit down to write."

This is a bitter philosophy, and perhaps wisdom must taste

it in passing. It would have been better as a short story, ad-

mittedly showing but one aspect of the human scene ; Voltaire

or De Maupassant would have turned it into a diamond of de-

spair. The very length of the thing reveals the incipient in-

sanity of Flaubert. He forgot here a principle which he con-

sidered fundamental—that beauty is beyond goodness or truth

;

or perhaps he found a Dantesque loveliness in this cycle of fu-
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tility. He had become enamored of human stupidity, and col-

lected beautiful examples of it with almost scatophilic passion.

"Preserve for me," he writes to Zola, "all the foolish criticisms

your book draws forth. That kind of document interests me
very much." 1 "Why does the discovery of a mistake always

arouse my gayety? ... I love to see humanity, and all that

it respects, debased, ridiculed, reviled, hissed ; and for that rea-

son I have some regard for the ascetics." 2 "I feel now for my
kind a serene hatred, or an inactive pity which is akin to it.

I have made great progress in two years, and the political state

of things has confirmed my old theories a priori upon the feath-

ered biped, whom all in all I consider a vulture and a goose." 3

"Pellerin," he had written, "would not admit that there were

beautiful women ; he preferred tigers." 4

He brooded over the comparative failure of his books after

Mme. Bovary ; even Trois Contes had been born still, despite

its holding such perfect things as "Herodias" and "The Leg-

end of Saint Julian the Hospitalier." Add again the develop-

ment of his epilepsy, the increasing frequency and severity of

the attacks. He had lost most of his relatives and friends by

quarrels or by death ; old age found him destitute and alone, a

gloomy and solitary monk, looking out from his rural cell upon

a race that he despised. "Nobody understands me," he cried

out; "I belong to another world."

His celibacy had left him spiritually bound to his mother, and

when she died he lost interest in life. "I have realized during

the last two weeks that my poor good mother was the being I

loved most. To lose her is like tearing away a part of my
own body." 5 Soon afterward death took George Sand. She

had been his dearest friend, though he had known her almost

exclusively through correspondence. "It seemed to me that I

was burying my mother a second time." After a little while he

i Correspondence, June 3, 1874.

2 In Faguet, p. 23,

s Correspondence, p. 52.

4 Sentimental Education, vol. i, p. 86.

6 Correspondence, p. 125.
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followed them, stricken by apoplexy, on May 18, 1880, aged

fifty-eight.

"You love literature too much ; it will destroy you" : so

George Sand had warned him. He knew it, and did not care

;

we are all fated to be destroyed; why not, then, by some sub-

lime devotion? Flaubert was willing to pay the price of his

blood for the power and beauty of thought and workmanship

that would make him one of the classics of France. Perhaps

he lacked perspective, lacked the humor to see himself, and

make himself, whole ; he missed the ease and charm and sanity

of Voltaire and Anatole France ; but there was a depth in him,

a seriousness of passion and purpose, which make those happy

Epicureans seem superficial and frivolous. They loved litera-

ture, but they would not die for it.

"Flaubert," as his pupil and idolater De Maupassant said,

"had given, from his youth onward, all his life to letters, and he

never took it away. He used up his existence in this immod-

erate, exalted tenderness, passing feverish nights, like a lover

trembling with ardor, falling from fatigue after hours of tax-

ing and violent love, and beginning again each morning from

the time of his waking to give his thought to the well-beloved.

Finally, one day he fell, stricken, against the foot of his work-

table, killed by her, by literature; killed as all great souls are

by the passion that fires them." x Let that be his epitaph.

t-Salammbo, Introduction, p. lxi.
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CHAPTER II

ANATOLE FRANCE

I. THE PARADOX

4 4 "j T AD I been nature," said Anatole France, "I should

have made men and women not to resemble the great

apes, as they do, but on the model of the insects

which, after a lifetime as caterpillars, change into butterflies,

and for the brief final term of their existence have no thought

but to love and be lovely. I should have set youth at the end

of the human span. . . . Then I should have arranged that

man and woman, unfurling glittering wings, would live awhile

on dew and desire and die in a rapturous kiss." *

Perhaps that is just what nature did in the case of Anatole

France. Most of us retreat from life into books, enshrining

our timidity in an ivory tower; Anatole France grew out of

books into life, and stepped out of a scholarly peace into the

hazardous vicissitudes of action. Most of us begin as elo-

quent radicals and end as hushed conservatives ; our interest in

reform decreases as our interest in the bank grows. But Ana-

tole France began with the deadliest conservatism, and per-

sisted in it till fifty ; then, at an age when most minds are dead,

he turned his face toward the rising sun, and allied himself with

liberal forces everywhere. At forty-four, when Spinoza died

and Nietzsche went insane, Anatole France joined the staff

of Le Temps, the most respectable journal in France; at fifty-

two he was elected to the French Academy as the conservative

1 The Garden of Epicurus, p. 47. (References are, in most cases, to the

English translations in the Library Edition of Chapman and May, published

by John Lane. Where French titles are given the reference is to the French
edition.)
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rival of a mildly liberal candidate; at seventy-four he joined

the Communists, and gave his Nobel prize of 40,000 francs to

Russian relief. He was an octogenarian at forty, and at eighty

he had the rebellious optimism of youth. He lived again for

a while on dew and desire; and refused to die until he was

very young.

How shall we explain this anomaly? Had this kind old

man drunk at some mystic fountain of perpetual youth? How
could the indolent sceptic of Life and Letters become the war-

rior of The Church and the Republic?—how could the indul-

gent humorist of The Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard become the

audacious revolutionary of Towards Better Times and On the

White Stone—how could the secluded bookworm, entombed in

the dust of libraries with the spirits of the ancient dead, come

forth to battle against priest and soldier and imperialist for

liberty and peace?

Let us study him in his growth, through each stage of his

development ; perhaps thereby we shall come to understand the

paradox of his genius, and the secret of his eternal youth.

II. THE MAN

Anatole Jacques Thibault was born on April 16, 1844. 1

He was a son of Paris, and took the pseudonym of France:

nothing could better sum him up. He speaks of himself as

"Parisian with all his soul and with all his body," and as lov-

ing Paris with "an immense love." 2 He is the voice of the city

of his birth : of Paris that has seen all and nil admiratur, that

has known every hope and suffered every defeat, that has tasted

every philosophy and sipped every sin ; Paris the inheritor and

focus of the culture and wisdom and artistry of the Western

world.

i He was apparently of purely French ancestry, though some have claimed

that there was in his parentage a strain of Jewish blood.
2 La Vie litte'raire, vol. iii, p. 295.
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"We were already so old when we were born," he says. 1

And not by biological heredity only : behind him, ready to seep

into his osmotic soul, lay all the wealth of his country's litera-

ture and art. "Our French culture is the noblest and most

delicate thing in the world," he wrote,2 in one of those frequent

passages of tender patriotism which made his country love him

even when he denounced the leaders who manoeuvred it into war

and kept it from reconciliation and peace. This French cul-

ture was the breast that nourished him, and he sucked it almost

dry. No one knew that culture, or Latin culture in general,

better than he. He knew little of German or English litera-

ture, and had nothing of what Renan called "the heavy hyper-

borean" about him. He was all French and Latin and Greek

;

like the memory in Bergson's philosophy, he carried the past

with him and summed it up ; and when he spoke it was the voice

of France. In him we see the profound continuity of French

culture : he had the broad laughter of Rabelais, the kindly hu-

mor of Montaigne, the subtle satire of Voltaire ; in The Rotis-

serie of the Heine Pedauque he is Rabelais, in Life and Letters

he is Montaigne, in Penguin Isle he is Voltaire, in The Garden

of Epicurus he is Renan, in the Trublet of the Comic History

we see the Graindorge of Taine, and in Thais we are in the

deserts of monastic Egypt with the Flaubert who wrote The
Temptation of St. Anthony. There is in all these men a tender

disillusionment, an urban sophistication, an appreciation of

the subtleties and nuances of life, a pagan simplicity and un-

ashamedness in joy, a refinement of artistic sensibility and

touch, which make them an unrivaled dynasty in modern let-

ters. And Anatole France is their inheritor, their reincarna-

tion, and their sum.

He had a right, then, to the great name which he assumed

;

his real name will be lost forever in the glare of his pseudonym.

The nom-de-plume came down to him from his father, Francois

i Quoted by J. H. Robinson, The Mind in the Making, New York, 1921, p.

64.

2 On Life and Letters, vol. i, p. 247.
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Noel Thibault, whose friends called him France for short.

The father was a pious Catholic and an unrelenting royalist of

Vendeen traditions, who had served in the guard of Charles X
and fallen with his fall. He taught his son the Bourbon creed

and retailed to him the unlovelier phases of the French Revolu-

tion; it took Anatole half a century to outgrow his influence,

which lingers on in The Gods Are Athirst (1912). Different

indeed was the paternal grandmother, neither pious nor royal-

ist, but keen-witted, pagan, and Voltairean ; "she had no more

piety than a bird; clearly she belonged to the eighteenth cen-

tury." 1

It was difficult for the father to bring up his son in the tra-

ditions, for he kept a book-shop on the Quai Malaquais, just

across from the Louvre, and the boy grew up in the midst of

books that sparkled with heresy. At Anatole's cradle wor-

shiped all the genii of literature, and almost in his front yard

the world had collected the masterpieces of its art. Every-

thing had conspired to lay upon Anatole France the obligation

to become a scholar, an artist, and a philosopher.

In his reminiscent volumes

—

The Book of My Friend (1885)

,

Pierre Noziere (1899) and Petit Pierre (1915)—he has told

the story of those boyhood days with delightful naivete; per-

haps he remained young because he was always refreshing his

memories of youth. "My cosmography was immense. . . .

The earth formed a large circle round my house. Every day

I would meet, coming and going in the streets, people who

seemed occupied with a strange and amusing game, the game of

life. I decided that there were a great many of them, perhaps

more than a hundred." After a time he went farther afield;

his nurse took him to the Zoological Gardens, which he mistook

for the Garden of Eden ; for had not his mother described Eden

as "a very pleasant place, with beautiful trees, and all the ani-

mals of creation in it" ? The only difference was that here "the

animals were confined behind iron bars as a result of the prog-

ress of civilization, . . . and the angel who guarded the en-

i Quoted by Shanks, Anatole France, Chicago, 1919, p. 7.
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trance with a flaming sword had given place to a soldier with

red breeches." *

At a very tender age he was initiated into the arcana of sex

by a little girl called Alphonsine. "I am grateful to Alphon-

sine for having vastly added, when I was but two years old, to

my knowledge of human nature." 2 He was an apt pupil, and

maintained throughout his life the advantages of this early

start in the science of Eros. He represents himself, with proud

exaggeration, as a very bad boy. Once his mother caught him

in some naughtiness ; "her cheeks were flushed, and she looked

at me askance, scanning my face to see whether she could de-

tect the symptoms of incipient crime or madness." 3 Appar-

ently his greatest crime was curiosity ; at six years of age, he

tells us, "I was already tormented by that vast curiosity which

was to become the trouble and the joy of my life, and which

was to devote me to the quest of that which one never finds." 4

He went to school, but he learnt less there than in the streets.

"Of all the schools I ever went to, Dr. Truant's was the one in

which I got on best and learned the most." 5 Next in value

came the book-shops.

I was brought up on the quays, where the old books

form part of the landscape. ... If the Seine is the

river of glory, we may surely admit that the books

ranged upon the quays make for it a fitting coronal.

. . . When all is said and done I know of no sweeter,

gentler pleasure than to go book-hunting along the

quays of Paris. . . . From these lonely abodes you

may evoke the spirits of the departed as with an en-

chanter's wand. . . . For my part I have found wis-

dom there. All those piles of paper begrimed with

printer's ink have taught me the vanity of triumphs

that fade, of glory which blossoms but to die. . . . O

i Pierre Noziere, p. 19.

2 Little Pierre, p. 28.

3 Ibid., p. 134.

4 Quoted by G. Michaut, Anatole France, Paris, 1913, p. 48.

6 Little Pierre, p. 51.
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sordid old Jews, candid book-sellers of the quays, my
masters, what gratitude I owe you ! More than the

professors of the University, . . . you spread before

my delighted eyes the mysterious forms of a past life,

and every sort of precious monument of the thought

So we picture him "passing from book to book like bees

among the flowers, while the indifferent pendulum of the clock

kept chopping off the seconds of life calmly and precisely."

It was in these shops and hours that he laid the basis of that

astonishingly ecumenical learning winch so modestly hides be-

hind his perfect art. He led in those days "the quiet imagina-

tive life of an only child" ; books and women brought him up,

making him a tender and sensitive bibliophile, almost an alien

on the earth. His father objected to the boy's meditative hab-

its: "Solitude," he said, "excites the imagination." It never

occurred to him that nature had singled out his son to be an

artist of the imagination ; and he forgot that activity dulls im-

agination as much as imagination dulls activity. Active boys

seldom become geniuses, not even geniuses of action. And
Anatole France had made up his mind to be a genius.

At the very tenderest age I was possessed by a

longing to win renown and to live eternally in the

memory of mankind. . . . Had I been able, I would

have gone forth to win glory on the battlefield. . . .

But I had no horse, no uniform, no regiment, no ene-

mies ; and all these are essential to military glory. It

therefore occurred to me that I would become a saint.

The outfit is less elaborate than that required for a

military career.2

This was the result, presumably, of a daily diet of hagiog-

raphy, of being fed, unremittingly, on the lives of the saints

;

i Pierre Noziere, pp. 59, 72; Shanks, p. 22; Brandes, Anatole France, New
York, 1908, p. 15.

2 Book of My Friend, p. 68.
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a more permanent result was that Anatole became an expert in

medieval legend, and pained the priests with his erudition.

So one day he refused breakfast, gave away all his toys, ruined

his best hat as self-mortification (whereupon his mother began

to have some doubts about religion), and made himself a hair-

shirt by stuffing the padding of an arm-chair down his back.

Like Renan and Lemaitre, he was sent to a Jesuit school

—

the College Stanislas ; "in the Temple were forged the hammers
which destroyed the Temple." x He liked the life there, ex-

cept the weekly confession, which irked him because he had no

sins to tell. He consulted the list of sins in the prayer-book,

and found monstrous things like "simony," "prevarication,"

and "concupiscence" ; he decided to accuse himself of these for

lack of something milder; but at the last moment his courage

failed him at the thought that the priest might ask him what

these words meant. He was forced to admit, shamefacedly,

that he had committed no sins at all.

In The Flower of Life (1920) he tells of a crucial point in

his career at college, the "bifurcation" when the student was

obliged to choose between the sciences and the classics. He
asked the advice of the servant girl about this "bifurcation,"

but he could not shake her conviction that this was either a wild

beast or a terrible disease. He consulted his parents and they,

strange to say, let him make his own choice. "My mother

had no doubt that whatever path I chose I should display my
ever-smouldering if sometimes hidden genius, while my father

considered that in letters as in science I should never amount to

anything." His own opinion was that the bifurcation was an

absurdity. "No matter what choice we made, our minds were

bound to suffer serious injury; for science isolated from letters

remains mechanical and brutal, and letters without science are

empty, since science is the substance of literature." He thought

that our ruling bourgeoisie fail of statesmanship because their

minds are trained in mechanisms only, not in the humanities ; he

believed that a little Greek and more Latin should be required at

l Elm-Tree on the Mall, p. 13.
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college; and he was sure that a man who had no acquaintance

with classic culture was unfit for rule.

I chose to take the arts, because they seemed to

float along more easily. . . . Instinct did not alto-

gether deceive me. In these sordid rooms Greece and
Rome appeared to me; Greece which taught men
science and beauty, and Rome which gave peace to the

world. . . . You may call me a mandarin or an aris-

tocrat, but I believe that six or seven years of literary

culture give to the mind prepared to receive it a no-

bility, a force and a beauty which is not to be obtained

by any other means. 1

Perhaps it was this revelation of a polished pagan culture

that undermined Anatole's faith in the dogmas of Catholicism,

just as a similar revelation helped to paganize Renaissance

Italy. Add to this that Taine and Bernard had made deter-

minism and Darwinism the order of the day ; that Anatole read

Darwin and Spencer and became a fiery evolutionist, making

the Museum his temple and following there the transformations

of life from mollusc to man. 2 Now he took a passionate inter-

est in science, worked his way through physics, astronomy,

geology and anthropology, and founded upon them what he

thought to be an unassailable system of philosophy. What
with all this philosophy and science, the poet in him lost his

wings; and after two volumes of verse he wrote his poetry in

prose. Perhaps it was because he went through this poetic

apprenticeship that he became the finest master of his language

in his generation. One must be a poet to write good prose.

Meanwhile his transition from Catholicism to an agnostic

Darwinism had not been quite smooth. In The Desires of Jean

Servien (1882) he recalls something of the tortures of a soul

caught in the ebb of faith ; he describes the successive changes,

each unconscious, by which Jean became a pagan : how on the

i The Floicer of Life, in The Dial for October, 1921.

sMichaut, p. xii.
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day of his graduation his proud parents (who expected him to

become a priest) treated him to an evening at the theatre, only

to have him fall madly and naturally in love with the leading

lady; how love and piety and doubt fought a desolating war

for the soul of Jean Servien; how they led him to every man-

ner of contradictory desires, to an almost Russian alternation

of hope and despair, and at last to suicide. Like Goethe in

Weriher, Anatole France killed himself by proxy, and lived to

tell the tale.

m. THE CONSERVATIVE

After graduation he was made librarian and reader for the

publishing firm of Lemerre; and in 1876 he became librarian

of the French Senate. These occupations confirmed his scho-

lastic habits, and addicted him still further to classic culture.

Asked later why his own library contained so few modern au-

thors, he replied that he seldom read his contemporaries, since

what they could tell him he knew quite well himself, and through

the more trustworthy medium of direct experience. In the

quiet of these libraries and his home (he married in the 'eighties)

he produced the four novels of what we shall call his first pe-

riod: Jocasta and the Famished Cat (1879), The Crime of

Sylvestre Bonnard (1881), The Desires of Jean Servien

(1882), and The Book of My Friend (1885). The last is a

picture of childhood, the second a picture of old age ; each pic-

ture so intimate and real that the world could hardly believe

that both portraits had been drawn by the same hand, almost

at the same age.

Bonnard, the aged and honored member of the Institute, lives

a life of modest research in his library, competing with his cat

for the one comfortable chair. At times he wanders about Eu-

rope collecting scholarly antiquities, and modestly accepting as

his equal in scientific dignity Mme. Trepoff , who collects match-

boxes. We find him even as far from home as Sicily, buying

watermelon-slices from a persuasive peddlar who cries : "Co tra
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calle vlve, magna, e lava la faccia"—"For three cents you eat,

drink, and wash your face." 1 But in all these studies and

these wanderings his mind is not quite on his manuscripts and

his old editions ; he cannot forget that the daughter of the dead

woman whom, many years since, he had vainly but faithfully

loved, is pining away friendless in an oppressive convent. He
has no legal right to make himself the guardian of this girl;

and it is his crime that he steals her away in the dark of night,

and takes her to his home. Through many years he lavishes

every fond care upon her. Then the inevitable wooer comes

;

and old Bonnard sees his prize slipping away from him, leaving

him more solitary than before. He makes no complaint, but

blesses the pair of lovers, and sells his only property—the li-

brary which he has spent a lifetime in collecting, and whose

every book he loves—to provide the girl with a fit dowry. And
when she is gone, old Bonnard, derelict of two passions, turns

back empty-hearted to his empty study, only to find that his

cat has taken his chair.

This was an unusual story, whose tenderness and delicacy

sharply marked it off from other books in an age when French

literature was experimenting with the sixth commandment, and

every novel committed adultery. At one step Anatole France

became a classic ; and the most powerful of Parisian news-

papers, Le Temps, offered him irresistible inducements to write

for it a weekly column of literary comment. These are the es-

says which have been gathered together as La Vie litteraire ("On

Life and Letters"),—volumes of frankly subjective, impres-

sionistic criticism, full of delight for the lover of the literature

of France. These four years with Le Temps (1888-92)

made Anatole France the leader of French letters ; and when,

in 1892, Ernest Renan died, the new critic, already forty-eight

years of age, succeeded unquestioned to the throne of the world

of Latin culture.

It was an aristocratic, a disillusioned, and a somewhat dilet-

i Sylvestre Bonnard, p. 35.
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tante culture. Anatole France recognized, at this time, only

one sin : and that was lack of taste. "Without taste one shocks

even those who have none." x An error of style is more horrible

than a violation of the criminal code. He condemned Zola for

tastelessness, and in such unmeasured language as seldom mars

his pages. 2 His ideal at this period was oequanimitas—the

motto of Spinoza, who practised it, and of Nietzsche, who did

not. He liked to live in an almost monastic seclusion, and
called himself "a philosophical monk who at heart belongs to

the Abbey of Thelema." 3

The secret of tranquillity, he thought, was to live with the

select souls of the past; and he described Ins critiques as the

adventures of his soul among masterpieces. Yet he learned,

from the endlessness of books, their near-futility. "Never do

I turn over the contents of the penny-box" at the book-store

(where are there penny-boxes now?) "but a calm and gentle

melancholy steals into my heart, and I say, 'What avails it to

add yet a few more pages to this mass of ink-stained paper?

Surely it were better to write no more?' " 4 His famous story

of the happy shirt preached an almost Rousseauian simplicity

:

an unhappy king, told by a soothsayer that he can never regain

bliss till he acquires the shirt of a happy man, sends his aides

into every corner of his realm to find such a man; they seek

among courtiers and financiers and lovers and generals and ar-

tists and philosophers, but are everywhere met with confessions

of secret misery ; and when at last they find a man who professes

happiness, they discover that he is a hermit who lives in the

woods on the natural growths of the soil, and has no shirt.

In the end, like a grandson of Voltaire, Anatole France came

to the gospel of Candide. "I believe it is wiser to plant cab-

bages than to write books. . . . Books are the opium of the

i-La Vie litteraire, vol. i, p. 17.

2 Zola might have returned the charge by citing Anatole's fondness for

women's underwear—e.g., The Wicker-Work Woman, p. 210; The Amethyst
Ring, p. 221.

s On Life and Letters, vol. i, p. viii.

* Pierre Noziere, p. 72.
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West. They devour us. . . . Believe me when I tell you this,

for I adore books, I long since gave myself unreservedly to

them." 1 And he described with envy the corn-threshers in

the field:

What is my task by the side of theirs? And how
humble and petty I feel myself before them ! What
they do is necessary. And we, frivolous jugglers,

vain flute-players ! Happy the man and the ox who
trace out their furrow straight ! All the rest is mad-
ness, or at least uncertainty, a cause of trouble and
cares. The workmen that I see from my window will

today thresh three hundred trusses of corn, and then

they will go to bed tired and satisfied, without doubt-

ing the goodness of their work. Oh, the joy of per-

forming an exact and regular task! But I, shall I

know this evening, when my ten pages are written,

whether I have filled my day well and earned my sleep ?

Shall I know whether I have carried the good grain

into the barn? Shall I know if my words are the

bread of life? 2

Loving quiet and a regular existence, he inclined by nature to

the conservatism, the love of tradition, of the peasants whom
he so admired (and who, no doubt, would have smiled at his

supposition that they were free from trouble and care). He
knew too much of the past to be easily excited about the future.

Everything had been tried. The thing to be sought was not

Utopia but stability ; culture could flourish only under strong

and stable governments. His friends at tins time were all of

the conservative ranks—priests and generals and diplomats ; if

later he described them well it was because he had known them

well. When an anti-militaristic novel, Le Cavalier Miserey 9

was published, and some copies were bought by French soldiers,

Anatole France quoted with approval the censorious edict of

an army officer, that "every copy of Le Cavalier Miserey

i On Life and Letters, vol. i, pp. ix and xii.

2 Ibid., vol. ii, p. 233.
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seized in the barracks should be burned on the dung-heap, and
every soldier found with it should be punished with imprison-

ment." "It is not a very elegant phrase," said Anatole

France ;
"

. . . but I should be better pleased to have written

it than to have written the four hundred pages of Le Cavalier

Miserey. For I am sure that it is of infinitely greater value to

my country." * One July 14th he described with enthusiasm

the review of the troops on the national holiday, and ended his

article with the patriotic phrase, "Vive l'armee!" Ten years

later he was to look on in bitterness and sorrow as the rabble of

Paris, incited by the enemies of Dreyfus and Zola, stood before

his house and shouted that phrase into his face.

IV. THE EPICUREAN

A long life was the salvation of Anatole France ; it gave him

a leisurely development through a half-century of adolescence.

At an age when most creators have finished their life-work he

turned suddenly from the orthodoxies and traditions, and

began to produce one masterpiece after another. At forty-six

he wrote his finest work, "Thais; at forty-eight his finest short-

story, "The Procurator of Judea" (in Mother of Pearl) ; at

forty-nine his most enjo}Table book, The Rotisserie of the Heine

Pedauque; and at fifty his philosophic masterpiece, The Gar-

den of Epicurus. Add to these The Opinions of Jerome

Coignard (1893), The Red Lily (1894), and The Human
Tragedy (1895), and we may safely describe this second

period, from 1890 to 1895, as marking the zenith of Anatole

France's productivity and power.

Thais is the story of an actress and a saint. All Alexandria

is talking about the dancing of Thai's, even though it is the

Alexandria of the second century a. d., burning with religious

zeal, and echoing with monastic denunciations from the

Thebaid. Rich and poor alike are slaves to Thais' charms:

the philosophers dispute about her beauty ; "the porters, sweep-

i Ibid., vol. i, p. 70.
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ers, and dock-laborers went without bread and garlic that they

might pay for their places" when she danced. 1 Meanwhile, in

the desert, the holy monk Paphnutius, who had once loved

Thai's, cannot rid himself of the memory of her; his re-

awakened desire rationalizes itself into an ambition to convert

her to Christ and sanctity ; and despite his abbot's warning, he

leaves his cell and makes his way to Alexandria. It is Ana-

tole's delight to show how piety can be the mask of lust, and

how ecclesiastical codes and moral battlements fall before the

insistence of natural desires.

Paphnutius finds Thai's in the midst of her aristocratic ad-

mirers, whose subtle discussions offer a splendid intellectual

foil to the emotionalism of the monk. The courtesan professes

to despise his sermons, and like another Aphrodite to another

Hippolytus, warns him of Venus' revenge for his scorn of love

—is it not for love that man is born, and how else shall existence

be redeemed? But Paphnutius, though his soul is parched

with desire, pretends to scorn her charms ; and the more he

scorns her the more she secretly inclines to yield to his demand
that she bury herself, for atonement, in a nunnery. As the

man has followed beauty ("Surely," says Anatole, "beauty is

the most powerful force in the world"), so the woman follows

what she thinks is strength. She is tired of her slavish lovers

and their stereotyped compliments ; what a novelty it is to have

a man whip her with commands ! So she follows Paphnutius

back into the desert and enters a convent, while the victorious

monk returns to his cell.

But he has made the mistake of taking his body with him;

and now it torments him ceaselessly with sensual images and

dreams. A spirit appears to him and reveals to him the truth

i Thais, p. 83. Anatole liked to tell of the difficulty which Gollet had with
this name in writing the libretto for Massenet's opera. "Gollet confided to me
that he would not be able to retain the name of Paphnuce for my hero, be-
cause he had difficulty in making it rhyme with noble words. All he could
find was puce (flea) and prepuce (foreskin); and he was not satisfied with
that. So he chose another name. Athanael rhymes with ciel (heaven), autel
(altar), irreel (unreal), tniel (honey), which are nice words fit for polite so-

ciety." Gsell, The Opinions of Anatole France, New York, 1922, p. 155.
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which he has ignored : "You cannot escape me : I am the beauty

of woman. Whither do you think to fly from me, senseless

fool? You will find my likeness in the radiance of the flowers,

and in the grace of the palm-trees ; in the flight of pigeons, in

the bounds of the gazelle, in the rippling of brooks, in the soft

light of the moon ; and if you close your eyes you will find me
within yourself." * At last "the dream has more power than

the reality ;" 2 Paphnutius rushes out of his cell across the sands

and forces his way into the convent, only to find Thai's dying

a saintly death. He catches her in his arms, and discovers

that he is holding a corpse. The holy nuns, scandalized by this

resurrection of the flesh, drive him out into the desert, where he

wanders through the night, mad.

Never in all literature had the triumph of the body over the

soul, of the Epicurean and pagan spirit over the Stoic and

Christian, been traced more subtly, or with such grace and

melody of style. Here the artist is more than the philosopher,

and the Epicurean creed is hinted at rather than professed.

But in the other novels of this period

—

The Rotisserie of the

Reine Pedauque and The Opinions of Jerome Coignard—the

sensual interest gets the upper hand over the artist, and for a

time Anatole France revels Rabelaisianly. The Rotisserie of

the Club-foot Queen is kept by the parents of Jacques Tourne-

broche ; they have marked him out for the priesthood, but in-

stead he falls into the hands of Jerome Coignard and two girls

who have more beauty than virtue. The girls torture Jacques

with their infidelity
—"Do you suppose," the lovelier one asks

him, "that it is so easy to be a pretty girl without causing un-

happiness?"—while Coignard consoles him with philosophy.

This jolly Abbe is the most successful of all the portraits in

Anatole France, barring, perhaps, M. Bergeret. He is a

priest out of a job, whose perpetually falling trousers reflect

(if trousers ever reflect) the looseness of his morals; his soul is

torn between a sensual love for young women and an intellectual

i Thais, p. 207.

2 Ibid., p. 178.
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passion for old books. "What is woman compared with an

Alexandrian papyrus?" he asks, the night before his love-affair

with the sweetheart of his pupil. Against him stands the as-

cetic alchemist, d'Astarac, who scorns women and loves only

science and salamanders. "Every union of the sexes', far from

assuring immortality to lovers, is an evidence of death, and we

should never know love if we were destined to live forever."

And d'Astarac continues, Shavianly : "I have promised myself,

with the help of science, notably to prolong human life, and to

spread it over five or six centuries at least." He does not like

the pleasures of the senses ; eating is a deplorable bestiality,

and "men's teeth are a sign of their ferocity." x "If in all the

faculties a single doctor of chemistry and philosophy could be

found, we should no longer be obliged to sit down to these dis-

gusting orgies. He would prepare for us extracts of meat,

containing only what is in sympathy and affinity with our

bodies. . . . Being no longer weighed down by the slow proc-

esses of digestion, men would become singularly agile, their

sight would become wonderfully keen, and they would see ships

gliding on the seas of the moon." 2 After this ethereal gospel

the Abbe and his pupil Jacques get into a brawl over a girl, kill

a lord, hide in the woods, and then kidnap Jael, pretty daugh-

ter of the Jewish scholar Mosaide. But Mosaide pursues and

stabs the Abbe to death, and thereby hangs the tale.

Across the centuries Anatole France sees essentially the same

thing always—a man pursuing a maid. The Red Lily (1894)

is another study of sense and sin, graced with the comments of

that gentle Epicurean (formed, it would seem, on the matrix

of Verlaine)—Choulette. Anatole believes that wisdom is a

mixture of philosophy and love, and that the greater of these

is love. "No one has been able to show me precisely the right

way. . . . The feeling for the beautiful leads me. What man is

certain of having found a better guide? ... If I had to choose

between beauty and truth I should not hesitate ; it is beauty that

i The Rotisserie of the Beine Pedauque, pp. 115 and 59.

2 Ibid., p. 50.
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I should keep. . . . There is nothing true in the world except

beauty." * Sensuality is the basis of artistic sensibility, and

makes three-quarters of the genius of great artists. 2 So Ana-
tole, in this stage of his development, is shamelessly Epicurean,

naively sensual, like a child who finds Utopia in his thumb. He
does not recognize sin, but only error ; "Christianity has done

much for love by making a sin of it." 3 He quotes with zest

"the prayer which a fine lass of the Genoese Riviera addressed

to the Madonna : 'Holy Mother of God, who didst conceive with-

out sin, grant me the grace of sinning without conceiving. 5 " 4

Nicias professes sensuality, Paphnutius is possessed with it

without knowing it. Anatole admits that "everything is paid

for in this world, and pleasure most of all"

;

5 nevertheless, he

"invariably advocates pleasure as superior to every kind of

denial of nature, and he combats the theory that there is good

in suffering." 6 "Let us not listen to the priests who teach the

excellence of suffering," he tells a working-class audience : "for

it is joy which is good. . . . Let us not fear joy, and when a

beautiful thing or a smiling thought offers us pleasure, let us

not refuse it." 7

Being an Epicurean in metaphysics as well as in morals, and

believing with Epicurus that all things are composed of atoms

variously arranged, he "highly approves of the arrangement of

the atoms of which woman is composed." 8 It is true that he

says almost the opposite occasionally: "I have noticed," says

M. de Terremondre, "that well-made women . . ." "There

are hardly any," says the Doctor. "Doctor, you remind me of

my chiropodist. ... 'If you were a chiropodist,' he says, 'you

would take no stock in women.' " 9 Nevertheless Anatole is a

i On Life and Letters, vol. ii, preface and p. 113.

2 Quoted by Gsell, p. 180.

3 The Garden of Eyicurus, p. 17.

* On the White Stone, p. 17.

5 On Life and Letters, vol. i, p. 223.

6 Brandes, p. 107.

7 In Shanks, p. 217.

&The Gods Are A thirst, p. 165.

9 Elm-Tree, p. 146.
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willing slave to beauty, and regrets only that it has a tongue.

In his little play, The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife (an

elaboration of Rabelais) he tells of a judge who finds, after

much seeking, a surgeon who can restore to his wife her long-

lost power of speech. "Bring my looking-glass," says the wife,

on feeling her tongue loosened ; and—"You old goose, you shall

give me a new satin gown and a velvet-trimmed cape for my
birthday." 1 And she enters upon such a Niagara of talk that

the judge, to preserve his sanity, begs the surgeon to undo his

operation ; and when he is told that this would be illegal he ar-

ranges to have himself operated upon for the removal of his

hearing.

It is difficult to discover just what has been Anatole France's

fortune with the deadly sex ; he has paid women the compliment

of marrying twice; but some bitter disappointment lurks in

such a sentence as—"To hope to leave a memory in the heart

of a woman is to wish to stamp the imprint of a seal on the face

of running water." 2 Perhaps, he says, women maltreat men
rightly, revenging themselves because they are loved not for

their own sake but for merely sensual satisfaction. "One must

not be an egoist in love," Jael warns Jacques ; "that is what men
do not well understand. But we teach them." 3 And in his

own person Anatole writes : "Woman forms the great educating

influence for man; she it is who trains him in the gifts that

charm—courtesy, discretion, and the pride that shudders to be

self-assertive. She it is who teaches a few the art of pleasing,

and all the useful art of not displeasing." 4

The ideal woman, he thinks, would be one who mystified and

fascinated while her beauty shone, and then departed to a nun-

nery. Perhaps woman was happier under the sway of a super-

natural religion than she can be in an age of science and scepti-

cism. Anatole apostrophizes woman:

i The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife, p. 51.

2 Reine Pedauque, p. 184.

s Ibid., p. 121.

4 Garden, p. 36.
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To make of you the fearful and wonderful thing

you are today, to become the indifferent and sovereign

cause of countless sacrifices and crimes, you still

needed two things : civilization, which gave you veils,

and religion, which gave you scruples. Since then

your powers are perfected; you are now a mystery,

and you are a sin. . . . Candidly, I do not think

rationalism is good for you. In your place I should

not be fond of the physiologists, who are so indiscreet,

. . . who say you are sick when we think you are in-

spired. . . . That is not the way they speak of you in

the Golden Legend; "white dove," "lily of purity,"

"rose of love," are the names they give you there.

Surely this is more agreeable than to be dubbed hys-

terical, cataleptic, subject to hallucinations, as you
are every day since science ruled the roost. . . .

Take care, I say : already you have stripped off some
particles of your mystery and your fascination. 1

V. THE SCEPTIC

Anatole France neglected Montaigne's warning: Ne plus

sapias quam necesse est, ne obstupescas—"Do not be wiser

than is necessary, lest you become stupid." He studied almost

everything, only to find out that he knew almost nothing. All

education is a weakening of certainties ; as soon as a man be-

gins to reason the whole structure of belief begins to crack.

"It is necessary to have sound views before having any views

at all; for after that it is too late." 2 So Anatole doubts every-

thing ; and Michaut properly calls The Garden of Epicurus "a

manual for unbelievers." He goes beyond Taine and Renan,

Gassendi and Mantaigne ; for whereas they believed nothing,

he professes to accept all, and thinks that among all the philos-

ophies and religions there is little to choose, and one may as well

swallow them wholesale, as Hobbes advised. This is a bitterer

scepticism than any doubt.

i Ibid., p. 19.

2 Penguin Island, p. 156.
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He loves Catholicism, as one loves the place of his youth ; but

he has no delusions about its dogmas. The various creeds are

only "very ancient systems of astrology and arithmetic, police

regulations, . . . cookery receipts and sanitary precepts,

primitive agricultural maxims, and rudimentary rules of good

behavior." x As for design, the universe astonishes him more

by its incoherence than by its order and harmony. There may
be a single chain that binds the world into a universe, but "in

truth the rings of the chain are in places so entangled that the

devil himself could not unravel them, logician though he be." 2

If there be a chain it is one of blind and ruthless determinism.

In the story La Muiron, Anatole represents Napoleon as say-

ing : "No man escapes his fate. Brutus, who was a mediocrity,

believed in the power of the human will. A greater man does

not harbor that illusion. He sees the necessity which limits

him. . . . Children are rebellious. A great man is not.

What is human life? The curve traced by a projectile." 3

We live on a drop of mud which revolves around a bubble of

gas. Very probably

there is no more repose in the spaces of the sky than

on the earth ; the same law of strife and struggle gov-

erns the infinitude of the universe. . . . To live is to

destroy, to act is to injure. . . . The order of the

universe is strife and murder, the blind interplay of

hostile forces. She destroys herself ; and the more I

think of things, the more I am convinced that the uni-

verse is mad. . . . Nature, my only mistress, and my
only instructress, offers me no suggestion to the effect

that a man's life is of any value ; on the contrary she

teaches me in all kinds of ways that it has none. The
sole end and object of living beings is to serve as food

for other beings destined to the same end. ... I

would fain believe that organic life is an evil peculiar

i Pierre Noziere, p. 135.

2 In Michaut, p. 19.

3 In Brandes, p. 57.
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to this wretched little planet of ours. It is a ghastly
idea that in the infinitude of heaven they eat and are

eaten in endless succession. 1

In short, "the world is a tragedy, by an excellent poet." 2

He tells of a brute who, to win a wager of a bottle of wine,

threw into the Seine the girl with whom he lived. 3 And in an-

other story he mingles with his pessimism his distaste for liter-

ary inflation : A king, told that he has only a few more years to

live, commissions a corps of savants to write for him the history

of the world, that he may learn it before he dies ; after a year,

his illness having increased, he asks them to report, and is told

that they are still engaged upon the history of pre-historic

times ; he begs them to concentrate their material and present

it to him soon ; but when, a few months later, he is near death,

and asks for their results, he finds them still unprepared; at

last, dying, he begs the wisest of the historians to tell him briefly

the history of the world ; and the historian answers : "They were

born, they suffered, and they died."

Anatole sees nothing to admire in nature and history except

their unconscious humor. Nothing could be funnier than the

hypocrisies, delusions and infatuations of men. We are food

for the laughter of the gods. Surely, after making us, Je-

hovah must have looked at his work and seen that it was bad.

"Never did artisan treat objects produced by his industry with

more disgust and aversion. He thought of destroying them,

and indeed he drowned the greater part of them in the flood,

as they deserved." 4 "We are nothing, my son, but animated

pottery," says the Abbe Coignard. Indeed, seeing what a

sorry world it is, the supreme joke is the unfailing industry

with which men replace every death with one or more births,

and follow every devastating war with renewed fertility. "It

is certainly very unreasonable to bring little unfortunates into

i Garden, p. 12; Wicker-Work Woman, pp. 190 and 200; Gods, pp. 69 and 61.

2 Thais, p. 129.

s On Life, vol. ii, p. 75.

*Reine Pedauque, p. 101.
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the world," says M. Bonnard to his housekeeper. "But the

thing is done every day, my dear Therese, and all the philos-

ophers on earth will never be able to reform the silly custom." *

(Our own philosopher had one child, the pretty Suzanne, who

married a grandson of Ernest Renan, lost him in the 'War, and

died in 1918. 2
) And so, Anatole sadly concludes, it will con-

tinue till the sun ceases to give heat and the earth to give food

;

men will begin to starve ; civilization will disappear ; and "the

last inhabitant of the earth will be as destitute and ignorant,

as feeble and dull-witted, as the first." Other species will sup-

plant man as the lords of creation. There are invertebrates

less sensitive to cold than man is. Who can foretell the future

reserved for their activity and patience? Who knows if the

earth may not become good for them when it has ceased to be

habitable by us ?
3

Ever}Tthing is doomed to be superseded sooner or later; the

law of death is written across the face of life. "I acquired a

profound consciousness of the passing of things and the noth-

ingness of it all. I divined that men were but changing images

in the universal illusion, and from that day I was inclined to

sadness, gentleness, and pity." 4 He says of Coignard

—

"tenderly he despised men." 5 And he repeats with affection

his favorite formula: "Let us give to men, for their witnesses

and judges, Irony and Pity." 5

His scepticism of science is as ruthless as his scepticism of

theology. For scepticism is its own nemesis ; to make a prin-

ciple of doubt is to drive one's self back always to one's

starting-point, and beyond. Anatole France, like Taine and

Renan, had begun with faith in the mission and power of science

to cleanse and reform the world; but that faith too he at last

abandoned. "I hate science, for having loved it too much,

i Bonnard, p. 10.

2 J. L. May, Anatole France, London, 1924, p. 88.

s Garden, pp. 26 and 28.

4 In Shanks, p. 53.

5 In Guerard, French Civilization in the Nineteenth Century, London, 1914,

p. 13.
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after the manner of voluptuaries who reproach women with not

having come up to the dreams which they formed of them." x

Science deals with matter, space, and time: i. e., with unknow-
ables, perhaps nonentities. We know only one reality

—

thought ; outside of man all is unknowable, and within him all

is mystery ; "we seek, and we only find ourselves." 2 Science

is powerless because it cannot change human nature ; and what
is changed if that remains the same? Renan believed that

science "would change the world because it can tunnel moun-
tains. . . . He surrendered himself with smiling alacrity to

the dream of a scientific morality." 3 But education does not

increase goodness, it only increases cleverness. Since the de-

velopment of universal education corruption and deceit have

ruled the world.

And philosophy is just as impossible as science. "The sys-

tems constructed by the sages are only tales invented to amuse

the eternal childhood of man. . . . After the example of the

Greeks, I like stories, and take pleasure in what the poets and

the philosophers say. Philosophy and literature are the

Thousand and One Nights of the West." 4 As for Anatole,

he scorns to make a system of his own ; he prefers to tell the

meandering story of some old scholar—some Ronnard, or Coi-

gnard, or Bergeret, or Trublet, or Brotteaux—and to put into

their mouths his happy or unhappy thoughts. The story itself

is nothing to him, the play of ideas is the thing. An editor

confused the instalments of a book by Anatole France, and pub-

lished them in wrong order ; nobody noticed the error, not even

the author. 5 Such a method has the charm of causerie, and

escapes the obligation of consistency. Anatole knows that

there are contradictions in his thought, and makes no undue

effort to resolve them; on the contrary, "he contemplates in

i The Reflections of Jerome Coignard, p. 113.

2 Little Pierre, p. 110.
" Garden, p. 5^

On Life, vol.

Gsell, p. 108.

3 Garden, p. 51.

4 On Life, vol. ii, p. 134; Shanks, p. 69
e Gsell. d. 108.
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peace their eternal war," x as if his thought but faithfully mir-

rored the contradictoriness of things. "Each of us must be

allowed to possess two or three philosophies at the same time;

for unless you have created a doctrine, there is no reason for

believing that any single one is good." 2 He thinks that the

wisest of all utterances was Pilate's question about truth; and

he does not think that men will answer it. Fra Giovanni, in

The Human Tragedy, dreams of a many-colored disc that be-

comes white as it revolves; it is a symbol of truth, which is a

composite of contradictions. Anatole believes with Montaigne

that "to die for an idea is to set a pretty high value on conjec-

tures." 3 "Theories are created and put into the world only

to suffer from the facts which encounter them, only to be torn

member from member, to be inflated, and at last to burst like a

balloon." 4

It is not by reflection and intellect but by feeling

that one attains to the highest and the purest

truths. . . . Thought is a frightful thing. It is the

acid which dissolves the universe ; and if all men were

set to thinking at once, the world would immediately

cease to exist. But this misfortune is not to be

feared. . . . The truths discovered by the intellect

remain sterile. ... It is folly to try to move masses

of men by reason. Prejudices, like laws and govern-

ments, can be destroyed only by forces blind, deaf,

slow, and irresistible. ... As a whole, the human
race is possessed of an instinctive hatred of the intel-

lect. It is engendered by the vague, deep-seated con-

viction that such hostility is in its best interests. . . .

The scientific verities which penetrate the average

mind sink as though in a swamp, and drown. They
cause no upheaval, and are powerless to destroy error

i Michaud, p. 17.

2 On Life, vol. ii, p. vi.

3 In Shanks, p. 96.

*Le Livre de Mon Ami, p. 284.
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and prejudice. Truths of the Laboratory, which
hold soveregn sway over you and me, have no author-

ity over the minds of the public. . . . Science has

never harmed religion, and the absurdity of a religious

practice may be clearly demonstrated without lessen-

ing the number of people who indulge in it. Scientific

truths are not acceptable to the public. Nations live

on mythology ; from legends they draw all the ideas

which are necessary to their existence. They do not

need many, and a few simple fables suffice to gild mil-

lions of lives. In short, truth has no hold on man-
kind. . . . Truth has so many points of inferiority

to falsehood as practically to be doomed to extinc-

tion. . . . Bernadotte of Lourdes has set countless

pilgrims on the march and drawn thousands of mil-

lions to a mountain in the Pyrenees. And my re-

vered friend Pierre Lafitte assures me that we have

entered upon a period of positive philosophy. . . .

The science of our day will bring forth supersti-

tions. . . . Religions are coming into being under

our very eyes. . . . They claim to found their beliefs

on science. . . . Yet all things are possible—even the

triumph of truth. 1

Anatole concludes that "the joy of understanding is a sad

joy." "Ignorance is a necessary condition of human happi-

ness, and it must be admitted that in most cases we fulfil it

well." 2 The ancients wisely considered prophecy as a dark

and fatal gift, and the unhappy Cassandra figured their be-

lief. "If it were possible for us to see what is to come, there

would be nothing left for us but to die." 3 M. Bergeret, says

Anatole, is to be pitied, for he thinks. "It is a great mis-

fortune, especially in the country." 4 "God preserve you

i Thais, p. 175; La Vie UtUraire, vol. ii, p. 173; Coignard, pp. 280 and 30;

Pierre Noziere, pp. 132 and 135; Amethyst Ring, pp. 143, 146 and 111; Elm-
Tree, p. 107.

2 Gods, p. 57; Michaut, p. 34.

3 3/. Bergeret in Paris, p. 174.

* In Michaut, p. 35.
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from thinking, my son," says Coignard to his pupil, as he

has preserved his greatest saints and the souls whom he

loves with especial tenderness and destines to eternal felic-

ity." 1

Nevertheless, Anatole France loves the pains of thought.

"As believers who have attained a high moral perfection taste

the joys of renunciation, so the savant, persuaded that all

about us is but vain show and pretense, drinks deep of this

philosophic sadness, and forgets himself in the delights of a

calm despair—a profound and noble mournfulness, which

those who have once tasted it would not exchange for all the

frivolous gayeties and empty hopes of the vulgar herd." 2

After all, it is so agreeable to philosophize! He repeatedly

quotes the scholar who said that "we are weary of everything

except the joys of understanding"; and he pronounces

thought "the greatest of man's adventures." 3 Thought is

greater than action: "If Napoleon had been as intelligent as

Spinoza he would have lived in a garret and written four

books." 4 He translates lovingly a fragment of Epicurus

:

"Happy is he who possesses knowledge! He does not seek to

usurp power from his fellow-citizens ; he does not meditate an

unjust act. Contemplating eternal nature, the unalterable

order, the origin and the elements of things, his soul is stained

by no shameful desire." 5 In truth, nothing is so noble as

thought. "The wonder is not that the field of the stars is so

vast, but that man has measured it. . . . The earth is but a

grain of sand in the barren infinity of worlds ; yet if it is only

on the earth that creatures suffer, it is greater than all the rest

of the universe put together." 6

The Human Tragedy 7
is the record of Anatole France in

i In Brandes, p. 5.

2 Garden, p. 120.

3 La Vie litteraire, vol. ii, p. 303.

*M. Bergeret, p. 180.

s On Life, vol. ii, p. 133.

6 Garden, pp. 16 and 50.

7 This may be obtained, miraculously, for five cents in the "Little Blue
Book" Series, Girard, Kan.
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this second period, the story of the rise and fall of his soul.

He pictures the piety and happiness of the gentle Fra Gio-

vanni, and tells how Satan destroyed this simple bliss by teach-

ing the young monk how to think. "I will afflict these monks

by telling them the truth," says His Nether Majesty, "and I

will sadden them by pronouncing the discourses of reason. I

will thrust thought like a sword into their hearts. And when
they shall know the truth they will be unhappy. For there is

no joy without illusion, and peace is to be found only in igno-

rance." So he introduces Giovanni to a worker who reveals to

the youth the wrongs and sufferings involved in the economic

arrangements of modern society. The soul of the monk is

touched and fired, and he goes down into the cities to preach

the new gospel of social justice. The next day he is in jail,

brooding over civic liberties and economic slavery. The devil

comes and talks theology with him, and Giovanni's arguments

become warmer as his doubts increase. Suddenly his faith

leaves him like a fallen garment, and he shivers in the cold air

of denial with which Satan has surrounded him. He suffers,

but with pride; he is grateful for this bitter disillusionment;

and as he follows Satan up the mountain-side he says to him:

"Lo ! I am a miserable man, because I have followed after you,

Prince of men. . . . Through you I suffer, and I love you. I

love you because you are my -misery and my pride, my joy and

my sorrow, the splendor and the cruelty of things ; because you

are desire and speculation. ... I have tasted the fruit of

knowledge of good and evil. ... I love you because through

you I am damned." "And leaning on the Archangel's shoul-

der, he wept bitterly."

There is no doubt that Anatole France suffered some wounds

of the spirit from his break with the creed of his youth.

There was so much of the milk of human kindness in him,

mingled with the lust for philosophy and meditation, that na-

ture seemed to have formed him for a priest; and even to the

end, despite his doubts, he had something of the Trappist
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monk about him, and called himself "a pawky Benedictine." *

His home at the Villa Said had stained-glass windows, and his

library was built like the interior of a chapel. 2 "He wore a

long dressing-gown of clerical cut. . . . He always wore a

skull-cap like the priests in chapel"; and sometimes he looked

for all the world like a rabbi vowed to the Talmud. He was

"an enthusiastic collector of religious objects. There was no-

body in the world with more ecclesiastical tastes. . . . Pyxes,

chalices, monstrances, patens and censers filled many cabinets

to overflowing." 3 His ears could never forget the music of

the old liturgy, nor his eyes the splendor of the ancient cere-

monies ; Catholicism murmured in the depths of his soul, as in

Renan's, like the bells of a sunken cathedral. He was still an-

other of that line of great Frenchmen of whom Sainte-Beuve so

aptly said that they would remain Catholics long after they

had ceased to be Christians.

He had everything of religion except theology and the con-

viction of sin. He loved the old legends which his mother had

poured into him, he liked nothing so much, apparently, as to

revel in the esoteric subleties of the theology which he con-

demned. "He adored the mysterious, though he did not be-

lieve in it ;
4

it was a relief to him from the banality of the real.

He was always interrupting himself to tell the story of some

saint—as of "Aloysius Gonzaga, whose modesty was so great

. . . that he could not remain alone in a room with his mother

without blushing." 5 It was part cause of his melancholy, no

doubt, that these legends, which were so beautiful, were not

also true. His feelings remained almost untouched by his

thinking; in a sense he too, like another pagan, was anima

naturaliter Christiana. Sometimes he spoke as if on slight

i On Life, vol. i, p. iii.

aGsell, p. IT.

3 Ibid., p. 129.

* Michaut, p. 44.

5 On Life, vol. i, p. 24.
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temptation he would open up his heart again to the ancient

faith.

Far from being glad when I see some time-honored
fallacy exploded, I think of the new one that will come
and take its place; and I ask myself the question,

Will it not perhaps be more inconvenient and danger-
ous than the other? On full and sufficient considera-

tion, the old prejudices are less baneful than the new;
time, by long usage, has given them a polish, and
made them almost innocent. ... As long as man is

suckled at a woman's breast, he will be consecrated in

the temple and initiated into some mystery of the

divine. He will have his dream. And what matter
that the dream be false, provided it be fair? Is it not
the destiny of man to sink in an everlasting illusion?

And is not this illusion the very condition of life? 1

VI. THE SOCIALIST

Behind this tender cynicism and this brilliant despair lay

not only the uprooting of a cherished belief, but the apparent

destruction of a beloved nation. No one is so patriotic as a

Frenchman; and perhaps, on the side of culture, no one has

better reason. Imagine a young man of twenty-seven, pas-

sionately devoted to his country and his city, hearing of the

disaster at Sedan, watching the siege and capture of Paris, the

despondent violence of the Communards, and their ruthless

wholesale execution by the victorious bourgeoisie; imagine,

again, the mature man of forty witnessing the decadence of

French statesmanship, the corruption of French politics, the

rise to power of an unlettered plutocracy, and the silent return

of a religious reaction that had captured the army and the

aristocracy, and through them threatened to capture the state

:

what an indecency optimism would have been in those unhappy

days ! They were, for France, years of atonement, of sober

i Garden, p. 73; Shanks, p. 35.
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retrenchments in power and pride, and of dark-draped statues

recalling a glory gone. It was too much to ask that a mind

formed in that turbulent and ignoble epoch should have risen

to good cheer in politics or in philosophy.

Perhaps Anatole France had read too much history to be

anything but a sceptic in politics. He smiled at men's hopes

of democracy; men are still too near the brute to be the self-

ruled freemen of a just society. The Abbe Coignard would

not have signed the Declaration of the Rights of Man, "be-

cause of the sharply defined and unjust distinction made in it

between man and the gorilla." "Whoever meddles with the

government of mankind," says Anatole, gently, "should re-

member that they are monkeys." Says the Abbe again:

Changing forms of government is the most frivo-

lous and empty method of using one's intelligence.

.

. . . Startling changes are merely displacements of

particular men, and men taken in the mass are like

one another, average in evil as well as in good. ... I

notice that after reforms men are as before—selfish,

avaricious, cruel, cowardly, stupid, and frivolous by
turns ; and that there is always the same number of

births, marriages, deceived husbands, and gallows-

birds,—in which is made manifest the beautiful order-

ing of our society. 1

All progress, thinks Anatole, is slow and regular: "There

will be no vast changes, and there never have been,—I mean
rapid and sudden changes. All economic transformations

have the kindly gradual operation characteristic of all natural

forces." 2 The dependence of each condition of society upon

its predecessor insures a graduation of development. He
compares this to Lyell's "uniformitarian" theory in geology

—that changes in the earth's surface come not by sudden erup-

tions but by slow erosion here and slow elevation there. "It

i Coignard, pp. 161, 182.

2 Garden, p. 115.
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strikes one what benefits this theory of subsisting causes

would bring in its train, if it could be transferred from the

physical to the moral" and political sphere. "The spirit of

conservatism and the spirit of revolution would there find a

common ground of reconciliation." x They found such recon-

ciliation in his own philosophy, which was as radical as any
in its advocacy of change, and as conservative as any in its

condemnation of haste and violence.

The earlier mood, however, was almost entirely conservative.

"A sceptic never revolts against the laws, for he has no hope

that better ones can be made." 2 "Good and evil," says

Nicias, "exist only in our opinion. The wise man has only

custom and usage to guide him in his actions. I conform with

all the prejudices of my time. That is why I pass for an

honest man." 3 Anatole France believed, in those days, that

the strong would forever exploit the weak, and that the weak

would forever console themselves with heavens and Utopias.

He protected himself, meanwhile, from his own ethical and es-

thetic sensibility by resolving to remain, as far as possible,

rather a spectator of life than a warrior for such hopeless

causes as freedom, justice, or truth. "I have always been in-

clined to regard life as a spectacle ; I am. a born sight-seer." 4

So he passed among human affairs like a tourist through the

Louvre; he told stories not as one interested in the issues, but

as one sitting apart and at ease, looking down Olympianly

from some cloud or mountain-top, like an Epicurean god.

He had achieved cequanimitas and ataraxia—a peace of mind

that could not be disordered or disturbed.

And then, in 1895, came the Dreyfus case. A Jewish offi-

cer in the French army had been charged with selling military

secrets to Germany; had been condemned, degraded, and de-

ported to Devil's Island, off French Guiana. Frenchmen who

could be patriots without hating other peoples, investigated

ilbid,, p. 54.

2 On Life, vol. i, p. vii.

3 Thais, p. 40.

4 Book of My Friend, p. 113.
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and reported that in their judgment the incriminating papers

had been forged. The courageous Zola braved all the powers

of obscurantism and respectability by sharply challenging the

forgers in J 1

Accuse. Now Anatole France had in time past

written very bitter criticism of Zola's novels ; had said, for ex-

ample, that it were better for Zola if he had never been born.

But this was a matter in which Zola was right; and Anatole,

who had more to lose than any writer in France, did not hesi-

tate to come to Zola's support. On the morning after the

publication of J'Accuse, Paris was startled by the appear-

ance of the Protestation des Intellectuels (1898) ; and it was

amazed to find, high up among the signers, the name of Ana-

tole France.

What had moved him to leap so suddenly from his ivory

tower upon the battlefield? Partly, no doubt, his friendship

with some of the leading Jewish writers and ladies of the day

;

but, more, his hatred of bigotry and intolerance. He loved

legends, but as legends; let the Church threaten to reassume

its old prestige and despotism, and this apparently uncon-

cerned spectator would not be too sceptical to fight. He saw

behind the injustice to Dreyfus the control of the army by
the Church, and an omen of the use of the army to restore

the ancient regime. The Voltaire that had been dormant in

him rose at the challenge, and once again the forces of super-

stition and reaction felt the sting of French satire and the bite

of French wit. Anatole France now poured out books and

pamphlets in a flood of wrath; he forged out of his gentle

humor a relentless polemic, and out of his smooth pen a sword.

In speech after speech he faced without fear the chauvinism of

the mob; and though the crowd stood outside his house to jeer

and denounce him, he fought on, with the othrs, till Dreyfus

was retried, and acquitted, and reinstated, and the battle was

won on every point. It was this test that revealed the man:
behind the sceptic a believer with his own warm faith; behind

the dilettante a warrior; behind the Epicurean a lover and a

brother.
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The Histoire Contemporaine is the record of his conversion,

and of his development, in this third period, from an indolent

spectator to an impassioned participant. The Elm-Tree on
the Mall (1897), The Wicker-Work Woman (1898), The
Amethyst Ring (1899), and M. Bergeret a Paris (1901) are

the purposely aimless titles of this sequence, in which the in-

trigues of the anti-Dreyfusards form the ephemeral scaffold-

ing for the rival philosophies of a professor and his dog.

For M. Bergeret and his Riquet are the heroes of this intel-

lectual Odyssey. The dog is perhaps the more illuminating

thinker of the two, because he sees human affairs without hu-

man prejudice; and while M. Bergeret analyzes God and the

state, Riquet quietly dissects M. Bergeret and man. In "The
Thoughts of Riquet" we have the dog's philosophy:

Men, animals, and stones grow larger as they ap-

proach me, and become enormous when they are quite

close. It is not so with me. I remain the same size

wherever I am. . . . The smell of a dog is a delicious

smell. ... I speak when I choose. From my mas-

ter's mouth, too, issue sounds which have a kind of

meaning. But their meaning is less plain than that

which I express with my voice. Everything uttered

by my voice means something. But from my mas-

ter's mouth comes much nonsense. ''

Here is imagination and a delicately subtle shadowing of the

prejudices of men. Observe, again, the sympathetic insight

of the passage which describes Riquet's part in the transfer of

M. Bergeret's belongings to Paris.

During the days of the removal, Riquet roamed
sadly through the devastated rooms. . . . Strange,

ill-clad, fierce and insulting men troubled his repose.

. . . Chairs were taken from him as soon as he lay

upon them, and carpets were abrupty dragged from

beneath his persecuted body, so that in his own home
he no longer knew where to lay his head. 1

lilf. Bergeret, p. 12.
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Besides Riquet, M. Bergeret has a wife, who is less faithful

to him. " 'Tis only wise men that are deceived," Fra Gio-

vanni had said. 1 M. Bergeret, having found his wife comfort-

ably seated in the lap of a friend, says nothing, and reduces

her to despair by the unprecedented and inhuman trick of

thereafter totally ignoring her existence. At last she chooses

the interesting disgrace of a divorce in preference to this in-

tolerable silence; and is replaced by the savant's sister, the

virtuous and imperturbable Zoe.

Gradually, in these four volumes, M. Bergeret evolves like

his creator from a leisurely conservative to an aroused rebel

who is not above shouldering a musket—or at least grasping

a pen—in the cause of righteousness. He still scorns democ-

racy, and abhors revolution; but something has touched him

into feeling.

It is only the crazy and the ambitious who make
revolutions. . . . To tell the truth, I do not attach

any special importance to the form of the state.

Changes of government make little change in the

conditions of individuals. We do not depend on con-

stitutions or on charters, but on instincts and morals.

. . . No, I don't believe that men are naturally good.

What I see is that they are emerging painfully and
very slowly from their primitive barbarism, and that

with great effort they are organizing a justice that

is uncertain and a charity that is precarious. The
time is yet far distant when they will be kind and
gentle to one another. The time is yet far distant

when they will not war upon one another, and when
pictures representing battle-scenes will be hidden

away as affording an immoral and shameful spectacle.

. . . But I also believe that men are least ferocious

when they are least wretched, that in the long run the

progress of industry will produce a certain softening

of manners. ... I anticipate that salvation will

come from machinery itself. . . . The spark that

i Human Tragedy, p. 79.
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flashed from the Leyden jar, the little subtle star that

revealed itself in the eighteenth century to the

wonder-stricken philosopher, will accomplish tins

miracle. . . . Science, not the people, possesses sov-

ereign power; a stupidity repeated by 36,000,000
mouths does not for that reason cease to be stupid.

Majorities, as a general rule, display a superior ca-

pacity for servitude. Among the weak weakness is

multiplied in proportion to number. Mobs are al-

ways inert. They possess a little energy only when
they are starving. . . . And how can we change the

world? By the force of speech. . . . Nothing is

more powerful. . . . It is an invincible weapon, with-

out which the world would belong to armed brutes.

What keeps them in abeyance? Merely thought,

naked and weaponless. ... It is thought which rules

the world. 1

In Paris M. Bergeret makes the acquaintance of the social-

ist and carpenter, Roupart, who comes to fix M. Bergeret's

shelves and to tell him of the thousand-and-one varieties of

radicals in Paris. "There aren't many socialists here-

abouts," he says sadly, "and the few there are don't agree." 2

He thanks the professor for coming to the defense of Drey-

fus: "You did something quite out of the common; you cut

your own class, and refused to have any truck with the brass

hats and the sky pilots" (the army and the church). "I hate

forgers, my lad," says M. Bergeret; "surely that is permis-

sible in a philologist ?" 3

The entrance of Roupart was a symbol of the union sacree

of labor and the intellectuals in defense of Dreyfus ; and it was

a sign of Anatole's conversion to socialism. He had always

sympathized with simple people ; now he found his heart going

out more and more, despite his sceptical head, to their appar-

ently Utopian aspirations. He abandoned his notion of art

i Elm-Tree, p. 171; M. Bergeret, pp. 173, 176, 118, and 182.

2 Ibid., p. 64.

3 Ibid.
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for art's sake, and was happy to devote his genius to the cause

of the oppressed. He took membership in the Socialist Party,

which was to become, in the year of his death, the most power-

ful party in France ; and he gave his services as speaker with-

out stint or pride. Like William Morris in England, he let

himself be taken to little out-of-the-way halls to speak to men
and women tired and discouraged with toil and defeat. Per-

haps there is nothing more beautiful in the history of literature

than this picture of the great artist, the honored academician,

coming down to the platforms of the people, and taking their

side against the mighty. He met with the usual contumely

:

the Government sent agents provocateurs to his meetings, to

discredit him with shouts of "Long live anarchism !"—but even

that word could not frighten this scorner of all force. Paul

Gsell describes him at this stage, when the old philosopher had

become a political campaigner: "At a public meeting he has

difficulty in finding words. He reads his speeches. He in-

tones them in a nasal voice which is not lacking in solemnity.

If he has to improvise he stammers, and loses his head. The
emotion itself is the most delicate compliment to the audience,

which, proud of intimidating a man of genius, applauds him

frantically." 1

He was not quite certain that the socialists were right in

what they proposed, but he agreed with them heartily in what

they condemned. He had long since denounced militarism,

for example; and he looked upon conscription as perhaps the

greatest of contemporary evils. He had made Choulette say

:

Conscription is a hideous invention of modern
times. . . . To make killing an obligation on every

man is the shame of emperors and republics, the crime

of crimes. In ages which we call barbarous, towns

and princes entrusted their defense to mercenaries

who waged war with admirable prudence ; there were

perhaps some five or six men killed in a great battle.

i Gsell, p. 235.
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And when the knights went out to war, they were, at

least, uncompelled ; they had themselves killed for the

pleasure of it; and undoubtedly they were not good
for much else. No one, in the days of St. Louis,

would have dreamed of sending to the front a man of

learning and wisdom; nor would they have thought

of snatching the laborer from the fields to force him
into battle. But now we tell a man that it is an
honor for him to be so conscripted ; and if he does not

like this kind of honor we shoot him. He yields be-

cause he is subject to fear; and because man is of all

domestic animals the most timidly accommodat-
ing. ... It is to be remarked that our clothes have

great influence on our moral being. ... It is enough
to give a coward a bear-skin cap to make him go and
get his head broken in the king's service. . . . Civi-

lized nations are like hunting-dogs. A perverted in-

stinct drives them to destroy without profit or reason.

. . . The truth is, that men of a common faith have

no more urgent desire then to exterminate those who
think differently, particularly if the difference is very

slight. 1

Behind militarism is imperialism, the desire to establish im-

perial and autocratic authority over the lands and lives of

simple peoples who have the misfortune of possessing valuable

natural resources without an army or a navy.

Fra Giovanni knew that the man who sells is the

enemy of the man who buys, and that the art of trade

is more mischievous, if possible, than the art of war.

. . . The discovery of the West Indies, the explora-

tion of Africa, the navigation of the Pacific Ocean,

opened up vast territories to European greed. The
white kingdoms joined issue over the extermination

of the red, yellow, and black ; and for a space of four

centuries gave themselves up madly to the pillaging

il, Beryeret, p. 81; Reine Pedauque, p. 80; Amethyst Ring, p. 163.
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of three great divisions of the world. This is what

is styled modern civilization.

Anatole calls it the White Peril. 1

His writings, during the first five years of the new. century,

were colored and heated with socialism. He spoke of a prefet

who "felt before 'property' that kind of religious terror which

the moon inspires in dogs"; he laughed bitterly at "the law,"

which "in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the

poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal

bread" ; and he made one of his shorter masterpieces, Crain-

quebille (1902), a cameo of protest. An old street-peddler,

too slow to move on at a gendarme's bidding, is arrested and

falsely charged with having flung at the officer the war-cry

of Parisian police-haters,
—"Mort aux Vaches!" In court

the officer lies so efficiently that Crainquebille wonders did he

not say the thing after all? After serving a year in prison

he comes out broken-hearted, and so poor in health that he

can find no work that wants him ; and other peddlers have long

since captured his old costumers. At last, in starving despera-

tion, and hoping to find in jail the food that he cannot get out-

side of it, he confronts an officer and carefully pronounces in

his face the cry that will surely bring him a sentence—"Mort
aux Vaches !" But the policeman shrugs his shoulders scorn-

fully, and passes on.

In The White Stone (1905) Anatole France offers us his

Utopia. There is a "total suppression of private property"

in the means of production. Mating and marriage are left

quite free, and all children are supported by society. The
entire continent of Europe is united under one socialist govern-

ment ; England alone stands aloof, but not untouched. "While

having become socialistic she still retained her king, her lords,

and even the wigs of her judges." 2 Of course, there remains

much room for progress: "there are still among us, as before,

i Human Tragedy, p. 68; White Stone, p. 152.

2 lb id,. r>. 213.Ibid,, p. 213.
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voracious and prodigal, industrious and idle, rich and poor,

happy and miserable, contented and discontented, men. Yet

all manage to exist, and that is already something." x

In such admissions the old sceptic betrayed himself as not

quite submerged by the socialist; only Anatole France could

smilingly inform us that even in Utopia there will be unhappy
people. One suspects that this was not his real Eden ; that in

his heart he was an individualist ; perhaps, in his gentle philo-

sophic way, an anarchist. He loved to think "of that maker of

pipes whom William Morris presents to us in that fine Utopian

story of his, that simple-hearted craftsman who, in the city

of the future, made pipes which surpassed all others in beauty,

because he brought love to the making of them." 2 The same

individuality which made him averse to system in philosophy

and to dogma in science and religion made him doubtful of a

paradise in which the government would be ubiquitous and

supreme.

In his popular addresses he ignored difficulties and distinc-

tions ; one must take sides, as Voltaire said. But "when the

ardor of battle began to cool, Anatole France returned very

soon to his uncertainties, his beloved indecision. . . . He had

not the forwardness, the front and mouth of brass, which are

necessary to party-leaders." 3 He remained the student, un-

political and impolitic, unwedded to any dogma, ready to sur-

vey friends and enemies alike with undeceivable eye, and to

laugh at both of them in Penguin Island (1908)

.

This is his most sustained and powerful satire, whose modest

scope is a symbolic history of France. An old missionary,

Father Mael, comes upon some penguins whom he mistakes

for a new race of men; he preaches the Gospel to them, and

touched by their attention, baptizes them. Thereupon all

heaven is thrown into consternation, for it is against divine law

Llbid., p. 238.

2 Little Pierre, p. 61.

sMichaut, p. 12.
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to baptize any but men; a learned theological discussion en-

sues, and finally it is decreed that to save both the letter of the

law and Father Mael's face, the penguins shall be changed

into men, by a sort of divinely-accelerated Darwinism. Fa-

ther Mael, after this concentrated evolution, gives the new citi-

zens clothing, with dire results: all the males run after the

first clothed female, and ignore the conservative and respectable

ladies who are still naked. Possession in woman leads to pos-

session in property ; the males fight patriotically for mates

and land, and set up laws and boundaries to protect their con-

quered property. St. Mael is horrified at the greed, jealousy

and war which have followed upon his ministrations ; but a

fellow-monk assures him that the penguins are accomplishing

the most august of functions—"they are creating law, they

are founding property, they are establishing the bases of

civilization." Out of this comes industrialism, which reaches

its zenith in the United States. "Houses could never be built

high enough; fifteen millions of men toiled in the giant city."

One of the learned penguins arrives in New York.

Having disembarked, he was waited upon by au-

tomatons in a hotel forty-eight stories high. Then
he took the great railway that led to Gigantopolis, the

capital of New Atlantic. In the train there were res-

taurants, gaming-rooms, athletic arenas, telegraphic,

commercial and financial offices, a Protestant church,

and the printing office of a great newspaper. . . .

The train passed along the banks of great rivers,

through manufacturing cities which concealed the sky

with the smoke from their chimneys, towns black in

the day, towns red at night, full of noise by day and
full of noise also by night.

"Here," thought the doctor, "is a people far too

much engaged in industry and trade to make war."

. . . The doctor was brought into the hall of Con-

gress, and cast his look upon the crowd of legislators

who were sitting on cane chairs with their feet upon
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their desks. The president arose, and in the midst
of general inattention, muttered. . . . "The war for

the opening of the Mongol markets being ended to the

satisfaction of the States, I propose that the accounts
be laid before the finance committee. ... Is there

any opposition? . . . The proposal is carried. . . .

The war for the opening of the markets of Third
Zealand being ended to the satisfaction of the

States. . . ." "Have I heard aright?" asked Pro-
fessor Obnubile. "What? you an industrial people

and engaged in all these wars!" "Certainly," an-

swered the interpreter; "these are industrial wars.

. . . The number of wars necessarily increases with

our productive capacity. ... In Third Zealand we
have killed two-thirds of the inhabitants in order to

compel the remainder to buy our umbrellas and
braces." At that moment a fat man who was sitting

in the middle of the assembly ascended the tribune.

"I claim," said he, "a war against the Emerald Re-
public, which insolently contends with our pigs for

the hegemony of hams and sauces in all the markets

of the universe." "Who is that legislator?" asked

Dr. Obnubile. "He is a pig merchant." . . .

"What?" asked Obnubile of the interpreter; "you
have voted a war with that rapidity and that indiffer-

ence?" "Oh! it is an unimportant war which will

hardly cost eight million dollars." "And men?"
. . . "The men are included in the eight million dol-

lars." Then Dr. Obnubile bent his head in bitter re-

flection. "Since wealth and civilization admit of as

many causes of poverty as war and barbarism, since

the folly and wickedness of men are incurable, there

remains but one good action to be done. The wise

man will collect enough dynamite to blow up this

planet. When its fragments fly through space an

imperceptible amelioration will be accomplished in the

universe, and a satisfaction will be given to the uni-

versal conscience. Moreover, this universal con-

science does not exist."
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In Book Six the Affaire Pyrot portrays the Dreyfus case,

and here the great sceptic laughs even at himself. The story

passes on to tell of the rise of organized labor, and the coming

of a great revolution; but on the very last page the sceptic

overwhelms the socialist, and, describing the rise of another

master-class and another system of industrial exploitation,

ends the book with an ominous repetition of the very words

that had been used to depict the earlier slavery : "Houses could

never be built high enough; fifteen millions of men toiled in

the giant city."

The truth is, Anatole France had his doubts about revolu-

tion. There were two things which he hated as much as his

gentle nature could hate anything—those twin evils, violence

and intolerance. When Fra Giovanni is in jail, arrested for a

speech against the "Friends of Order," an anarchist prisoner

invites him to join his party, saying: "My wish is to destroy

the law by violence and compel the citizens to live henceforth

in happy freedom. And know further that I have slain both

judges and soldiers, and have committed many crimes for the

public good." To which Fra Giovanni answers, passionately

:

111 betide the violent!—for violence ever begets

violence. Whoever acts like you is sowing the earth

with hatred and fury, and his children shall tear their

feet with the wayside briars, and serpents shall bite

their heels. Ill betide you, for you have shed the

blood of the unjust judge and the brutal soldier, and
lo, you are become like the soldier and the judge
yourself. Like them you bear on your hands the in-

delible stain. A fool the man who says, "We will do
evil in our turn, and our hearts shall be comforted.

We will be unjust and it shall be the beginning of jus-

tice. . .
." If you disobey your masters, let it be by

love. Neither fetter nor kill them, but tell them
rather, "I will never slay my brothers, nor throw them
into chains." 1

i Human Tragedy, ch. xi.
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In The Gods Are Athirst (1912) the theme is again the use-

lessness and ultimate destructiveness of intolerance and vio-

lence. The scene is Paris in the days of the Terror ; the pro-

tagonist is Evariste Gamelin, a Robespierrist who kills suspects

with all the self-satisfaction of a Torquemada. Anatole

France sees the Revolution red; it is not the oratory that re-

mains with him most, but that quiet punctuator, the guillo-

tine. At bottom, he thinks, the thirst of the gods for human
blood is the thirst of the mob ; and Anatole, like every artist,

distrusts the mob. He remarks of Georg Brandes that "he

has flattered no one—not even the people."

The Revolt of the Angels (1914) is an allegory for every

revolution. Satan revolts against God; it is freedom revolt-

ing against order, nature against restraint, the individual

against society. Satan wins, and sets himself up as God,

preaching the old dogmas, and retaining the pope as his vice-

gerent. "In thee I confirm the right and power to decide

matters of doctrine, to regulate the use of the sacraments, to

make laws, and to uphold the purity of morals. . . . Thou
art infallible. Nothing is changed." x Here in three words

are the essence and formula of scepticism : Nothing is changed,

even if revolution succeeds, even if Satan replaces God. The
only note of hope comes in a speech of Satan to his defeated

followers.

Friends, if victory is denied us now, it is because we

are neither worthy nor capable of victory- Let us

determine wherein we have failed. Nature shall not

be ruled, the sceptre of the universe shall not be

grasped, except by knowledge alone. It is not blind

courage (no one has shown more courage than you)

which will win you the courts of heaven ; but rather

study and reflection. In these silent realms where we

are fallen let us meditate, seeking the hidden causes of

things ; let us observe the course of nature ; let us pur-

sue her with compelling ardor and all-conquering

i The Revolt of the Angels, p. 345.
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desire ; let us strive to penetrate her infinite grandeur,

her infinite minuteness. . . . When she obeys us we
shall be as gods.

VII. THE ARTIST

Anatole France was a philosopher ; and the mellow subtlety

of his thought, the universality of his interests, and the splen-

dor of his learning have endeared him to those who pursue the

elusive delights of speculation. But he was more than a

philosopher, more than a scholar and a soldier in the war of

human liberation; he was an artist. It is as an artist that

he was supreme in his generation, and will be cherished for

many centuries in the memory of the initiate.

He merely missed perfection. He was not a master of

construction : whereas his shorter stories are of admirable tech-

nique, his novels lack unity, and tend to be loosely episodic;

only in Thais did he find the unity of interest, the symmetry

of structure, and the inevitability of development which make

for faultless form. And he lacked originality of matter: his

plots were taken anywhence, with as high a hand as Shake-

speare's, and with as good excuse—that he adorned whatever

he stole. All ideas, he held, are as old as thought, and belong

to everybody ; creation is in the form, not in the stuff. Yet

Thais too much recalls Flaubert; and The Garden of Epi-

curus is touched with that fragrant pessimism which we asso-

ciate with Renan. And lastly, his creations were almost ex-

clusively introspections: he could not forget himself, he could

not erect, by the power of his imagination, characters quite

unlike his own, as Shakespeare did, or Balzac ; no matter what

the name may be—Servien or Bonnard, Bergeret or Coignard,

Vence or Dechartre, Trublet or Brotteaux—the men are as

invariably Anatole as the heroes of Byron are Byron.

But if he lacked something of creative imagination (and he

confessed this with admirable simplicity 1
) y

he atoned for it by

i Penguin Island, p. 39 ; La Vie litteraire, vol. ii, p. 39.
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the rarity of his re-creative imagination. As if possessed of

some miraculous Time-Machine, he moved at will into different

epochs of the past, and through patient scholarship and delicate

understanding filled those ancient ages with vivid life ; through

the lenses of his art distant periods grew, and moved up into the

near and visible. He saw these alien centuries more clearly

than most of us see our own; he described them with a sym-

pathetic penetration which makes the realism of realists seem

unfaithful and obscure. He delighted to enter into dead

theologies and antique philosophies, and knew their esoteric

minutiae as perhaps no other scholar of his time. He could

be ruthless in revealing the actual perspective of history, as

in The Procurator of Judea; but at the same time he felt

the beauty of the ancient lore and could show it in his pages

as if with the most transparent innocence of belief. He could

mercilessly divest the story of Jeanne d'Arc of all miraculous

content, and yet present her as the lovably simple girl whose

visions stirred a defeated nation to courage and victory.

What he did always—on every page of every book—was to

lavish love and care on every line. His religion consisted of

an affection for mankind and a passion for perfect prose. He
did not admire, though perhaps he envied, the romantic type

of genius which soars on the wings of song, and composes with-

out effort—and without thought. He spent himself on achiev-

ing the finished form, believing that form held the secret of

artistic immortality. "Form is the golden vase which preserves

thought, whose essence is fleeting, for posterity. . . . One sur-

vives only by form. . . . To give a new form to a new idea is

all of art, and the only creation possible to man." 1

And so he wrote better than any Frenchman of his genera-

tion ; and his style is a precious perfume that almost dulls the

sense with its intoxicating charm. It is a fluid style, com-

pounded of tenderness and disillusionment; as gentle as the

dew and as clear as a day in June ; a subdued style, quiet, soft,

almost languorous and voluptuously beautiful. Take one

i In Michaut, 227-9.
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example : he tells how, reading the Greek classics, "il voyait des

figures divines des bras d'ivoire tombant sur des tuniques

blanches; il entendait des voix plus belles que la plus belle

musique, qui se lamentaient harmonieusement"—"He saw di-

vine figures, with arms of ivory falling on tunics of pure white

;

he heard voices more beautiful than the sweetest music, raised

in harmonious lamentation." 1 He had that ear for music

which seems indispensable for style ; his words caress their sub-

ject, and his phrases fall of themselves into sombre and delicate

harmonies.

His style, again, delights with its clarity and simplicity.

French writers, he said, have three great qualities : clearness,

clearness and, clearness ;
2 well, Anatole France had all three.

"There is a means of attracting which is within the reach of

the most humble, and that is naturalness." 3 He could be

romantic when he wished, as in comparing the fingers of a

child's hand to "the rosy rays of a star" ; but he rather shunned

such colored metaphors. "Let us beware of writing too well,"

he warned ; "it is the worst way there is to write." 4

But his was a simplicity that had absorbed complexity, as

his clarity had been chiseled painfully out of obscurity. Be-

hind his naivete is the subtlest irony ; his understatement is the

shrewdest emphasis. He says of Renan: "If we may believe

this amiable shepherd of souls, it is impossible for us to elude

divine mercy, and we shall all enter Paradise—unless, indeed,

there be no paradise, which is exceedingly probable"

;

5 nothing

could have better summarized Renan. He likes to build up
an imposing paragraph and then, like Heine, to destroy it all

with the last word, like some infant architect destroying his toy

palaces with imperial nonchalance. Never even in the his-

tory of French literature has there been so delicate a poise be-

tween subtle thought and transparent phrase ; one forgets that

i Le Livre de Mon Ami, p. 170.

2 In Brandes, p. 107.

s On Life, vol. ii, preface.
* In Michaut, p. 232.
s In Brandes, p. 3.
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it is philosophy, because philosophy is so seldom dressed in

such perfect art. This imperceptible union of matter and

form, this wedding of wisdom and beauty, constitute the dis-

tinctive achievement of Anatole France. His soul was large

enough to know the good, the beautiful, and the true ; and his

skill sufficed to show them in all the splendor of their natural

unity. He was a great artist.

VIII. THE LAST PHASE

When the war came, in 191 4, Anatole France, age seventy,

offered himself as a volunteer. Not that he loved peace less

than before, but France a little more ; he could not contemplate

with his wonted equanimity the possible destruction of the

fairest civilization in the modern world. "What you are de-

fending," he told the soldiers of his country in 1915, "is our im-

mortal patrimony, our mores, our customs, our laws, our

habits, our beliefs, and our traditions ; the work of our sculp-

tors, our architects, our artists ; the song of our musicians ; the

mother-tongue which for eight centuries has flowed unceasing

from the lips of our poets, our writers, our historians, our

philosophers. . . . What you are defending is the French

genius, which gave the world light and brought the nations

liberty." x It was not the France of Viviani and Millerand

and Poincare that he defended, but the France of Montaigne

and Voltaire and Victor Hugo and Renan; he could not bear

to think that they should be forgotten, or that France should

never again bear their like.

From his dream of a just peace and a united Europe, the

Treaty of Versailles awakened him; it filled him almost with

despair to see the same men who had brewed the poison on

which Europe had gone mad, restored to office and empowered

to prepare another holocaust. He greeted the Russian Revo-

lution with gladness and thanksgiving; whatever its violence

and its errors, he thought, this was a challenge in the face of

iln Shanks, p. 209.
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which Western Europe would be compelled to cleanse and

renew itself. His friends among the mighty were amazed

to hear of his joining the Communists, but not more amazed

and chagrined than he had been to see the leaders of his coun-

try ape the militarism of the defeated foe; it was his way of

telling them that his heart was with the lowly whose blood

had been shed, rather than with the great who calmly counted

the losses in men and calculated the gains in gold. When, in

1921, he received the Nobel prize for literature, and, return-

ing from Sweden, found that the French Academy had been

so shocked by his new affiliations that it had abandoned its

plans for tendering him a reception, he smiled with relief,

and gathering his simpler friends about him, feasted uncon-

strained. The victory of the liberals in the year of his death

gave new bloom to the hopes that sprang eternally in his young

heart.

His splendid home at 5 Villa Said was the rendezvous of

Cabinet-members like Caillaux and Painleve, of geniuses and

workingmen. It was a temple of art and friendship, where

the master conversed with his disciples, or brooded in solitude

over his collected treasures of painting, statuary, and engrav-

ing. "With a reverent hand he took the little Cupid, and

raising it to his eyes, almost to his lips, he caressed it ten-

derly." 1 When a Russian girl refugee came to seek protec-

tion, she was frightened away by the wealth in which she found

herself upon opening his door; she could not see that it was

not wealth but beauty. Later, such troubled souls came to

him unafraid, and sometimes perhaps too unabashed. "Here,"

said one young visitor, "is a bomb in two parts. Separated,

nothing to fear. If the two halves are screwed together, the

whole house blow up." "Do not screw them, please," said

Anatole, gently. "And take my word for it, my young friend,

as long as there are other means, we must have recourse to

them. Remember this: homicidal justice, even when adminis-

tered by a people struggling for freedom, can never be any-

i Gsell, p. 22.
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thing but a wretched substitute. It is not good to quench with

blood the thirst of the gods." x

When he passed away, on October 12, 1924, his country be-

came magically united by the generous influence of his name.

President and Premier joined the line of people who, from

morning to evening, filed by his coffin to bid farewell to the

man who had upheld, in his generation, the supremacy of

French letters. When he was taken to the cemetery at Neuilly,

the five miles of intervening streets were lined five and ten

deep with patient thousands that had waited for hours to

see the body pass. Not since Victor Hugo's death had France

so mourned a son.

Shortly before his death an American magazine had sent

to all prominent artists, writers, and critics of the United

States a request for a list of the world's greatest writers, ar-

ranged in the order of their preference. When the replies

were averaged the first in standing was Shakespeare. The
second was Goethe. The third was Anatole France.

ilbid., p. 229.



CHAPTER III

JOHN COWPER POWYS

I. PORTRAIT

I
HAVE discovered a living philosopher, abounding in wis-

dom and beauty, and I would share him with the reader.

It is not right that these essays should be confined to

blowing trumpets for long-honored names; it is just that they

should introduce to a wider friendship a strange and un-

heralded Plato from the remoter lanes of the City of God.

Picture him, first, as we have seen and heard him, so many
of us, on the public platform: tall, thin, ungainly, angular, a

very Michelangelo of the rostrum; long arachnid legs, long

simian arms, long restless pseudopodian fingers, the Word made

not flesh but bone and naked nerves ; the stooping carriage of

a solicitous giant, the proud head of a Welsh Jove flashing

perpetual lightning, the obstinate chin of individuality, the

large nose of genius, the trembling mouth of the poet, the

gray curly hair that no more brooks set forms than the man
himself, the eyes startled and piercing, hunted and hunting,

tossed and pulled about with things vividly seen, haunted with

mystery and frightened with understanding—but whose ad-

jectives except his own could describe him?

And what speech! There is nothing in our generation like

it, nothing equaling it in Gothic splendor of ornament, in

sensitive perception and penetrating thought. At first hear-

ing a medley of amazing phrases and epithets, meaning noth-

ing to the dull ; then an unfurled cloth of gold, sparkling and

shimmering with beauty, and blinding the mind to the body

of meaning whose gorgeous raiment it is ; then the mirror of
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a complex vision unintelligible and unutterable; then, piece

by piece and tone by tone, the Oriental mosaic and music of a

philosophy as profound as Spinoza's and as kindly as Christ's.

His name is John Cowper Powys. In his veins runs the

blood of the poets Cowper and Donne, with that of a stoic

clergyman who transmitted to his unbelieving sons his ineluc-

table piety. He lives and moves on this earth in our time and

state, as like a banished angel as Li-po, that we may know
what genius looks like face to face, what Shelley might have

been without delusion, or Keats without despair. Some of us

have known him for years, and know that we have never known
him at all; a sensitive and solitary spirit, driven into urban

seclusion perhaps by some harsh blow of fate of which not a

word escapes him; a spirit unique, untouchable and profound,

too aristocratically proud to give itself quite away or be too

readily understood. After all, if a man has scaled zenith and

sounded nadir, how can he make himself intelligible to his

fellow-men, souls brushing by in obstructive conversation, ships

passing beyond hail in the night?

At the first moment when our temperament en-

counters another temperament, all these delicate

feelers retreat and curl up, drawing inwards and

curving back like the feelers of sea-anemones. If the

nature we are encountering be unsympathetic, all that

we shall present to the intrusion of the stranger's ap-

proach will be a shapeless jelly-like substance; but if

this other mind turns out to be akin to our own or pos-

sessed of something in common with our own, then, by

slow degrees, these spiritual antennas of our secret

being will reappear, and will begin to expand and

shimmer in the wave and the sun of that other's com-

prehension. 1

It was Wolf Solent that revealed to us part of this secret

soul, through passionate meandering poetry-prose and fiction-

i The Meaning of Culture, New York, 1929, p. 226.
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autobiography; but there the portrait was obscured by its

own complexity, and modestly subordinated to the pervasive

verdure and odor of an England which Powys loves more than

himself. Here, however, in what hasty wayfarers may have

mistaken for a minor book, here in The Meaning of Culture

is the man himself, open-hearted and clear through the protect-

ing distance of print, telling us what we so long wanted to

know—what he feels about the world and man, about the

earth and love ; expounding that subtlest and least phraseable

of things, an artist's philosophy, all the profounder, so much
the closer to the innate contrariness of life, because it has no

system, offers no syllogisms, and surmounts every category of

mere thought ; all in all so rare and refined a vision of outward

and inward reality as one reader has not found elsewhere, by

eye or ear, in contemporary letters.

I wish to expound this philosophy without criticism, to

quote from it lavishly enough to whet the appetite for deeper

drinking at its source, to pass on to the reader this intoxicat-

ing cordial which here the indifferent providence of chance has

brewed for those poor souls who are cursed with the love of

beauty and the thirst for truth. I do not propose to sit in

judgment upon the gods.

The philosopher may be recognized at the very outset in the

opening chapter on "Culture and Philosophy." "All these

visions of the unsolved mystery," says Powys of the world's

systems of thought, "are equally true. They resemble the

pictures of the great artists." 1 Only a tyro would ask of

Spinoza, or Plato, or Aquinas, or Hegel, is he right? (for

who can say?) ; the maturing mind asks of them, "What can

you reveal to me?—what depths and heights can you plunge

and lift me to?—what inexpressible feeling can you arouse

in me of the wordless essence of things?" To look Ions* into

i P. 21.
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Spinoza's Ethics is like looking long at Rembrandt's portraits

of Rembrandt, or Raphael's of Julius II, or Velasquez's of

Olivares ; if you have eyes to see, the whole world is in each of

them.

Philosophy cannot give us truth; on the contrary it takes

truth away, and teaches us a patient tolerance and (when we
have loved it very long) a boundless modesty ; the part learns

to think of itself in terms of the whole. When we arrive at a

Socratic recognition of our ignorance it becomes possible to

be courteous to every creed.

The permanent mental attitude which the sensitive

intelligence derives from philosophy is an attitude

that combines extreme reverence with limitless scepti-

cism ; and the result of this is that the temper of true

culture will be found to be much more akin to the im-

memorial superstitions of the human race [animism,

for example] than to the dogmatic arrogance of the

last mechanistic theory. . . . The earth is so old, and
the generations of men recede so far into the abyss of

time that one should take it for granted that there

is some measure of earth-wisdom clinging to every ves-

tige of superstition. 1

Philosophy has many lessons to teach ; it gives us conscious-

ness (i. e., a thinking of things together), and a sensitive

awareness of ourselves as weird centers of feeling and force ; it

enlarges the scope and sharpens the edge of thought ; it teaches

us a little of the Confucian art of regulating ourselves as the

one thing needed for the regulation of the world; it offers us

that "knowledge of relative values" which is the secret of

culture; it provides us with an inner retreat (Wolf Solent's

"mythology") from all the stupidities and cruelties of our

fellow-fools. But always this is its final lesson, that nothing

is certain, that every truth is in the end a preference, that a

i Pp. 18, 245.
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man's philosophy can only be his and not another's, that

proselytizing is a vain immodesty, that one must "consider

one's path not the noblest or the wisest, but simply as one's

The more culture a man has, the more austerely

—

though naturally with many ironic reserves—does he

abide by his own taste. It is ever the mark of the

parvenu in education to chafe and fret till his opin-

ions correspond to the last word of modish sophistica-

tion. . . . Half-educated people permit their per-

sonal vision to be interfered with, to be smoothed out

and flattened out, by a slavish respect for modern
science or by a conventional respect for traditional

religion. The cultured person takes both these dog-

matic authorities with a considerable pinch of salt.

Science is not everything, nor is religion! The last

word is with a certain free poetic humanism that uses

both science and religion for its own purposes and is

not dominated by either. An educated person can

glibly describe what he wishes you to regard as his

last ready-made philosophy. A cultured person

often finds it very difficult to explain what his phi-

losophy is ; but when he does manage to articulate it

you feel that this is what he has secretly and pro-

foundly lived by for many a long year. For in a cul-

tured person's life intellectual snobbishness has ceased

to exist. He is not interested in the question whether

his attitude is "intellectual" according to the current

fashion or not. He might even be guilty of a certain

malicious satisfaction when it appears so completely

out of fashion as to seem naive and simple to the point

of imbecility. . . . One always feels that a merely

educated man holds his philosophical views as if they

were so many pennies in his pocket. They are sepa-

rate from his life. Whereas with a cultured man
there is no gap or lacuna between his opinions and his

i Pp. 19, 82, 246,
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life. Botli are dominated by the same organic, in-

evitable fatality. They are what he is.
1

With such an orientation in philosophy, it is a corollary

that Powys, in religion, believes nothing and reverences all.

Like Anatole France (though he will resent the comparison)

he wishes to worship in every temple, every god. He is a

polytheist and an animist, as a poet-philosopher must be.

"From every plant and from every stone there emanates a

presence that disturbs us with a sense of the multitudinousness

of godlike powers, strong and feeble, great and little, moving

between heaven and earth upon their secret purposes." 2 He
is a Buddhist, for the one commandment that suffices for his

morality is never to hurt any one, any animal, or any plant;

and this is no empty theory with him, but a living practice car-

ried out to the letter without words and without display. As
in Buddha, the saint and the sage are one in him; and this is

the highest that can be said of any man.

He is a Christian too, with a shamelessly unfashionable ad-

miration for Christ. He accepts with Dostoievskian complete-

ness "the startling doctrine of the immeasurable and equal

value of every living human soul" ; and he repeats that "culture

must steal something of that abysmal humility of spirit which,

along with its grand discovery of what might be called the

equality of souls, is the gift of Christianity to the training of

the human mind." 3 He knows, as Voltaire suggested, that

though a gondolier is superior to a doge, the difference is so

slight that no wise man would take account of it.

If we insist upon pinning him down to a creed, he answers,

with subtle simplicity, that the developed soul cannot subsist

without an admixture of gratitude and defiance towards the

First Cause, or rather towards "a floating airy company of

invisible presences, the Genii and tutelary Spirits, as it were,

iP. 9.

2 P. 180.

3 Pp. 102, 252.
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of the streams and rocks and plants and trees among which we

move and pass."

In dead silence one stares at this inaudibly-

breathing vegetation ; and as one stares, the impres-

sion gradually emphasizes itself that the dominant
feeling of all these growths is a mute expectancy.

Expectancy of what? Ah ! that none can tell ! But
something in one's own heart and one's own psychic

mood answers in intimate correspondence to this curi-

ous waiting, this waiting with indrawn breath. And
as we stand there, allowing our identity to sink back

upon the final mystery of life, it seems as though, in

a wordless dialogue with the eternal, we at the same
time accuse that unknown of the sufferings of all

sentiency and offer thanks to it for the happiness of

all sentiency. 1

Ah, yes, how many times gratitude has welled up in us for

beauty, for sublimity, for kindness, for the unexpected merci-

fulness of a fate that has neglected to take advantage of our

carelessness to destroy us ; how often, as the ship glides silently

through an unruffled Mediterranean shimmering under the

moon, or as we look unseen from our study-window upon our

children romping happily in the fields, gratitude phrases it-

self inevitably on our lips and in our hearts, and we would

to God there were a God to hear it! And yet again, when

dumb bacteria lay creative genius low, and the juggernaut

of accident crushes our children brutally, leaving life empty

when it was most full ; and there in those fields where guileless

ones gambol and everything seems so fair, struggle to the

death goes on among the grass-blades and under fallen twigs,

and murder is the law of life and history; when gigantic

catastrophes bury in indiscriminate destruction statesman and

idiot, criminal and saint, and fools frustrate Cagsar, and

Heloi'se pines to the end for Abelard—then a blind resent-

ment chokes us, our gorge rises up against this omnipotent

i P. 179.
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irrationality, and we void our curses upon the impartial stars.

How shall we ever do Nature justice if we cannot personify

her into a being that we may hate and love?

Consequently literature is profounder than philosophy, be-

cause it is less consistent ; and poetry is profounder than prose,

because it makes all things animate (as perhaps they are),

so that it may speak to them and be spoken to, and take them
up warmly into human understanding. Art is profoundest

of all, because beauty is greater than truth, and significance

rendered with a stroke is deeper than any word. But if we
speak of painting, let us hear Powy's music again

:

And if the body of man, together with symbolic

ritual of the body's raiment, finds the apogee of its

expressiveness in these haughty blacks and whites [of

Velasquez], these reserved splashes of rose-carmine,

these swart backgrounds, such as attend like well-

drilled slaves upon the fatal dreaminess of flesh and
blood, no less does the soul of man find its culminating

expression in the ecstasies of El Greco. Wildly and
grandly do they whirl up in their mounting crescendo

of mystical self-forgetfulness, these holy El Greco

saints ! As with the figures of Dostoievski, there is

something apocalyptic about these luminous lacera-

tions toppling on the verge of an unutterable thresh-

old ; but the imaginative backgrounds that the

Toledoan gives them, racks of strange vapours, ice-

bergs of huddled chaos, chasms of fatality, anticipate

again and again those hosts of primordial air-shapes

which William Blake saw in the fields of London's

suburbs. The very madness of religion leaps up like

cloven pentecostal flames from the quivering finger-

tips of these ecstasies. Long and thin have their

hands grown from the mere habit of desperate

prayer; while the contours of their God-intoxicated

faces carry the mark of such as have seen Eternity

and have not perished. 1

IP. 68.
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Is there today another man this side of the Atlantic, this

side of Mars, who can write like that?

III. THE MEANING OF CULTURE

But what is culture? It is a priggish word, and we must

beware how we bandy it; the low-brows will be upon us pres-

ently like the wolf on the fold. Is culture education? It is

a good question in a country reeking with colleges and well-

nigh destitute of cultured men. For a man may know every-

thing, and be an ass; he may be familiar with all the master-

pieces of art and be as dull as a museum-attendant; he may
have read a million books and be a chauvinist. Knowledge is

the body of culture, understanding is its soul. "The per-

petual student is seldom a cultivated person. . . . No man,

however learned, can be called a cultured man while there re-

mains an unbridged gap between his reading and his life." *

If he knows every page of Thomas Hardy and Thomas Mann,
of Marcel Proust and Anatole France, but shouts and pushes

and quarrels and scolds and gourmandizes and peddles smut,

he is a desert upon whose dusty soil the seed of letters has found

no nourishment and borne no fruit.

Culture, then, is not something that stays in the head, it is

something that lives in the life; it is not an accumulation of

learning, but an application of experience and education, as-

sociation and travel, to enhancing the sensitivity, deepening

the significance, and reducing the friction, of life; it is the

growth of knowledge into understanding and courtesy; it is

tout comprendre et tout pardonner. Here, where culture

might be a prig, Powys shows the finest side of his philosophy ; he

admits bravely that "culture is not everything," 2 that "there

are occasions when culture must be unhesitatingly sent to the

Devil !" 3—when, for example, a man must swallow his disgust,

iPp. 55, 22.

2 P. 252.

3 P. 96.
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and make himself a motley to the view, because there are pre-

cious ones dependent upon him. Goodness is greater than cul-

ture, and Buddha is profounder than Socrates, Lao-tse pro-

founder than Confucius. But properly understood, culture

includes such kindliness ; "the one grand commandment of cul-

ture is, 'Thou shalt not be cruel.' " 1 True courtesy is im-

possible without goodness ; and it is because true courtesy pre-

supposes the weaving of understanding and gentleness into

one's actual living that it is, in the end, the very essence and

definition of culture. "Culture and self-control are synony-

mous terms—no refining of one's taste in esthetics or in lit-

erature can palliate the enormity of being guilty of ungovern-

able anger." 2 The true test of culture comes in one's deal-

ings with our "inferiors," that is, those unfortunate ones who

by the omnipotence of accident seem to be beneath us—fallen

"fellow-wrestlers in the stark arena of life."

There is no great culture needed to make one be-

have with courtesy and lively attention to the rich,

the beautiful, the famous. Where our true sophisti-

cated culture shows itself is in our attitude to the un-

important, the negligible, the weak, the mean-spirited,

the pig-headed. . . . Invariable and unwearied cour-

tesy is in an especial sense due from us to all servants,

and to all queer, retiring, nervous and unsuccessful

people. No one can be regarded as cultured who
does not treat every human being, without a single

exception, as of deep and startling interest. 3

Only second to courtesy, culture will cultivate, as the first

requisite of growth and the final refuge of thought, a jealous

solitude. "Our happiest moments will be when we are quite

alone, or alone with our very dearest companions. To display

a preference for living with a large group of people, or for

going about with a large group of people, seems a sign of a

iR 253.

2 P. 235.

3 Pp. 247, 237.
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very rudimentary stage of human development." x Coney Is-

land is the nadir of civilization. To Powys, as to Aristotle,

the supreme bliss is quiet contemplation. "Every day-dream,

begotten of pleasant leisure, by well-side or fire-side or window-

sill, is a sort of 'chewing of the cud' of immortal and godlike

contemplation, and is worthy of a high place in the order of

the good life." 2 The society of merely educated people is at

best a bore, at the worst a degradation ; for such people insist

on arguing.

Two minds get more out of their conversation than

three can, and three get more than four. One of the

greatest destroyers of real conversation is argument.

Argument is the silliest of all methods of passing the

time; and by far the most sterile. In argument
people discuss in order to shine, to make others look

fools, to make a show of their own originality, or

cleverness, or learning. . . . No one can live in any
modern community without overhearing fierce and
violent discussions. ... A person who is what I have

been trying to define as cultured will slip out of such

discussions and refuse to commit himself. He will

know that there is much good to be got out of every

simple heart-felt way of life ; only perhaps more good
where the thing is very old. 3

Of course a man so unhappy in crowds finds himself out-

rageously misborn in an epoch of number, size and noise.

Powys does not quite enjoy the "increasing cultural role of

the continent of Africa" in American life, and he speaks with

difficult tolerance of "the rank ooze of the great river-bed of

modern life, its slang, its psychological catchwords, its me-

chanical toys, its circus-manias, its furious alternations be-

tween atheism and Catholicism, its brutal eroticism." 4 He

i P. 240.

2 P. 271.

3 Pp. 224, 246.

* Pp. 75, 32.
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protects himself in novel ways. While forced to listen to the

talk of a Pullman crowd he fingers, in his pocket, the perfect

profile on an ancient coin; or he recites to himself "rare pas-

sages" from the poets, "memorized by love and repetition."

"The best way to deal with a crowd that is pressing hard upon
you and jostling you is to repeat over and over again in your

heart the Buddhist formula, 'Peace to all Beings !' " * "Cul-

ture has the power of enabling us to be happy in the only way
wherein most human beings can be happy—in complete defi-

ance of their surroundings." If necessary it can submit, even

to coarseness and force, without losing its inner sovereignty;

"such submission, wary and sly, weary and patient, humble

and proud, grave and ironical, has been from time immemorial

the retort of culture to the uncultured." "A cultured man or

woman is a stoic-epicurean in a community of greed and piety

;

but if he is wise, no one will know what he is." 2

If he is fortunate as well as wise, he will be able to escape

from crowds and noise, and find in Nature herself—that god

of gods, Natura naturans—the sweetest deepest pleasures that

culture can afford. Here at last is Powys' Holy of Holies;

seldom has any one written better, or with profounder feeling

and understanding, of Nature as the test of character and

man's final solace and delight. Culture is a bridge and a bond

between Nature and courtesy; it is rooted and nurtured in

the one, it flowers and is perfected in the other. To love tall

buildings and marvelous mechanisms more than rocks and trees

is, to Powys, a revelation of one's immaturity. Even to seek

the "beauties" of Nature is not enough; "such people are

summer-lovers and holiday-lovers; a few October rains, a few

November storms, and off they go, fleeing in discomfort to

their cozy pavements and re-assuring fire-escapes." 3 The

real lover of Nature will relish her in all her moods; he will

iPp. 55, 254.

2 Pp. 252-6.

3 P. 152.
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take a strange delight in her anger and storms, her cloudy and

rainy gloominess. Above all he will court her when he is

alone, and will try to find her where no third voice can disturb

their communion. "It is a sure sign of an uncultivated mind

to allow one's own casual chattering to interfere with one's en-

joyment of Nature." * Nor will the true lover be one of

those "freak-athletes" who boast of their mileage, or set off

not for the road's sake but for the goal; he will understand

that the joys of life are not in the terminus but on the way,

that the secret of pleasure is to sacrifice the end to the means.

He will lose himself in by-paths and pathless recesses, seeking

to touch and smell and see, to sharpen all senses with aware-

ness, so that every syllable that Nature utters may be heard;

taking nothing for granted in Nature, but feeling her depth

and glory anew with every dawn, in however wonted scenes;

accepting the phenomena as the noumenon, these simple sen-

sations, colors, sounds and forms as the very essences of real-

ity; learning the names of the plants and the flowers, of the

birds and the insects, of the planets and the rocks ; laying up
in the store-houses of his memory thousands and thousands

of impressions of hill and valley, brook and wood, till the peace

of great fields and placid animals is upon him, and he knows

the amplitude of time and space, and even death comes to

seem reasonable and tolerable, because a natural and neces-

sary thing.

Let any reader gather together the forces of his in-

most being as he stands under any sort of tree upon
any patch of bare earth or uncut grass, and let him
feel himself as a human animal, unique among his fel-

lows in his own peculiar personal sensations, carried

through space-time on the surface of this terrestrial

orb ! . . . Let him face the reality of death, as he has

never perhaps faced it, in all its ghastly finality. Let
him at that moment practise the art of forgetting to

IP. 169.
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its extreme point ; so that whatever the particular hor-

rors in life are, the ones that have worried him the most
are calmly set aside upon his mind's rubbish-heap or

flung into his mind's oblivious Limbo.
Then let him give himself up to the warmth of the

sun as it falls upon that tree-trunk and that patch of

earth, or to the greyness of the clouds and the chill

of the wind as these things press upon him and make
desolate this place of his retreat. From both the

generative warmth and the sorrowful wind a strange

happiness will reach him if he retains his concentrated

receptivity of mind; for the deep fountains of his

memory will be stirred simply and solely by that pas-

sive attitude of his which has obliterated worry and
care. Then will all manner of old, obscure feelings,

evoked by both sun and wind, warmth and cold, earth

and grass, air and rain, rise up in his mind. And he

will remember certain street-corners where the eve-

ning light has fallen in particular ways. He will re-

member certain bridges where the rain-wet stones or

the mosses have taken on a certain delicate sadness,

or have pierced his heart "with thoughts beyond the

reaches of his soul." He will remember the tarry

smells and the salty breaths of this or that harbour-

mouth, passed carelessly enough at the time, but re-

turning upon him now as of the very essence of his

life. He will remember how he once came up the

slope of a far-off hill, following some half-forgotten

road ; and there will come upon him vague memories

of remote gates overgrown with elder-bushes and with

tall nettles; memories of bare beech-trunks, God
knows on what far uplands, of stranded barges in

stagnant back-waters, of green sea-weed on lonely

pier-posts, of glittering sun-paths, or moon-paths, on

sea-waters or river-waters, of graveyards where the

mounds of the dead were as drowsy under the long

years as if the passing of time had been the passing

of interminable flocks of sheep. Thus will he tell like

beads the memories of his days and their long burden

;
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while the unspeakable poetry of life will flood his be-

ing with a strange happiness. 1

That is all. Such understanding and such art speak for

themselves ; it would be folly to add anything to them, or to

take anything away. Here and there one would enter petty

dissents : culture need not be so eremitically individual, and

may have about it a sociability, a camaraderie and a Rabe-

laisian earthiness, such as must come hard to an Englishman,

even when he is the finest Englishman that one has known.

But perhaps never again shall we come upon a book from

which we shall have to deduct so little before incorporating it

as part of the very ritual of our trust and aspiration.

And what style ! What a vocabulary !—resonant and star-

tling with the tang of unworn words ; rich as an Oriental weave

in riotous colors caught and held firmly in restrained designs

;

music like Schumann's, mystical and weird, esoteric and subtle,

fathomless and divinely mad. Here is the finest American

prose since Santayana; pages of beauty that should never be

forgotten ; prose that intoxicates and yet arouses ; prose so

lit up with fancy and rare speech as to be very poetry. "The
place occupied in older times by poetry," Powys writes,

"seems in our day to be occupied by imaginative prose." 2

Well, here it is; here is a poet sensitive to all beauties and

meanings beyond any other writing on our soil in our time

;

a poet unashamed of his sentiment in the face of a world made
unprecedentedly coarse by a million mechanisms and the sud-

den flight of the gods.

He tells us that we should read a great book "very slowly,

following carefully every single page, saturating ourselves with

its very atmosphere till it becomes a portion of our inmost

being." 3 This is such a book. I have tried to read it faith-

fully in that way ; and no words that I have could express my
gratitude.

iP. 167.

2 P. 39.

3 P. 212.
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ADVENTURES IN TRAVEL





CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM OF PALESTINE

I. EN ROUTE

SW-ISS-SH, oo-oo-mm, roar. . . . Sw-iss-sh, oo-oo-mm,

roar. . . . The ocean rushes past our port-hole, hiss-

ing and foaming with rage at being torn apart by our

iron prow; the winter wind shrieks and moans as if all woes

had found voice in it ; the waves crouch in dark valleys behind

white crests to raise themselves in fluid mountains and smash

madly against our plodding monster, who bears all buffets

patiently, and obstinately retrieves his course. The ship

plunges and leaps, twists and squirms and rolls, making like

some Nautch dancer every possible convolution about its cen-

ter ; every bolt in the hull and every beam in the frame creaks

and cracks like the clanking of a thousand windlasses and the

winding of a million clocks. Within himself each passenger

imitates every movement of the vessel, every plunge and roll,

every rise and fall, every moaning of the wind, every gurgling

of the sea; at last the convulsion of the whole is repeated in

every part.

Are oceans necessary? These mighty inventors and engi-

neers, whose smoky machines dominate and name our age, these

practical men who look down upon literature and speculation

as vain and fruitless things—will they kindly explain why,

after ten thousand years of trying, they have not yet invented

a ship that does not roll? They have given us speed and lux-

ury, power and size, worry and dirt and noise ; but in the pres-

ence of a thousand mounting stomachs they are as helpless as

philosophy.
319
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So, after two weeks of sailing upward and downward and

from side to side, we disembark upon Asia's ancient soil. Here
is Beirut, lively port of Syria, the harbor full of French ves-

sels, the sidewalk cafes full of French officers. It is incredible

that these dapper little men, whose sole visible armament is

their fierce mustaches, will long keep in subjection these ma-

jestic Arabs and these terrible Turks. For France, as you

know, has a "mandate" over Syria; it is a word coined no

doubt by Clemenceau to save Woodrow Wilson's face, and

means, in courteous language, that the French are privileged

to gather taxes in Syria. One Turk, tall and tremendous,

drives us at forty miles an hour over the peaks and sandy

curves of the Lebanon range; he leaves us no time or mood
to enjoy from the mountain-tops the motionless green of the

sea a mile below; he suspects that some of us are slightly

French, and does not think that we have been sick enough.

We pass the mouth of the Dog River, and read on the stony

face of the hills the proud inscriptions of conquering invaders

from Rameses II and Marcus Aurelius to General Allenby;

for three thousand years these passes and these peoples have

been overrun—for thousands of years, presumably, they will

be overrun—by imperial nations seeking routes to the inland

East. It is the fate of strategic points to be the prey of every

wolf in history.—Then before we know it we are in Baalbek,

staring up breathless at the most beautiful columns on earth;

soon we are at quaint Damascus, which has ceased to count

its years, and we look upon the spot where French cannon

taught the Damascenes the rights of small nations; and then

again over dusty roads through desolate fields to where the

ignominious Jordan trickles its trivial course, and tells where

Syria ends and Palestine begins.

British officers question us amiably, and send us on without

vain formalities. Here and there, out of the dust, a Jewish

face appears, roughened with uncongenial rural toil, lined

with worry and want, affectionately greeting us as from the

America he left or hopes to see. Dark Bedouins pass us on
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swift horses, or placid camels, or rag-shod feet; we look at

them and they at us distrustfully, and move on. Out on the

wastes, symbol of unchanged centuries, a lonely shepherd

stands, clear-sketched against the sun; bending over his staff

he contemplates in silence his patient flock foraging for the

elusive desert grass. For everything is dry here: the rivulets

bare their pebbly beds, no trees shade the parched earth, and

rocks—endless mounds and litters of rocks—seem to be the

chief natural product of Palestine, which was once the land

of milk and honey. The glory is departed—i. e., the rain

;

and without rain the sun does not create, it kills.

We are traveling the road the Crusaders took almost a

thousand years ago; in the boiling air their images dance be-

fore our eyes in all their armored accoutrements. Then, even

as once they saw it, we sight Jerusalem far off on its many
hills : dim battlements and walls, and over their peaks the

spires and towers of the Holy City, dear alike to Christians,

Arabs and Jews. An old emotion rises in us: here, where we

pass, Mary ajid Joseph might have walked ; perhaps this very

road felt the feet of Christ.

We enter the Capital of Hope through the Jaffa gate, and

find ourselves in the streets of Jerusalem. But they are not

streets, they are alleys ten feet wide, walkless and uncomfortably

paved, narrowed for defense against man and sun ; crowded

on either side with the wares of a myriad tradesmen squatting

amid their goods in shops that are only holes in the wall;

filled in the center with men, women, children, camels, donkeys,

goats, sheep, and mating dogs ; in all the world there are no

other streets like these. No trolley-cars are heard here, few

automobiles are seen; hardly a dozen streets are wide enough

to admit these incongruous symbols of our secular and blas-

phemous speed.

What a motley of men! Here is a tourist in mohair and

topee, weighed down with guide-book, note-book, camera,

motion-picture machine, films and plates ; here is a lady seated

bravely on a wall, sketching the turmoil of the market-place;
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here is a British soldier, an unwilling Zionist doing his duty

without fuss and with good cheer; here is a Greek priest, with

a beard like a tree and a cap like a commencing B.A. ; here is

a pale young missionary engaged in the task of converting

Jews to Christianity at an average cost of $25,000 per Jew;

here is an Arab merchant, bent and yet proud, gentle and

fierce by turns, black of beard and black of eye, loving his

children and hating Jews ; here is a lowly woman carrying a

great load of food on her back, her black dress symbolizing

the subjection of women in the East; here is a Moslem lady

in silken robes and cap, just liberated from the veil, and an-

other Moslem woman, dark and poor, proud and erect under

the groceries balanced on her head ; here an old man sits on a

grimy doorstep, absorbed in meditation amid the traffic that

brushes against his feet; here are young Jewish laborers

dressed and barbered as in America; here are Jewish students

wearing orthodox side-curls and unshaven beards ; here are

old Jews with velvet cloaks and fur-trimmed hats; here are

turbans, tarbooshes, helmets, straw hats, felt hats, caps, bare

heads, shod feet, slippered feet, sandaled feet, bare feet: what

a motley of men! This is a variety that makes our Western

uniformity seem slavish and dull.

Now and then, through the din, three solemn sounds come

to the ear. A muezzin has climbed a minaret at Omar's

mosque, and is calling the Arabs to prayer in tones that seem

to come from another world. A Jew greets a Jew with an

ancient and beautiful salutation: "Sholem aleichem" "Alei-

chem sholem"—"Peace be with you," "Be with you peace."

And far away the bells of a Christian church are tolling.

II. THE CHRISTIANS

We had almost forgotten it : this city of Arabs and Jews is

the birthplace of Christianity. Triumphant Mohammedan-

ism, resurrected Judaism, have overlaid and concealed it ; only

these Greek priests walking serenely through the streets sug-
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gest that here and there, hidden away in the labyrinths of the

Holy City, are the sacred places and relics of the Christian

faith.

Through dark alleys and across the feet of a hundred trad-

ers we come to the Holy Sepulchre, for whose sake (they said)

Crusaders and Moslems killed a million men. A vast gate of

brick and stone admits us into the sacred precincts ; an at-

tendant gives us candles which wT
e light and relight in silence

as gusts of wind extinguish them ; a young English guide with

cockney accent leads us on into the tomb, and shows us the

very rock (he assures us) that closed the entrance to the grave

of Christ. On all sides are altars and shrines, and a thousand

sanctuary lamps, many of precious metals, hang from the

moist rocks above. In a quiet corner an old priest is saying

mass ; on the stone floor six beggars importune us till we give

;

and standing near one of the dim lights a black-robed crony

lifts her veil, adjusts her glasses with bony hands, and reads

in Greek from a time-stained book of prayers. In former

years a thousand pilgrims passed here in an hour ; today there

are no pilgrims, there are only sightseers ; even of the tourists,

who have come from so far to see, hardly a handful retrace all

the stations of the first Way of the Cross. The ancient piety

is gone, merely curiosity remains. The fat visitors complain

of the steep stairways and the slippery steps, and a richly

caparisoned lady of two hundred pounds, who is beyond

doubt a pillar of the church at home, repeatedly admonishes

the guide: "Will you make sure to leave us time for shop-

ping?"

The guide points out solemnly the rock of Mt. Moriah, on

which the pious Abraham would have slain his son, and says,

as one speaking with authority: "This is the authentic rock

on which Isaac was to be sacrificed. For a stone could not

well be taken away." Some women prime their jaded rever-

ence, and some stern business men listen with guileless faith;

but the young men smile at the logic, and a pretty girl titters

sceptically.
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Then modern petrol whisks us away over the ancient hills

through magnificent mountain-vistas to little Bethlehem, and
in half an hour we pass from Christ's burial-place to the scene

of his birth. Three Christian sects—Greek, Roman Catholic,

and Armenian—guard the home of the Nativity, and maintain

here their rival churches, while a profane soldier keeps them

in unwilling peace. Electric lights guide us as we descend

into the earth, under dripping stones, to see where the Magi
found the infant God; little figures, charming idols, help the

imagination, and even the doubter feels an atavistic thrill as

he is told that on these very rocks the Virgin Mother sat and

nursed her child. From the Greek church comes the murmur
of holy chants, guttural and profound; the very air is sacred

with incense; every sensation conspires to re-awaken the fair

faith of our youth. But the pretty girl leans over archly, and

whispers, in prose: "I don't believe a word of it, do you?"

Her candle has gone out, and she has not bothered to relight

it; she and it are symbols of the new generation, that has not

only lost the faith, but no longer feels the loss.

Some of us were here three years ago, and then no sceptical

word passed any lip. How rapidly the thought of Europe

and America is changing! The sacred places are dingy now,

and in poor repair; philanthropists begin to give to science

more than to piety. We are too rich for religion today ; only

the poor can believe, for to them hope and life are one. We
enter a stage in which the stories of our ancient creed will

lapse into a merely literary and symbolic use, as poets em-

ployed for a thousand years the myths of Greece and Rome.

Mary joins Demeter and Astarte, Yahveh sits beside Zeus,

and Dionysus and Adonis welcome Christ. Here in the pres-

ence of these sacred emblems of the Nativity the soul is op-

pressed with the sense of transitoriness and decay; this is not

the birth-place of Jesus, it is the burial-place of Christianity,

where in piety and silence we raise a shrine to a hope that is

dead.
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in. THE ARABS

No, Christianity is not in the ascendant here. Of the 62,-

578 people in Jerusalem in 1922 (the last census), 33,971 were

Jews, and nearly all the rest were Arabs. Of the 757,182

total population of Palestine in 1922, 73,024 were Christians,

83,000 were Jews, and 590,890 were Arabs. 1 The birth-place

of Christianity is now the second of Mohammedan cities, great-

est and holiest in Islam after Mecca alone; the Mosque of

Omar caps without rival all the architecture of Jerusalem ; and

the very name of Palestine is a corruption of the Arab word

(Falastin) for the land of the Philistines.

Everywhere one sees the Arabs here, fierce in their subjec-

tion and proud in their poverty. One robe or a bag will serve

them for raiment, and a simple fez for hat ; even so they have

a dignity not to be found in European statesmen or American

millionaires. They are a handsome race when they are

washed, seeming then to be a cross between a Spaniard and

a Jew ; they have all the passion of the one, and more than the

loquacity of the other; they quarrel for an hour, disappoint-

ingly, without coming to blows; they can say more and do

less in a day than any other people north of Suez.

They have been in the majority here ever since Caliph Omar
conquered Palestine in 637 a. d. It is true that the Turks con-

quered the Moslems in turn in 1520; but the Turks made an

amende honorable, by accepting their subjects' faith, their

prophet and their god. When the Great War came, an Eng-
lish general offered the Arabs of the Near East political lib-

erty in return for aid in expelling the Turk. The Sherif of

Mecca accepted this offer in the name of his people, and the

Arabs cleared the way for Allenby. On November 7th, 1918,

Great Britain and France joined in a declaration promising

''Report of the Joint Palestine Survey Commission, London, 1928, pp. 33

and 36; Elizabeth MacCallum, The Palestine Conflict, Foreign Policy Asso-

ciation Information Service, October 16, 1929, p. 279.
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independence to the people of Syria and Mesopotamia in the

event of an Allied victory over Germany and Austria; and
this declaration was posted throughout the Near East. When
the Allies had won, and the Turks had been expelled, the

Arabs asked for the fulfilment of this pledge. But meanwhile

England had made a conflicting promise, just as vital, to an-

other people. Thereby hangs the tale of Palestine.

IV. THE JEWS

Down at the Wailing Wall half a hundred Jews beat their

hands and heads against the holy stones which, according to

their traditions, survive from the Temple of Solomon. The
Wall is on Arab property, which the Arabs will not sell; the

Jews only ask to be allowed to read their prayers in safety

there, and to send their appeals to Yahveh for deliverance and

freedom. They have been praying here, these men and women
or their ancestors, for over two thousand years—ever since

Nebuchadnezzar destroyed the Temple. They have mourned

under Babylonian conquerors, Persian conquerors, Macedo-

nians, Romans, Crusaders, and Turks ; under Arab hatred and

our indecent tourist eyes they mourn even today, praying for

the restoration of their ancient state. Hear the sombre verses

:

Because of the Palace which is deserted, we sit alone

and weep.

Because of the Temple which is destroyed,

Because of the walls which are broken down,

Because of our greatness which is departed,

Because of the precious stones of the Temple ground
to powder,

Because of our priests who have erred and gone
astray,

Because of our kings who have condemned God

—

We sit alone and weep.

We beseech Thee, have mercy on Zion!
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And gather together the children of Jerusalem. . . .

Let Zion be girded with beauty and with majesty. . . .

Let the branch of Jerusalem put forth and bud.

Has ever a prayer been so often repeated, or so obstinately

sent up to an unresponsive sky? This hope of being re-

gathered from among the hostile peoples of the earth, and

given once more a nation and a home, has upheld the Jew

through two millenia of oppression and wandering, and formed

the very soul of his literature and his faith. Three times a

day, in all quarters of the world, Jewish faces turned from

every point of the compass toward Jerusalem and sighed for

the end of their dispersion, their restoration to their ancient

citadel. And every week their priests read to them the prom-

ise of Yahveh: "I will take you from among the heathen and

gather you out of the countries, and will bring you into your

own land. . . . And ye shall dwell in the land that I gave to

your fathers; and ye shall be my people, and I will be your

God."

And then suddenly, on November 2, 1917, the British Gov-

ernment, speaking through Lord Balfour, announced to the

world that it proposed to restore the Jews to Palestine. "His

Majesty's Government view with favor the establishment in

Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will

use their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this

object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done

which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing

non-Jewish communities in Palestine." It made no difference

that this splendid gesture had its origin in economic and mili-

tary considerations natural to the children of this world

—

that it aimed to loosen the purse-strings of Jewish financiers,

that it looked to a friendly Jewish population in England,

America, Germany and Palestine to serve as aids in the vic-

tory of the Allies and the extension of British control in the

Near East, that it hoped to find through a Palestine com-
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mitted by Jewish need to a British Protectorate, an overland

route to the oil-wells of Mosul and the northern approaches to

India. The Jews welcomed it as an almost miraculous answer

to their millenia of prayers, and responded with an enthusiasm

and a generosity unknown since the Crusades. The Jews of

America gave $25,000,000 to establish Hebrew settlers in

Palestine; the Jews of Europe gave $9,000,000; Baron Ed-
mond de Rothschild alone gave $50,000,000. From Poland

and Russia and the United States a stream of idealistic youth

flowed into Palestine ; by 1922 eleven per cent, by 1928 nineteen

per cent, of the population was Jewish. The immigrants la-

bored in poverty and hope, and dreamed of the time when they

would outnumber the Arabs, and build not merely a Jewish home
but a Jewish state.

Would you see with your own eyes the transformation

wrought throughout Palestine by the enterprise of these im-

migrants? Enter at stormy Haifa, and ride by the modern
railway from the port to the capital. Look out at Benjamina,

at Richon, at Kudeirah, at Petah-Tikvah, and see the once

arid fields flourishing; note the great orange-groves in the

hinterland of Jaffa ; and at Tel-Aviv observe a new Jewish city

risen in a decade out of the sand. Alongside the individual

Arab peasant tilling the earth primitively with camel and

plough rise the Jewish co-operative farms, uniting to finance

new methods, new machinery, agricultural experiment stations,

and agricultural schools. The climate is almost Californian:

hot summers, spring-like winters, and insufficient rain ; only a

Venice of irrigating canals can make this soil bloom like our

Imperial Valley, and support again the two-and-a-half million

population which historians attribute to ancient Palestine.

Only ten per cent of the arable land is good, only fifty per cent

seems to offer any reward to husbandry. Much of it rises and

falls in hills, and the patient peasant must buttress it in terraces

with the abounding rocks, and trust to the thin surface soil to

feed his modest vines. ("Grape-growing in Palestine," says the

Report of the Joint Survey of 1928, "will depend upon changing
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world-conditions as they relate to wine"—so international in

its effects is America's abstemiousness.) Of the arable land

ninety-three per cent is owned by Arabs, who will not sell to Jews,

or will sell only at twice or thrice the price asked of good Mo-
hammedans. 1 How can an Arab love a Jew when the Jewish

farmer, though city-bred, given to letters, and completely un-

fitted for the rural life, produces four to five times as much per

acre as the Arab coaxes from his soil? How can the Arab look

with content on the groves that have made a Jaffa orange the

noblest work of God?

Add to this the hospitals and dispensaries, the schools and

the university which the immigrants have brought to Palestine

with unforgivable initiative. The Jews are too brilliant to

remain content with farming; their active minds demand com-

merce, industry and urban variety as a vital need; and now
that they have revived agriculture in their ancient home they

are building there workshops, markets, banks, cities and towns.

In 1923 there were 23,000 Jews on the farms of Palestine, but

there were 85,000 in the cities. In 1922 they numbered 20,-

152 among the 47,709 people of Jaffa; by 1930, as a result of

the anti-Jewish riots of 1921 in Jaffa, they had seceded from

that port, and developed near it their own city of Tel-Aviv,

which grew from an empty wildernesss in 1909 to a town of

10,000 in 1918, and a city of 45,000 in 1930. They intro-

duced new textile industries, and new handicrafts ; they or-

ganized labor, and won shorter hours and higher wages for

Jewish and Arab workers alike; they made valuable experi-

ments in communism, and when these seemed to fail they es-

tablished great co-operatives for farmers, builders, tradesmen,

and consumers. In the midst of intrenched autocracy they

created a Labor Party and gave to Tel-Aviv a mayor whose

intelligence and devotion made his visitors long to confer him

on New York. They found the soil destitute of fuel resources,

and erected, with the money of foreign Jews, a gigantic hydro-

electric power system. They found a country without reliable

i MacCallum, p. 289.
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water to drink, with typhoid, dysentery, malaria, and eye-

diseases rampant; they drained the swamps, cleared and ex-

tended the water-supply, brought malaria and trachoma under

control, established public sanitation, and opened these services

to all. They built and operated their own schools, and at the

same time paid heavy taxes for the maintenance of the public

schools in which Britain is educating the Arabs. 1 They aban-

doned the mongrel speech which had developed among them in

exile, and restored the magnificent Hebrew tongue as the lan-

guage of Jewish life in Palestine. They collected funds from

all over the world for a Hebrew University at Jerusalem, and

filled its library—built in part by the hands of the students

themselves—with 200,000 volumes dedicated to the preserva-

tion and development of the cultural traditions of their race.

Seldom has a people done so much in so little time. The eco-

nomic problem, which to one pilgrim in 1927 seemed insur-

mountable, seemed to him in 1930 on the way to solution. The
dream of the ghetto was about to be realized.

v. THE RIOTS

But because of these very achievements, the racial problem

—

if we may loosely speak of a racial problem between peoples

who are of one race, Semitic brothers in origin and blood

—

had become more dangerous than before. The growth and

success of the Jews inflamed the Arabs with jealous rage; this

invasion of a soil that had been Arab for a thousand years by

a people dissociated from it two thousand years ago seemed to

the Arab a wild injustice in a world that was mouthing phrases

about self-determination. He saw his country used for an ex-

periment utterly alien to his understanding and his interests,

under the bayonets of an empire that had promised him liberty.

He recalled the agreement between General MacMahon and the

i Kohn H., History of Nationalism in the East, New York, 1929, pp. 302f

;

Report of the Joint Palestine Survey Commission, p. 96; H. N. Brailsford,

Current History, Jan., 1929, p. 755.
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Sherif of Mecca, he quoted bitterly the French and British

Declaration of 1918 pledging freedom to the Arab peoples under

protectorates confined to external and military relations. He
complained that the Jews, who had preached democracy, equal-

ity and brotherhood to all the world, were here violating de-

mocracy drastically ; that they were preventing the establish-

ment of a Palestinian Parliament, knowing that they would

there be confronted by an Arab majority; that the Zionist

Organization was sharing the autocratic powers of the British

High Commissioner in Palestine ; that these two foreign gov-

ernments, British and Jewish, were opening an Arab country

to alien immigration far faster than this could be absorbed,

and were using Arab taxes to replace an Arab with a Jewish

state. 1 They made representations, and received many con-

cessions ; they demanded a Parliament, and were very courte-

ously refused. They resolved to put the matter to the ordeal

of blood.

On August 14, 1929, 10,000 Jews arrived in Jerusalem to

gather at the Wailing Wall the next day and mourn together

the destruction of the Temple. Arab leaders spread through-

out Palestine the word that Jews had killed Arabs in Jeru-

salem, and that the streets of the capital were knee-deep in

Moslem blood. On the 16th, the eve of Mohammed's birth-

day, a tide of Arabs swept into the city, and the incautious

British, for once caught unprepared, could offer no barrier to

the meeting of the floods. Here was a pretty chance for re-

venge; a few gallons of Jewish gore in the gutters, and all

the Jewish world would take warning to keep it emigrants and

its capital from Palestine. Besides, a dead Jew could never

claim his debts.

So the Arabs swept down upon the Jews at the Wailing

Wall, and slew scores of praying women and men. On the

23rd of August the Jews organized a funeral for their dead,

and the procession, playing sombre music, passed through the

Mohammedan quarters of Jerusalem. On the following days

i MacCallum, pp. 283, 288.
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the riots were renewed, inflamed Arabs slaughtered helpless

students in the Hebrew seminary at Hebron, and through-

out Palestine armed Moslems fell upon unarmed Jews, until

there was a total of several hundred Jewish wounded and dead.

For four weeks terror ruled; and then at last the desultory-

British, self-appointed guardians of order in the land of many-

religions, brought in their distant battalions, and re-established

peace.

VI. SOLUTIONS

Who was to blame? They were all to blame, Arabs and

British and Jews alike; it would be well if they could accept

the guilt together, and face together the problem of Palestine.

How can they find a way whereby the Jews may realize their

hope of a national home without enforcing upon the Arabs,

with British arms, a subjection distasteful to every American,

and to every American Jew?

There are some who offer a very drastic solution here, and

quote Scripture devilishly for their purpose. On this view,

democracy is impossible in Palestine, because it would em-

power the Arab to raise a hundred political and economic

barriers against the Jews. Therefore, if the Jews are to have

any place in the Holy Land they must conquer it as Joshua

conquered it, by a ruthless use of power. The means need not

be brutally military; the capture of financial and industrial

leadership would confer upon a minority of men a majority

of power. Given time, Jewish brains would establish in Pales-

tine a system of banking, commerce, and manufactures, which

would make them masters of the country's economic, and conse-

quently of its political, life. Since democracy is breaking down

into a farce all over the world, no tears need be spilt over its

impracticability in one little Near Eastern state.

There are some Arab leaders who secretly agree with this

scorn of popular government. The Effendis who rule the

Arab peasant and mulct him religiously would not want him
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empowered by votes, or instructed by universal education, to

demand democracy. Even the Grand Mufti who heads the

Moslem Supreme Council at Jerusalem looks askance on the

call for a Parliament, and rumor has it that he is not quite

displeased with a racial conflict that has given new strength

to Ins fading authority and his challenged power.

But the younger Arab leaders, if we may judge from their

inflammatory periodical Falastin, are out for democracy, and

will have it if it can be won with blood. They announce with

admirable clearness that if the Jews of Palestine persist in

opposing parliamentary government, they will instigate riot

after riot until every Jew in the Holy Land is dead. So

force begets force, and those who would rule by the sword must

perish by it in the end.

It is an American Jew, long since domiciled in Palestine as

Chancellor of the Hebrew University at Jerusalem, who has

offered a solution of this holy war. All the world should by

this time know of Judah L. Magnes, who left a rich home in

New York, and a high place in the American rabbinate, to

live in scholarly simplicity on Mt. Scopus, and devote his life

to the building of a university that should serve as a cultural

repository and center for a scattered and imperiled race. On
November 18, 1929, in his address at the opening of the fall

term at the University, Dr. Magnes announced that for his

part he would no longer seek in Palestine a Jewish state, but

only a Jewish home, that Palestine must be considered "an

international Holy Land," sacred to three religions ; and that

"in making it a home for Jew, Moslem and Christian alike,

all ideas of Jewish political domination" must "be aban-

doned." 1

This statement, which has been condemned by so many
fervent Zionists, and was met on the occasion of its utterance

by the hissing disapproval of the student audience, is merely

a courageous acceptance of facts long since made clear by the

British White Book of June 3, 1922. That document said:

iC/. his pamphlet, "Like All the Nations?" Jerusalem, 1929.
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Unauthorized statements have been made to the ef-

fect that the purpose in view is to create a wholly

Jewish Palestine. . . . His Majesty's Government
regard any such expectation as impracticable, and
have no such aim in view. Nor have they at any
time contemplated . . . the disappearance or the

subordination of the Arab population, language or

culture in Palestine. They would draw attention to

the fact that the terms of the (Balfour) Declaration

referred to do not contemplate that Palestine as a

whole should be converted into a Jewish national

home, but that such a home should be founded in Pal-

estine. 1

This is assuredly a "hard saying" for those who hoped that

Palestine might give the Jews a state specifically Jewish in

language, customs, and law, as a tower of strength and pride

to every Jew in every land. But necessity knows no senti-

ment: it will be impossible to establish a Jewish state in a

population seventy per cent Arab and hostile ; impossible to pro-

tect Jewish life in the midst of a virile population kept dis-

franchised while neighboring Arabs in Syria, Iraq, Trans-

jordania and Egypt are given almost total liberty. How long

would world opinion—how long would Jewish generosity—sup-

port an experiment so flagrantly contrary to every modern

Jewish ideal? The work of a thousand Jewish leaders from

Maimonides to Einstein would end in a bitter jest if the long

struggle of the Jews for freedom should culminate in their

forcible subjection of a kindred race.

Review the difficulties. In all but two cities the Jews are

in a minority ; in many large towns, like Gaza, Nablus, Naza-

reth, Tiberias, they number hardly more than one per cent.

Will immigration reverse this relation? But Jewish immigra-

tion into Palestine has even now reached the point of economic

saturation; in 1927 the departures (5,073) almost doubled the

i Kohn, p. 299.
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arrivals (2,788). The Jews have recovered from that year of

depression and despondency, when haggard young settlers

begged American visitors to smuggle them home; but every

economist knows that the land can hardly support many more

Jews unless the Arab population can be persuaded to dwindle.

But the Arabs breed faster than the Jews, and fight more

readily ; there will be more Arab millions, and more riots.

The Jews of the United States raised $1,500,000 in one month

for Palestinian relief after the riots of 1929; how often will

they, or can they, repeat this heroic generosity? The im-

ports of Palestine in 1928 were $33,500,000, the exports were

only $9,000,000 ; how long will external aid be willing to make

up for the resistance which an arid soil offers to economic in-

dependence and self-support? No answer to the puzzle of

Palestine can be based on the assumption that a Jewish ma-

jority can be achieved in our century.

It would be ridiculous for an outsider, who has paid only

two brief visits to Palestine, to offer a solution for a problem

so intricate that Jewish intelligence and British subtlety alike

have failed to meet it. But already a wise approach has been

made: Great Britain, with the co-operation of the League of

Nations, has decided to appoint (doubtless has now appointed)

an international commission of three non-British members to

determine the rights of the Jews and the Arabs in Palestine.

Will they find a way out ? Dr. Magnes has suggested the best

way in the world: justice. Let him speak again:

If I may interject a personal predilection in this

connection it would be for the creation of a Parlia-

ment with two houses, the Lower Chamber elected by
the whole population, which would give a large Arab
majority, and an Upper Chamber to be elected or ap-

pointed upon the basis of the equality of the three

nationalities, Jewish, Arab and British. This is

similar to the United States, where the Senate is com-

posed of two representatives of each State of the Un-
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ion, large or small, populous or sparsely peopled,

thereby expressing the equal rights of the states con-

stituting the Union. 1

It is good to know that something can be said for senates;

and perhaps if they were elected by trades and professions,

and represented not localities but occupations, they would be

better equipped to deal with the economic problems that con-

front them, and would correspond more realistically to the

needs and structure of the modern world. But in the United

States there is not only a Senate to offset in some measure the

democratic peril of minority oppression by majorities; there

is (or was) a Constitution severely limiting the range of Con-

gressional legislation and power—forbidding it, for example,

to pass any laws interfering with religious assemblage or be-

lief. All the world recognizes that the Jews, because of their

ancient association with Palestine, and their unbroken loyalty

to it in all their dispersions, have rights in the Holy Land that

are as sacred as the rights of religion in the United States.

In a sense, any reckoning of the Jewish population of Pales-

tine should take account of the millions of Jews who are con-

tributing to it from abroad almost as vitally as if they were

resident citizens. The grant of a parliament to Palestine could

therefore justly be accompanied by the drafting of a con-

stitution that would acknowledge the British protectorate, and

establish, as beyond the reach of hostile legislation, the right

of Jews, Arabs and Christians to immigrate according to their

capacity to make themselves self-supporting in the land, and

their right to preserve without impediment their respective

languages, cultures, and rituals. Democracy, with its claws

so pared, would protect the personality and encourage the

growth of all the peoples of Palestine.

It would be a precarious solution for the Jews, and it would

involve an almost heart-breaking sacrifice. But the Jews

have shown since the Dispersion the strength and self-control

i"Like All the Nations?" p. 20.
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of Romans; they are strong enough—even at the cost of a

century of despair like that which followed Zabbatai Zevi—to

make again the Great Renunciation. Perhaps as time moves

on, unforeseen factors may alter the problem and make Pales-

tine not only a Jewish home but a Jewish state; there is no

telling what can be done in a hundred years by such men and

women as have re-created Palestine in ten. Here in a decade

they have conquered the death of the soil ; who knows but that

in a century they will triumph over even the stupidity of fate ?

P. S. The above was written in Januar}^, 1930, and illus-

trates how temporary all contemporary writing must be. As
the intelligent reader knows, the British Government, on Oc-

tober 20, 1930, issued the "Passfield White Paper," which

severely restricted Jewish immigration into Palestine, and in-

terpreted the rights of Arab democracy as paramount to the

establishment of a Jewish "National Home." Because of the

place held by Jerusalem in the affection of three religions, it

is desirable that the Holy City should be under international

control, through a mandatory of the League of Nations ; and

presumably provision will have to be made, in certain other

sections of Palestine, for free Arab experimentation with the

delusions of democracy. But in view of the great sacrifices

which international Jewry has made for the economic resurrec-

tion of Palestine, and the supreme importance, to the Jews of

the world, of having a civilization and a state in which they

may find refuge and friendship, it seems reasonable to hope that

a major portion of the soil of Palestine will be set aside for

Jewish control, and come commensurate recompense given to

the Arabs of that region by constitutional safeguards, and by

financing their emigration to Arab territory. Doubtless time

and blood will find some simpler solution.



CHAPTER II

SEEN IN INDIA

I. THE EURE

TO-MORROW I shall see India. Sitting alone on the

promenade deck, I watch the tip of the mast picking

its way slowly among the stars; and I ask myself

why I have come so far to see so alien a land. Not because

it is almost as large as my own—size is not development; nor

because it is nearly three times as populous as my own—God
knows that the multiplication of mouths is a problem and not

an achievement. I want to see India just because it is so

alien to me; because its civilization, its literature, its philoso-

phy, its religions, its manners, its morals, its arts, are so utterly

different from those that I have known. Surely I shall be

ploughed up to some effect, the earth about my roots will be

turned up and freshened, by new faces and ways, and strange

points of view. Perhaps if I can learn to understand, even

in small part, so uncongenial a culture I shall be a little broader

and deeper, a little less provincial and prejudiced, than before.

What a panorama of centuries that almost-continent has

seen ! It had civilization and cities, industry and trade, homes

and statuary, bathrooms and jewelry, before Egypt had built

the Pyramids. Three thousand years later its wealth amazed

Alexander's generals ; five hundred years before Christ it had

Gautama Buddha, and learned from him all the lessons of

the Sermon on the Mount. It had more saints than Judea,

and more philosophers than Greece; it had its share of en-

lightened emperors from Asoka to Akbar, and was once capable

of gigantic armies and devastating wars. Then it learned the

338
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art of peace, and preferred contemplation to conquest, holi-

ness to wealth. Periodically it was invaded and overcome by

more virile nations from the north; but through all external

forms and vicissitudes it kept its own life and mind, its sombre

silence and meditative ways. And today, after a history not

less ancient than China's, it is in the throes of youth and re-

newal, producing leaders like Gandhi and poets like Tagore,

and opposing to the most powerful of empires a revolution

based upon the principles of Christ. How can I forgive my-

self for not knowing India before?

At four the next morning the rattling chains of the anchor

proclaim that we are in the harbor of Bombay. In the mists

of the dawn the hills of the city are dim gray masses against

the sky ; and the distant wharves seem lifeless and still. Then
over the lull-tops the sun peers, eavesdropping on the night,

smoothing our shivers and brightening all the scene. Out of

the haze great buildings form—the pretentious Taj Mahal

Hotel, which did not know enough to model itself upon the

Taj Mahal; the massive terminal of the Great Indian Penin-

sula Railway ; and the gloomy Gateway under whose arches we

are to enter India. Launches puff and smoke and toss along-

side us, passengers pour from the ship's elevators and stumble

up and down the stairs, and soon we are moving over the

quiet morning waters to the land of my dreams.

n. BOMBAY, 1930

Bombay is an English city inhabited by Indians. There is

no Hindu architecture here; all the styles are imported from

London. English statues adorn the streets, and English

trousers confer upon men of the higher castes the dignity of

forked radishes; only the lower classes wed convenience to

economy by wearing merely a diaper, which covers a fraction

of the nether regions. Bronze backs glisten in the sun, and

not a fat man anywhere; 96° in midwinter boils out all surplus
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flesh, and also it is hard here to get enough to eat. Most
heads are bare; others have turbans, a few have hats. The
hair of the Hindus is black and straight, and shines like a

polished shoe with the oil that is rubbed into it to preserve its

moisture from the sun. Their dark features are regular

enough, as human beings go, and despite some masterpieces

of ugliness they are handsomer than the people of New York.

The children are dirty and pretty ; dressed in rags, or rings,

or nothing ; round heads, brown faces, shapely noses, timid but

flashing eyes. Tragedy appears at once; for some of these

children have pus leaking from their eyes ; hygiene and sani-

tation are primitive here ; water is costly, and cleanliness is a

luxury of the rich.

Only the lowliest and newest women are on the streets ; the

latter in stately flowing robes of many colors, the former in

rags that now and then cover the breasts. The shy and volup-

tuous princesses we read of are shut in from our stares by

the seclusion of the zenana, or women's rooms ; only seldom do

we see a woman of the lettered classes braving ancient restric-

tions and baring her face to the day. Ten years from now

there will be millions of them.

As our car moves with Western speed among these leisurely

people, scattering them at every step with raucous blowing of

bulbous horns, we study the faces, the traffic, the homes, and

the balconied stores. The streets are narrow, and the center

is almost as crowded with pedestrians as the curbs. Among
the people cows walk unhindered, possessing the freedom of

the city ; we conclude that they are the ruling species here,

only less proud and silent than an Englishman ; but the guide

tells us that to non-Mohammedan Hindus the cow is a sacred

cow, a gentle embodiment of divinity. They will use her milk,

and dry her offal for fuel, but they will never kill her for

food, even though they starve.

The cow is old India ; but competing with it for the right of

way through Bombay's streets is new India—a trolley-car
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crowded with Hindus bearing on their faces so soon the fever

of Western haste. This ridiculous little tram is playing havoc

with the ancient and holy institution of caste, with the three-

thousand-year-old division of Hindus into hereditary classes

—

Brahmins, Kshatryas, Vaisyas, Sudras, and Pariahs (or Out-

castes, or Untouchables)—i. e., priests, soldiers, business men,

workers, and slaves. Here in the tram, as in the schools, the

theatres and the trains, Brahmin and Outcaste sit side by side,

and Sudras touch Untouchables. By these impersonal forces

the hoary structure of Indian society is being, without malice,

undermined ; and slowly the West transforms the East. Half

a century hence the hard exclusive castes will be fluid classes,

while the classes in Park Avenue and Hester Street may have

hardened into hereditary castes ; stairs will connect all ranks

and levels of Hindu society, and the discouragement of un-

alterable status will be replaced by the St. Vitus' dance of in-

dividualistic climbing. Industry will develop, wealth will

grow, saints will disappear, manufacturers and traders will

take the place of Brahmins, and India will liberate itself from

England not by prayer but by gold.

"Where are we going?" I ask the guide.

"To the Parsee cemetery."

"Who are the Parsees?"

"Descendants of people who came from Persia several hun-

dred years ago. Most of the leading business men in Bombay
are Parsees. They are very successful."

So the business man is already on the scene. We pass by

fine mansions belonging to them, up to the hill-top where the

Parsees dispose of their dead. On the summit is a circular

enclosure, the "Towers of Silence" ; into this, by openings in

the walls, are inserted the carcasses of extinct Parsees. As
soon as a corpse nears the enclosure—sometimes while it is still

many squares away—vultures swoop down from neighboring

perches, and in five minutes consume all but the bones of the
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deceased. It is a little gruesome to see these birds, the only

fat natives in all India, waiting on trees and roofs for their

next feast. This is the chief end of man.

On the way down the hill, reversing the order of Nature,

we stop at a Parsee wedding. We mingle with the guests,

who talk with us freely; we are amazed at their immaculate

cleanliness, their good manners, their education, and their in-

telligence. We are amazed at all Bombay: at its unexpected

tidiness, its large number of paved streets, its signs of pros-

perity, its luxurious residences and spacious terminals. The
English have done well here.

I have forgotten the factories, which are making Bombay
modern and providing it with slums. Here is a textile plant,

ugly, dirty, dusty, in the back yards of the city; the great

looms fill the air with noise and fluff ; the heat is a living devil,

sucking out the strength; men, women and children work in

this cauldron until they attain a subsistence wage, and then

they break down and die. At night the slave crawls to his

family, which lives with its animals in one room. This is how
the East is going West.

III. EN ROUTE

In the evening we entrain for a thirty-six-hour ride to the

center and soul of India, Benares. I am astonished at the

commodiousness of the first-class compartments: a space ten

feet long, running the full width of the train ; two berths, ar-

ranged as in a stateroom; two folding berths above; two

stands, two wicker chairs, two fans, several electric lights, two

doors, four windows, each with a screen, a blind, and a colored

glass to tame the sun ; and at one end a lavatory and shower-

bath, with running hot water. I no longer wonder that the

Indian Government Railways are losing money yearly, and

constitute a drain on the national treasury. If they had been

profitable they would not be under the Government.
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The next morning we discover how favored we are. Our
first-class coaches are attached to a regular train ; only white

people use them. Forward are one or two second-class cars,

furnished barely, and occupied by high-caste Hindus. Far-

ther forward are several third-class coaches, fitted out with

a few wooden benches, and filled to suffocation with Hindus of

every caste; never outside of New York have I seen such

animal-herding of men. The Hindus in these cars are almost

naked ; their breasts trickle perspiration ; their faces are har-

assed yet gentle, mirroring broken wills. It is the first

glimpse I have of the real caste system in India: the British

civil servants replace the Brahmins, the British officers replace

the Kshatryas ; the British merchants replace the Vaisyas, and

all the Hindus are Outcastes now. I begin to feel the atmos-

phere of despair that fills India, the darkness of spirit that has

fallen upon a race once as prosperous as Rome and as cultured

as Greece.

The day begins early on the Indian Railways. At six a. m.

your servant knocks at the door, and offers you oranges, cook-

ies and tea ; if you have told him the night before that you do

not enjoy five o'clock teas in the morning, he will come just

the same; he is too shocked at your violation of precedent to

believe what you say. Otherwise, though he is a low-caste

Hindu, dressed in khaki and swathed in a dusty turban, he is

intelligent enough, and as honorable as he finds you to be. The
lecturer on our boat (a great scholar and a fine gentleman)

has warned us to be stern to these servants, and to give them

nothing till the end of the trip. We disobey the instructions

with great success. Doubtless those who follow the hard advice

will report a contrary conclusion ; the world is a mirror.

Along the road, and at the stations, we observe the Hindu
peasantry. Here is poverty unequaled even by China. Un-
der hot and arid skies the lowly "ryot," arrayed in a loin-cloth

and bare-headed to the sun, wades through the mud of his rice

fields to make the twelve cents a day that pay him for his toil.
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At night he retires to his hut of mud, sits on a bench of mud,

and then sleeps on a cot of mud. His house and all his furni-

ture, his clothing and that of his large family, are worth

almost ten dollars. He is too poor to drink liquor, smoke

tobacco, see entertainments, read books, or love his neighbor's

wife. (Having heard much of Hindu immorality, we are dis-

appointed to find that there is very little sexual irregularity

in India, compared with more progressive and enlightened

countries.) Nearly half the peasant's earnings go to his alien

masters in brutally heavy taxes ; if these are not paid in time,

or in cash, his little estate may be confiscated by the Govern-

ment. If he does not like this, he can go to the factories, and

join the Lumpen-Proletariat—wage-workers stupefied by toil

and poverty. An Englishman on the train, mistaking us for

respectable persons who frown upon every revolution since

1776, tells us that 100,000,000 of these peasants live on two

cents a day. Looking at their legs, we can believe it. Not a

man among them but is under-weight ; half of them are visibly

weak from lack of nourishment; you can run your closed

fingers up around their black shanks from the ankles to the

knees.

Everybody exploits them, even their own countrymen. The
British tax them as much as they dare, make magnificent ap-

propriations for the army and the civil service (in which all

the lucrative positions are confined to the British), and spend

most of their salaries in England. The Hindu money-lenders

cheat them to the bone, for the peasants must have cash when

taxation times appears, and the lender's risks are high. Tour-

ists (including the writer) exploit them by haggling them

down to a few coins for the product of many months' patient

work and art, and boast of getting five times the value of what

they have paid. In the end the peasant exploits himself: he

knows no birth-control, and longs for many sons to work and

pray for him, and carry on his name; thus all the profit from

such sanitation and peace as he has is swallowed up by a

mounting torrent of hungry mouths. "When goods are in-
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creased," said Malthus Ecclesiastes, "they are increased that

eat them; and what is the good thereof?"

IV. THE HOLY CITY

The result of this poverty is ignorance, and the result of this

ignorance is the most superstitious and pessimistic religion ever

invented by man. The causal relation is not the reverse of

this, as English and American British would like to have us

think.

Nothing can be more terrible than Benares. It is a city

of the dead, for here pious Hindus come to die. The dusty

streets are full of old men and women, who have spent their

little savings of years to reach the Holy City and bathe in the

Ganges before they pass away. Our cars can hardly move

along the road, so filled is it with them and their placid cows

;

at last we must get out and walk. Suddenly a naked man
confronts us, his hair, face and body covered with a fine spray

of ashes ; he marches straight forward, looking at nothing but

his path; he is, we are told, a saint. Farther on, in an alley

so narrow that we must press the walls to let the cattle pass

us, we come upon the Nepalese Temple, covered with phallic

imagery. Then through more alleys, and we stand before

the Ganges, river most honored of men.

It is a broad stream, carrying in a swift current its burden

of rags, wood, dirt, offal, and dead children. We descend

wide stone steps and embark upon a "sight-seeing boat" con-

sisting of a small deck and twenty stools. We move with the

current, and gaze unhindered, almost unnoticed, upon the

most unique sight that we shall see in our transit across the

globe. Here, for example, is a dead man, partly covered

with a sheet, and placed upon a heap of wood; the wood is

kindled, and he is burned to bones. All but his feet; he was

a poor man, and could not afford much wood ; the fire flickers

out lazily, and leaves his feet unconsumed. Attendants, with

the nonchalance of men who work with death, push the embers,
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the bones and the feet into the Ganges, which sweeps them
down in our wake. Near the boat floats the corpse of a child,

its bottom bouncing up and down on the waves; wood is too

dear to have children burned.

We pass by a hundred temples, some of them half sunk into

the stream, which has carried away their foundations with the

quiet subtlety of time. On the high banks are many-storied

buildings, the abode of Brahmin teachers, pupils, and saints.

From these to the river the bank is covered with stone steps,

the "bathing ghats" of the Ganges; and on these steps are

thousands and thousands of Hindus, come down to wash away
their sins. Some enter the river clad in a robe ; others re-

move their robes as they descend into the water ; here a shapely

Hindu girl, visible only to our vulgar eyes, Washes and sancti-

fies her bosom in the stream. At every moment there is a splash

as some Hindu submerges himself quickly in the cold water

;

we look, and watch his clasped hands and praying lips and eyes

raised to the sun. After all, it would not be a bad religion,

this of the morning bath, if only the Ganges were clean as well

as holy. Not one of the devotees pays any attention to us;

they are a subject race, and must bear docilely this stupid star-

ing with which we invade the privacy of their devotions and

their bath; they consider us barbarians, and do not look for

good manners from us. They know that most tourists leave

their manners at home, to have more room for their prejudices.

We disembark amid these prayers, and mount the steps.

Here and there, in the black crowd, are naked saints, white

with ashes, sitting silent and motionless on bony haunches and

thin legs crossed beneath them. One is an old man who has

sat here for years, trusting his disciples to bring him a few

nuts and leaves for food; his hair is knotted with dust and

dirt, but he does not care; these little things are surface ap-

pearance, meaningless Maya; only Atman counts—the great

Soul of the World ; one must think of That, moment after mo-

ment, hour after hour, year after year, until at last all earthly
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matters are forgotten, and even in the midst of turmoil and

multitude one can be merged with God.

Another saint is a boy, blonde and handsome, scion, surely,

of the once ruling Aryan race. He sits quietly and. modestly,

dressed in a string of beads. I try to get his attention, but

he has fixed his eyes steadfastly across the river, hoping to

see divinity. How gladly I would sit beside him here, share his

mode of life for a while, and talk with him soul to soul ! What
is he thinking?—or does he despise thinking as a superficial

thing, not to be compared with the direct inward perception

of the flow of reality ? The books tell us that these saints fast

and pray for Nirvana—to be freed from all sensation, all de-

sire, all separate delusive personality ; to be one with Brahma,

the great impersonal God; to be washed by suffering so clean

of sin as to merit the greatest gift of all—never to be born

again. For • this is the Hindu conception of Hell—to live

again ; and his hope for Heaven is a dream of everlasting un-

consciousness. Can this be what my young saint feels, so soon

in his years? Could there be any bitterer condemnation of

life than this longing for eternal death? We of the West love

our egos so dearly that we cannot reconcile ourselves to mor-

tality ; these men of the East despise their passing, suffering

selves, and beg for nothingness. Is it the English, or the

Moslems, or the Moguls, who have destroyed this once noble

race, creator of our languages and our gods ; or is it only that

relentless desiccating sun, or those irrepressible, increasing

and multiplying loins?

I must not judge India from Benares; Benares is the

Lourdes of India, and doubtless only a minority of those 320,-

000,000 people who crowd the peninsula are like the half-insane

devotees of the bathing ghats. I know that in Calcutta Ta-

gore is writing poetry as beautiful as the Screen in the Taj

Mahal; that a Hindu physicist is receiving the Nobel prize;

that Sir Jagadis Chandra Bose is at work in his laboratory,

continuing those researches on plants and metals which have
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made him one of the great scientists of our time. I know that

at Ahmedabad Gandhi is patiently training educators for the

next generation; that Sarojini Naidu is leading Hindu women
out of Purdah and superstition, and that the younger Nehru
is pouring into the diluted blood of a weakened race the stimu-

lating iron of his revolutionary creed. I know that there are

philosophers here as well as fools, and that profound and gentle

scholars hide in the cities of India.

But I see everywhere around me, in Benares and Delhi, in

Madras and Madura, signs of ignorance and superstition even

worse than our own. Faces smeared with red symbols of

favorite gods ; temples horrible with leering deities and animal

sacrifices ; snake-charmers and fakirs on every street ; women
shut up in their homes, or digging ditches, or carrying bur-

dens for ten cents a day, or ministering as temple prostitutes

to acquisitive and lecherous priests ; girls of eight years bear-

ing in their noses the little rings denoting that they are mar-

ried; a million such girls left widowed and forever mateless

by the death of husbands whom they had never lived with and

hardly seen. I long for a Malthus to come and teach these

poor people that education is frustrated when reproduction

is unrestrained ; and still more for a Voltaire to come and laugh

to death this disheartening theology and these ridiculous gods.

"Laughing lions must come."

V. AT THE TAJ MAHAL

What a chasm lies between Benares and Delhi, between Be-

nares and Agra! The Holy City is the symbol of India's

present weakness and decay; Delhi and Agra are symbols of

a glory alien and dead. For there, through a thousand years,

the Moslems and the Moguls ruled, and built perfect palaces

that still stand out from the dust and ruin of India like strokes

of lightning in a murky sky. At Delhi the Jama Musjid, or

Friday Mosque, spreads its embracing facade over an immense

square ; when the muezzin calls from the stately minarets, tens
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of thousands of Moslem Indians flock to the great portals, or

stand in prayer in the wide plaza before them. These Mos-

lems, representatives of their 70,000,000 brothers in India,

were born in India of parents born in India back through a

hundred or a thousand years; and yet so little Have they

mingled with the people whom they conquered, that today one

can tell them at sight from a Hindu of aboriginal blood. They
are taller and stronger, having a more nourishing diet and

leading a more active life; they are more masculine in their

features and their carriage; they show in their proud glance

their memory of the days when the Moslems mastered and gov-

erned India, "designed like Titans and finished like jewel-

ers."

Look at this Lahore Gate to Delhi Fort ; what a powerful con-

ception, what grace and symmetry of structure, what patient

delicacy of execution ! Enter and study which ever you will of

the buildings there—the Hall of Private Audience, the Hall

of Public Audience, the Throne Room, the King's Bath, the

Water Pavilion, or any other of the ten palaces remaining of

the twenty-seven raised by Shah Jehan—and you conclude

that these Moguls were as great builders as Pericles and the

Athenians ; that their work has all the strength and character

of Akbar, and all the grace and subtlety of Jehangir's Queen,

Nur-Jehan, "Light of the World." Over one of those perfect

portals a Moslem poet wrote: "If Paradise exists, it is here,

it is here, it is here" ; and a pleasant story tells how the Em-
peror rewarded him with a million pieces of silver. Even poets

prospered in those halcyon days

!

At Agra we make our way twice, by daylight and by moon-

light, to the Taj Mahal, beloved by architects as the most

perfect and most beautiful building in the world. All marble

and all symmetry, imperishable stone inlaid with stones more

precious still—flowers of carnelian, buds of onyx, legends of

jewels and gold, lace-work and lattice-work of marble; and

within, the fairest piece of marble carving ever made, the

Screen around the tombs of Shah Jehan and his fertile Queen.
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In the afternoon we sit many hours on the lawn among the

flowers and evergreens before the Taj, and by the pool which

mirrors it, and let this exotic beauty—half French and Italian,

half Moorish like the Alhambra, and not a whit Hindu—play

upon us unhindered. And we tell our children the story of

Shah Jehan, "King of the World" (i. e., India) in the days of

D'Artagnan; and of Mumtaz Mahal, "Ornament of the Pal-

ace," whom he loved best of all his wives. How he began as a

ruthless despot, trying to depose his father, then, on his acces-

sion, killing all his male relatives to quiet every debate about

his right to the throne ; how, softened by affection for his vir-

tuous Queen, he took to the arts of peace, and built more

beautifully than any ruler in history; how he adorned the

Fort at Agra with the Pearl Mosque, the Jasmine Tower, and

the Peacock Throne; how Mumtaz Mahal presented him, be-

tween 1613 and 1631, with fourteen children, and died in

child-birth at the age of thirty-nine; how the King, not re-

penting his skill in multiplication, but honoring her memory,

built as her mausoleum the marble poem whose name is a cor-

ruption of hers; how for twenty-two years twenty thousand

workmen, Hindus and Moslems, toiled with forced labor to put

these blocks and jewels into place, and cursed the fertility of

the Queen; how $150,000,000 went to provide them with food,

which was their only pay ; how, when the task was finished,

the King's son Aurangzeb rebelled and imprisoned his father

in the Jasmine Tower; how Shah Jehan lingered there eight

long years, and then, gazing across the Jumna upon the Taj,

fell into the arms of his faithful daughter Jahanara, and died.

In the evening we sit on the marble seats beside the pool,

watch for the moon to touch the palace of Mumtaz, and talk

about democracy and art. We think of high office-buildings

raised in our country in a year or two to heights unequaled

before, and then look again at the little Taj, two stories tall,

upon which geniuses and slaves toiled for over twenty years.

In 1803 the British besieged Agra, and fired upon the Fort;

when the cannon-shot fell near the Khass Mahal, or Hall of
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Private Audience, the Hindus surrendered, thinking the build-

ing worth more than victory; who then were the civilized?

Is it possible for democracies to produce great art?—or does

supreme building call for an act of will in a centralized power,

a cruel resolution to drive unwilling men to spend themselves

and their gold to create something that shall be honored even

when they have ceased to be carrion ? How could a democratic

Congress or Parliament ever vote the funds for an Angkor

Vat, a Sri Rangam, or a Taj Mahal? Perhaps art need not

rest upon slavery, and does not demand a master's whip ; only

the Gothic cathedrals rival Delhi and Agra, and they were

built by free workmen proud in rivalry. But art has decayed

ever since democracy began.

On the way home we compliment the guide (a Moslem) on

the achievements of his race, and ask him does he think his

fellow-Mohammedans, strengthened with the memory of their

past, might wed their courage to Hindu numbers, and liberate

India? "No," he answers, sadly. "Why not?" we inquire.

"We Moslems," he says, "are finished; finished here"—and

he touches his forehead. "And the Hindus?" "Finished too."

Perhaps it is the truth. Perhaps a torrid sun and a barren

soil have sucked the sap out of India's Moslems, as it sucked

the vitality from the Hindus whom they conquered, and from

the native race whom these Hindus overran a millennium before

Christ. Only the English remain strong here, because periodi-

cally they go home, and renew themselves in the rains and

snows of the North. Look at an Englishman in India, and

then at a Hindu; you see at a glance how brutally natural

is the mastery of the one and the submission of the other. I

rebel against the harsh reality, but I know that it is there.

VI. ENGLAND AND INDIA

This is Madras, so different from Benares : by comparison,

clean and prosperous and cheerful; here again the streets are

well paved, the traffic is orderly, the parks are well kept, and
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a thousand white-clad Hindu youths play games in a great

municipal field.

"This city," I remark to our Hindu guide, "is a credit to

the English."

He smiles sadly.

"Every traveler says that," he tells us. "Hardly one of them

stops long enough to learn that we owe this good management

not to the English but to the Hindus; that the City Council

is nearly all Hindu ; that the Mayor is a low-caste Hindu elected

by low-caste votes, including woman suffrage."

This is news indeed. The caste system is breaking down far

faster than I had thought possible; apparently, in our cen-

tury, institutions thousands of years old, like caste in India

or marriage and the family in Europe and America, are to

be transformed within a generation out of all likeness to their

past. I sit on the steps of the Madras Library, a masterpiece

of architecture designed by a living Hindu, and talk with

several natives.

"Which of you are Brahmins, and which of you are not?" I

ask innocently.

Again that soft Hindu smile.

"We don't pay any attention to that any more," says one

of them. "We are just Hindus."

I engage him in conversation, and find that he knows Eu-
ropean philosophy and science as well as Hindu metaphysics

and poetry ; I warm up at this contact with an educated Hindu,

and blush with shame at the thought that tourists judge

India from the poor people they find in the streets ; that they

see nothing of the hundred thousands of university graduates

in India, nothing of its thinkers and statesmen, its artists and

scientists, its fine women and girls. I invite my new friend

to dine with us, and timidly suggest that he bring with him

some members of the rising sex.

At six he comes, with his stately mother, a member of the

Municipal Council, and his wife, so shy that it takes us much

time to learn that she is a graduate of an American college.
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The intelligent and kindly ladies of our party are happy to

talk for the first time with educated Hindus, and with Hindu
women. We ply them with a hundred questions. We have

been puzzled at the gigantic temples at Madras, Madura, Tan-

jore and Trichinopoly, gloomy cathedrals which are to the

Taj Mahal what the Cathedral of Milan is to the Sistine Chapel.

"Where," I ask, "did the Hindus of three or four centuries

ago get the money to build these tremendous temples?"

"We were not always as poor as now," the Hindu answers.

"Our artisans used to be the best in the world ; our towns were

busy with every handicraft. Travelers from Europe described

Vijayanagar as the richest city they had seen. But today we

are taxed far more than before, and half the money raised from

us is spent outside of India. English economists calculate the

drain of Indian wealth to England at $40,000,000 a year.

That was in 1906; now it must be twice as great. Consider

what would happen to Canada, or South Africa, or Australia,

if they were for a century subjected to such a drain. Edmund
Burke predicted that this drain would ruin India. It has."

We have, in our party, a stout bluff Englishman, six feet

and three hundred pounds, red-faced and jolly; God created

him in the image of John Bull, and for the purposes of our

conversation. He rises like a mountain that would move to

Mohammed, and draws his chair nearer to the Hindu.

"But look here, young man," he says, like a steam roller,

"don't you think we've given you something for your money?

You were going to the dogs, for you're a nation of weaklings

;

not one of you could stand up in a fight, and you'd all run

away from a gun. Well, we came and gave you law and order,

a good army to protect your frontiers, a navy to protect your

coast; we gave you the best government in the world, and

introduced you to democracy; we gave you universities, and

taught you sciences ; we're training you for self-government

and industry. What more do you want for your drain?

You've gotten plenty, I say."

The Hindu takes the storm calmly, though it is easy to see,
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under his self-control, the sensitive nerves that receive these

stings to the full.

"Yes," he says, with quiet passion. "You have given us

much, but you have taken away our life. When we were in

chaos you helped us by robbing us, through the East India

Company, as no civilized nation was ever robbed before. You
took so much wealth from us in the eighteenth century that

Brooks Adams, and your own Macaulay, believe it was this

stolen gold that financed your Industrial Revolution, and

made you powerful enough to defeat Napoleon. Your 'best

governors' included Clive, who snatched all Bengal from us

because he had big guns, and took over a $1,000,000 in bribes.

His successors stole so much that even the Company's Direc-

tors protested. Warren Hastings took $3,000,000 a year.

This is the help, the law and order you gave us."

The Englishman is not abashed; he has heard such things

before about his enterprising race of buccaneers, and they

seem quite picturesque to him. He counters:

"But that was the Company, not England. When you

came under the Crown, in '58, you got as good a government

as human beings can bear. We abolished suttee, slavery and

thuggery, built railways, opened schools, and gave you doc-

tors, medicine, and public sanitation. You mustn't forget

that."

"We will not forget," says the Hindu. "We will not for-

get that for these reforms, which were inaugurated by our

own people, we paid with our independence; that province

after province was taken from us until today 320,000,000

Indians, with men like Gandhi and Tagore, women like Saro-

jini Naidu and my mother, are subject to foreign laws, foreign

judges, foreign taxes, and a foreign censorship over our

thought and our press. We will not forget the 111 wars

you made us fight in a hundred years, the Hindu blood you

made us shed to extend your British Empire in Burma, in

China, in Beluchistan, in Afghanistan, in Palestine, and in

France. We will not forget the 850,000 Hindus taken from
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India in the last War, to die for causes not their own, nor the

billion dollars taken from our Treasury."

"We appreciated your sacrifices," says the Englishman,

"and gave you, in 1919, a goodly measure of Home Rule."

"You gave us a window-dressing and a sham. You gave us

a Legislature whose every act can be vetoed by the Viceroy ; a

Legislature with no real power over taxation and tariffs, budget

and policy. You have taxed us so heavily that your own

liberals have called you robbers; you have raised our national

debt from $35,000,000 in 1792 to $3,400,000,000 today. You
kept our products out of England by a tariff as high as 75%,
and forced your own textiles into India by refusing us protec-

tion ; you ruined our domestic industries, and drove us all back

to the soil, which cannot maintain us. You have taxed us so

much that our famines have been worse since you came than

before. The result is such poverty as, in any other country,

would be universally accepted as warranting the overthrow

of the Government."

"But you would have done worse by yourselves. Your peo-

ple are so superstitious, so illiterate and ignorant, that it would

be ridiculous to give them full democracy. Educate your-

selves, and then talk of freedom."

"Bills for universal education have repeatedly been intro-

duced by Hindus in the Legislature, and defeated by the Gov-

ernment on the ground that the Treasury could not afford the

cost. Your Government in India spends 6% of our total

taxes on education ; it spends 64% in keeping up the army that

keeps us slaves. Illiteracy is higher among us now than

when you came. Instead of education you encourage liquor

and opium; the Government revenue from liquor licenses is

three times the appropriation for education; one-ninth of the

total revenues comes from the Government growth and sale of

opium."

"Well, you're mighty ungrateful, I say," remarks the Eng-
lishman. "Do you know what would happen if we left you

to your own resources? Your native princes would start a
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war for additionary territory; your Brahmins would enslave

your Outcastes, and your Moslems would massacre the Hindus

by thousands. The Afghan tribes would overrun your

northern passes, and Russia or Japan would pounce down
upon you by land or sea. You would be defenseless. You
would become another China, a bloody chaos disrupting the

trade and prosperity of the world."

"But we would be free. We have decided that we would

rather take our chances with all these perils than remain longer

enslaved. Every year we grow poorer in body and soul ; every

year we become less, not more, fit for freedom. We will work

for that now until the end."

VII. A TOAST

A few days later we are on the steamer that bears us from

India to Ceylon. I huddle in a corner by myself, sick as soon

as we are out of port; and the figure of that Hindu scholar

mingles in my imagery with the lean limbs and weird face of

Mahatma Gandhi, and the handsome white hair of Ramsay
MacDonald. I love liberty, but the world is too complex to-

day to leave individuals and nations as free as in the old years

of simplicity and isolation. It is a world full of robbers, and

weak nations can find no security in it except in some greater

unity of safety and defense. For many years yet India will

need British help against invasion, against religious division,

against native princes hungry for land ; for many years it will

be unfit for democracy, as indeed all the world is yet unfit for

democracy. England is necessary to India.

And India is necessary to England. No doubt a sudden

grant of full Home Rule would ruin vast British investments,

hurt British trade, throw another million Englishmen out of

work, and break the very back of an Empire which, however

it has failed in India, has done well in Ceylon, Burma, Penang,

Malacca and Singapore, and has given our planet great areas
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of order, safety and peace. God knows the world contains

enough disorder as it is; to have all Asia in chaos would im-

poverish every worker in Europe. What India needs is not

absolute freedom, but Home Rule, full brotherhood in the

British Commonwealth with Canada, Australia, South Africa

and New Zealand; and it needs not mere promises of this, but

a definite agreement on immediate steps to self-government,

and on an early date for its completion.

Then I see Ramsay MacDonald struggling with these and

a thousand other problems ; recalling his pledge, and the pledge

of his Party, to liberate India if elected; foreseeing the de-

feat of his Government, and perhaps the fall of his Party,

should he try to carry out his promise ; harassed on every side

between expediency and desire. Well, soon he must fall ; how

better could he go down than by dealing honorably with India ?

As Zarathustra said, "Speak the truth, and break into pieces !"

And Gandhi, spinning quietly in his jail; he is not so much
of a saint that he does not realize India's need of England.

How fortunate it is that on both sides there are men willing to

listen to reason! And what an unprecedented revolution is

this, which scorns arms and violence, and fights with peace!

For two thousand years we of the West have preached Chris-

tianity, and never dared to practise it, to risk it on a generous

scale; now a "heathen" nation, constituting one-fifth of the

population of the earth, takes it from us, and gives it the

greatest trial and test in its history. It is as Gandhi said : "If

the Indian movement is carried to success on a non-violent

basis, it will give a new meaning to patriotism, and, if I may
so in all humility, to life itself."

A fine young Englishman, who has managed our tour

through southern India with quiet efficiency, enters, sees me
brooding, and offers me a cup of tea. He raises his glass

courteously, and drinks to America. I return his toast with

all my heart and soul.
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"Here's to the British Empire: may it soon be a Common-
wealth of Free Nations."

He is willing. How could a man be an Englishman or an

American, and not wish to see India free?



CHAPTER III

CHINA—DYING, OR REBORN?

I. CITIES AND MEN

IN
the harbor of Hong-Kong a thousand sampans ride—

a

thousand bobbing boats flat and broad and short, pro-

pelled with long oars at the rear, and covered in the cen-

ter with a vaulted shelter under which a Chinese family in-

creases and multiplies. For it is cheaper to buy a sampan

than to rent a house, cheaper to have children than to hire

slaves; there are no landlords on these waves, and no schools.

As the Franconia moves carefully among them to her dock at

Kowloon, the awkward boats rock and splash about us, and

their human flotsam offers us a foretaste of Hong-Kong's mil-

lion wares.

Oranges and pajamas, wicker-chairs and embroideries, suit-

cases and Mandarin-coats, candy and silks, canes and cloi-

sonne, porcelain and ivory, joss-sticks and jade, fire-crackers

and gods—here they are, almost flung up at us from the cor-

don of sampans. We can hardly see these articles, for their

salesmen are too interesting. First their number: every boat

is crowded with men, women and children, and few boats have

more than one family. Here on one boat is a woman plying

a heavy oar; on her back, suspended from her shoulders, is

her youngest child ; squawling under the canvas is another ; at

her elbow is a third, whom she pauses occasionally to instruct

with a blow. Scattered about are other evidences of her Pil-

grim fertility ; and bowed down by the goods they offer to us

are her men. Every one of them is dressed in blue: blue

jacket-shirts, buttoned across the breast with cords, and fitting

snugly around the neck; blue trousers, tied at the ankles on
359
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the men, loose at the ankles on the women; over them a blue

skirt, long for the men, short for the women ; under them cloth

shoes, pliable and comfortable, and open to moisture and rain

;

all in all, a monotonous and gloomy symphony of Chinese blues.

Above the chaos sound the voices of these water-tramps.

They do not speak English to us, for they know that we should

understand their English as little as that of a London Bobby

;

they sing Chinese, and rely upon the tunes of their sentences,

and the eloquence of their words, to break through the bar-

riers of our ignorance. How strange we must seem to them,

with our alien speech so lacking in melody, with our complex

and irksome garb so immodest and absurd, with our silly habit

of writing from left to right in characters that make no pic-

tures for the mind, with our addiction to legislation and the-

ology (when a nation makes many laws," says a Chinese prov-

erb, "it is beginning to die"), with our passion for selling

Bibles and shooting guns, with our barbarous wealth so shame-

lessly gotten and so thoughtlessly spent, with our infinite ca-

pacity for buying antiques that are among the chief products

of contemporary Oriental art. Some of us have the feeling,

as we exchange glares with our new hosts at the dock, that

they are sight-seeing as well as we; and that they have shown

their ancient wisdom, Mahomet-like, by letting the nations of

the earth come round to them. Like good marines, it costs

them nothing to see the world.

Beyond them and the ocean-liners that tower among them

are the thousand wharves of this strategic port, protected with

friendly peninsulas that shut off the prowling sea, and bar-

ricaded against 400,000,000 Chinese by a coronet of hills.

What a location! Here on tl]is mountainous island, which

even the industrious Orientals had found too precipitous to

till, the British began, in 1842, to build their docks and forts

;

now through this door they have entered every city in China,

and irrigated it with British goods. Three-quarters of a bil-

lion dollars have been invested there by England and her col-

onies; and many millions of the profits have gone to fortify
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and beautify Hong-Kong. Here and at Shanghai, and other

Pacific ports, enter $100,000,000 of American products every

year; here Japan finds the best customer for her expanding

factories; here Russia sees economic and political possibilities

without end; this ocean of yellow folk, stretching from Kam-
chatka to Singapore, from Korea to Tibet, is the prize market

of the globe, for which many wars will be fought to protect

divers national honors. This is the commercial pivot of the

world.

On the quay we have our choice of automobiles or jinricki-

shas ; we take the latter to get some touch of local color and

paving. It is our first experience with man-power vehicles

since the days when we rode our boyhood express wagons on

the streets. It is humiliating to be carried along by these

poor coolies, running barefoot over rough macadam and sharp

stones; all humanity seems degraded in their degradation.

But they themselves feel, apparently, no humiliation; they

compete fiercely for every fare; they are happy to be among
the called and chosen. Privately they console themselves with

thoughts of their varied superiority to us, who do not know
Chinese. Nature has eased every lot with egotism; there is

no worker so lowly, nor any swain so homely, but some delu-

sion of grandeur will come to comfort and sustain him. Ego-

tism is the wind in our sails ; without it every enterprise would

stop. If we could see ourselves as eternity sees us we should

hang ourselves on the nearest tree. A short perspective is

the secret of happiness.

What picturesque streets ! On some of them great hotels

and emporia in the European style, with European—no, with

American—prices; on others, just around the corner, gay and

noisy Chinese stores, tiny and crowded, where every merchant

is both a salesman and a philosopher, astute and calm, acquisi-

tive and yet reasonable, wise in the ways of men, but listening

now and then to the music of the spheres. There is nothing

that you cannot buy here, except "chop suey." For miles and

miles the shops extend, alive with the colors of the banners
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that announce their wares ; and through it all the excited and

yet peaceful jabber of countless, countless Chinamen. Above

the stores are the fragile homes, from whose windows fat

women and phlegmatic, shoe-button-eyed children peer list-

lessly. At the upper end of each street, perched strategi-

cally on the cool hills and dominating all, shine the white walls

and solid roofs of the English mansions—here, as everywhere,

Britannia ilber Alles.

Our express to Canton has been built especially for us

spoiled spendthrifts of the West; it has all the frills of an

American "crack" train except baseball reports and incompe-

tent stenographers ; it does not allow us to guess how the Chi-

nese travel when they defy their gods and trust to steam.

Chinese railroads are few and short between. Nearly all of

them were built by Europeans, against the protests of Chinese

who saw with horror the iron rails laid upon soil made sacred

with the bones of their ancestors. The natives wrecked the

first line, and rolled the locomotive into a ditch; even today

they do not take to the rails with anything of the Hindu's timid

eagerness for experience and novelty. Occasionally our train

flashes by their modest "locals," or stands beside one of them

for a moment at some station, like prince and pauper meeting

frigidly ; then we note how their coaches are only flimsy boxes

fitted out with wooden benches and a floor. They take it

quietly, for poverty is seldom painful to those who have never

been rich. At one station a little ragamuffin, dressed in tat-

ters and shreds, with bags bound round his feet for shoes, and

arms tightly folded to keep out the cold, greets us with happy

laughter and chattering speech. Why should he worry?—he

has not a penny in the world.

Canton is the Chinese Manhattan ; it is as crowded on every

street as Broadway is at noon, or the East Side at night.

What a litter of humanity, what a riot of 'rickshas, what an

ocean of blue jackets, what a sky-full of colored banners wav-

ing from every store, and crying out, so much more gayly
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than our gigantic electric signs, the hundred thousand items

that Canton has to sell! This city is as vital and mobile as

New York, but not yet so noisy or so swift ; the din and speed

are for the most part contributed by foreign automobiles,

which seem to be composed chiefly of horns. But one does

not get far with cars, for only a few avenues are wide enough

to let them meet and pass; this teeming city is the paradise

of the 'ricksha man, who trots cheerfully over the cobbled and

muddy streets, earning sometimes the fabulous sum of a dol-

lar a day. Here and there a bus, dripping Chinamen, reels

over the stones, but the "pull-man-car" 'ricksha is lord of the

road. Even this is defeated by some labyrinths where wheeled

vehicles cannot pass ; and we are carried, with all the sensa-

tions of air-pockets, in a chair suspended precariously from

the shoulders of three unsteady men.

Shall we ever forget that last alley, where we had to leave

our palatial palanquins and trust to our feet on narrow paths

bordered by ditches running with liquid and solid filth? Priv-

ies are expensive in Canton ; the streets will do—and the earth

is so grateful for nitrogen! Next to us, for as short a dis-

tance as we can manage, is a group of coolies carrying, on

bamboo poles slung over their shoulders, buckets of human
waste. How happy Victor Hugo would be to know that this

ancient and honorable custom of securing fertilizer, which he

longed to introduce into Europe, has survived the fall of the

Manchus and the rise of Harvard graduates ! Placidly the

procession moves along, the buckets dangling near meat, fish

and vegetables exposed for sale on alley-stands. No one is

offended ; no one but our alien and provincial selves notices

;

all the rest gossip, laugh and sing, as if China were the hap-

piest country on earth. How can these people ever be sub-

jected, when they are so satisfied with simplicity, and scorn

almost equally the victors and the victims in war?

They are the strongest and healthiest human beings that we

have seen in our circumnavigation. Here in Canton, more so

in Shanghai, and even in starving Pekin, the Chinese turn
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whatever food they can find into vigorous bodies inured to all

seasons, immune to some usually fatal diseases, and quick to

recover from the rest; apparently only starvation can kill

them. They carry immense burdens on both ends of their

bamboo poles ; they haul over the rough streets carts loaded

with a ton of goods. Their mighty loins provide so abundant

a population that muscle is here cheaper than mechanical

power; machinery remains undeveloped, and one is amazed

to see great steamers at Hong-Kong refueled by these human
coal-chutes of the quays. The women, freed at last from

foot-binding, and taking to the air almost as numerously as

their lords, carry burdens as heavy as those borne by the

men ; in Kowloon their emancipation has gone so far that they

are permitted to be street-cleaners.

Neither the women nor the men are handsome, God knows.

But perhaps God would consider this judgment a narrow

prejudice: beauty is a local custom, like goodness and truth.

There are many faces that seem ugly to the Western eye, and

many that seem dull, among these Dutchmen of the East ; but

one can never tell what calm intelligence hides behind these

phlegmatic fronts, nor what dreams and desires their stolid

features and half-sleeping eyes arouse in the Emma Bovarys

of the Orient. Santayana, who accused the Bostonians of

washing too often, would find no fault with these people.

They are at home with dirt, as they are at home with poverty

;

it is not dirt to them but nature, not poverty but simplicity;

poverty is poor only in the presence of wealth. With all their

penury they are the most cheerful race on the globe. Surely

the future must belong to a nation that can be happy without

money, content without love, strong without good food, and

healthy without soap.

And intelligent without knowledge. They are satisfied to

be ignorant of the rest of the planet; and two of their names

for China (which is a word they do not know) mean respec-

tively "Everything beneath the Sky," and "All within the

Four Seas." They explode fire-crackers to frighten away evil
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spirits, and build devious entrances to their homes because

(they say) the devil cannot turn a corner; they dedicate one

temple to "Heaven, Earth and Hell," and fill another with

holy snakes that crawl freely over the sacred images and

shrines; their women crowd the Temple of Five -Hundred

Genii to pray for sons, and their men, when dead, pay ex-

orbitant rents to be kept as long as possible in the "House of

a Thousand Dead" at Canton, so that their spirits may be near

the center of affairs, and not be forced to commute from their

graves. And yet they are as clever in trade as any pious

Yankee, and probably far profounder in their understanding

of men. They are superstitious, but not priest-ridden ; they

pay scant attention to the bonzes that tend their temples, and

are so terrestrial and secular that the missionaries call them

atheists despite their thousand gods. They lose every war,

and win every peace; they allow themselves to be conquered

because, like philosophers, they do not distinguish much be-

tween foreign and domestic exploiters ; in general, the govern-

ment, native or alien, will take from them whatever they can

spare. When it becomes too oppressive they will overthrow

it as they did the Manchus in 1911. They are the most con-

servative of all peoples, and they have made the completest

of revolutions.

Here at Canton is a lofty monument to the hero of that

revolution—Sun Yat-sen. We stand before it silent, and

realize, weakly and vaguely, that we have come to China in

the days of its greatest change; that a civilization senile and

decadent, but once noble and splendid, has here just ended,

and a new era is in the womb of chaos, struggling to be born.

We are seeing the Flowery Kingdom at its worst. To do it

justice we should see it in the perspective of its history, and

try to understand its antiquity, its culture, and its revolution.

II. A PIECE OF OLD CHINA

Look at China on a map of the globe. It is the Leviathan

of the nations, the broad back of giant Asia; larger than all
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Europe, and as populous. In the center of it, near what is

now the Soviet Republic of Turkmenistan, civilization seems

to have had its beginnings ; here cultural relics bring us back

to 4000—some say 9000—years before Christ. When rain

ceased to fall there, the region became a volcano of men in

eruption and overflow; humanity poured from it like torrents

of inexhaustible lava, peopling Sumeria and Egypt in the

west, India and Ceylon in the south, and China and Japan
in the east. Along the great streams of the "Middle King-

dom" they found a soil made rich by lordly rivers; there, by
the Yangtze-Kiang and the Hoang-ho, they built their vil-

lages, increased and multiplied, and laid the economic basis

for poets and philosophers, artists and kings.

The earliest emperors, according to the Chinese, reigned

18,000 years each; slowly, through a century of millenia, they

improved the manners and morals of their people. At first,

we are told, "the people were like beasts, clothing themselves

in skins, feeding on raw flesh, and knowing their mothers but

not their fathers"—a form of agnosticism which Strindberg

would not have considered exclusively ancient or Chinese.

Then one emperor invented marriage, another invented ploughs,

a third invented wheeled vehicles, a fourth invented honest

government but failed to transmit the formula, a fifth reduced

the size of the whip with which Chinese boys are educated, and

a sixth inaugurated prohibition. In the reign of Yu, 2200

b. c, says irrefutable legend, wine was discovered and was

brought to the Emperor, who dashed it to the ground, saying

:

"The day will come when this thing will cost some one a king-

dom," or an election. He ordered the discoverer to be ban-

ished, and the new art to be forbidden. The Chinese have

loved wine ever since.

A thousand years later the Emperor Chou Hsin invented

chop-sticks, and Chinese civilization began. Its first achieve-

ments, strange to say, were in philosophy. In that fertile

sixth century b. c. which produced Buddha in India, Zoro-

aster in Persia, Isaiah in Israel, and Thales in Greece, China
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gave the world two of its greatest thinkers, Lao-tse and Con-

fucius, the Rousseau and Voltaire, the Christ and Socrates,

of the ancient East. Lao-tse loved nature and despised civi-

lization (so soon!), loved freedom and scorned law, loved sim-

plicity and doubted education. If there were less education,

he thought, there would be fewer rascals ; and the worst con-

ceivable government would be by philosopher-kings. "In the

kingdom the multiplication of prohibitions increases the pov-

erty of the people ; the more implements to add to their profits

the people have, the greater disorder is there in the state ; . . .

the more display there is of legislation, the more robbers there

are." The wise man, then, will abandon cities and go like

Thoreau to the woods, seeking to imitate the naturalness of

nature, to obey her laws and learn her peace. And then Lao-

tse writes a golden paragraph:

All things in nature work silently. They come
into being and possess nothing. They fulfil their

function and make no claim. All things alike do

their work, and then we see them subside. When
they have reached their bloom, each returns to its ori-

gin. Returning to their origin means rest, or fulfil-

ment of destiny. This reversion is an eternal law.

To know that law is wisdom.

Imagine how irritating such a philosophy of escape must

have seemed to Confucius (551—479 b. c), who wished to live

in the stream of the world, to serve his government and re-

build his state, to know experience and face every responsi-

bility. The most influential of all minds in history did not at

first agree with Nietzsche about a certain incompatibility

between philosophy and marriage; he tried his hand simul-

taneously at both, and came to grief; after four years of

marriage he divorced his wife, and became again a bachelor

of philosophy. He must have made a queer picture as he stood

in his home, or with equal readiness in the road, and harangued

the students who flocked to him for instruction. The por-
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traits which the Chinese painters have left us of him show an

almost hairless head gnarled and knotted with wisdom, and

a countenance whose Puritanic sternness must have kept beauty

and happiness at arm's length. "In driving with a woman,"

he writes, with an unforgivable error in the final pronoun,

"one must drive with one hand, and hold the other behind his

back." The gamins of the town did not take him too seri-

ously, and questioned his erudition when he failed to answer

their query—whether the sun was nearer to the earth at dawn
when it is largest, or at noon when it is hottest. But he

found in his studies abundant consolation and delight, and de-

scribed himself as "a man who in his pursuit of knowledge

forgets his food, who in the joy of attaining knowledge forgets

his sorrows, and who does not perceive that old age is com-

ing on."

So Kung-fu-tse, Kung the Master, began that tradition

which for two thousand years has moulded Chinese character,

building upon self-discipline and filial loyalty the order and

security of states. Eighty generations of Chinese youth mem-
orized his every transmitted word ; at last his calm philosophy

sank into the nation's soul, and gave to the Chinese a stability

and depth unequaled in the hectic lands of the West. When
he died, in 479 b. c, his heart was broken at the thought that

he had failed; he did not know that he had written his name

indelibly upon the character of his people.

His age was but one of many in which his nation made last-

ing contributions to the civilized heritage of mankind. Be-

fore him there had been great statesmen and thinkers, after

him, in the Han Dynasty, there were to be great artists; a

thousand years after him, in the T'ang Dynasty (618-905

a. d.), was to come the Renaissance of the Orient, the peak of

the cultural history of the East. "At this age," says a Chi-

nese critic, "whoever was a man was a poet." After still an-

other thousand years a Manchu emperor ordered an anthology

of T'ang verse to be collected and printed; the result was

thirty volumes containing 48,900 poems by 2,300 poets; so
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much had escaped—and still survives—the enmity of time.

The Imperial Library, in the seventh century, contained 54,-

000 volumes. "It was," says Arthur Waley, "the most polished

epoch that the world had ever seen."

Rich with fifty years of comparative peace and stability,

China began now (ca. 650 a. d.) to export her surplus of rice

and corn and silk and spices, and to spend her profits upon

unparalleled luxury. Her lakes were filled with carved and

painted pleasure-boats, her cities redeemed their ancient pov-

erty with gardens and palaces, her rivers and canals were pic-

turesque with commerce, and from her harbors ships sailed

to a thousand ports as far as the Persian Gulf. While silk

was selling in barbaric medieval Europe for its weight in gold,

it was a routine article of dress for half the population of the

larger cities of China; and fur coats were as plentiful in the

capital as they are today among American stenographers.

The Emperor Yang-ti employed 200,000 men to build his

palace, decked the trees of his gardens in winter with silken

flowers and leaves, established colleges and libraries, encour-

aged literature, and practised all the vices. "What hospital-

ity !" exclaims Li-po ; "what squandering of money ! Red
jade cups and rare dainty food on tables inlaid with green

jems!" The great race was suddenly enamored of beauty,

and lavished honors upon those who could create it.

At the head and height of this Rebirth was the Emperor
Ming Huang. A man complex and contradictory: he made
war and wrote poetry; he exacted tribute from distant lands,

and gave handsome gifts to artists and scholars, poets and

philosophers; he levied taxes mercilessly, abolished capital

punishment, and endowed a college of music ; he began like a

Stoic, denouncing luxury and pleasure, and ended like an

Epicurean, appropriating the concubine of his eighteenth son.

(Most of us begin like Epicureans and end like Stoics.) Yang
Kwei-fei was corpulent and wore false hair, but the Emperor
loved her because she had all the qualities that endear a woman
to man; beauty, insolence, obstinacy, ignorance and caprice.
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He called her "The Great Pure One," and learned from her

the gentle art of dissipation. Coiled in her Rubensian charms

he neglected the Government, was dethroned by a revolution,

saw his Lady murdered before his eyes and his country laid

waste with war, recaptured his throne, and died of a broken

heart. It is a story that every Chinese poet has told.

One day, at the height of his reign, Ming Huang received

ambassadors from Korea, who brought to him important mes-

sages in a dialect which none of his ministers could under-

stand. "What!" exclaimed the Emperor, "among so many
magistrates, so many scholars and warriors, cannot there be

found a single one who knows enough to relieve us of vexa-

tion in this affair? If in three days no one is able to decipher

this letter, every one of your appointments shall be sus-

pended." For a day the ministers consulted and fretted,

fearing for their offices and their heads. Then Minister Ho Chi-

chang approached the throne and said: "Your subject pre-

sumes to announce to your Majesty that there is a poet of

great merit called Li at his house, who is perfectly acquainted

with more than one science; command him to read this letter,

for there is nothing of which he is not capable."

The Emperor ordered Li to present himself at court im-

mediately, but Li refused to come—saying that he could not

possibly be worthy of the task, since his essay had been re-

jected by the Mandarins at the last examination. The Em-
peror soothed him by conferring upon him the title and robes

of a doctor of the first rank. Li came, found his examiners

among the ministers, forced them to take off his boots, and

then translated the documents, which announced that Korea

proposed to make war for the recovery of its freedom. Hav-

ing read the message, he dictated a learned and terrifying

answer, which the Emperor signed, almost believing Ho, that

Li was an angel descended from heaven. The Koreans sent

tribute and apologies, and the Emperor gave part of the trib-

ute to Li. Li gave it to the inn-keeper, for he loved wine.

Li Tai-po, the Keats of China, had discovered the world
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in 701 a. d. "For twenty springs" he lived "among the clouds,

loving leisure and enamored of the hills." He grew in health

and strength, and became practised in the ways of love.

Wine of the grapes,

Goblets of gold

—

And a pretty maid of Wu.
She comes on pony-back; she is fifteen;

Blue-painted eyebrows

—

Shoes of pink brocade

—

Inarticulate speech

—

But she sings bewitchingly well.

So, feasting at the table

Inlaid with tortoise shell,

She gets drunk in my lap.

Ah, child, what caresses

Behind lily-embroidered curtains

!

And then the aftermath

—

Fair one, when you were here, I filled the house with

flowers.

Fair one, now you are gone, only an emptv couch is

left.

On the couch the embroidered quilt is rolled up; I

cannot sleep.

It is three years since you went. The perfume you
left behind haunts me still.

The perfume strays about me forever ; but where are

you, Beloved?

I sigh—the yellow leaves fall from the branch.

I weep—the dew twinkles white on the green mosses.

He married, but made so little gold that his wife abandoned

him, taking the children with her. Li-po consoled himself

with the grape, and traveled from city to city earning crumbs

of bread with sheaves of song. Hearing praise of the wine of

Niauching, he made at once for that city, over three hundred

miles of Chinese—i. e., impassable—roads. Everybody loved
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him, for he spoke with the same pride and friendliness to both

paupers and kings. At the capital the Emperor befriended

him, but could not command him. Says his fellow poet Tu Fu

:

As for Li-po, give him a jugful,

He will write one hundred poems.

He dozes in a wine-shop

On a city street of Chang-an

;

And though his Sovereign calls,

He will not board the Imperial barge.

"Please your Majesty," says he,

"I am a god of wine."

He accepted the philosophy of Liu Ling, who desired to

be followed always by two servants, one with inexhaustible

wine, the other with a spade to bury him wherever he might

fall ; for, said Liu, "the affairs of this world are no more than

duck-weed in the river." So they soon seemed to Li, for when
Ming Huang lost his throne for love the poet lost a patron,

and fled from Chang-an to wander again over the countryside.

Why do I live among the green mountains ?

I laugh and answer not, my soul is serene;

It dwells in another heaven and earth belonging to no
man.

The peach-trees are in flower, and the water flows on.

His last years were bitter, for he had never stopped to make

money; and in the chaos of revolution and war he found no

king to keep him from that starvation which is the natural

reward of poetry. In the end, after imprisonment, condemna-

tion to death, pardon, and every experiment in suffering, he

found his way to his childhood home, only to die three years

afterward. Legend, unsatisfied with a common end for so

extraordinary a soul, told how he was drowned in a river while

attempting to embrace the water's reflection of the moon.

Shall we have one more of his songs?
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My ship is built of spice-wood and has a rudder of

mulan;
Musicians sit at the two ends with jeweled bamboo

flutes and pipes of gold.

What a pleasure it is, with a cask of sweet wine

And singing girls beside me,

To drift on the water hither and thither with the

waves

!

I am happier than the fairy of the air, who rode on

his yellow crane,

And free as the merman who followed the sea-gulls

aimlessly.

Now with the strokes of my inspired pen I shake the

Five Mountains.

My poem is done, I laugh, and my delight is vaster

than the sea.

Oh, deathless poetry ! The songs of Chu-ping are

ever glorious as the sun and moon,

While the palaces and towers of the Chu kings have
vanished from the hills.

III. THE NEW CHINA

It was Sun Yat-sen who put an end to the old China. See

him, an impecunious young physician, drunk with the dream

of a republic, then of socialism, then of communism, traveling

from port to port in secrecy and fear, collecting from ten

thousand laundrymen all over the world the sinews of revolu-

tion. The corruption of the Mandarins and the radicalism

of the students combined to make straight his way. The old

system of examination for office had decayed into venality un-

der the Manchus, and the Chinese people had lost respect for

their basic institution—the democratic eligibility of every

Chinese youth to the trained aristocracy of Chinese officialdom.

Those students who had gone to European or American uni-

versities returned shorn of their ancient faith in ancestor wor-

ship and a myriad gods, and enamored of votes, caucuses, pri-
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maries, and politicians—they would have democracy. Even
the merchants thought of it ; perhaps under democracy indus-

try would grow, and they would be free to rule the roost as

in all the capitals of the West; they too sent furtive subsidies

to Sun Yat-sen, and saw without mourning the fall of the Em-
peror, the election of Yuan Shi-kai as president, the desecra-

tion of the Hall of the Classics (where the writings of Confu-

cius were carved in stone), and the over-night rejection, by

militant youth enthroned, of all the old ideas and ways.

That was far back in 1911. One would have supposed that

the chaos of revolution would by our time have been replaced

with order; but in truth the chaos is worse than ever before

in living memory. For China was poor, and could not build

the army that would have given her unity; she was divided

into eighteen provinces, each seeking its own good and ignor-

ing that of the commonwealth; no sense of the whole, no loy-

alty to the country cemented these 400,000,000 men into a

nation. The ruthless Tuchuns who ruled the provinces raised

their own taxes, their own armies, their own opium, and pur-

sued their own ends. Now, as when the Mings fell, there is

no China, there are only generals.

Even the Nanking Government is but a general; and Chi-

ang Kai-shek, that charming young Methodist, has not made

up his mind whether to be a George Washington or a Genghis

Khan. He is a Christian now, for the Christian bankers at

Shanghai have the money he needs, and hate like him his great-

est foe, the Communists. He cannot forgive Russia for or-

ganizing his army in 1926, and teaching him how to capture

one province after another by fire and word ; nothing alienates

a man like an obligation, and only saints can remember with-

out rancor the favors to which they have been subjected.

We cannot blame Chiang, for though Borodin was a genius,

the present Communists of China are madmen. The poverty

of China is their happiness; only when men are destitute are

they willing to share their goods. One hopes that it is merely

the press of the West that has fastened upon the robber gangs
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of a disordered nation the name of Communist; surely the

ruthless discipline of the Soviet has not reached these rioters

who prowl like ghouls among the remains of China's dead

glory, and kill like fiends for gold. Sometimes, seeing how
chaos devours the people, one would welcome the stern hand

of Russia upon these millions; but the subtle and perpetual

acquisitiveness of the Chinese makes them poor material for

the Communist experiment. Either a Napoleon must come,

or the pounds and dollars, the francs and marks and yen of

Japan and the West will bolster Chiang Kai-shek into a frail

supremacy and a precarious order and peace.

Come to Pekin if you wish to see the colors and smell the

odors of decay. Through four hundred years it was the gay

capital of China, pink with archways and palaces, redolent

with perfumed ladies of the court, and stately with subtle

Mandarins who knew how to condescend from philosophy to

love. Go see those palaces today : tawdry tinsel, whose gaudy
paint is peeling from the rotting wood ; no material more dur-

able than lumber, no structures loftier than the Temple of

Heaven, no architecture of Egyptian grandeur, or Greek per-

fection, or Roman strength, or Gothic imagination, or Mogul
grace; only a consumptive prettiness in decay. Stand before

the Grand Hotel de Pekin, where in older days diplomats made
liaisons and history ; now it is abandoned to humble transients

like ourselves. Before its doors a hundred coolies wait with

their frail 'rickshas, ready to waylay the alien with solicita-

tions as he comes out, and with imprecations if he dares to

walk; while the plaza roundabout, which once was green with

grass and trees is now an unwatered waste of dirt and mud.

Even important streets have no other pavement than nature

gave them ; ten thousand 'ricksha runners and two million feet

fill the air with dust; and the crafty Chinese, learned with

suffering, wear black cloths over mouth and nose as they walk

or ride. In this air, rich with the germs of an ex-capital long

since careless of its sanitation, are the makings of countless
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diseases; hardly a visitor but leaves it with a bacterial sou-

venir. The old question which unsympathetic Westerners

once asked—"Which is the filthiest city in China?"—will soon

cease to be in doubt: Pekin will win.

In the stores the poverty that has come of overpopulation

and civil war is hidden by the influx of tourist wealth. The
tradesmen are genial and intelligent, and as honest as our

mania for bargaining will let them be. In the streets people

are visibly dying of starvation ; but in all their suffering they

retain their ancient courtesy, and offer no violence to strangers

whom they picture as bulging with gold. At the rug shop,

where thousands of dollars pass over the counters, the doors

are open, and a curious crowd gathers to see the rich foreign

devils; but though there is endless jabbering it conveys no

sign of ill will ; the Chinese know how to die in peace. At the

Temple of Confucius, however, where the shrine of the soul

of old China stands deserted and desolate, a flurry of desperate

beggars, repulsive with disease and redolent of death, whirls

about us and almost invades our pockets ; and at a restaurant

door in a little alley our Chinese friend has to frighten away
from us, with loud shouts, the crowd that has discovered, from

an occasional indiscretion, that we are not immovable to their

suffering. Only India showed us sights as pitiable as these.

Five million Chinese will starve to death between the writing

and the printing of these words.

But at Shanghai everything is youth and rejuvenation. At

the dock, patriotically garbed in the sombre cassock of his

race, is the young reformer and philosopher Hu Shih, greet-

ing us as old comrades at Columbia University ; his handsome

and jolly face, his great eyelids and soft eyes, his gentle man-

ner and tolerant speech, blot out for a while the tragic deca-

dence of Pekin; here, perhaps, is the new China growing, as

there was the old China in the rigor of death. He takes us

to a famous eating place where stately waiters, every one of

them looking as profound as Confucius, serve us a twelve-

course dinner consisting of nothing but duck, while sing-song
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girls wearing hot-water bags over their stomachs entertain us

with horrible music. Hu Shin explains that the profundity

which we discover in the waiters as in most Chinese, is facial

rather than cerebral—due to the large, drooping eyelids that

give them always an air of meditation. In truth, he sug-

gests, there is much excitability behind this surface calm.

As Hu Shih talks to us the new China begins to take form

in our minds. We understand with more sympathy the re-

bellion of Chinese youth against Confucius, against that old

conservative's exaggeration of filial obedience and national loy-

alty, against the scholastic traditions of blindly memorizing

the Confucian classics, against the corruption of the examina-

tion system, against the Manchu stolidity and stupidity that

had so long and disastrously resisted the arming of China with

Western science and industry. Hu Shih knows the problems

that the Industrial Revolution has brought to Europe and

America; nevertheless he understands that China too must

come that way, and make a path through factories and slums

to the wealth and power which alone can protect her from

the White Peril of the market-hungry West. He will have no

sentimentality about the passing of customs made dear by

age, about the break-up of the family, or the abandonment

of the "wisdom of the East" for the "machinery of the West."

"Civilization," he says, "sank into medieval darkness when

man became weary of the task of fighting his natural environ-

ment and sought refuge in the life of the spirit." What must

be, must be ; the East must go West, learn the tricks and weap-

ons of the West, and then again be capable of self-defense

and freedom.

He shows us the factories on the outskirts of Shanghai, and

admits that the Chinese are being exploited there mercilessly

by the Japanese, the English, the Americans, and the Chinese.

He acknowledges that coolies there receive fifteen to twenty

cents for a long day's work in which they often have no respite

for lunch, but must eat as they toil; he knows only too well

that the chaos of revolution has so impoverished the people
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that men turn to banditry in rage and despair, and then make
chaos worse by exacting tribute from merchants, in the best

American fashion, as the alternative to being robbed or killed

;

he knows that for a Chinese family of six to have an income

of $100 a year, or to have one-fifth of an acre to till, is rated

as prosperity. These things seem to him a grim but inevi-

table interlude, a stage that must be passed through ; soon these

sturdy laborers will change their ancient guilds into modern

trade unions, and lift this crude early-nineteenth-century capi-

talism into some measure of justice and decency. Already the

unions are strong in Shanghai and Hong-Kong; already some

factory laws have been passed; and though strikes often fail,

the boycott often succeeds. Yes, if one has patience, he need

not doubt of China's future ; here in its soil are richer mineral

deposits than anywhere else; and its people are the strongest

and most industrious, the thriftiest and most stoical, on earth.

In the streets of European Shanghai all seems prosperity:

the foreign devils have made money, and have beautified the

main avenues with tempting show-windows and luxurious

hotels. In this "International Settlement" dwell thousands

of Chinese merchants who have fled from their cities and shops

to keep their wealth from bandit hands ; in the French Settle-

ment live many members of the Nanking Government itself,

who find their heads more securely attached to their bodies

here than in the native capital which they are supposed to

rule. Nevertheless they speak bravely of putting an end to

that extra-territoriality by which foreign residents are ex-

empt from Chinese laws, and subject only to the laws of their

own governments; already they have freed their tariffs from

alien dictation, and have brought most of the 118,000 for-

eigners in southern China under the jurisdiction of the new

Westernized Chinese courts. They speak ruthlessly of elimi-

nating from their country the missionaries whom they consider

merely the vanguard of European trade and guns; they have

brought most of the mission schools under Chinese control,

and have forbidden compulsory religious instruction in these
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schools. The story of Christ which, shorn of dogma and

miracle, might have won them as completely as the story of

Buddha won them 1900 years ago, has been blackened by its

association with bankers and battleships. After the bombard-

ment of Nanking by British and American gunboats on March

24, 1927, half the missionaries left their posts and returned

home. Slowly, here as elsewhere, a ruthless capitalism is

destroying Christianity.

What most amazes in Shanghai is the cultural and moral

revolution, beside which the political revolution seems merely

a hackneyed story often told. This same modest and quiet

Hu Shih startled all China, in 1917, by suggesting the aban-

donment of that complex literary language whose 5000 char-

acters had so far diverged from spoken Chinese as to be in-

telligible only to the literati; like Dante in Italy, he insisted

on writing—even philosophy—in the actual speech of the peo-

ple. Apparently he has won; nearly all Chinese periodicals

and text-books are now published in the 1000 characters of

Pei-Hua, the language of the common man. There is a cor-

responding revolution in thought: Confucius is in disrepute,

the great heretics of the Sung Dynasty are all the rage, Eu-
ropean philosophers are studied devotedly, and young China

listens enthusiastically to the sceptical socialism of Bertrand

Russell and the open-minded instrumentalism of John Dewey.

To China Dewey is the greatest of Western thinkers since

Kant; for in Dewey all modes of living are experiments, and

all forms of government or production are judged not by their

antiquity or their sanctity, but by their material and spiritual

results. This, of course, is just the philosophy which a reborn

nation needs.

Confucius is dead, after 2400 years of domination, because

his philosophy, like Chinese civilization, was based upon the

family, and the family is now in decay. Industrialism has

liberated the young man from his omnipotent father, and the

young wife from her merciless mother-in-law; the city calls to

all with its mobility of persons, its variety of stimulation, its
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flexibility of mores and morals; the individual job has made
the individual free; the power of the family and the clan is

gone.

Nowhere in the world is moral change so rapid, not even

in Russia or America. The old religions—Buddhism, Taoism

and Confucianism—have disappeared from the cities and have

retreated to the villages to die; the urban temples are visited

only by old women and destitute priests ; heaven has fallen,

and the earth has come into its own; science and technology

are now the only gods. Instead of religion there is national-

ism, that same wild passion for the unhindered sovereignty of

one's self and one's state which in Reformation Europe broke

the waning authority of the Church. Instead of the old peace-

fulness is a barbarous militarism; the soldier, once the

laughing-stock of the Chinese stage, has risen to honor, riches

and power; Chiang Kai-shek has made military training com-

pulsory in the schools; China has decided that it must learn

from the West not Christianity but war. The traditional

courtesy, which once descended to all the people from the im-

perial and provincial courts like rivulets falling from the hills,

is yielding to a hard and brusque directness rivaled only un-

der the Soviet. The Revolution has destroyed everything, and

trusts that it will be able to build all anew.

Here in the streets of Shanghai behold the Chinese girls.

Twenty years ago they would have been concealed in their

homes, submissive to an ancient domestic slavery ; today they

are taking to European skirts, as their men are taking to

coats and pants ; and together they dance, to a queer mixture

of Chinese and American jazz, the steps that were popular

yesterday in the cabarets of the West. The Pekin Leader

offers, as a retreat to weary mortals

—

BLUE HEAVEN

The One First-Class Dancing Hall in Pekin

Latest New York Jazz Hits.
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Nietzsche thought Asia right, and Europe wrong, in the

treatment of women, but today Asia yields, and European

ways win. Chinese girls rebel at the thought of having their

marriages arranged by their parents ; they insist upon mating

at the call of desire, and demand all the poetry that in the

West has created romantic love. They have long since re-

fused to bind their feet; to make up for it they are bobbing

their hair, and powder has replaced their complexions. Some-

times the young people leap into the distant future, and engage

in trial unions without any recourse to law ; it is enough, they

feel, if they send out cards announcing their "Bertrand Rus-

sell marriage" to their friends. The new woman of China ob-

jects to concubines, so long the privilege of the Chinese male

—though the law still retains this custom where the wife fails

to bear a son.

Chinese girls fought alongside their lovers in the student

uprisings that liberated China from Japan and Europe; now
they study beside them in a hundred colleges which have im-

ported co-education from America. The Nanking Govern-

ment has limited suffrage narrowly, but it promises a golden

future in which all men and women will vote, and ladies may
become Tuchuns and presidents. Even now there are women
members in the Supreme Council of the Nationalist Govern-

ment, and—more important still—in the Central Executive

Committee of the Nationalist Party, which governs the Gov-

ernment. Indeed, if gossip may have its say, it is the versatile

ladies of the Soong family who, by marrying Sun Yat-sen and

Chiang Kai-shek, and standing at the side of their clever

brother, the Minister of Finance, share with the bankers and

merchants of Shanghai and Hong-Kong the power behind the

Nanking throne. The Soong Dynasty has begun.

Is China, then, dying, or reborn? Like some monstrous

dragon that might be its renovated emblem, it seems to be

senile at one end and youthful at the other. But everywhere

is chaos ; and as one looks and ponders, the words of old Con-
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fucius come to mind: "He who thinks the old embankments

useless, and destroys them, is sure to suffer from the desolation

of overflowing water." It is a terrible price that revolutions

must pay for cutting down the old and planting the new; for

a long time life will be less beautiful, and less firmly rooted,

than before. The traditions and customs of a people are like

the memories and habits of the individual; let them be sud-

denly interrupted, or too quickly changed, and the result re-

sembles insanity. If we could persuade radicals that change

must be gradual to be permanent, and could persuade con-

servatives that change must be!

Perhaps the interruption is not as complete as it seems to

one who, loving philosophy, is over-fond of order and unity.

Revolution is less disruptive in agricultural than in industrial

countries; even while governments fall and rise, and youth

buoyantly replaces age, the land remains unharmed ; and sim-

ple peasants, strong of limb and loins and unaware of change,

plough the furrow, plant the seed, and reap. So today in

China, though the brain is disordered and the central ganglia

are almost destroyed, the spinal reflexes of the great Leviathan

suffice to carry it on ; the cradles are still filled, the rice-fields

are still watered, the tea leaves are still gathered, and the

silkworm still spins its frail cocoon. In the end disorder cures

and balances itself with dictatorship ; old obstacles are roughly

cleared away, and young growth is free. Revolution, like

death and style, is the removal of rubbish, the surgery of the

superfluous.

China has died many times before. She will be born again.



PART V

ADVENTURES IN CONTROVERSY





CHAPTER I

BEHAVIORISM AND PHILOSOPHY 1

IN
a recent magazine article Dr. John B. Watson remarked

casually (the subject being of no importance) that philos-

ophy is dying, and within fifty years will be dead. As a

practitioner of philosophy, to whom vivere stands in a vital

connection with philosophari, the present speaker wishes to

offer a different diagnosis, and to suggest an operation for

the rejuvenation of philosophy.

Why does Professor Watson think that philosophy is

doomed? Because it is unscientific, because it makes unprov-

able assumptions, and because its methods are not confined

to external observation, physical tests, and mathematical meas-

urement. Having found no way of using introspection in

his study of animal behavior, Dr. Watson is convinced that

introspection in the study of human behavior is worthless, in-

accurate, and immoral. Having found no way of accounting

for consciousness on the assumption that all life is mechanical,

Dr. Watson denies the existence of consciousness, and suggests,

without a twinkle in his eye, that thinking is merely a windy

process in the larynx. Having made up his larynx that this

is an exclusively material world, mechanically determined in all

its parts and operations, he concludes that all things are open

to study by mechanical methods and instruments, that no other

method can give us any valuable information, and that philos-

ophy must take the viaticum and give up the ghost. Philos-

ophy has existed for a little more than three thousand years

(not to speak of the Aristotles of Altamira and the Cro-

i A paper read before the Sixth International Congress of Philosophy, at

Harvard University, 1926.
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Magnon Croces) ; but now that psychology has discovered that

its subject is human behavior, philosophy must die. It is a

sad prospect for professors.

As the recent recipient of certain kindly remarks from Dr.

Watson, the present writer feels considerably embarrassed in

the operation of his odium philosophicum, and cannot find it

in his heart to attack with a buttonless foil this murderer of

metaphysics and undertaker of philosophies. Perhaps the

politest way of meeting the assault is to open one's arms, sur-

round the enemy, and welcome him as an unconscious philos-

opher.

A philosopher is a man who has a theory about the nature

and operation of the world. He insists on filling out with un-

provable assumptions the gaps in our verifiable and scientific

knowledge of the universe. He makes, perilously, an imag-

inative and hypothetical completion of the reports brought

to him by his senses and his viscera. He need not do this will-

ingly; he may protest, like Comte, that he is a positivist and

wishes to limit himself to precise facts ; or like Spencer, that

he is an agnostic and does not know the ultimate nature of

things ; but in the very utterance of his protests he makes un-

verifiable assumptions, and becomes a philosopher despite him-

self, un philosophe malgre lui. If an agnostic could live so

neutrally as to conceal his secret belief or unbelief, he might

achieve a moratorium on philosophy, a state of anti-philosophic

coma, a cosmic unconsciousness. But even the greatest sceptic

finds this impossible; he must take sides in the game and

gamble of life : he may talk agnosticism or positivism, he may
assure us, with transcendent omniscience, that certain phases

of reality are unknowable, but he must none the less live as if

he accepted one or the other horn of those awful dilemmas

which constitute philosophy. He must make up his mind

whether this earth is the work of a designing intelligence, or

the unguided struggle of molecules and morons to avoid an

inevitable death. He must make up his mind whether he is a

machine cohabiting with another machine for the generation
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of baby machines, or, the exuberant vehicle of some elan vital,

the possessor of a certain creative spontaneity, the transient

crucible of a divine fire. He must make up his mind whether

the precarious processes of reason, or the majestic.immediacy

of "intuition," shall be his guide to reality and his test of

truth. He must make up his mind whether he shall be faith-

ful to his wife, or undertake a more expensive distribution of

his energies. He must make up his mind whether he comes

to an end with his funeral, or merely enters therewith upon a

loftier existence. He must make up his mind whether he has

any, or only a larynx.

These are all vital problems ; and philosophy might be de-

fined as a matter of life and death. On every one of these

problems Dr. John Broadus Watson has made up his wind-

pipe. He assumes that all forms of reality—sticks and stones,

kindness and prayers—are subject to physical measurement;

it is a magnificent assumption, quite beyond verification, and

constitutes him a philosopher. He assumes that materialism

is correct, and announces his philosophy with laudable simplic-

ity. He assumes that the world is a mechanism, and that he

is a machine mechanically and unconsciously meditating upon

the superfluous evolution of consciousness in the machine ; that

is, he has a theory about the wrorld which is as yet unprovable,

and which merits the name of philosophy given to the theory

when we find it in Democritus or Lucretius, in Hobbes or La
Mettrie. He assumes, of course without scientific proof, that

there is no spontaneity in life, that every action of every be-

ing, and every note in the Choral Symphony, was determined

and written out indelibly by that famous primeval nebula

which has taken the place of the Garden of Eden in the my-
thology of men. He assumes that "mind" is "matter," and that

life is dead.

Now these are all possible and consistent assumptions.

Every philosopher—and no scientist—has a right to make
them, or their opposites. We have to make them, or their

opposites; and in doing so we soar beyond all present proof
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that we are wrong or right. Life demands that we make as-

sumptions about the nature of things and the destiny of man.

Non jingo hypotheses is the fit motto of a corpse, and an im-

modest remark on the part of a Newton who makes a flying

hypothetical leap from his orchard to the moon. We shall

always make hypotheses, and the lure of the absolute will draw

us ever on. That is why (among many reasons) philosophy

is more interesting than science; it is an adventure into the

unknown, a tour of the infinite; by the side of this exciting

voyage of discovery science is as alluring as the multiplication-

table, or double-entry bookkeeping.

We are all metaphysicians then; we go bravely beyond the

limits to which our bewildered physics can reach ; and the only

difference between a confessed metaphysician and a professed

positivist is that the former (in this regard) is an honest man.

Dr. Watson must bear with us patiently if we call him a philos-

opher. His larynx is choked with marvelous hypotheses about

the universe; he is a self-suppressed metaphysician; and the

best thing we can do for him is to remove his agnostic phobias,

reveal to him his "subconscious" assumptions, and psycho-

analyze him into a healthy and fearless philosopher.

Having made this argumentum ad hominem (which can be

directed against every positivist), let us face honestly the diffi-

culties which turn realistic minds away from philosophy. A
hasty glance at the history of speculation tempts the lazy soul

to conclude that every philosopher contradicts every other,

with a final result of zero.

Myself when young did eagerly frequent

Doctor and saint, and heard great argument
About it and about ; but evermore

Came out by the same door wherein I went.

Now this famous quatrain, like most things beautiful, is

false; we do not come out by the same door wherein we enter,

unless we have left our brains outside. A man cannot make
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even a half-adequate study of the great philosophers without

changing his mind on a hundred vital points. Such a man
will change his mind even about the contradictions of the

philosophers; for he will discover that on nearly all of the

fundamental problems nearly all of the philosophers agree;

their differences being due rather to the terminology of their

times than to the hostility of their thoughts. If such a man
is also a student of the history of science he will discover that

it is in science, much more than in philosophy, that theories

and unchangeable dogmas kaleidoscopically change. Fifty

years ago our cosmic history began with the Nebular Hypoth-

esis of Laplace; now it begins with the planetesimals of Mr.

Chamberlain (or has that fashion altered too?). Fifty years

ago the Origin of Species was the Bible of biology ; now none

so poor to do it reverence. Evolution by continuous varia-

tions was displaced by the improved and accelerated method

of mutations ; mutations were found to be the illegitimate off-

spring of Irybrids ; and now we are groping back with Mr.

Kammerer towards le Chevalier de Lamarck and the neck of

the giraffe. Newton established certain laws of motion, and

Einstein has dethroned them. Mayer and Joule, Rumford
and Davy and a hundred others proved the indestructibility

of matter and the conservation of energy ; and Messrs. Soddy
and Rutherford and L. Poincare begin to cast slurs upon these

ultimate dogmas of modern science. Another Poincare tells

us in French, and Mr. Pearson tells us in English, and Herr
Mach tells us in German, that the "exact" knowledge of sci-

ence is merely a shorthand description of approximate proba-

bilities, and the eternal and immutable laws of nature are only

the statistical averages of the observed habits of matter.

What shall we do with a science that has become as uncertain

as philosophy, and with a nature whose laws are as reliable

as statistics? Mathematics was once a system of rigidly ex-

act and infallible truths; suddenly the dimensions began to

breed, and the infinites began to include one another, the

part became as great as the whole, and Einstein demonstrated
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that a straight line is the longest distance between two points.

Francis Galton and Karl Pearson complained that we had
"put our money on Environment, when Heredity wins in a

canter" ; Mr. Wiggam announced this brilliantly to the world

;

and now Dr. John B. Watson informs us, after hatching two

hundred babies, that the environment of the embryo and the

child is the chief factor in determining character and history,

and that heredity is a minor item, with a negligible influence.

Every good historian proves that history is "a Mississippi of

falsehoods"; every good Egyptologist has a new ladder of

dynasties and dates, differing from the others only by a few

thousand years ; and every good anthropologist laughs at

Tyler, Spencer, and Waitz. The scientific experimental

laboratory psychology of Messrs. Wundt, Kiilpe, Ebbinghaus,

Cattell, and Stanley Hall is cast into the cemetery of dead in-

fallibilities ; and we must learn the same things all over again

in brand-new terms of conditional reflexes and vocal cords.

Dr. Watson does his best to be polite to these antediluvians;

but he cannot write a page of the latest and only scientific psy-

chology without scattering the entrails of his predecessors to

all the constellations of the zodiac. It is a merry circus for

a philosopher.

Having pointed out this beam in the enemy's eye, we can

afford now to admit a mote or two in our own. Yes, philosophy

is obscure; but so is Shelley, so is science, so is woman; so is

anything interesting. Worse, philosophy is sometimes dis-

honest; we dress up the beloved prejudices of our hearts, or

the theology of our aunts, in the garb of a sternly objective

Reason. "Metaphysics," says Bradley, "is the finding of bad

reasons for what we believe upon instinct; but to find those

reasons is no less an instinct." Sometimes it is the finding of

bad reasons for what we should like our neighbors to believe.

It is hard to tell whether some philosophers have been diplo-

mats or simpletons. The mechanist seldom behaves as if he

thinks he is a machine; as Bergson showed, he laughs when

he catches himself behaving like one; and only by a certain
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self-deception can he cling to this theory. The idealist seldom

behaves as if he thinks that his room ceases to exist when he

leaves it, or that he himself ceases to exist when he lies asleep,

unperceived by any mind. Undoubtedly some of the obscurity

of philosophy is due to the lies it has told. Truth is clearer

than fiction.

Half the charges against philosophy are due to its modern

preoccupation with the problem of knowledge. In the effort

to refute materialism the philosophers, who were only half-

secularized theologians, resorted to a wild attempt to reduce

matter to mind; from the simple proposition that we perceive

matter only when we perceive it, they concluded stealthily that

it exists only when it is perceived. Any attack on this Ger-

man fairy philosophy, and any rescue party formed to recap-

ture philosophy from the caves and bogs of epistemology, will

have the blessing and imprimatur of all real lovers of the "dear

delight." As Whitman said to Traubel: "When you hit a

landlord and I don't say 'Amen' it's because I didn't see you."

If some clever surgeon can remove the diseased epistemological

appendix from philosophy, and turn it over to the behaviorists

as properly belonging to psychology, the situation will be im-

proved on every side.

But after all, what is philosophy? Philosophy might be

defined as unified knowledge unifying life; it is not philosophy

if it is knowledge alone, scholastically insulated from affairs.

A philosopher is a man who remakes himself towards his great

desire ; he achieves that self-discipline without which we are in-

evitably the slaves of other men. We are all so slovenly and

self-contradictory in our thinking; we need a little coherence

and consistency ; let us pull ourselves together and rise to that

total perspective winch is philosophy—and then through unity

of mind should come unified desire, and through this that

unity of character which is personality, and through this that

unity of life which is the secret of such modest happiness as

humanity can maintain.

But finally, philosophy is not merely a study of systems,
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it is an ennobling intimacy with great men. It is one of those

winding and hilly roads which lead to that Eden in which gen-

iuses never die and wisdom makes with beauty the "highest

music," that Country of the Mind where Socrates and Plato

and Epicurus, Raphael and Leonardo and Angelo, Bach and

Beethoven and Wagner, Goethe and Shelley and Keats, await

us with a grateful welcome, glad to speak to us as long as we

will listen, and careful to give us only of their best. In this

City of God inexhaustible treasures lie open to our hands

;

we need only seek to find. We cannot live long in that air

without becoming, despite ourselves, a little finer through the

company we keep. Perhaps if we lift ourselves to those clear

heights we too shall some day be keen enough of eye to see

new truth and skilled enough in speech to reveal it to men. Let

us climb. Perhaps we shall find Dr. Watson there among the

philosophers.



CHAPTER n

TWELVE WORLD DATES

THE Forum 9

s request for a contribution to its symposium

on the twelve most vital dates in history reached me at

Manila as I was preparing to set sail across the Pacific

to America. The invitation came at an appropriate moment,

for it found me struggling with the problem of dates in work-

ing on the first volume of a history of civilization.

It was alread}^ quite clear to me that the inclusion of dates in

the text would make the story as accurate and dull as a good

encyclopedia; that the transformation of dead data into liv-

ing narrative would require some other disposition of dates

than one that would infest with them every page of the tale.

The arrangement arrived at, after much pseudopodial trial

and error, was to confine all dates to the margin and the notes.

Perhaps some such plan would alleviate the pain inflicted

by some of the text-books of history used in our colleges and

schools.

I had occasion, a year ago, to examine the texts employed

in certain institutions of lower learning in my neighborhood.

The geography, which might have been made one of the most

fascinating studies of all, was especially abominable—a mere

massing of dead information, much of it made false or worth-

less by the war, much of it restricted to the superficial fea-

tures of a nation's life, much of it made ridiculous by provin-

cial prejudice against the Orient. But the text-book of history

—Beard and Bagley's History of the American People—
was intelligently and intelligibly written, recording the progress

of civilization, as well as the logic-chopping vicissitudes of poli-

393
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tics, and presenting its sound scholarship with pleasing artistry.

It is a splendid volume.

In many high schools I have found, as the standard historical

text of world history, Breasted's Ancient Times, which I regard

as the finest schoolbook in America; and along with it, only

slightly inferior to it, the books of Robinson and Beard on mod-

ern European history. In these volumes there is no excessive

use of dates ; and if we are to agree that dates have been overdone,

we shall have to acknowledge, also, that some of our texts have

avoided this fault, and many of them represent a great improve-

ment on the class books of our younger days.

I should hardly be content to have my pupils know only twelve

dates ; and I presume that the choice of this baker's number was

not intended to suggest an optimum, but rather a minimum

—

dates, let us sa}^, that every baker should know. How many
dates a man should carry with him will depend, of course, on his

functions and purposes. A farmer might do his job very well,

and bring up a fine family, with no other date in his head than

that of the next state fair; but a man condemned to the intel-

lectual life, precluded from the deepening contacts of experi-

ment and action, ought to have sufficient knowledge of man's

chronology to give him, as some poor substitute for wide per-

sonal experience, that historical perspective which is one road

to philosophy and understanding.

Such a man should be able to name the century (though not

necessarily the precise dates) of world-transforming inventions

and discoveries like gunpowder, printing, the steam engine,

electricity, and the discovery of America. He should know

the centuries of the world's greatest statesmen—say Hammur-
abi, Moses, Darius I, Solon, Pericles, Alexander, Csesar, Charles

V, Louis XIV, Peter the Great, Frederick the Great, Henry

VIII, Elizabeth, Disraeli, Gladstone, Bismarck, Cavour, Wash-

ington, Hamilton, Jefferson, and Lincoln ; of the world's great-

est scientists and philosophers—say Confucius, Socrates, Plato,

Aristotle, Copernicus, Francis Bacon, Isaac Newton, Spinoza,
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Voltaire, Kant, Schopenhauer, and Darwin; of the world's

greatest saints—say Iknaton, Lao-tse, Isaiah, Buddha, Christ,

Marcus Aurelius, Augustine, Francis of Assisi, Loyola, Luther,

and Gandhi.

This man of intellectual interests should also know the cen-

turies of the world's greatest poets—say Homer, the Psalmist,

Euripides, Vergil, Horace, Li-po, Dante, Shakespeare, Mil-

ton, Goethe, Pushkin, Keats, Byron, Shelley, Hugo, Poe,

Whitman, and Tagore ; of the world's greatest makers of music

—say Palestrina, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin,

Liszt, Paganini, Brahms, Tschaikowsky, Verdi, Wagner, Pade-

rewski, and Stravinsky ; and of the world's greatest artists or

works of art—say Karnak and Luxor and the Pyramids, Pheid-

ias and Praxiteles, Wu Tao-tzu and Sesshiu and Hiroshige,

Chartres and the Taj Mahal, Giotto and Diirer, Leonardo,

Raphael, and Michelangelo, Titian and Correggio, El Greco

and Velasquez, Rubens, Rembrandt, and Van Dyck, Reynolds

and Gainsborough, Turner and Whistler, Millet and Cezanne.

I have left out the great prose writers, lest this article should

read like a telephone directory, or a list of radical exportees, or

a register of dirty foreigners. The reader can help me by

making here his own pantheon. Let him then examine his

friends and himself on the centuries and work of these men
(perhaps we should also add a list of great women, from Queen

Hatshepsut to Madame Curie), and so rate them and himself

with a new Binet-Simon test.

If, however, one is condemned to live on a mental desert island,

and can take only twelve dates with him, these dates should

presumably be such as to carry in their implications the essen-

tial history of mankind. About them should cluster such as-

sociations that on their docket the greater achievements of the

human mind would string themselves in a concatenation of de-

velopment, in an order and perspective that would clarify old

knowledge and facilitate the new. Since history is varied, and

all aspects of human activity in any age are bound up wTith the
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rest, many such chains of pivotal events might be composed.

What follows, then, are not the twelve world dates; they are

merely twelve.

1. ]$]±1 b. o.—The Introduction of the Egyptian Calendar.

This date alone, the earliest definite date in history, is sufficient

to cause some disturbance to fiercely orthodox souls who believe

with Bishop Ussher that the world was created in 4004 b. c.

To accept the testimony of Egyptologists that a calendar existed

on the Lower Nile two hundred and thirty-seven years before the

creation of the world might serve as a fertilizing shock to any

virgin mind.

The implications of that calendar are endless. Consider the

development of astronomy and mathematics that must have pre-

ceded its formulation. Consider how long even then a civiliza-

tion must have endured to set aside from the economic life men
with leisure enough to chart the stars and capture the course of

the sun. It was a very sensible calendar, compared with ours

:

it divided the year into twelve months of thirty days each, with

five intercalary days at the end for roistering. And it stands in

the memory for all Egypt, for three thousand years of recorded

civilization, with orderly government, security of life and prop-

erty, comforts for the body, delights for the senses, and instruc-

tion for the mind. It stands for Cheops, who built the greatest

of the pyramids; and Thutmose III, who built Karnak; and

Iknaton, who literally sold his kingdom for a song (arousing

revolution by writing a monotheistic hymn) ; and Cleopatra,

who led Antony to ruin by the nose—if one may speak so meto-

nymically.

2. 5J/,3 b. c.—The Death of Buddha. No other soul, I sup-

pose, has ever been so influential. It is not so much that sev-

eral hundred million men and women profess the Buddhist re-

ligion today ; in truth, Buddhism does not follow Buddha, but

is a mass of legends and superstitions that have no more right

to use his name than the ferocious Christianity of Calvin or

Torquemada or Tennessee has to use the name of Christ. But
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Buddha means India, for the spirit of India lies in religion

rather than in science, in contemplation rather than in action,

in a fraternal gentleness rather than in the application of mathe-

matics to artillery, or of chemistry to bombs.

Life, said Buddha, is full of suffering ; it can be made bear-

able only by doing no injury to any living thing, and speaking

no evil of any man—or woman either. Let us hope that that

simple religion is what lies behind the infinite superstitions of

the Hindu mind today ; and let us take the date of Buddha as

the beginning of a civilization that has known every vicissitude,

every injustice, every slavery, and yet in the midst of it has pro-

duced geniuses and saints from Buddha and Asoka to Gandhi

and Tagore.

3. 1^78 b. c.—The Death of Confucius. We must have some

symbol to represent China for us—China, so gigantic in size that

it calls itself "All Under Heaven," and so old that it records the

doings of its kings for the last four thousand years.

I envy those Chinese schoolboys who were made to memorize

every word of Confucius. I have found every line profound

and applicable ; and sometimes I think that if these maxims had

sunk into my memory for twenty years, I might have in me a

little of the poise of soul, the simple dignity, the quiet under-

standing, the depth of character, the infinite courtesy that I

have found in the educated Chinese everywhere. Never has one

man so written his name upon the face and spirit of a people as

Confucius has done in China. Let us take him again as a sym-

bol and a suggestion : behind him are the delicate lyrics of the

T'ang Dynasty's poets, the mystic landscapes of the Chinese

painters, the perfect vases of the Chinese potters, the secular

and terrestrial wisdom of the Chinese philosophers ; perhaps the

greatest of all historic civilizations is summed up in his name.

4. 399 b. a.—The Death of Socrates. When this man
passed, drunk with hemlock, also passed the most astonishing

picture in ancient history—the Age of Pericles. But this time

I am not thinking of philosophy. Behind Socrates I see his

friend and lover, Alcibiades, and the destructive tragedy of the
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Peloponnesian War. I see Aspasia, the learned courtesan, at

whose feet the old Gadfly sat with Pericles. I see Pericles gath-

ering rich men around him and persuading them to finance the

Athenian drama. I see Euripides contending with Sophocles

for the dramatic prize in the Theatre of Dionysus. I see Ictinus

in slow thought molding the columns of the Parthenon, and

Pheidias carving the gods and heroes of its frieze. I see young
Plato winning the prize at the Panathenaean games. I want

some stopping-point in history that shall bring to my memory a

few of the thousand facets of this brave and varied age, when

for the first time a whole civilization liberated itself from super-

stition, and created science, drama, democracy, and liberty, and

passed on to Rome and Europe half of our intellectual and

esthetic heritage.

5. JflfjB.c.—The Death of Ccesar. A few years before the

death of Georg Brandes, the Danish critic who helped the French

Taine to make the British understand English literature, an

American student visited him and found him in a very sombre

mood. "Why are you sad?" the visitor asked. "Don't you

know," answered Brandes, "that this is the anniversary of the

greatest blunder in history—the assassination of Caesar?"

The old critic might have found blunders nearer home, like the

defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo ; and perhaps he exaggerated a

little the importance of Brutus' sottise. For in a sense it is

not Caesar whom we wish to remember ; it is the succession of de-

velopments that followed upon his death: the reconstruction of

Roman law and order by the statesmanlike Augustus on the

basis and lines of Caesar's preliminary work, the flourishing of

arts and letters under the extension of the Pax Romana to Rome,

the poetry of Vergil and Horace, the prose of Pliny and Tacitus,

the philosophy of Epictetus and Aurelius, the beneficent rule

of Hadrian and Antoninus, the beautification of the Forum and

the capital with architecture and statuary, the building of those

roads, and the revision and codification of those laws, which

were to be Rome's essential legacy to the modern world. As the

death of Socrates may be used to sum up the Periclean Age of
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Athens, so the death of Caesar stands as the door to the Golden

Age of Rome.

6. ? b. c. —The Birth of Christ. This date the reader may
place ad lib., since no man knows it. ' For us it is the most im-

portant date of all, because it divides all history in 'the West,

gives us our greatest hero and model, provides us with that body

of myth and legend which is now passing from the theological

to the literary stage, and marks the beginning of that Christian

age which seems today to be approaching its close. After us

the deluge ; God knows what a mess of occult faiths will in the

twentieth century replace the tender and cruel theologies that

praised and dishonored Christ.

7. 632 a. d.—The Death of Mohammed. It was in this

year, so designated by us infidels but known to the Moham-
medans as a. h. 10 (the tenth year after the Hegira), that

Mohammed left this earth, after founding the faith that was

to overrun and dominate for centuries all northern Africa from

Cairo to Morocco, southern Europe in Turkey and Spain, and

half of Asia from Jerusalem and Baghdad to Teheran and

Delhi. Even Christianity cannot boast of so many wars waged

in its name, or so many heathen killed.

With this trifling exception, it was a noble religion, sternly

monotheistic, rejecting images and priests and the polytheism

of saints, building strong characters with the doctrine of fatalism

and the discipline of war, raising great universities and cultures

at Cordova, Granada, Cairo, Baghdad, and Delhi, giving the

world one of its greatest rulers—Akbar of India—and enno-

bling Spain, Egypt, Constantinople, Palestine, and India with

gracious architecture from the Alhambra to the Taj Mahal.

Today, despite their political dismemberment, they are still

growing in numbers and strength ; in India and China they are

making converts every hour of every day. There is no surety

that the future is not theirs.

8. 129J+—The Death of Roger Bacon. This date is almost

as good as any other to mark the first use of gunpowder, for the

rebellious English monk who died in this year may be held partly
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responsible for its invention. It was Roger Bacon who first

definitely described the explosive that would revolutionize the

world and offer to all pious statesmen a substitute for birth

control. "One may cause to burst forth from bronze," he

wrote, "thunderbolts more formidable than those produced by

nature. A small quantity of prepared matter occasions a ter-

rible explosion accompanied by brilliant light. One may mul-

tiply the phenomena so far as to destroy an army or a city."

Very likely. It was gunpowder that gave to the rising

bourgeoisie of late medieval Europe the means of overthrow-

ing the feudal baron by bombarding from a distance his once

impregnable castle. It was gunpowder that made the infantry

as important as the cavalry, and gave the common man a new

prestige in war and a new power in revolutions. It was gun-

powder that turned war from a gentleman's game, occasionally

fatal, to a form of standardized mass destruction, a mode of

removing from the earth, with a few minutes' bombardment, the

work of a hundred thousand artists' hands laboring for three

centuries. Perhaps this is the most important date in the story

of the fall of man ; though some cynic might argue that a still

more tragic event was the invention of thinking, the liberation

of intellect from instinct, the consequent separation of sex from

reproduction, and the abandonment of the perpetuation of the

race to the selected morons of every land.

9. lJf,5Jf,
—The Press of Johannes Gutenberg, at Mainz on

the Rhine, Issues the First Printed Documents Bearing a

Printed Date. The Germans had used printing from movable

types for some fourteen years before ; the Chinese had done such

printing as far back as 1041 a. d. ; and in 1900 a block-printed

book was discovered in China which had been published in 868.

Nothing is new in China, democracy least of all. They invented

gunpowder and used it chiefly for fireworks. They invented

printing and never used it for tabloid newspapers, crime club

fiction, or Freudian biographies.

In Western civilization, printing helped money and muskets

to liberate the middle class and put an end to the rule of the
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knights and the priests. It enabled the people to read the Bible,

and so engendered the Reformation. It immensely widened the

circle to which a writer might address his ideas. And by trans-

ferring the making of books from monks to printers' devils, and

the patronage of books from the aristocracy and the church to

the commonalty and the laity, it made possible the propaganda

and development of democracy and free thought.

Napoleon remarked that the Bourbons might have preserved

themselves, and prevented the French Revolution, by maintain-

ing a governmental monopoly of ink. Our empowered middle

class has profited by the example and has made literacy an

impediment to the acquisition of truth. One hardly knows,

today, whether printing does more harm than good, or whether

the growth of knowledge and learning has not weakened char-

acter as much as it has stocked the mind. But let us try it a

little further!

10. Up92—Columbus Discovers America. When Columbus

discovered us, he put an end to the Italian Renaissance by chang-

ing trade routes from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, and

bringing wealth and power first to Spain, making possible

Velasquez and Cervantes, Murillo and Calderon ; then to Eng-
land, financing Shakespeare, Milton, Bacon, and Hobbes ; then

to the Netherlands, producing Rembrandt and Spinoza, Rubens

and Van Dyck, Hobbema and Vermeer; and then to France,

generating Rabelais and Montaigne, Poussin and Claude Lor-

raine. When, in 1564, Michelangelo died and Shakespeare

was born, it was a sign that the Renaissance had died in Italy

and been reborn in England. The discovery of America co-

operated with the Reformation, and the diminution of Peter's

Pence, in ending for a time the role of Italy in history.

Later the development of the New World opened up a vast

market for European goods and a vast area for Europe's surplus

population. This is the secret of Europe's rapid growth in

wealth and power, and its conquest of Africa and Asia and Aus-

tralia. And all the history of America, with its experiments in

popular sovereignty and popular education (would that the
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order had been reversed), lay potential in that magnificent ad-

venture of 1492.

11. 1769—James Watt Brings the Steam Engine to Prac-

tical Utility. This event inaugurated the Industrial Revolu-

tion. Hero of Alexandria had made a steam engine in 130 b. c. ;

Delia Porta, Savery, and Newcomen had made better ones in

1601, 1698, and 1705 ; but it was Watt's stone that capped the

arch and changed the world.

Essentially there are only two fundamental and pivotal events

in human history: the Agricultural Revolution, in which men
passed from hunting to tillage and settled down to build homes,

schools, and civilization ; and the Industrial Revolution, which

threw millions and millions of men, first in England, then in

America and Germany, then in Italy and France, then in far-

away Japan, now in China, Russia, and India, out of their homes

and their farms into cities and factories. It transformed soci-

ety and government by empowering the owners of machinery

and the controllers of commerce beyond the owners of titles and

land. It transformed religion by generating science and its

persuasive miracles and inducing many men to think in terms

of cause and effect and machines. It transformed the mind by

substituting novel and varied stimuli necessitating thought, for

the old ancestral and domestic situations to which instinct had

been adapted and sufficient. It transformed woman by taking

her work from the home and forcing her into the factories to

recapture it. It transformed morals by complicating economic

life, postponing marriage, multiplying contacts and opportuni-

ties, liberating woman, reducing the family, and weakening

religious and parental authority and control. And it trans-

formed art by subordinating beauty to use and subjecting the

artist, not to a favored few with inherited standards of judg-

ment and trained tastes, but to a multitude who judged all

things in terms of power and cost and size.

All this, incredible as it may seem, is in that single invention

of James Watt. All this and more—Capitalism, Socialism, the

Imperialism that must come when industrialized nations need
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foreign markets and foreign food, the wars that must come for

these markets, and the revolutions that must come from these

wars. Even the Great War, and the vast experiment in Russia,

are corollaries of the Industrial Revolution. 1769 stands for

the whole modern age.

12. 1789—The French Revolution. The French Revolu-

tion must be taken not as a single self-contained event, but as the

political signature to economic and psychological facts that

had accumulated for centuries. Perhaps it began in 1543,

when Copernicus published his book On the Revolutions of the

Celestial Orbs; for then began the twilight of the gods and the

liberation of man. Cast here upon this petty earth, no longer

the center of things but an incident, forced to realize that hu-

manity is an interlude in biology, biology an interlude in

geology (as any earthquake will remind us), and geology an

interlude in astronomy, man was left to shift and think for him-

self. Thought became free and boundless and fought its way
out of superstition and ecclesiasticism to the time when a whole

age would be named after a writer, and Voltaire might say, "I

have no scepter, but I have a pen."

I never cease admiring the French Enlightenment ; all in all

I consider it the peak of human history, greater even than

Periclean Greece, or Augustan Rome, or Medicean Italy.

Never had men thought so bravely, spoken so brilliantly, or lifted

themselves to a greater height of culture and courtesy. "Alas !"

said Louis XVI, standing in his Temple prison before the books

of Voltaire and Rousseau, "these are the men that have de-

stroyed France." Yes, they had destroyed one France, but

they had liberated another, not to speak of freeing America

through their disciples, Washington, Franklin, and Jefferson.

This is the best I can do, far off here in the Pacific, between

two hemispheres and two ages. I look back to the Orient and

wonder how a Confucian scholar or a Hindu Brahman would

smile at my dates. The one would inquire courteously where the

T'ang Dynasty entered into my list—an age as great in China
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as the Enlightenment in France. The other would ask about

Akbar or Asoka, and I could only answer that Asoka belongs to

Buddha, and Akbar to Mohammed.
I know how partial and provincial any such list must be. We

are all born within frontiers of space and time and, struggle as

we will, we never escape from our boxes. To us, civilization

means Europe and America ; and the Orient, which considers us

barbaric, seems barbarous.

Let the reader, then, make his own list, helping himself to what

he likes in mine. Let him try to build for himself another per-

spective and unity that shall clarify human development for

him. And let him remember the words which Napoleon be-

queathed to the Duke of Reichstadt at St. Helena: "May my
son study history, for it is the only true psychology, and the

only true philosophy."



CHAPTER III

A LETTER TO THE MAYOR

on being invited to debate with him the failure of

democracy

My Dear Mr. Mayor :

Let us not debate ; let us consider the matter together. One
who has never faced the difficulties of practical administration

feels a certain diffidence in presuming to discuss the problems

of democracy with an official who bears the brunt of those

problems daily, and who faces in no merely theoretical way
the chaos and crime that perpetually besiege all social order.

And yet who knows but that your wide experience of political

realities has brought you to the same conclusions that force

themselves upon the impartial though academic observer?

Perhaps we can agree at the outset that the recognition of

things as they are is the first step in remaking them into what

they might be. It may be our common resolve to know the

worst and believe the best, to take our knowledge from the

realists and our purposes from the idealists ; to find through

the maze of fact and possibility some road to that more perfect

state which, as even the cautious Aristotle said, lies like a seed

in all imperfect things.

Every form of government has been tried, and every form

has failed ; for men do not like to be ruled. It is possible, as

Gibbon and Renan believed, that the reigns of Antoninus Pius

and Marcus Aurelius are "the only period of history in which

the happiness of a great people was the sole object of gov-

ernment" ; and that "if a man were called to fix the period dur-

ing which the condition of the human race was most happy
405
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and prosperous, he would, without hesitation, name that which

elapsed from the death of Domitian to the accession of Corn-

modus." But monarchy is good only when the monarch is at

once a genius and a gentleman. If one may judge from his-

tory, he is much more likely to be an idiot; Rome paid for

Trajan, Hadrian and the Antonines with Caligula, Claudias,

Nero and Commodus. Aristocracy is good when a people is

so primitive in mind and order that it can be ruled and raised

only by fear and imitation; but aristocracy never for long

avoids the pitfalls of class legislation and an obstinate ob-

structiveness to economic or social change. Let us then agree

on this too: that whatever the evils and errors of democracy

may be, it is far better for us than a reversion to older forms

of misrule. We need not yet regret the democratic experi-

ment, nor the revolutionary convulsions in which it had its

birth. It is not a question of abandoning democracy, but of

healing and preserving it. To do that we must diagnose its

sickness candidly, and be ready for even the most heroic cures.

That it is considerably indisposed is evident in an increasing

proportion of our American cities and states. The Governor

of Indiana has been promoted to Atlanta

;

x the Governor of

Illinois thrives on accusations ; the Governor of Oklahoma is

charged with "moral turpitude," as if that were a novelty in

politicians; and the former Governor of Pennsylvania is out

of office because he was not only a man of great ability, but,

as even a detective charged, he "was known to be on the level."

It is rumored that Philadelphia suffers from its domination by

a political machine so corrupt that even other politicians can-

not bear its odor ; that Boston is no longer ruled by Ph.D.'s

;

that Kansas City and St. Louis are in the hands of "The Or-

ganization" ; that the Mayor of Indianapolis is on his way to

jail; that Pittsburg is part of the United States' Treasury;

and that the most popular mayor west of the Hudson River

has not learned of the termination of the Revolutionary War.

These discourteous rumors are here repeated without in-

i Written in 1927.
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tentional offense; every city has a right to its own choice in

these matters, and of tastes there is no disputing; doubtless

the gentlemen who rule these municipalities are as honest and

capable as may be compatible with their re-election. But the

impression has gone about the country that our cities, with

certain honorable exceptions, are ruled by inferior and some-

times half-illiterate men, whose shining virtues are neither

knowledge, nor integrity, nor statesmanship, but fidelity and

gratitude: fidelity to present instructions, and gratitude for

nominations to come.

An institution is called a failure when it misses and defeats

its original objective, and offers no compensatory achievement

by way of incidental and unpremeditated result. The in-

tended purpose of democracy was to confer political sover-

eignty upon the people, to give them the right and power to

choose and remove their rulers, and to determine for themselves

the vital issues of their lives. To believe that the people of

America now choose (i. e., nominate) their rulers, or determine

issues like tariff walls, or agricultural relief, or war and peace,

or Nicaraguan elections, is to establish one's mental virginity

beyond even Caesar's suspicion.

And jet if democracy, failing to give sovereignty to the

people, had given it to ability, intelligence, and honor; if it

had missed its primary purpose only to attain a greater one,

how gladly then would all its sins have been forgiven! But

alas, there never was, in the annals of states, nor even in the

history of political theory, any form of government so hostile

to genius as democracy. The most obvious scandal in the

world is the democratic disqualification of ability ; the first

principle of American politics is that mediocrity is an open

sesame to public office, and that exceptional education or capac-

ity are undesirable in elected persons.

How did it come about that democracy, aiming at popular

sovereignty, has produced only the sovereignty of politicians?

It is a long and dreary story, often told by bitter tongue and

pen; there would be no pleasure in telling it again, for the
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decay of democracy is the blighting of our dearest hopes ; and
if we recapitulate the tale briefly here, it is with the secret

fondness of a lover chiding the mistress who has deceived him.

Democracy arose out of equality—between the falling aris-

tocracy and the rising middle class ; it began to die when equal-

ity disappeared—between the enthroned middle class and the

"people." Once land in America was free, and could be had
for the taking; then it was that men standing and living on

their own soil, economically sovereign because they produced

all that they ate or wore, made your once great party, Mr.

Mayor, deserving of its name ; and elected to the presidency a

scholar, an artist, and a gentleman by the name of Thomas
Jefferson, who was as orthodox as Tom Paine, and as conserva-

tive as one might be who believed in a revolution or two in

every generation. Judge the likelihood of such a man finding

his way to the presidency in these enlightened and manipulated

days.

Free land went, and with it freedom. Men found their

fields mortgaged, and their roads to markets and supplies

controlled to the point where ownership of the soil became a

bitter snare. They crowded into cities, labored with tools too

costly for them to own, and lost that individuality of trade and

character which had once made the obstreperous Yankee type.

Or they came from nations without democratic traditions, were

herded into factories and slums when they thought they were

stepping into Paradise, and learned (except for a brilliant

minority) only so much of letters as enabled them to be prop-

erly manipulated and misled. As natural inequalities bred

and multiplied with the growing complexity of industrial life,

economic equality disappeared, and political equality became

a sham. Polling booths became a shambles, where unorgan-

ized majorities were divided and slaughtered to make an Amer-

ican holiday.

Democracy had come to America out of English practice

(not out of French theory), and from a background of Anglo-

Saxon pugnacity and independence; its roots went back for
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half a millennium into the English past. But we of the later

immigration came for the greater part from regions accus-

tomed to monarchical or feudal rule ; we were too poor to make

imperious demands, and too numerous to know our own mind,

or to have one; our very heterogeneity left us helpless. We
were gathered like flocks into the "machines"; and our one

great virtue—our number—was transformed with magic ease

into vast majorities for any man or any purpose pleasing to

those remote and shy economic deities who from their lofty dis-

tance moved the pieces in the great American game. It is

the "masses" that have destroyed democracy.

It was this abundance of pliable material that encouraged

and developed the "machine" to its present eminence in our

national life. A special variety of person had to be invented,

whose skill would suffice to maintain the delusions of popular

government while carrying on the necessities of minority rule

;

a type of lawyer arose who filled this need ; and the American

politician was born. The art of the politician was simple

enough : it was his task to organize a group of voters as a club

or an esoteric organization ("The Boys") ; to provide them

with pool-rooms, meeting-rooms, outings, badges and catch-

words; to keep them happy and out of jail between cam-

paigns ; and then, at primary or election time, to pass down
among them the name of the candidate who must be nominated

or elected.

The Boys found this last obedience an easy price to pay
for their conveniences and their expectations; indeed, most of

the work of organization could be left to young lawyers who

labored without pay, nourished with the hope of sinecures

to come. Five per cent, of the electorate, in any city, sufficed

to determine an election or a primary ; the people at large could

be trusted to divide their votes with approximate equality be-

tween the major candidates, and so to cancel themselves into

zero; the organized minority, putting all its ballots behind

one man, dictated the result as easily as if the people had

stayed home.
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Under these circumstances voting is superfluous, and is car-

ried on largely to grease the grooves of social control by es-

tablishing in the minds of the people the notion that the laws

are made by themselves ; it is in this psychological lubrication

that democracy excels other forms of government. In democ-

racies, said Montesquieu, taxes may be greater than elsewhere

without arousing resistance, because every citizen looks upon
them as a tribute which he pays to himself. UEtat c'est lui;

he is the state, and the president is his servant. Tickle a

man's pride and you can do anything with him. It is just

possible that the game has now been carried too far, and that a

dangerously large proportion of the electorate has become con-

scious of the farce: despite magnificent organizations created

to teach or coax or compel the people to vote, over half of

the qualified voters avoid the polls. The great quadrennial

circus {birram et circenses) is breaking down.

Since the machine is, in these premises, omnipotent, it selects

its candidates solely with regard to their qualifications to serve

the machine, and the secret masters of the machine; for ever}7

"boss" has his "boss" ad infinitum. Party organization, ma-

chine organization, is expensive; some one has to pay for it,

and the people do not; those who pay exact a legitimate re-

turn. Sometimes the return is legislation, sometimes it is the

repeal of legislation, very often it is the nomination of steri-

lized candidates, guaranteed not to injure. Each party, and

each machine, represents an organized minority ; whoever wins,

the majority is sure to lose. All politics is the rivalry of or-

ganized minorities; the majority is too unorganized, occupied,

scattered, contradictory, and forgetful, to accomplish any-

thing ; who remembers that the Health Department scandal in

New York City has been hushed up ? The voters are bleacher

athletes who cheer the victors and throw bottles at the defeated,

but have no other part in determining the result.

If any honest mind doubts the justice of this genial analysis,

let him go down to Washington and sit in the galleries of

Congress ; there shall he see the assembled elite of the country
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gathered for his leisurely study and observation. They make

speeches whose nobility and eloquence are equalled only by

their length; everybody listens except the other congressmen;

for as old hands at this business they know that speeches count

for nothing here, that what is needed is not eloquence but

knowledge; and not political knowledge but economic knowl-

edge, knowledge of the problems that confront the organized

minorities of the nation in agriculture, mining, transport, in-

dustry, labor, commerce, and finance. And these men were

not selected for such knowledge, or for any other ability except

political ability, in the American sense, as the art of getting

and keeping office until death makes them part. They are

helpless now that they face the real problems of a modern gov-

ernment ; they take refuge in oratory, or they bury themselves

in the latest newspaper, while forces outside their halls de-

termine how they shall vote. There at the center of America

he who has eyes may see the breakdown of democracy, and

mourn the failure of the great experiment. 1

Yes, Mr. Mayor, I know what you will tell me: that these

faults of democracy are due to the imperfect education of our

people, and that we must patiently wait and labor for their

mental development. But I have waited considerably, and

educated as many as would let me, in the very neighborhood

of your ancient Hall; but I find that people get born and

grow up and die faster than I can educate them. The birth-

rate plays the very devil with the educator ; for those who come

to him think that wisdom means sterility ; while those who have

little schooling prove that of making children there is no end.

Every little liberal reproduces conservatively, and every poor

conservative reproduces liberally ; this is the secret of the peri-

odical set-back of the liberals.

Perhaps some day education will lift the people to the point

1 1 should like to modify the egotism of this paragraph by saying that there

has been an undeniable rise, in recent years, in the average of Senatorial

talent. It would be absurd to take a superior attitude to a body that includes

men of such ability and integrity as Senators Borah, Norris and Morrow.
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where they will not tolerate third-rate government; but until

then?

I know of no way of saving democracy except to put upon
candidates a restriction not merely of age and residence, but

of training. Do you require a life-time of preparation from
those who are to deal with your physical ills, and even pass

laws against the prescription of medicines by persons unarmed
with medical degrees? Very well: let us say that a hundred
million, or a hundred thousand, people are as important as our

single selves ; let us require, of those who would rule our cities,

or our states, or our country, that they shall have devoted

themselves as assiduously to learning the art and science of

administration (which differs from politics), as men now must

devote themselves to learning medicine and law. And then let

every person so prepared be eligible for election without any
nomination; it is at the point of nominations that our corrup-

tion centers and our politicians breed. Let our choice be no

longer confined to A and B, who both belong to X ; let it range

freely among a hundred candidates, all so well prepared that

even our animal pets might vote without being able to elect

an incompetent man. God knows that in the present condi-

tion of the birth-rate we need a fool-proof democracy.

You say that this substitutes theoretical training for ex-

perience ; very well : let higher offices be open only to those who

have served two terms in an office of the next lower rank. You
say that we need character as well as training; I answer that

shysters and charlatans would not undertake so arduous a

preparation, or would fall by the wayside. You say that the

plan is undemocratic because it restricts office ; it is ; it is an

attempt to combine aristocracy in government with democracy

in choice; and let no man pretend that our present narrow

choice between two evils is real democracy. Let those who love

democracy establish equality of educational opportunity; let

democracy mean not the equal eligibility of all to office, but the

equal opportunity of all to make themselves jit to hold office.

Let every city establish municipal scholarships for the higher
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education of the brilliant children of the poor; let every road

to preparation be open, and every road to office closed except

to the prepared. We have suffered long enough.

My dear Mr. Mayor, I know your difficulties, and your limi-

tations. But would you make our city still greater and more

beautiful than it is? (Having seen them all I come back

fonder of it than before.) Would you make it live in history

with Lorenzo's Florence, and Julius' Rome, and the Athens of

Pericles? Call to your aid the great men and women of your

city ; it is rich in unexploited genius, rich in great executives,

great scientists, great economists, great engineers, great archi-

tects, great teachers, great philanthropists ; they are such men
and women as would be glad to give you part of their time

without other remuneration than the honor of serving their

people. Bring them together in a great advisory council ; ask

them to take thought about poverty and ugliness and igno-

rance, to propose plans for the spread of health and cleanliness,

knowledge and beauty; who knows but in the unprecedented

generosity of our time they may not help to finance, as well

as to suggest, the Great Reconstruction of our city? We are

too rich to have poverty always with us, too intelligent to

be content with encompassing ignorance, too proud to have

any but the finest city in the world. We can destroy these

slums, we can beautify these streets, we can perfect and mul-

tiply these splendid schools ; we can use the knowledge and the

genius that already exist to lift up these great masses of peo-

ple to levels of citizenship undreamed of in ancient Italy and

Greece. Mobilize and organize the intelligence that lies about

us so scattered and unused ; give it a spacious hall for confer-

ence ; encourage it to lead us toward what we might be. Then
all barriers of party will melt away; seven million people will

support you ; and as long as this Isle of Towers rises so boldly

out of the sea, your Administration will be honored in the mem-
ory of your country.



CHAPTER IV

IS MODERN EDUCATION A FAILURE? 1

IT
is a pleasure to hear Mr. Russell again, and to enjoy

with you his subtle and kindly humor. And it is an honor

to all of us that Professor Dewey should preside over our

discussion. If modern education is not quite a failure it is due
to him more than to any other man of our generation.

I have called this meeting a discussion, and I regret that it

was considered unwise to use that word instead of the word
debate. For a debate is a war of half-truths, and is bound
to seem a little absurd to any mature mind ; truth, like a child,

is the offspring of warring opposites, and no educated persons

can differ very sharply on any question about which they are

informed. Therefore I do not hesitate to admit—as I have

often in the past affirmed—the short-comings of modern edu-

cation ; and I have no doubt that at breakfast tomorrow, over

his chops and porridge, Mr. Russell would admit that the

situation of our schools, and of the universe, is not quite so

desperate as he has here implied.

But I am glad that Mr. Russell has made so general an

attack upon our civilization ; it gives me a chance to say what

I have long felt, that we have carried this old-fashioned praise

of other places and other times, and this timid depreciation of

ourselves and all our works, to a laughable extreme. Europe,

slightly envious of America's economic leadership, has consoled

itself with the legend that we are a nation of barbarians ; and

i A paper prepared for a debate with Mr. Bertrand Russell, October 6,

1929. As these sheets were lost en route to the hall, they differ from the

address actually delivered. I trust that no transcription of the actual debate

has been preserved.
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some of our best writers, filled with a strange mixture of su-

periority complex for themselves and inferiority complex for

their fellows, have echoed our European visitors, and informed

the world that Americans are robots and morons in life and

thought ; that the interior decoration of our souls is as stereo-

typed as the furniture in our homes ; that we are all Funda-

mentalists and Polyannas, and that the Boston police are a

fair sample of American culture at its best.

It is good that we have been so severely criticized, for we

have been stimulated to shame and scrutiny, and already, I

hope, we are a little less stupid than we were. But this wave

of humility by proxy is now a flood ; every Sophomore believes

that all other Americans are fools, and that when he travels

he must ingratiate himself with his hosts by expressing con-

tempt for his country. Every first cabin on the Atlantic is

crowded with retired Babbitts denouncing the Babbittry of

America.

I am a little weary of all this, and I wish to challenge its

exaggerations. Yes, we have some states that refute Darwin

by legislation ; but do you suppose that the peasants of France,

or Italy, or Germany, or Russia, are any more enlightened

than the farmers of Arkansas and Tennessee? Yes, we al-

most excluded Ernst Toller, but England actually excluded

Leon Trotsky. Yes, Boston has censored books and plays

;

but England too, until recently, had its Hicks, that famous Sir

William Joynson Hicks, who determined whether Bernard

Shaw, or any other dramatist, might be played in the British

Isles. England, which in matters of freedom and fairness

is the most advanced of all nations, forbade the publication or

sale of Havelock Ellis's Studies in the Psychology of Sex, and

Radcliffe Hall's Well of Loneliness—books which were pub-
lished without obstacle in America.

My brief stays in Europe do not warrant me in speaking

of its civilization or education with any authority ; but I have

not noticed, on any of these visits, half the intellectual vital-

ity and eagerness, half the enthusiasm for knowledge and open
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discussion, that I have found in the cities of America. The
English publisher of Wells's Outline of History informed me
that he had sold only 30,000 copies of that book in Great

Britain and Ireland; he was amazed to learn that with less

than three times the population, we had bought, in America,

more than ten times the number of the History. "And yet,"

he said, "your writers call you a nation of morons. Give me
such morons for a public."

Where do most English writers enjoy their largest sales?

In America. Where have Shaw's plays the longest runs? In

America. Where do English lecturers find their largest audi-

ences? In America. I know of no city in Europe that is

more alive mentally, more alert to every new idea, or freer in

its thinking, than this city of New York. The very liberty

that our critics have enjoyed in damning us to their heart's

content is the proof of America's intellectual growth.

I do not believe that we are robots or morons ; there is

altogether too much evidence against it. If some of us be-

lieved it for a while it was because we deliberately selected

the worst stupidities we could ferret out in the vast American

scene, and listed them, for our sadistic delight, month after

month for many years. Every country could have done the

same: France could have hung its head for hounding Voltaire

and Dreyfus, England could have recalled its treatment of

Keats, Shelley, Byron, Thomas Hardy, and Bertrand Russell,

Greece could have put on sackcloth and ashes for exiling An-

axagoras, indicting Aspasia, expelling Aristotle, and poison-

ing Socrates. And any fatuous optimist, by similarly select-

ing the data, could have drawn up contrary lists of admirable

items in America, from Herbert Hoover to Charlie Chaplin,

from Edison to Michelson, from Whitman to Dreiser, from

Lindbergh to Babe Ruth. The achievements of the present

administrations of Great Britain and the United States in or-

ganizing international peace, and the warm support given

them by their peoples, do not indicate a failure of the schools,

or any inferiority of this generation in intelligence and good
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will. It is time we stood up and looked Europe in the face.

It has all the virtues, and vices, of old age ; and we have all the

vices, and virtues, of youth.

Nevertheless there are robots in America, as there are in

England, France, and everywhere. But what produces them ?

The schools ? Any eye can see that here it is our factories and

our offices, not our schools, that have failed. It is standard-

ized mass production that produces standardized masses ; this,

and the stupefying routine of petty business and trade, turns

out the characterless adults who will give vast pluralities to

corrupt municipal governments this fall. But in the schools

our children seem more independent and wilful than ever, and

our college magazines, fraternities and sororities reek with

originality and revolt.

The boys and girls whom our educational institutions are

graduating are intelligent enough, and far better informed

about the nature of the world and man than we were at their

age. Indeed, it is precisely the rapid development of intellect,

and the rapid dissemination of knowledge, that have brought

about that transitional disorder of morals and character which

tends to make us question the functioning of our schools. The
problem of our time is that our sons and daughters know too

much; their knowledge has progressed in advance of their

character, and for a time they are in chaos. They have dis-

covered the sad untruth of the inherited mythology, they have

seen the venality of politicians, they have read Margaret San-

ger, and they have learned the biology of love; visibly and

audibly they have begun to think.

Now intelligence is as individualistic as instinct is social;

the intellect cares as little for the race as nature cares for the

individual. So today marriage and morals are in decay, while

individuality and free thought flourish in morals and literature,

in science and philosophy and art. That passage from in-

stinct and habit to intelligence and thought which marks the

transit from agriculture to industry, from country to city

life, has uplifted the intellect and undermined character.
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There are no stoics and no saints among us ; we can afford to

be Epicureans, and we know too much to be saints.

It is only if we hold the schools responsible for this tempo-

rary disintegration of character that we can consider them
a failure. But even this brief analysis is enough to indicate

that it is not our schools that have broken down here ; that on

the contrary they are laboring to take over, and to rescue from

chaos, those functions of training character which have been

surrendered by the disrupted home and the weakened church.

Sex education, which was once left to the family and the street,

is being undertaken by the schools ; haltingly at first, because

it is not a field in which thoughtful men are yet certain of the

best approach, but probably in the right direction, through

the avenues of biology. All along the line the breakdown of

the family and the church have added fresh burdens to our

educational system. It is not the schools that have failed

;

it is they that have flung themselves into the breach as these

ancient props of order and character have fallen. Instead of

being a failure they are the strongest base of our civilization,

and our soundest hope for the future.

An intelligent judgment of this matter would consider, also,

the unprecedented difficulties which harass our schools today.

The Education Boards are infested with politicians, themselves

the products of little schooling or none; corrupt municipal

governments run the machinery, and clog it at every point.

Where the text-books are poor or the classes too large, where

the standard of teaching is depressed by ridiculously low sal-

aries, look for the cause not in the schools themselves, which

struggle bravely under these handicaps, but in their subordina-

tion to incompetent officials selected by the counting of noses,

or the buying of noses, at the polls.

Worse still, the schools are handicapped by working in the

midst of a society just emerging from a merely commercial

stage of development. I say "emerging," for I see in our

generous expenditure on education and research, in our great

orchestras, museums and libraries, in the wider circulation of
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books and good magazines, in the improvement of our press

to the point where New York now has the finest newspaper in

the world—I see, in all this, good reason to believe that we

no longer worship money monotheistically, that we recognize

the existence of other gods and other goods. Rut during the

first quarter of this century money was the Lord our God,

and would not have other gods beside it; it formed our char-

acter, it chose our presidents, and it ran our schools.

And yet is it the schools that have taught us to worship

gold? Not at all. It is life and industry themselves—the

daily perception that only material success would be honored

by our fellow-men. The schools have not taken any willing

part in this degradation of our standards ; on the contrary,

the ideals they have taught, despite every evil influence of busi-

ness and politics, have been so uncommercial that half the re-

volt of youth lies in their resentment against commercial stand-

ards, in adult life, that violate all that they have learned in

the family and the school. What the schools need is discrimi-

nating encouragement, not indiscriminate blame; nothing

could be more unreasonable, or more disastrous, than to con-

sider our schools the seat of these evils against which, in reality,

they are our strongest weapon and our last resort.

Eighteen years ago, as principal, teacher and chief pupil

of the Ferrer Modern School, I wrote a little pamphlet chas-

tising our system of education—denouncing its rigid disci-

pline, its abominable text-books, its overworked and underpaid

teachers, its unnatural restraints on movement, individuality,

and liberty. I do not withdraw those criticisms; they were

just then, and some of them are just today. Rut in the in-

tervening eighteen years what progress the schools have made

!

I know of no institution that has so profited by public criti-

cism and private experiment as our colleges and our schools.

The liberals of America have won a great victory in education,

as in morals and in literature ; but with rare modesty they have

failed to realize it. Our educational institutions are still im-

perfect, like the children we send to them, and like ourselves;
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but it is a romantic exaggeration, not to speak of sheer in-

gratitude and misunderstanding, to call them a failure.

Last month, in the effort to test matters for myself, and to

see things as they really are, I visited a public school, and sat

anonymously in the rear of the room while a teacher taught

history to the seventh grade. I was amazed to find, first of

all, that she was good-looking; this was contrary to all prec-

edents ; it was a delightful innovation which must be put on

the bright side of modern education, fit to balance half the

terrible things which Mr. Russell has said. Further, I was

struck by a diagram which she had drawn upon the board, in

which the centuries of this once-Christian era were shown as

an inch on a three-foot scale of time stretching back to 100,-

000 b. c.j and the lower half was marked "Unknown." Here

was perspective, which is the soul of wisdom ; here was no crea-

tion of the world in 4004 b. c, no snake and no Eve; above all,

here was that honest word Unknown—in itself a stimulus to

thought. But what struck me most was the method of teach-

ing. It was thoroughly Socratic : the instructor shot question

after question to student after student; asked one to criticize

the answer of another; left many points unsettled, for later

study and research; and through that whole period kept her

class on the qui vive, thinking. One lad, aged eleven, when

asked for the oldest living civilization, answered, "China," and

added : "The Chinese were once the most civilized people in the

world, though I couldn't say as much for them now."

Was this only an isolated example of teaching that stimu-

lated thought? I suspected so, and went to another school.

There I found that from two to three o'clock, on certain after-

noons in the week, all classes were taught a new subject—how

to study. This too was astonishing and encouraging ; usually

one does not learn how to study until the later years of col-

lege, and seldom uses the knowledge afterward.

All in all I have visited four schools, widely scattered; and

in each case I report progress. I was impressed, of course,

with the physical equipment: bright class-rooms, cleanliness
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and order, fine auditoriums and gymnasiums, spacious play-

grounds and athletic fields, commodious rooms and desks for

domestic science and manual arts, every facility for the health

and growth of the body. I envied the generation endowed

with these opportunities.

But I knew that these are externals; I went inside and
watched the teachers and the pupils. Here was a real de-

mocracy quite different from our sham democracy of the polls

:

children of every rank, of every nationality, of every creed,

even of every color; in one class, for example, a little Chinese

girl with eyes like shoe-buttons in an amber face, and a plump
and jolly little Negro wrho turned out to be one of the bright-

est minds in the room. In some cases the human material the

school had to deal with was primitive—children disorderly, un-

washed, and uncombed ; here again the school was handicapped

by the failure of the home. But these were exceptions; for

the most part the children were a fine lot, destined, I think,

to produce a civilization immeasurably finer than that which

we knew in our now idealized youth.

Once our schools subjected children to a brutally rigid dis-

cipline, in which flogging was a required course ; and in Eng-

land the masters of Eton still use this method to save the King.

But in the schools of today I found just that degree of order

which can be secured by interesting studies, without unnatural

restraints. Each class had officers elected by itself, and con-

stituted a miniature democracy. Mr. Russell would be sur-

prised to find how far our mutual ideal of freedom in growth

has been accepted by the schools. Let him recall the flogging

and fagging days of Nicholas Nickleby, and be grateful for

the progress we have made. Once children hated school; to-

day, if I may believe my eyes, they go to it with a philosophical

resignation.

Best of all, these children seemed mentally free. I found no

system of theology forced down their throats; indeed, theol-

ogy was hardly mentioned during the entire day. But do

you recall the days of your own youth, wThen we were choked
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with theology morning, noon and night; when our growth and
happiness were stifled with fears of an avenging deity and an

everlasting hell, where the fire would never be extinguished and
the worm would never die? How many years we fought, in

our generation, to free ourselves from those fears and that

obscurantism and bigotry—against what resistance and con-

tumely, through what disruption of families and minds ! It

is true that in some of our states superstition still flourishes

and rules. But why? Because those are just the states where

schools are fewest, and teachers most poorly paid; again it

is the school that is fighting our battle for us, as Vanderbilt

University, in the heart of Tennessee, remained loyal to sci-

ence in the midst of all the Fundamentalist undertow.

Mr. Russell complains that our schools do not abolish fear.

I assert on the contrary that our students today are incom-

parably freer than we were at their age ; that education today

is passing out of the hands of theology as never before in the

history of Christendom; that our students are braver and

more fearless than their parents, that they stand unabashed,

as Nietzsche wished men to stand, in the face of every Prohibi-

tion. The young of our day know no fear; and it is good.

Our moral code is breaking down partly because it was based

upon fear—on spankings here and hell hereafter. But knowl-

edge is bad for fear, and knowledge grows. Our very chaos

challenges us to build a morality that shall be able to survive

a liberal education, that shall be fit for a nation with a hun-

dred thousand schools. In school we learn how to read; in

college we learn what to read; after we are graduated, if we

use these gifts, we become educated men; and only an intel-

ligent and natural morality can hold us then.

I am grateful, too, that Latin and Greek are going, that one

can pass through college without spending years in the use-

less pursuit of languages that are dead. Do you recall what

we suffered from Caesar and Cicero, from Homer and Demos-

thenes, from a thousand declensions and incalculable verbs?

We have won freedom from that for our children; we have
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salvaged that lost time, and offered it to them so that they

may learn not the dead languages, but the living literature,

philosophy and art of the Greeks. Do you know of Professor

MeikleJohn's experiment at the University of Wisconsin? He
is taking a hundred students, and devoting nearly all their

time for two years of their college course to a study of Greek

civilization in all its varied wealth. He is right: for if a man
were to learn Greek history and Greek civilization well he

would be a profoundly educated man. This is one of count-

less experiments that reveal the vitality of modern education,

its willingness to try, to learn and to grow. A thousand pri-

vate schools experiment on the children of the rich with new
ways of teaching, and fancy studies in the curriculum; slowly

the fads are weeded out from the wisdom, and our schools

take over the results. This spiritual vivisection of the rich

atones in some measure for the addiction of our hospitals to

the experimental vivisection of the poor. Even Mr. Russell's

school will help ; we shall watch the progress of his pupils

through several years, and then, if they are not ruined, we
shall apply his methods to those twenty million school-children

in America whom we cannot afford to victimize at once with

every new idea.

So, for example, many public schools have established classes

for backward children, classes for advanced children, and every

facility for bright students to skip a grade. The schools have

listened to Herbert Spencer, and science, which was hardly

known in the class-rooms of fifty years ago, now receives more

attention than it deserves ; it is that very science for which Mr.

Russell pleads, that tends to make our pupils into good mathe-

maticians and engineers, incapable of taking any pleasure out

of literature and art ; men for whom Beethoven and Lucretius,

Voltaire and Anatole France are meaningless names, closed

realms of possible delight. Now every school contains a library,

from which each day the classics of the world go forth freely

to a thousand homes; and in a myriad schools throughout

America the voice of Walter Damrosch and his orchestra, teach-
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ing the enjoyment of music by the example of masterpieces

carefully played, comes over the pliant air. And what do they

not tell me, these children of ten and eleven, of Bach and
Beethoven and Brahms, of Raphael and Leonardo, of Rem-
brandt and Rubens and Van Dyck? To me, at ten, these

names were utterly unknown; and I am grateful that today,

almost for nothing, our human heritage of science, literature

and art is handed down to our children more abundantly than

ever before, and to an ever larger proportion of our people.

Yes, the schools are imperfect. They share our own faults

—

our impatience, our acquisitiveness, our timidity in the face of

change, our disorder of mind and character in this age of a thou-

sand transitions. And they admit of endless improvement.

It is true that we need more men teachers in the higher grades,

though it is not true that our women teachers make our children

effeminate. Let Mr. Russell go into the playgrounds and he

will soon find that our boys are as masculine as ever, and our

girls are—well, a little more masculine than before.

And it is true that we need better teachers. Our teachers

are as good as the salaries we pay them; when we raised their

salaries after the war, their quality went up ; double their sal-

aries, and they will soon be twice as good as they are. We spend

too much on buildings and equipment, too little on the staff;

for a while our motto should be, worse buildings and better

salaries. The text-books are poor; many of them are dry

enough to make even philosophy dull ; let some great publish-

ing firm engage a James Harvey Robinson to select a corps

of specialists in the humanization of knowledge and transform

the bones of scholastic fact into the flesh and blood of living,

usable truth. Let the city and the state establish scholarships

to enable the bright children of the poor to go on to higher

education; and let eliminative tests weed out the incompetent

rich who clog and clutter them now. Above all, the ideal of

education must improve : we must aim to preserve the poet and

the artist, as well as the scientist and the man of affairs, that

lie potential in every soul. Education does not mean that we
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have become certified experts in business, or industry, or

finance; it means that through the absorption of the moral,

intellectual and esthetic inheritance of our race we have come

to understand and control ourselves as well as the external

world; that we have developed an ennobling intimacy with

genius living and dead, and made for ourselves good friends

in the Country of the Mind; that we have learned to add

courtesy to culture, wisdom to knowledge and forgiveness to

understanding. I believe that in our lifetime our colleges and

our literature will mould for us such women and such men.

As Mr. Russell spoke it seemed to me that I heard again

the voice of the Utopian Rousseau, denouncing the civilization

and education of his day as a failure, and upholding against

it his dream of a Golden Age; and in the wings I heard old

Voltaire whispering: "Gently, my friend; be grateful as well

as critical ; know the worst, and encourage the best."

This pessimism of Mr. Russell's is part of our post-bellum

neurosis, our after-war weariness of soul ; hope is dead among
us for a time, and it is the fashion to be cynical, and despair.

But the world has known war before, and weariness far bitterer

than ours; in 1819 Schopenhauer sang a dirge of dissolution

for Europe as Cassandra Spengler sings a dirge for her now;

and in 1821 Goethe thanked God that he was not young in a

world so apparently finished and dead. There is in our human
stock a resilience that comes of youth perpetually renewed

through the scheme of birth and death; our children will not

understand our cynicism, nor be content with our surrender;

they will rejoice in the colleges that surround them on every

hand; they will produce great poetry and drama, great novels

and music, great architecture and statuary, great science and

philosophy, as if Armageddon had never been ; and those edu-

cational institutions which our romantic despondency would

call a failure will be the nurse of their greatness, the source of

their public, and the inspiration of their lives. Already the

seed is sprouting that has been planted by a hundred thousand
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schools ; the nation has become a vast class-room of millions of

souls eager to learn; you can wake up in the night and hear

the American mind grow. Even today our architecture, our

literature and our criticism speak with their own voice, create

their own language, and forge their own forms. Soon our

adolescence will end ; soon our commercialism will graduate into

the nourishing of a hundred arts. We have seen nothing yet.

THE END
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